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PREFACE

This Memorandur.

is

the latest in a continuing series of studies on

Soviet military doctrine undertaken by RAND for the United States Air
Force.
In the spring of 1963,

RAND issued a translated and annotated text

of -he Soviet book Voennaia Strategiia
title

(Military Strategy),

Soviet Military Strategy (R-416-PR).

"•ritt.:n by a
Sokiclovskil,

The first

under the

Russian edition,

collective" of authors under the editorship of Marshal
had appeared in the fall of 1962.

It was the most compre-

hensive Soviet treatment of strategy since 1926.

In an 'Analytical

Introduction," the RAND translation assessed the significance of the
Sokolovskii volume.
In October 1963, the Military Publishing House of the Soviet
Ministry of Defense brought out a revised edition of Voennaia Strategiia.
Four months later RAND distributed Leon Goure's Notes on the Second
Edition of Marshal V.

D.

Sokolovskii's "Military Strategy" (RM-3972-PR).

The Goure study made a preliminary appraisal of the second edition on
the basis of selected textual comparisons between

work.

The present study goes further.

It

it

and the original

examines the major factors

underlying current trends in Soviet strategy, and it surveys and evaluatee recent Soviet military thought using a wide range of published
Soviet materials,

including of course both the first and second editions

of the Sokolovskii book.

SUNMARY
In the period since the Cuban crisis of October 1962,

the Soviet

political and military leadership has found itself at a crossroads of
decision on many issues of strategy and military policy.

The present

study provides an analysis of Soviet thinking and debate on these
issues, against the background of various problems arising out of the
new technological and political environment of the modern world.
A central problem relates to the allocation of resources.

The

need for greater Investment to sustain a high rate of industrial
growth and to shore up a faltering agriculcural sector, a rising
level of consumer expectations,- growing labor requirements in the
face of a matpower pinch,

the costs of keeping up the space race

these are some of the competing demands upon the Soviet economy
which evidently have made it

more difficult than usual during the

past year or two for the Soviet leaders to decide what share of their
resources should be devoted to military purposes.

The Soviet leader-

ship has asserted that remedial economic measures must not impair
Soviet defenses.

To a considerable extent, economic difficulties

may lie at the bottom of Soviet efforts to promote an atmosphere of
detente in East-West relations.
Another fundamental problem,

growing out of the military-

technological revolution of modern times,

centers upon Soviet aware-

ness of the destructiveness of nuclear war.

A nuclear environment

not only has made war look extremely dangerous.

At also hij helped

to undermine traditional Marxist-Leninist doctrine on the link between
war and politicsl, and has given rise to disturbing questions on the

political utility of the use of military power,

or the threat of its

in the nuclear-missile age.

use,

The continuing Sino-Soviet rift
great magnitude.

represents another problem of

Its ramifications are widespread.

Besides feeding

the centrifugal forces at work within the communist camp and sharpening
the competition between Moscow and Peking for the allegiance of "nationa.

"liberation movements,' the conflict may have called into question some
of the basic strategic assumptions upon which,Soviet plar,.-ing has been
based.

Together with a stirring toward greater autonomy amcnj the
the growing estrangement between Moscow and

East European countries,

Peking has obliged the Soviet leadership to give more attention to
internal military relations within the communist camp.
At the same time, almost two years after the abortive deployment
of Soviet missiles to Cuba,

the development of a military posture

suitable to Soviet needs in the power contest with the United States
apparently presents trouiblesome and unresolved problems.

Both the

internal military debate within the Soviet Union and the external

"strategic dialogue with theUnited States bear witness to the fact
that there are still

differing schools of thought in the Soviet Union

on many matters that have been under discussion for some time.
The military polic

debate that has been taking place in the

Soviet Union during the past few years has furnished a good deal of
Insight into the kinds of military policy problemp that preoccupy
the Soviet leadership.

It

can be said,

too,

that there

is

now

somewhat more latitude than formrly for the expresslon of divergent
views.

The amount of latitude fluctuates,

and there is still

a

fairly elaborate ritual for conveying high-level criticism by
indirection in order to preserve the myth of communist solidarity.
,Nevertheless the conditions of Soviet discourse today do allow more
rcom for public airing of differences than formerly.
As for the military debate itself, the mainstream has been fairly
well-defined since the late fifties, when the consolidation of
Khrusb-hev's political primacy coincided with the prospect that the
Soviet Union might soon count on having advanced weapons in some
numbers.

From that time,

the debate has centered essentially on the

efforts of the political leadership,
himself,

including particularly Khrushchev

to reorient Soviet military doctrine and forces in a direction

considered more suitable for the needs of the nuclear-missile age.
These efforts have met with varying degrees of resistanre from some
quarters of the military,

perhaps with tacit backing among elements

of the party-state bureaucracy whose interests were engaged in one
way or another.
It would oversimplify the picture, however,

to regard this as

merely an institutionalized contest of views between political and
military leadership groups.

The debate probably has been shaped as

much by the nature of the issues as by purely institutional
differences.

in fact,

there has been.a continuous tributary stream

of discussion within the military itself, with "modernist" and
"traditionalist" outlooks at each end of the apectrum and a body of
"centrist" opinion in the middle.
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The modernists have renrl"d more or less to sympathize with
the kinds of views advanced by Khrushchev,

and to argue for a more

radical adaptation of modern technology to military affairs.

They

have suggested that this approach might permit reducing the size of
the armed forces -- that quality, so to speak, would replace quantity.
The traditionalists,

on the ocher hand, while recognizing the impact

of technology on military affairs,

have nonetheless tended to argue

against discarding tried and tested concepts merely for the sake of
adopting something new.
Unresolved issues in the Soviet military policy include the
folloolng:
0

peacetime,

The size of the armed forces that should be maintained in
and the prospects for mobilization of additional forces in

wartime under nuclear conditions.

Khrushchev's proposal in December

1963 for further troop reduction, perhaps to complete his earlier
1960 troop-cut program which was suspended in

1961,

met with notable

lack of enthusiasm among high-ranking Soviet officers.

In fact,

Marshal Chuikov, commander of the Soviet ground forces,

spearheaded

a rather thinly disguised lobby against the proposal.

In December

1963 he pointed out that the Western powers had recognized the
pernicious effects of "one-sided" military theories and were building
up their ground forces along with their strategic nuclear power.
While it would appear that the lobby against the troop cut has lost
its case,

Khrushchav also seems to have yielded some ground by giving

public assurance that the reduction would be "reasonable."

-

0

The kind of war

forces should be prepared.

--

short or protracted --

for which Soviet

This issue involves two dirgent view-

points. One view, usually identified with the modernist school of
thought,

places major stress on the decisive character of the initial

period of a ruclear war and on the need to prepare the Soviet armed
forces and economy for bringing the war to a conclusion "in the
shortest possible time, with minimum losses."

rho second view pays

more heed to the possibility of a protracted wt
need to make strenuous preparations economicall

and the consequent
,

militarily, and

psychologically for such a war,
o

The question whether limited wars can be fought without

danger of escalation into general nuclear war.

Contradictions still

exist between Soviet avowals of support for "national liberation"
wars and the Soviet doctrinsl position that small wars pose a great
danger of escalation if

the nuclear powers become involved.

Som

signs of a shift in the Soviet view on the escalation potential of
local wars have been evident, particularly in the strategic discourse
with the United States.
o

The respective weohts of strategic nuclear operations and

combined-arm theater operations in any future general war involving
a powerful overseas adversary like the United States. Although the
primacy of the strategic missile forces has now .becom an established
tenet of Soviet military doctrine,

considerable debate continues over

the ways in which theater campaigns on the Eurasian continent should
be related in scope,
operations.

character,

and timing to global strategic

Such issues as the size of the armed forces and the

duration of a war also are interwoven with this question..
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o

The prospects of survival under conditiona of surprise

nuclear attack.

This issue has many ramifications,

including ulti-

mately the question whether a nuclear war can be won
any meaningful sense.

or lost --

--

in

In the immediate context of the military debate,

one school of thought holds that seizure of the strategic initiative
by 0,:P enemy at the outset of a nuclear war could bring irreparable
losses and defeat.

This view has led to great stress on high combat

readiness of forces-in-being and also to veiled advocacy of a preerPtive strategy, which tends to confli-t with the political-propagand-:
position that the Soviet Union would not strike the first blow.
Another school of military thought concedes the importance of moving
swiftly to the strategic offensive in the initial period of a war,
but argues that there is a high likelihood that the war wounl
out after the initial nuclear exchanges.

stretch

Souc adherents of this view

advocate preparation for a protracted war in which,

it

is

argued,

the

euperior political-morale qualities of the Soviet side, plus itb,
residual economic and military capacities,

would operate to ensure

"victory.
o

The question whether the criteria for developing the Soviet

armed forces should stress mainly their deterrent and intimidat 4 onal
functions,

or their actual war performance value.

A substantial

group in the military apparently feels that Khrushchev's strategic
ideas would leave the Soviet Union in an unsatisfactory position
if

deterrerce should fail.

Views on this issue probably reflect

differing estimates of the likelihood of war.

Although both

political and military spokesman customarily join in tendentious

charges that the West is preparing for a "preventive" war against the
Soviet Union, Xhrushchev's. private view for the past few years appears
to have accorded rather low probability to the danger of a deliberate
Western attack on the Soviet Union under conditions short of extreme
provocation,
The question of.finding a military strategy for victory in

0

a possible future war against the United:Statas.

Soviet military

thinkers appear to be increasingly aware of the inadequacies of
traditional doctrine and forces for war against a foruidable
opponent like the United States.

However,

overseas

there continues to be a

good deal of uncertainty as to whether one could count on paralyzing
the U.S.. will to resist by qiick nuclear blows against the U.S.
homeland or whethtr it

would be necessary to defeat the U.S. armed

forces in detail and occupy the United States to achieve victory.
This uncertainty is
can any longer 'e
ge-.eral,

compounded by the question ohother nuclear war

regarded as a rational Instrument of policy.

In.

Soviet military theorists and ideologists continue publicly

to spurn the concept of "no victor" in modern w.

,

but real doubt

appears to be at work in the minds of many Soviet leaders whether in
fact anything that could meaningfully be called victory could be salvaged after the damage tie Soviet Union would suffer in a nuclear war.
In addition to suc

unresolved issues in the immediate area of

military policy and str. tegy,

there also has been continting evidence

of a certain amount of underlying strain in
relations.

Symptomatic of this strain is

Soviet political-tdlitary

the renewed emphasis placed

since the fall of 1962 on the principle of political supremacy in

"

military affairs.
involved.
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Various problems,

some of long standing,, are

One of these conuerus the proper role of the military in

the formulation of defense policy an. strategy.

The pe.rty-,oriented

view tends to hold that the wilitary leadership should confine its
attention to the profeasional aspects of preparing the Soviet armed
forces for their assigned tasks.
haid,

there is

Amvng the military, on the other

a tendency to feel that the complex nature of moder-n

warfare means the milit'-ry profession should have greater weight
in

preparing the country as a whole for a possible war.

a Llaai

for more

influence in

This view imp.e

the shaping of basic national policy.

While the internal military debate indicates chat doc.rii:e is
still

in

flux on many points,

coasenusu

it

on basic matters still

is

Important to bear

in mind that a

binds the various elements of the Soviet"

leadership together and that the areas of agreement on purpose and
policy are doubtless broader than the areas of contenticn.
number of military questions,
in

Soviet thinking over the last couple of years.

for example,
in

a large measure of agreement

with regard to:

modern warfare;

a war;

This is

On a
is

apparent

the case,

the primacy of strategic nuclear weapons

the critical

mportance of the initial

period of

the need for maintenance of a high state of combat readiness;

adoption of

target philosophy emphasizing destruction of both

military and civilian targets;

rejection of the ccncepts of targeting

restraint and controlled response;

and recognition oc the economic

difficulty of maintaining laige scanding forces in peacetime.
On still
in

other matters,

a new degree of e.mphasi-

recent Soviet military discussion.

is

to be found

To mention a few examples:
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more Attention to limited war;-

increased confidence in the ability

of early warning to reduce the chances of successful surprise attack;
greater stress on the hardening and mobility of .Lrategic weapons and
on the contribution su'

measures make to the creOdibility of the

Soviet deterrent posture;
launching submarines;

upgrading of the strategic tole of missile-

some downgrading of long-rarge bomber prospects

for the future but an upgrading of the bomber's role against targets
at sea;

more emphasis on antisubmarine operations and amphibious

landing capabilities;

and further stress on the importance of

developing both antimissile and ancisatelite-defenses.
The views of Soviet political and military leaders on problems
of war and steategy are also ot great interest in the contexe of
the external strategic dialogue with the West,
States.

principally the United

As a form of communication between adversaries,

much of the

strategic dialogue has been and probably will continue to be concerned with advancement of the policy interests uf the two great
nuclear powers in a more or less narrow sense, with each side using
public declarations to enhance its deterrent poeture,

to obtain

political advantage from Its military power ok prevent.the other
from doing so,. and to irpress the authority ot its position on.allies.
and onlookers.
At tho sav

time,

however,

both sides :end perceptibly,

thcugh

in varying dogrees, to look upon more precise strategic connunication
as a means to clarify the complexities and mitigate the dAngers of
their stratetic relationship in the-nuclear-missile age.:
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In the past year or so,

the Soviet side has made several

interesting contributions to the discussion of strategy, both
internal and external.

One of theses was a revised and expanded

edition of the Sokolovskii volume, Militar_
the fall of 1963,
first edition.
U.S.

Strategy,

published in

a scant fifteen ma-thn after the widely-publicized

Another was a direct Soviet riposte in Red Star to

colnentarf on the first

Sokolovskii edition.

In these and

certain other expressions of strategic thinking by Soviet military
and political figures there has been a tendency to refine the
arguments,

partly in order to counte- or modify Western interpretation"

of Soviet military posture and policy.

Some Soviet writirgs have

contained "corrective messages" on such questions as escalation of
local conflicts,

Soviet second-strike capability,

pre-emption,

military political relations, and so on.
The Soviet leadership's recent difficulties have left their
imprint.on strategic discoursewith the West, w i.-h reflects an
evident Soviet awareness of the need to adjust Soviet policy to changes
in

the character of the strategic environment.
'There has been an Insistent effort to enhance the credibility

of the Soviet strateg!c deterrent in Western el s.

This theme,

argued with greater technical sophistication tt'n previously,

has

beencoupled with an attempt to disabuse the Untted States of any idea
that It

can couct on a successful first strike or draw political

advantage frou its strategic position vis-a-vis the Soviet Union.
Increasing emphasis has been placed on the strategic missile forces
as the main element of Soviet military power and a major tool of Soviet
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"foreign policy.

While asserting the qualitative superiority of

Soviet missiles,

and alluding to the Soviet Union as the sole

.possessor of weapons oi ,50-100

megatons and more,"

the Soviet

spokesmen have continued to avoid numerical comparison of their longrange missile forcts with those of the United States.
Another feature of Soviet discourse on warfare at the strategic
level has been a consistent rejection of the idea of controlled
use of strategic weapons and damage-limiting restraints in the event
a major war should occur.
speech of June 1962,

Since Secretary McNamara's Ann Arbor

in which he outlined a strategic philosophy

stressing that military torgets rather than cities and population
should be the object of attack in case of nuclear war, Soviet
commentators have devoted much criticism to what they call a U.S.
attempt to popularize a "counterforce" or "city-sparing'

strategy.

At the sawe time, there have been some signs of Soviet sensitivity
to implications that the Soviet strategic concept is

rigid and less

humane than the position of Western advocates of damage-limiting
measures.
In contrast with the rigid Soviet $mage of war at the strategic
level, there has been a new tendency to redefine the Soviet position
on the link between small wars and global war.

For some years this

position was marked by a rather high degree of doctrinal rigidity,
exemplified by stress on the great danger of escalation.
however,

there are some efforts,

Today,

particularlf in military media,

to

make the point that Soviet doctrine does not preach the "inevitable"
escalation of limited wars into general wsr.

While not necessarily
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indicating that the Soviet Union has suddenly developed a fresh

"interest in waging local wars, the new trend of argument suggests
that the Sovir-ts are at least seeking to soften the old line on
escalation.

One reason might be to counter Chinese criticism of

Soviet failure to give vigorous support to "national liberation"
struggles.

Another reason might be to correct any impression that

the West enjoys greater freedom to act in local conflicts because
Soviet doctrine indicates a hypersensitive concern over escalation.
The apparent desire in some Soviet quarters to convey an image
of greater flexibility in

the hendling of potential local conflicts

has tended to stop short of Central Europe, where the possibility
of keeping a local war within limited bounds is
opinion.

However,

scorned by Soviet

there has been some suggestion in Soviet discourse

"that, in case of certain third-power conflicts involving possibly
West Germany and Eastern Europe,

the Soviet Union might try to avoid

expanding the conflict by withholding attacks against the United
States in return for U.S.

abstention.

This suggestion seems to

relate Lo a general Soviet concern to reassure the United Stetes
against a Soviet first

strike under borderline conditions in which

the question of pre-emption might arise.
At the same tim

however, tha Soviet position on pre-emption

remains somewhat ambiguous.

There is

statements of many Soviet leaders,

still

a veiled hint in

the

perhaps intended to reinforce the

Soviet deterrent image, that under some circumstances the Soviet
Union may entertain what would be in fact,
emptive strategy.
and others still

Thus,

for example,

if not in name,

a pre-

one finds Marshal Malinovskii

asserting that the Soviet armed forces must be
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t
prepared for the high-priority task of "breaking up the enemy'

aggressive plans by dealing him in good time a :rushing blow."
Much of the East-West strategic discussion to date has centered
on the question whether the balance of military power in the world
favors one side or the other.

The predominant note in Soviet

discourse has consistently been the need for military superiority
over the West.

However,

there are some obvious liabilities in

professing a policy of achieving and maintaining military superior.ty,
for if

the Soviet military posture is made to look excessively formidable

the result may wiell be simply to spur the West to greater efforts,

and

to leave the Soviet Union relatively no better off in the military
,sphere,

and perhaps a good deal worsA off economically.

Fora

country whose resources already seem strained by the high cost of
arms compstition, this is a serious consideration.
of a detente atmosphere

Soviet cultivation

indicates recognition of the problem,

for it

aims in part at slowing down the competition for military pre-eminence.
Furthermore,

in a tactical sense,

untimely emphasis on military

superiority could jeopardize other immdiate goals that detente seems
meant to serve.
Some tentative signs of wavering on the wisdom of proclaiming

a policy of military superiority have appeared in recent Soviet
discourse,

but whether this connotes merely a temporary softening of

the superiority doctrine or a deeper reassessment of its pros and cons.
remains to be seen.
its more

Certainly the Soviet leadership faces one of

vexing problems in deciding whether to strive for strategic

superiority over the West or to settle for a second-best position.
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Not only is the Soviet Union at a relative disadvantage in the
resources available for the task of achievingsignificant superiority,
but as experience shows it

has managed to live for a considerable

period in a position of strategic inferiority to its major adversary
without being subjected to the "imperialist attack'
predicted.

so often
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"I. NUCLEAR-AGE IMFACT ON SOVIET MILITARY POLICY
Few people anywhere remain unaware today that the acientifictechnological revolution of modern times has had an enormous impact
on social and political

and has helped to stimulate

institutione,

great ferment and change in the world.

Military affairs and the

relationship of military power to politics have felt the impact of
the scientific revolution in a particularly immediate sense.
is

no !eFc true in the Soviet case than in our own.

This

To understand

the debate over military policy and strategy that has unfolded in
the Soviet Union over the past decade,
dialogue with the West,

it

of the Soviet leadership in

as well as the strategic

may be useful first to view the situation
the lignt of several considerations,

arising out of the new technological and political environment of
the modern world.
The first

of these considerations is

the Sov'et appreciation of

the destructiveness of a nuclear war and the desire of the Soviet
leadership to reduce the risk that such a war might occur and place
in Jeopardy the achievements of more than four and a half decades of
socialist construction.

This appreciation has served to undermine

some of the fundamental aspects of pro-nuclear age Comnunist doctrine,
especially on the link between war and revolution.

It was Lenin's

view that war had what might be dcscribed as a legitimate sociopolitical function of enhancing the conditions for and triggering
off socialist revolutions.

While pre-nuclear age Communist doctrine

did not include the notion of violence for its own sake,
except fo: brief intervals-- did it

nor

--

stress the spread of revolution
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by virtue of red bayonets,

it

did certainly,

in the Marxist idiom,

"regard war as "the midwife of revolution.", The experience of two
world wars seemed to confirm this notion, for it was after each of
these wars that communism enjoyed its greatest suLcess and expansion
in the world.
Today, a nuclear environment not only has made a world war look
it

extremely dangerous,

also has tended to put a brake on many forms

of revolutionary activity, for even small conflicts might escalate
into large nuclear wars and jeopardize the Soviet system itself.
This situation clearly has had a striking impact on Soviet doctrine
and policy.

It

accounts in large measure for Khrushchev's revision

of the dogma of inevitable war and his vigorous advocacy of the
strategy of peaceful coexistence as the safest and most reliable
form of class struggle in the international arena.

One may recall

the sentiment expressed in the CPSU's riposte to the Chinese Communisi
in its open letter of July 1., 1963,

in which the dtatement was made:

The atomic bomb dtas not adhere to the class
it destroys everybody within range
principle:
of its devastating force. 2

1Communist doctrine has continued to recognize the historical
dependence of communism on war, even though the Soviet "revisionist"
view holds that revolution is no longer "obligatorily linked with war."
cited
An authoritative dactrinal manual, published in 1959 but still
as valid scripture in the SovWet Union, says for example: "Up to now
historical development adds up to the fact that revolutionary overBoth
throw of capitalism has been linked each time with world were.
the first and second world wars served as powerful acceleratos o
0snovyi Marksizma-Laninizma (Foundations
revolutionary txplosions.
of Marxism-Leninism), Moscow State Publishing House for Political

Literature, Moscow,
2pravda,

K___

1959, p. 519.

July 14,

1963.
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In terms of communist doctrine,
for once iZ is

this is

a truly corrosivie statement,

admitted that there are powerful phenomena which do

not obey the laws of Marxism-Leninism,

the door is open to inc.easlng

doubt about the validity of other features of the creed.

This seems

to be sensed by the Chinese Communists in their defense of ideological
orthodoxy against what they regard as Soviet revisionism.

The nuclear

age revolution in weaponry thus lies cloeezto the heart of the dispute between Moscow and Peking over the choice of means toward
attainment of communist objectives
leadership still

iii the world.

While the Soviet

clings upon occasion to the doctrinaire assertion,

that if a nuclear war should break out betweer the West and the
Communist camp,
assertioa is

it would end with victory for the latter.

advanced with growing lack of conviction.

this

EOnrushchev's

own appraisal of the difficulty of erecting a Communist order on the
radioactive rubble of alwar which he has said might cost from 700 to
800 million casualties,

eems to reflect a more cancid Soviet view

of the outcome of a geneilal nuclear war than the doctrinaire formula
of inevitable communist

ictory.

A second general consideration bearing upon the basic policy
decisions which confront the Soviet leaders in the area of war and
peace is

the uncertainty they may feel as to the outcome of an un-

limited arms computition with the United States.

An important facet

of this question is whether the intensified buildup of military
forces In an arms race against an opponent with superior rescurces

lIbid., January 17,

1963.
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would bring 4dded or diminishing returns so far as Soviet sectrity
is

concerned.

Past experience,

sech as that relating to the closure

by the United States of tho so-called mibsile gap, aould seem to
suggest that from the Soviet viewpoint,

challenging the United States

to a numbers race in modern wearons might have the effecPt of leaving
the Sovipt Union relatively wo te off than before ,he challenge
made.

There are signs,

to be didcUssed in detail later,

was

thp, the

Soviet leadership appreciates and is caught in this particui r
dilemma.
A third and closely related consideration is

the queatiox. of

economic pressure and constraints upon Soviet decisions in the field
of military policy and strategy.

The Soviet political leaders seem

well aware of the rising costs and rapid turnover rates of modern
weapons systems,

piled atop the fixed costs of a large conventional

military establishment,

at a time when they face major problems of

resource allocation to meet a rising level of consumer expectation
and to fulfill

very substantial investment requirements for a

faltering agricultural sector. 1 Further,

there are increased

demands on Soviet resources to meat the economic growth goals set
by current plans and implicit in the Party Program.

These demands

come at a time when, according to informed Western estimates of

1

The "chemicalization" decisions taken by the December 1963
plenum of the Central Committee indicated, for example, that a
seven-year investment of 42 billion rubles in the chemical industry
was necessary to increase production of fertilizer and other
chemical products.
See lhrushchev's December 9 Report at the CPSU
Central Comnittee Plenum, Pravda- December 10, 1963.
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Soviet economic performancel the Soviet ratp of economic growth has
slowed down considerably.

There is also a manpower pinch,

with exp.nding l.1b,.r force requirements,
claim'; of sp.ce programs.

coupled

not to mention the resource

All of these competing pressures upon

oviet resources undoubtedly pose for the Soviet leaders difficult
proble-m, ot choice betwecn defense needs and other requirements,
tlhourh

if

they haxe in the past managed to strike a workable,

ever,

not

nectes.,rilv iiappy balance between rneeting military and nonmilitary
roquirementt' when the Soviet economy was smaller than it

is today.

Fach of t .e broad considerations sketched above tend% to raise
many questions concerning the policies and programs applying to the

.7
oyiet arme2 forces, particularly as regards the matter of devoting

ISee dnal.ysis by the U.S. Central Intelligence Agency,

in The New York Times,

January 8,

reported

1964, and report released by

Senator Peul IH.Douglas, Arnnual Economic Indicators for tae USSR,
Materials Prepired for the Joint Economic Committee, Congress of the
United Stales, February 1964.
These studies indicate that the Soviet

rate of econovic growth declined from an annual rate of 6 to 10 per
cent in the IaFt decade to less than 2.5 per cent in 1962-1963. The
Douglas report suggests (pp. 93, 98) that the
ng-term Soviet growth
rate foi 196U-1970 may average out at around 4.5 to 5% if temporary
difficulties, particularly in agriculture, are ironed out., It appears
that Soviet sensitivity over the growth-rate issue has prompted a

major battlh of statistics with U.S. experts.
In January, V. N.
Starovskii, head of the Soviet central statistical administration,
derided the accuracy of the CIA analysis, but at the same time
concedet. that the growth rate (as calculated in Soviet terms, using
the concept of ,"gross social product-) was down from 6 per cent in
1962 to 5 per c.ant in 1963. Izvestiia, January 15, 1964. Omission
of certain income statistics in the annual Soviet economic report
published in Pravda, January 24, 1964, seemed to lend credence to
Western analyses of a growth-rate slowdown. See Theodore Shabad, The
New York Times, January 26, 1964., IOrushchev entered the statistical
argument in a major speech published in Pravda, February 15, 1964, and
in Prave.a, March 14, 1964, Starovskii again attacked the CIA and
Do-iglas reports.
StarovskJi gave hitherto unpublished figures for
%ross industria! production, but rather significantly did not furnish
figures be.ring directly on the over-all growth ra'e argument.
For

other comment, see: The New York Tines, January 9, 1964, March 15 and
22, 1964; The Christian Science Monitor, January 13, 1964.
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further large resources to their development.

However,

before the

Soviet leadership can satisfy itself as to the wisdom and feasibility
of embarking on radical changes in the policies which have hitherto
governed the development of the Soviet armed forces,

there is

a

.econd class of general considerations also to be taken seriously
into account.
First among these perhaps,
abundantly aware,

is

as the Soviet leadership seems

the fact that the power position and political

standing of the Soviet Union in the world today rest to a large
extent on Soviet military strength and the technology aEsociated
with it.

Indeed,

a "super-power"

one might say that the Soviet Union's status as

was not confirmed in the world's eyes until the

Soviet Union became a full-fledged member of the "nuclear club."
Modern arms,

in

short, have given the present Soviet leadership a

capability for influencing events on a global scale which no previous
generation of Soviet leaders enjoyed.
Along with the heady sense of International power which the
Soviet leadership derives from its armed forces goes a strong
conviction that these forces are an indispensable safeguard of
Soviet security against the hostile designs of the capitalist world.Further, Soviet military power also has a major role to play in

support of Soviet political strategy generally.

In Soviet

eyes,

military power backs up Soviet political strategy, both by dis-

"couragingWestern initiatives in troubled areas and by discouraging
dangerous Western responses to Soviet moves.

The heart of the

coexistence policy itself, as the Soviet leaders have been arguing

in

their polemics with the Chinese,

is

the proposition that Soviet

nuclear-missile power deters the "imperialists" and keeps them from
launching a war againqt
'Soviet
as

the Communist camp,

leaders profess to believe

is

a danger which the

inherent in

the L-ituatlon

long as imperialism exists.
Apart from their relationship with the West,

the Soviet

leaders

are not likely to lose sight of the fact that their position within
tte Communist bloc also is
posture.

intimately affected by their military

Uncertainty as to the eventual course of Sino-Soviet

relations and intra-bloc unity could make this factor
more important for the future.
occur,

for example,

Should an open split

loom even
in

the bloc

Soviet military power of a significant order

might be needed not only as a check upon Chinese pretentions,

it

might also prove indispensable for keeping Moscow's own satellites
in

line within a restive and fragmented Communist camp.

Moreover,

quite distinct from what might be called this intra-bloc policing
function of Soviet military power,

"the self-appointed
communist

the Soviet Union has taken on

role of providing the "nuclear shield" for the

states within its

orbit, which also places requirements

on Soviet resources above and beyond the needs of its
In

the latter

"Involv-s special

connection,
problems,

own defense.

the Soviet relationship with China

related to the possibility of independent

Chinese acquisition of nuclear capabilities.

The larer

degree of

policy freedom-of-action which Chinese nuclear capabilities of even
a limited order woule rive

the Peking leadership must be a cause of

some concern to the Soviet leaders.

This is

particularly

true insofar

as.Chinese actions might lead to a dangerous confrontation with the
United States and call directly into question Soviet treaty and
tacit obligations to come to the aid of a fellow Communist country
in distress.

The Soviet leaders for some time past have been trying

to prepare a position under which they would not be obliged to back
up China if

the latter pursued parochial interests not coinciding

with those of the Soviet bloc as a whole.

Nevertheless,

problem of what to do if a crisis should develop is

the stubborn

still

one with

which the Soviet leaderbh4,ý must contend.
Even with regard to the dangers of nuclear war,

the Soviet

leaders find themselves in a somewtiat ambivalent position.
one hand,

they understand that if

On the

a nuclear war should occur,

could put them out of business altogether.

it

Ther furnishes a strong

incentive to seek solutions of the Soviet security problem through
avenues other than buildup of the Soviet armed forces, such as arms
control, and disarmament.

On the other .hand, the Soviet leaders

"obviously recognize that the world's fear of nuclear catastrophe
provides a potent emotion issue around which the "Feace struggle"
and other forms of political warfare can be mobilized.
nature of their political aims,

there is

Given the

thus a built-in temptation

for the Soviet leaders to capitalize on the threat of nuclear

disaster.

This means among other things that they have a large

political stake in keeping the disarmament pot boiling without
actually seeking to consumate genuine disarmament arrangements as a
serious alternative to the possession of impressive military power.

"The Soviet leadership appears to be quite aware that, while the
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prospects of using war as a deliberate instrument of policy have
gone down in the nuclear age,

the potential political returns from

exploiting the possession of modern military power have gone up.
In a sense,

the Soviet leaders seem to have grasped what may be the

salient strategic truth of our times

-.

namely,

that men's minds

are by far che most profitable and perhaps the only suitable target
system for the new weapons of the nuclear age.
At the same time,

this consideration, too,

practical lessons of experience.
Soviet calculation,

it

is tempered vy the

At the most optimistic level of

may have seemed only a few years back that

the combination of Soviet missile and space technology plus
"Bolshevik iron will" offered a good prospect of facing down the

imperialists over a series of crisis situations, which would in turn
hasten the decline and fall of,Western power and influence in the

world.

However, things turned out otherwise.

Spurred by the

Sputnik challenge and revived threats against Berlin in the late
fifties, the Western powers not only shook off the suggestion that
the balance of strategic power had turned irrevocably against them
and that therefore they might just as well give in gracefully;
they responded, rather, with actions which had the effect of
dissolving the myth of the missile gap and strengthened the material
and political bases for Western resistance in the areas of contest
around the world.

t

House,

Cuba capped the process in the fall of 1962, when

See Philip E. Mosely, The Kremlin and World Politics, Random
Inc.,

New York,

1960, pp.

545,

551-557.

the tool of misýile diplomacy plus "Bolshevik iron will" came
a, art

in !ooviet hands and left them with no reasonable

but to back off and salvage what

they could of an uniappy situation.
the Soviet leaders may wLll

Looking back upon their experience,
be faced with the question whether
blackmail diplomacy justifies
restore its

alternative

the declining vorth of a .iissile

further great effort and investiaent

to

plausibility.

These,

then, are some of the broad considerations

the decisions facing the Soviet

thit

underlie

leadership with regard to their

.-

forces and the role which military power can be expected to play in
the conduct of Soviet policy generally.
practical necessities

Changing concepts and

over the past decade have influenced the

policies governing the development of the Soviet armed forces,
these influences
at work.

--

often pulling in

diverse directions,

and

are still

The leaders of the Soviet Union are pursuing a variety ot

domestic and foreign policy goals,

and these often come into conflict

with military policy considerations as well as with each other.
The inmaediate problems of Soviet defense policy arise in
several identifiable areas and undoubtedly are perceived differently
at various levels of the Soviet bureaucracy.

A first source of

"difficulty stems from the nature of modern war itself, and as
indicated above,

involves fundamental questions as co whether war

or the threat of war can any longer be regarded as a rational
instrument of policy.

A second source of difficu.lty lies in the

area if allocation of resources to the military establishment in
the face of urgent competing claims upon the economy from other

sectors of Soviet society.

A third set of problems arises in the

overlapping zone where military strategy and political purpose meet,
and involves such questions as how best to maintain the credibility
of Soviet deterrence,

how to tecconcile the difference between actual

military posture and the foreign policy utilities claimed for it,
and what to do about any gaps that exist between Soviet military
capabilities and those of potential enemies.

.

fourth source of

difficulties lies in the organization and training of the Soviet
armed forceq themselves,

and reflects all the practical problems

that are generated when policy must be meshed with service roles
and responsibilities.
areas,

is

adversary,

And finally, cutting across each of these

the question of dealing and communicating with the
a process in which the strategic dialogue with the West

plays Its part.Few of the problems in these several categories are unique to
the Soviet Union.

At the same time,

they are not necessarily per-

ceived and dealt with along the same lines as generically similar
problems with which Western policy-makers and strategists must cope.

"-In this book we shall be concerned with Soviet thinking in all of
the areas mentioned above.

And as we shall see later in examining

the substance of Soviet strategic thinking and debate,

the Soviet

leaders seem to stand at a crossroads of decision on many issues of
military policy and strategy, which is perhaps the natural state
of those who guide the destinies of great powers in the nuclearmissile age.
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II.

THE INTERWL SOVIET MILITARY DEBATE

Tht structure and what might be called the Vrouid rulps of th_
I)oviet military

debate

question whether a
of the

term,

has

discussion of

deserve some comment.

gtnuine polticy debate,

been

going on

strategic

in

problems and military
less continuously

death,

process of adjustment

revolution
and jet

a

in

military

aircraft,

affairs

public or private,
Much of

in

and then by ballistic

But does such internal

it

is

the customary sense

the
in

decade

In fact,

has

since Stalin's

Soviet thinking to the
first

by nuclear weapons

missiles and space technology.

undoubtedly has gone

constitute

merely the

a

on in

private
whether

debate?

product of normaL processes

of professional military inquiry, policy formulation,
of appropriate audiences,

Open

discourse and communication,

necessarily

doubtless

i,; the

doctrine certainly

brought about

Policy discussion of such matters
as well.

there

the Soviet Union at all.

taken place more or
reflecting

in

First,

and indoctrination

with no particular polemical significance.

the areas of consensus in Soviet military discourse

are a

good deal broader than the areas in which disagreement can be discerned.
,oviet

At the same time,

however,

it

seems quite clear that

discourse has spilled over onto controversial terrain, often

with important practical implications for defense policy and strategy.
In this sense,

it

can properly be said that a genuine debate in-

volving divergent views on military issues has been taking place,
interwoven aith foreign policy and internal political-economic
considerations.
arises,

is

The essential point, over which

confusion sometimes

that the airing of divergent opinions in the Soviet Union
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of the past few years does not necessarily imply,, as it

once "id,

that those who lose the argument must also lose their positions of
authority.

in short,

Policy differences,

up with a power struggle.

are not inextricably bound

There is now somewhat more latitude r ian

forerly for both public and private expression of differences of
view, not only on military questions,
and even some political matters.
ind there is

but also on econowic,

llterary,

The amount of latitude fluctuates,

a fairly elaborate ritual for conveying criticism

still

by indirection so that the myth of Communist solidarity may be
preserved, but nevertheless the conditions of Soviet discourse today
do alloy more room for the airing of differences than before.
A distinction exists between officially-encouraged expression
of variant viewpoints,

such as one occasionally finds,

in Soviet military journals,
interplay of competing views,

for example,

and what might be called the unsolicited
special pleading and bureaucratic axe-

grinding that finds its way into Soviet print from time to time.
both cases,

it

beyond which it

In

can be assumed that the discussants recognize limitis
is

not expedient to press differences with the

accepted policy line of the moment.
outside observer is

Nevertheless,

the beneficiary, in any event,

partial evidence available is

the atentive
and from the

left to maks what he can of the

problems and issues which preoccupy the Soviet discussants.
brings up the question of "listening in"
cussion, and whether or not this is

This

on Soviet internal dis-

a reliable avenue to insight on

Soviet military thinking.
It would seem to be one of the characteristics of r totalitarian
iystem or indeed of any modern government that it

does

need to
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foster communication with and a9aong its elites and other internal
audiences on all sorts of matters, and that the most expeditious
way to do so is not necessarily through restricted private channels.
In the Soviet system much morerundoubtedly goes on beneath the surface through private and confidential connunications than in a
democratic society.

Even so, a gre;.t deal of comunication is

necessarily carried on publicly.

When Khrushchev,

for example,

delivers a long speech criticizing Soviet agricultural,
management,

industrial

literature, or defense industry, as he has done publicv.

on various occasions,

he faces the problem of outsiders listening

in and cbtaining incights that they would not get if "il this verp
done in closed sessions.

Indeed,

;hrushcnev has recognized this

problem explicitly, as when he spoke to a construction workers'
conference in Moscow inAprill 1963:
L

After today's conference, my speech will be
There is a great deal of criticism
published.
1-sok,
Our enemies will again howl:
in it.
There
there is a crisis in the Soviet Union.
is this and that in the Sov'at Union. We should
If we start to
not be afraid of this, comrades.
hide our shortcomings, we will impede the creation
1
of conditions for swiftly eliminating them.
It

is

not to be supposed, of course,

that the exigencies of

internal communication and argument in the Soviet Union are likely

to *r/ about uncontrolled revelation uf what is customarily regardeo
as "classified" military information.

However,

even with regard to

the kinds of milita'7 information tnat shouid be kept-out of public
'discussion,

there has been some change in the So-iet Union.

1Pravda. April 26,

1963.

For
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exainple,

a pamphlet by Marshal Malinovskii,

published in late 1962.

contained the following comment pertinent to a change in the ground
rules for discussio. of military matters:

"We nowadays set forth the

basic theses of Soviet military doctrine openly
political and in

its technical aspects

--

--

both in

its

not hiding such details ae

even in the recent past were considered great state secrets."
Such comparatively greatei openness in Soviet'discourse does
not mean,

to be sure,

that Soviet military writings can now be

regarded as a mirrr of "objectivity." divorced from the propaganda
functions that even professional military exoression is
serve in the Soviet Th-ion.

intended to

As made clear by the authors of the

Sokolovskii work, Military Stratetv.

which was recently republished

in a revised edition and to which we shall give detailed attention
later, Soviet military writers are explicitly aware that their job
Is not to take an "objective" and "neutral" attitude toward their
material:
Soviet military theory...reflects the laws of war
as an armed struggle in the name of the most pro"8ressive social class -- the proletariat. Consequently,
in this work the study of various aspects of war could
not be in the mature of an objective investigation.
Although war, as a two-sided process of struggle, has
a number of objective features, the authors, as
representxtiveas of. the Soviet Armed Forces naturally
could not conside:' these features from the position
of an outside obsebver, but always started with
"Marxist-Leninist concepts of the essential nature
of war in the modern epoch, ite causes, and how
it starts.

-larshal R.IU. Malinovskii, Bditel'no Stoyat-Na Strazhe Mira
,(Vigilantly Stand Guard Ovqr the Peace), Voenizdat Ministerstva
Oborony SSSR, Moscow, 1962, p. 23.
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According to Marxist-Leninist dialectics, objective
evaluation of the various rhenomena of social development means that the investigator cannot be neutral,
but is always the representative
and proponent of
1
the ideology of his claee.
military literature thus produsced within the frame-

Obviously,

work of Marxist-Leninist ideology wiil bc colored throughout by a
"propaganda" interpretation that distorts reality as seen through noaMarxist eyts.

This kind of propaganea distortion, however,

does not

make Soviet work any less valid as an express ion of what Soviet
writers believe to be relevant to their subject,

ner does it

run

counter to the purposes of internal indoctrination and instruction
which Soviet military writing also is meant to serve.

Similarly.

a consciousness of their obligation as proponents of Marxist-Leninist
ideology does not mean that Soviet discussants are never drawa into
debate o,.er the merits of one alternative policy or proposition
against another.
comunication,
to be sure

-.

Apart from serving a legitimate need for internal

Soviet military discourse does have another function,
that of comunicating with and influencing external

targ4t audiences in one way or another.

This latter aspect of Soviet

discourse will be taken up separately when we come to the question
of the external strategic dialogue with the United States.
ont, however,
merits

1

For the

the internal Soviet debate over mi&.tary questions

some further coinnt.

Marshal V. D. Sokolovskii, ot &L., Soviet Military Strategy,
with Analytical Introduction and Annotations by H. S. Dinerstein,
I Goure'and T. W. Wolfe of The RAND Corporation, Prentice-Hall,
EnglewooJ Cliffs, New Jersey, 1962, p,. 513.

-17Main Lines of the DePbate
The character and history of the Soviet military debate from
the time of Stalin's death up to the publication of the Sokolovskii
work on military strategy In the late suim"er of 1962 have been
treated, elsewhere at some ..
i -gth by the present author and others,1
and only its main lines n~id be recalled here in order to set the.
background for discussion of current issues in subsequent chapters
of this book.

The mainstream

Lvi

the military debate has been fairly

well-defined since the late fifties, when the consolidation of
Khrushchev's political primacy coincided with the Prospect that the
Soviet Union rui~ht aoon count on having advanced weapons in some
numbers.. From this point, the debate has centered essentially on
efforts of..the political leaderz5Sip, with Dhrushchev himself deeply
involved personally, to reorient Soviet military doctrine and forces
in a direction considered more, suftable for the needs of the nuclearmissil~e age.

There af fortb, have ment with varying degrees of

resistance and dissent from some quarters of the military, perhaps
'with tacit backing among other ilements of the party-state bureaucracy whose intelieuts were engaged to one way or another.

It would

oversimplify the picture, however, to describe this as merely a

lSee U.S. Editors' Analytical Introduct ion to Soviet Militaty
Strategy,.pp. 12-41. For otherextensive analyses of the post-Stalin
military debate, see: Herbert S..Dinerstein, War and the Soviet UIinj.,
revised edition, Frederick A. Praeger, Inc., Noew York, 1962; Raymond L.
Garthoff, Soviet Strategy in the Nucloear Age, revised edition, Frederick
A. Praeger, Inc.', New York, 1962; J. 14. Mackintosh, Stratejv ane
Tactics of Soviet F'oreign FolicX, The MacMillan Company. London,
1962, especially pp. 88-jo,..
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contest of views between political and military leadership groups,
for the debate probably has been dominated more by the natute of the
issues than by purely institutional differences between the political
and military leaderships.
In fact,

there has been a continuous tributary stream c.4debate

within the military itself, with "modernist" and "traditionalist"
outlooks at each end of the spectrum and a body of "centrist" opinion
iin

the middle.

The modernists have tended to be more or less in

sympathy with the kinds of views advanced by Khrushchev, arguing for
more radical adaptation of the fruits of modern technology to militar)
affairs, and suggesting that this approach might lighten the straia
on resources

--

that quality, so to speak, could replace quantity.

The traditionalists,

on th. other hand, while recognizing tie

impact of technology on military affairs, have nonetheless tended
to arpeagainst discarding tried and tested concepts merely for the
sake of adopting something new.
Khrushchev's own strategic ideas were most fully and forcefully
laid out in a January 1960 presentation to the Suprtsm

Soviet.

This

speech, which appeared to represent Thrushchev's definitive assessment of requirements in the nuclear-missile age for Soviet defense
policy and structure,
In it,

is

one of the major landmarks in the debate.

he described the changes wrought by modern weapons in the

character of a future war and noted the probable decisiveness of the

lReport by N. S. Khrushchev to a Session of the Supreme Soviet
of the USSR, Pravda, January 15, 1960.
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initial phase,

implying that such a war would be of short duration.

He stressed that nuclear weapons and missiles were the main element
in modern war and said that many types of trad1itional armed forces
were rapidly becoming obsolete.
country like the Soviet Union,
by nuclear weapons,

He advanced the view that a large
even though it

might be struck first

would always be able torsurvive and retaliate.

Expressing confidence that the imperialist c&mp was deterred by Soviet
military might, he held that the Soviet Union was therefore in a good

"position so far as its military posture was concerned.

Finally,

he

capped this presentation of his basic strategic notions with the
announcement that the Soviet armed forces would be cut roughly onethird, from around 3.6 million to 2.4 million men, and went on to

"say that this reduction meant no loss of combat .capability, since
the firepower provided by new weaponry would make up for the manpower
cut.
Khrushchev's January 1960 policy position and the programs through
which it

was to be implemented did not remain intact for long.

sumnr of 1961,

the troop reduction program haa been halted.

confident assessment chat Se-'iet defenses were in
to be implicitly contradicted by other measures

--

By the
The

good shape seemed
an increase of

"one-third in the Soviet military budget and the resumption of nuclear
testing, including weapons of super-megaton yield.
of militarydoctrine,

differing in soe

A new formulation

notable respec.s from Khrushchev's

January 1960 views, was advanced at the 22nd Party Congress in October
1961 by Marshal Malinovskii,

followed in 1962 by the comprehensive

Sokolovskii work on military strategy which reflected Malinnvek~iis
position on certain touchstone issues more closely than Khrushchev's.
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And in the realm of practircal moves on the international strategic
scene,

a Soviet step of unprecedented character was taken in the fall

of 1962 with the deployrient of missiles to Cuba.
The factors which brought about these various modifications in
the Khrushchev January 1960 prospectus for Soviet military policy
and posture are not fully known,

though some .f them can be identified.

Soon after the January 1960 policy was enunciated,
accepting it

a reluctance toward

in tote became apparent in the Soviet military press,

not in zhe form of open opposition, but often through statements
stressing matters which Khrushchev had either glossed over or
omitted altogether.

Concurrently,

signs appeared in the Soviet press

that many officers being returned to civilian life were encountering
difficulties of adjustment, which raised questions about the effect
of the troop reduction program on military morale.
also htd their impact on the situation.

External

events

In-May 1960 the U-2 episode

posed the possibility that Soviet Lilitary security may have been
compromised by loss of secrecy.

It also left the international

situation more tense after the breakdown of the Paris Summit meeting.
In 1961 a new Americaniadministration took offics and responded to
the threats that had been raised against Berlin by increasing U.S.
defense appropriations,

strengthening conventional forces,

improving the posture of U.S,
same year,

strategic forces.

the United States begss

and

In the fall of the

to express new confidence in the

margin of Western strategic supeoiority, on the basis of improved
intelligence.

A year later, the Soviet attempt to redress the

strategic imbalance came to naught in Cuba,

and in the aftermath of
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the Cuban miss-ile crisis the Soviet

leadership was faced with a

painful reappraisal of its worldwide position.
While Khrushchev's policies thus escaped neither a certain
amount of internal criticism nor the challenge of events,

the

striking thing about his role in the military debate is the constancy
I

with which he seems to have stuck to his basic strategic ideas..
His views,

both. publicly and privately expressed,

hive tended to run

along much the same lines as those in his January 1960 presentation.
Moreover,

as we shall see later,

these views again took on renewed

currency in the ongoing military debate in 1963 and 1964.
The role in the military debate of Marshal Malinovskii,
Soviet Defet.se Minister,- is
command appointees,

of particular interest.

Malinovskii

the

Like other high

is benolden to Khrushchev for his

job and is further constrained by party discipline and presumably
ýby his own prudence not to be so bold in opposition as was,

example, his predecessor, Marshal Zhukov.

for

In a sense, Marshal

Malinovskii has seemed to search for a mediating role in the military
debate, seeking to reconcile the general thrust of l1.rushchev's views
with the reservations probably felt by a substantial body of

1

An assessment of Khrushchev's emergence as a military authority,
written in 1960, offered an observation which may have aptly foreseen the role he has since played in the military debate.
It said:
"One of Ihrushchev's major achievements in the military spaere, in
fact, may prove to L.e that of wrenching a traditionally conservative
Soviet military bureaucracy out of its accustomed groove and
torcing it to reorganize in line with the technological facts of

ILfe." Khrushchev's Strategy and Its Meaning for America, A Study
for the use of the Committee on the Judiciary, United States Senate,
U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, 1960, p. 12.
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conservative opinion within the military.

The result has been that

Malinovskii's public pronouncements have tt a4ed to reflect what
night be called the centrist posi tion in the military debate, although he has also displayed fluctuations which might reflect. pressure
from either side or-perhaps merely tt.e pull of his own convictions.
Malinovskii's military repoit to the 22nd Congress of the CPSU
in October 1961 is another of Vt-n major, landmark's in the military,
debate. 1

Ahs presentation of a "new Soviet military doctrinie"

reflected many of the points Vhrushchev had made in his.January 1960
speech concerning the changed character of the var, the primacy of
strategic missile forces, and so on, but It also included some notable
amendments.

Host significantly, Malinovskii reaffirmed the traditionai

forces, stressing

--

in rather conspicuous contrast to omission of

this point by Khrushchev

--

that mass, multi-mnillion man arules

would be required for victory in any' future war. While VAlinovskii
himself curiously avoided taking a specific position. on the issue
of a short versus protracted war, the thrust. of his argumentL on theý
continued need for large armies implied that the Soviet Union must

prepare itself for a long war aswell asa short, decisive one.

This

view had quite different Implications for Soviet military pc~icy
than Shrushcbev's notion of a war chat would run a very bripf!course

after the Initial nuclear exchange..

On the whole, while Hdlinovskii

shared Khruehchev' s emphasis on a military posture that would deter
the Vest, he also reflected a concern evidently felt by the Soviet
military that the, kind of peacetime forces envisaged by Varushchev
1 Speech

by Marshal R. Ia. Walinovskii to the 22nd Congress of the
CPSU, Pravda October 25, 1961.
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might prove inadequate for fighting A war successfully if deterrence
should break down.
The much-discussed Sokolovskil work on military strategy which
appeared & little less than a year after Malinovskii's Party Congress
report can be regarded as another important landmark in the military
debate.

This jointly-authored work, while not an "official" treatise,

was the most ambitious treatment of doctrine and strategy attempted
in the Soviet Union in many years.

It could hardly avoid becoming

a forum in which both divergencies and areas of agreement in Soviet
military thinking were brought into view.

On the whole,

the work

appears to have been an effort to strike a kind-of balance in the
debate, using the formulations advanced by Marshal Malinovskii in
October 1961 as "middle sround".between competing viewpoints.
However, this compromise effort clearly failed to end the debate.
Some of the issues on which anLivalent and sometimes contcradictory
positions were taken in the first edition of the Sokolovskii work
were, briefly:
Does modern
1.
The size of the armed forces.
technology and its effects on the nature of any
futurewar reduce the need for massive multimillion man armed forces? Is Soviet security
Jeopardized by attempts -- like those sponsored
by Dhrushchev in January 1960 -- to cut down on
military manpower levels by substituting missiles
and nuclear firepower? When competing claims on
Soviet resources are'preat, should today's priority
investment go into technology for its potential
payoff in the future, or into maintenance of very
large armed forces for present security?
2.
The nature of the initial period of a war. Now
"decisive" is this phase of a war likely to be under
conditions of nuclear-missile warfare? What implications should ba drawn and vbet practical steps
taken with regard to force posture, readiness and
pre-emptive capability?
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3.

The length of the war.

Will a future war be

short and decisive as a result of nuclear-missile
attacks in the initial period, or will it be protracted with major campaigns in widespread theaters
of war? Must one expect that only combat ready
forces-in-being at the outset of the war will be
able to contribute to the outcome, or can one count
on extensive economic and military mobilization in
the course of a nuclear war? If forces-in-being
are the critical factor under modern conditions,
can the economy support adequate forces on a
constant, peacetime basis?
4.
The best military strategy for dealing with the
United States. What kind of military posture will
provide the most Lonvincing deterrent against the
United States? In the event of war, what strategy
holds the most promise for victory against a
formidable overseas power like the United States?
Can one count on paralyzing the U.S. will to resist
by quick auclear blows against the U.S. homeland,
or will it be necessary to defeat the U.S. armed
forces in detail and occupy the United States to
achieve victory?
5.
The escalation of small wars. What is the
likelihood that such wars will occur and that they
can be kept limited, or is it "inevitable" that any
limited war into which the nuclear powers are drawn
will rapidly expend into global, nuclear war?
6.
The proper role of the military in the formulation
Should the military
of defense policy and strategy.
confine its attention strictly to the narrow professional aspects of preparing the Soviet armed forces
for their assigned tasks, or does the complex nature
of modern warfare mean that the military should have
greater weight in preparing the country as a whole
for a possible war, with consequently more influence
upon the shaping of basic national policy?
Subsequeast critical discussion of the Sokolovskii work in the
Soviet Union indicated that it

had not only stepped on political

toes, but that neither.modernist nor traditionalist schools of
thought were altoiether happy with the compromise formulations
advanced by the work on various questions at issue.
apparent later when we take up ,

As will become

velopmants in Soviet military
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t~hit.king since publication of the first Sokolovskii edition,
including the revised edition of this work which was brought out
in the fatl of 1963, many of these issues in the internal Soviet
m~ilitary debate still remain unresolved.

III,

TiHE SOVILT VOICE IN THE EAST-WEST STRATEGIC DIALOGUE

The views of Soviet political and military leaders on problems
of war and-strategy are of great interest not only in the context of
internal Soviet discussion and debate over military Issuup,

but also

in the context of the external strategic dialogue with Lhe West,
principally with the United States.

Widespread appreciation of the

fact that the nwdern world probably cannot, as President Kennedy put
it

in one of his latst public remarks,
1

we know it,

a niclear war,"

"survive,

in the form in which

accounts in part for the growing

significance of the strategic dialogue between the United States and
the Soviet Union.

This is

especially true insofar as the dialogue

represents a means by which the two $reat nuclear powers may seek
to clarify the complexities and mitigate the dangers of their
strategic relationship in the nuclear-tuissile age.
.By

and large, the strategic dialogue to date has not 'een

especially impressive in

terms of bwlanced and mutually instructive

discourse batween the two sidos. 'They

are, after all,

in an adversary

relationship which involves basic differences of purpose and policy.
A broad conceptual gulf lies between them.
find it

They are not likely to

easy to explore the interac.ing problem and ambiguities of

lSeld

has the groat predicament of the modern world been

summed up more simply than in these words of the late Presidant
Kannedy: "The family uf mau can survive differences of race tnd
religioa... It can accept d.fferonces in ideology, politics, economics.,
Bu't it cannot gurvive, in the form in which we knowvit, a nsclear war."
See: "Our Obligation to the Famtly of Man," Remarks by President
Kennedy, The Degartmnt of State Sulletin, November 25, 1963,
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their respective strategic p~ositions in,any dispassionate and nonpolemical fashion., Indeed, as a form of co~mounication between
adversaries, much of the Ptrategic dialogue has been and wi..l

probably continue to be concerned with advancement of the

po.liCY,

interests of thee two great nuclear powers in a more or less narrow
sense,:with each side using the dialogue to enhance its deterrent
'posture, to obtain political advantage izom its military power or
to prevent the other from doing so, to impress the autleority of
its position upon allies, and onlookers, and so on.

In particular,

the dialogue up to now has t~ended to center on the question whether
the strategic power balaiace in the world favors the Soviet or the
Western *ide.

So long as the world's-everyday judgment concerning

the balance of military puwer continues to be a weighty factor in
international politics, one can P-aý that much of the dialogue will

turn, an before, on this question.
However, there is at the same time a perceptible tendency today
ýfor each side, in varying degiee, to look upon the strategic dialogue

as a means to promote better,,or at leaust, more precise cowimnnications
vith respect to military policy, strategy and the corollary problems
that &rise out of their strategic perception of each other.

This in

1
lfor

a discuxsion of the U.S.-Soviet strategic dialogue of the
'past few years, see U.S. Editors' Analytical Introduction to Soviet
military 3trategX, pp. 24-27. This discutsior. points out that in mid1962 the Soviet Union was having some diffici...ty holding up its side

of the strategic dialogue with the United States. and that ge-verally
accepted assertions of Rostern strategic supnriority at that time had
probably generated pressure on the Soviet leadership to repair the
Soviet Image in the 'iorld power balance. I retrospect thiis faca.oy
aay have had somethkng tci do with the Sovie-',effort to .ýeploy missileb
to Cuba.ý

itstLf may be a snall start toward a more fruitf ul and intelligent
strate~ic di~..ccvurse betweeti East and West, with the discussants
talking past each other less and to ea-ch other more.
In these circumstances, it iz undiarstanldable that. any new,
expressions of strategic thinking from the Soviet side should tend to
be scrutinized in the West with great interest for whatever contribution
they may make to the developing dialogue.

Over the past year or so there

'have been occasional statements by prominent Soviet political and.
military leaders, as well as books and articles ~ylesser figures,
which qualify as significant contributions to the strategic dialogue

-

If not for zhe unassailability of the arguments they present, then at
least because they seeni to have been intended to convey particular
messages of one kind or another to tar".t audiences abroad in addition

to whatever internal communicat ion function they may have been meant
to serve.. One of the more notable of these contributions is the
revised and ac.Tnewhat expanded second edition of the-work Mili~tataStrategy, wititten by a collective team of Soviet militi-y experts
headed by Marshal V. D. Sokolovskii. 1

MHarshal V. D. Sokolovskii, et &., Voennaia StIgjqejiiA (Mi 1iza
Strategy), becond edition, V-asnizdst Mirtisterstva Oborony SSSR, Moscow,
1963. Hereafter cited by Russian title to distinguish it from earlier
or partial versions in 1ýnglish. A full English trar-siation of the
second edition does not yet exist, although a line-by-line comparison
of changes is available under the title HilitAel Str
ve (A Co'jnLrson
of the 19o2 and 1.263 Editions), Joint Publications Renearch-Service,
U.S. Department of Commerce, Washington, D. C., 14 December 1M3.
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The first edition of this work, which was published in thc Soviet
Union in the late sumer of !9o2, was, as mentioned earlier, an
important document in the Soviet internal military debate.

Described

by the Soviets as the first comprehensive work on military strategy
to appear in the Soviet Union since 1926, the book also aroused a
great deal of Interest abroad,

so much so, indeed,

that it

was

shortly thereafter brought out in English translation by two
different American publishers,
languages.

not to mention versions in other

Whether its Soviet sponsors a-tLcoa'aed the extent of

attention the Sokolovskii work was to rec,

".

i

atical, but at any rate the effect was t.."t.8 ,
was introduced for the first

.'e West is

problem-

•,,dience abroad
L:'•

time to a fuli-iength sr t'imenof

contemporary Soviet writing cn military doctrine
subject hitherto known to the Western worl

strategy
sv,•

-.

a

'.irgely through the

interpretive medium of a relatively small group of professional

"students of Soviet military affairs.
The new edition, in the same format and by the same team of
collective authors as its predecessor,
surprise to it.terested observers,
edltxons

--

did not come as a complete

even though the interval between

fifteen months-- was unusually short for such a work.

In the spring of 1963 a Soviet listing of forthcoming publications
carried a brifif notice that a revised version of the Sokolovskii
book could be expected in the fall of the year.

This announcement

1
One of the original contributors, Major General N. P. Tsygichko,
subsequently died and is listed posthumously in the new volume.

appeared at a time when tho original volums was meeting with mixed
critical couant in the Soviet Union,)

heightening the impression

held abroad that while the book gavre evidence of a broad consensus
on many matters of military policy and strategy, it

also reflected

divergent Soviet views on -arious unresolved issues.

Whether plans

"for early republication of the Sokolovskii work were prompted by,
editorial necessity relating to developments of the intervening
period, or simply by the need for larger distribution (the first
edition of 20,000 c, 'as
edition is
however,

was quickly exhausted, while the new

double this number), was not at all clear.

In any event,

the new version was awaited with mnre than routine interest

as c possible barometer of important changes in Soviet thinking and
emphasis on a broad range of military policy issues.
As if

to give the new Sokolovskii volume a vigorous send-off,

and suggesting Soviet awareness of the book's potential as a
vehicle of external at well as internal communication on strategic
Sproblems of the nuclear age, the Soviets themselves focused fresh
through a prominently-headlined article in the

attention on it
newspaper ld

t

on 2 November 1963, coincident with appearance of

the work in Moscow bookstores.

This article, signed by four members

. 1 Three substantial Soviet commentaries on the book, critical
They were in:
of it in some respects, appeared in early 1963.
Voenan• Vestalk (Military Herald), No. 1, January 1963; Morekoi
Sbocnik (Naval Collection), January 1963; VoenSo-!stowicheskji
Zhurnal (Military-Historical Journal), No. 5, May 1963.
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of the Sokolovski team,

was in the form of-a riposte to the inter-

pretive introductions which had accompanied the two U,.S.
of the original Sokolovskii work.
that American commentators,

2

translations

The main burden of complaint was

"directed from a single center in the

USA," had systematically distorted the "peacc-loving policy of the,
Soviet Union."
work,

3

This riposte to the U.S. editors of the Sokolovskii

despite its generally peevish tone, contained a number of sub-

stantive observations which made it
in

a noteworthy document itself

the strategic discourse between the United States and the Soviet

Union.

As we shall point out more fully later,

this artfcle,

like a

number of other recent expressions of Soviet strategic thinking, gave
evidence of Soviet sensitivity to Western interpretations of Soviet
military policy and posture, and contained "corrective messages" on
such questions as escalation of local conflicts,

Soviet second-strike

capability, and pre-emption.

S!The four Soviet authors were MaJor-Generals: I. Zav'ialov,
V. Kolachitskii, M. Cherednichenko and Colonel V. Larionov.
Their
article was entitled, "Against Slanders and Falsifications: Concerning
the U.S* Editions of the Book Military Strategy," Rod Star. November 2,
1963, p. 5.
"20no of these was Soviet Military Strategy, to which reference
has already been made. The other was Military Stratea: Soviet
Doctrine and ConceotE. Frederick A. Praager, New York,' 1963, with an
Introduction by Raymond L. Garthofl.
3

Host of the Red Star criticism was directed in detail at the
Introduction to the Prentice-Rall edition, to which the present writer
was a contributor.
It is worth noting that despite their critical
attack upon American interpretations of the Sokolovskii work, the
Soviet authors nevertheless found occasion to descriLe the PrenticeHall-RAND Introduction in particular as beinsmore "restrained in
tone," more "objective" and "professional" in its comments, and more
"scientific-like" in its analysis, than earlier "sensational and
openly slanderous" press commentaries.
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Another example of the kind of direct discourse with Western
military analysta which has tended to bring the Soviet side of the
strategic dialogue into sharper focus is afforded by an article by
L. Glagolev and V. Larionov published in the November 1963 issue of
International Affairs.

1

The authorship of this article represented

a rather intereeting combination.

Glagolcv is a Soviet specialist

on international relations and disarmament affair'i who has been
active Ln promoting the informal discussion of disarmament questions

"with various American scientists and government officials.-2 Colonel
Larionov, a Soviet military expert and a prolific writer on strategic
affairs, including the subject of military uses of space, is one of
the authors of the-Sokolovskii work.

The collaboration of these two

men marked a departure from customary Soviet practice, suggesting
that the particular competence of a military specialist like Larionov
was deemed desirable to reinforce the policy arguments of the International Affairs article.

This supposition was borne out by the

1L.

Glagolev and V. Larionov, "Soviet Defence Might and Peaceful
Coexi.stence," Internat.onal Affairs, No. 11, November 1963, pp. 27-33.
ilternational Affairs, a monthly political journal circulated both
within the 6uviet Union and abroad, appears in Russian as Mezhdunarodnaia
Zhign. References hereafter to the Glagolev-Larionov article are to
the English language version.
2Ilasolev's title is Director of the Scientific Group for Disarmament of the Institute of World Economics and International
Relations, a body which functions under the auspices of the USSR
Academy of Sciences in Moscow. He has visited the United States and
has on occasion been able to express his views on the study of
disarmament in the American press. See, for example, "A Communication
to the Editor of the Washington Post," ThI Washington Post, November 27,
1962.
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contents of the article itself.

Beside'

reacting to the alleged

inference abroad that there are "contradictions between the Soviet
policy 3f peaceful coexistence and the propositions of Soviet military
strategy,"

1

the article also contained a rather detailed elaboration

of military factors designed to demonstrate the credibility of the
Soviet retaliatory posture.

The latter exposition, which we shall

take up in detail presently,

introduced into the strategic dialogue

a so'•what more informed style of argument than usually has been
encountered in Soviet writing.
Not the least interesting example of this new genre in Soviet
strategic discourse was an article which appeared in the March 1963
issue of the World Marxist Review, under the signature of "General
A.

Nevsky,,Military Commentator."

of sorts,

2

This article was a trail-blazer

laying out many of the arguments on limited war,

counter-

force strategy and other matters which were subsequently to be found
in the revised Sokolovskii edition and the Glagolev-Larionov piece.
Indeed,

the close correspondence of content and style suggested that

"A. Nevsky"

--

by curious coincidence the name of a traditional

Russian military hero-- may have been a nom de plume for one or
more of the writers who had a hand in the Sokolovskut

work.

This

impression was strengthened by at least two other circumstances:
no Soviet general by the name of Nevsky could be found in any

llnternational Affairs, November 1963,

2

p. 27.

General A. Nevsky, "Modern Armaments and Problems of Strategy,"
World Marxist Review:
Problem of Peace and Socialism, Vol. 6,
No. 3, March 1963, pp. 30-35.

34-.
listings of Soviet periodical literature and the list

of contributors

to the March 1963 issue of World Marxist Review identified all
coutributors with the conspicuous exception of General Nevsky.
it

Furthermore,

is

the custom for flesh-and-blood Soviet general

officers to be identified when cigning articles by their full title
of rank, such as Major-General of Aviation, Colonel-General of
There does not happen to be a Scviet rank of just

Artillery, etc.
plain "General."
Nevsky may be,

Whatever the identity of the nebulous General

however,

the point remains that his article helped

to introduce the more informed style of argument that has seen
noticeable from the Soviet side of the strategic dialogue.

Reflection of Internal Issues in the Strategic Dialogue
Wove~n through the strategic dialogue with the West have been
sowe of the issues under, internal debate in the Soviet Union,
especially those growing out of the critical
economics and defense.

.

1.ationship

between

A case in point has been the central quest i.n

"whether to increase the Soviet military budget and to adopt a
"correspondingly tough declaratory policy that might provoke more
vigorous Western defense efforts,

or to take a path toward detente,

using among other things the tactics of "negotiation by example"
to bring a downturn in the level of military preparations.

Through-

out the period of interna 1 Soviet reappraisal to determine what
should be done to retrieve the Soviet strategic position after tbe
reversal in Cuba,

there was obviously considerable pressuze for an

increase in

:he military budget.

appeared in

-

An early sigv of such pressure

pamphlet by Marshal Malinovskil

in November 1962,

in
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drawn from the Cuban experience was that

which one of the lessons

"...real reasons exist that force the government and the Communist
Party to strengthen the Soviet armed forces."
gave recognition to this pressure when,
February 27,

1963,

Khrushchev himself

in a major speech on

he made the painful admission that satisfaction

of consumer needs would again have to be postponed so that the
"enormous resources" required to keep Soviet military capacity from

2
falling behind that of the West might be made available.

Shortly

.edreafter,the creation of a new Supreme Economic Council was
announced, with D. F. Ustinov, a defense production expert,
head.

3

at its

This move siggested that a decision may have been made, or

was pending, to increase allocations for military purposes.
was forthcoming, however,

No hint

as to how any incr.-ased defense expenditure

might be apportioned within the military establishment.

Should it

go to satisfy the prevailing military argument for continued stipport
of large, combined-arms theater forces, or to strengthen the strategic
missile forc-as by which Wl.rushchav himself seemed to set greater
store?

The potsibility that, of the two,

the stratsgic forces right

receive the greatý.r attention wac suekested by the elevation at about
this time of Marshal Biriuzov, a ihriishchev supporter and commander
of the stratagic missile forces, to the position of Chief of the
General Staff.

1

Malinovskii, Vitilantly Stand Guard Over the Peace,

2pavda. February 28,
Pravd. , March 14,

1963.

1963.r

p.

15.
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At this point in the spring of 1963,

however,

the internal

policy debate evidently took a new turn which was to culminate
before long in a Soviet decision to seek at least a limited detente
with "he United Statea.

In a long speech on April 24,

1963,

Khrushchev

shifted his sights to the need for priority or economic develkpment
and for more efficient use of available resources by defense industry,
while at the same time indicating that the Soviet armed farces were
now already "equipped with the most advance4 weapons foc repuising
aggressive forces."

This statement and his remarks in early June

to Harold Wilson, the British Labor Party leader,: that the Soviet
Union had ceased production of strategic bombers and surface warships,2 suggested that Khrushchev was again prepared to take the line
that Soviet de'enses were in

good enough shape not to require a

large increase in military axpenditures.
January 1960 views

Also,

Khrushchev's

that firepower rather than massive manpower

shovld govern the scale and composition of Soviet military forces
now began to come back into vogue in some Soviet publications, 3 with
the attendant Implication that this was a "hold the line" wdrning
on defense spending.

These signs of an impending shift toward a

policy of d6tente were soon overshadowed by developments leading to
signing of the test ban treaty in August 1963,
banning nuclear weapons in space in October,

1

and the UN resolution.

by which time, despite

Pravda, April 26, 1963.

2The New York Times, June 11,
1963.,
Eve Colonels C. Baranov /And E. Nikitin, "CPSU LAadership
The
Fundamental Basis of Soviet Military Development," Nosmunist
S,.ooruzhennykh Sil, No. I, April 1963, p. 22. For a fuller discussion

"of these developments see Chapter Twelve.
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such aberrant notes as the Berlin autobahn incidents, an atmosphere
of detente was unmistakably established.
The ostensible outcome of the military budget issue became
known in December 1963, when Khrushchev's remarks at the Cencral
1

Committee plenum on "chemica

iztion•'

of Scovist ftwduaL•y and the

publication of the new Soviet budget immediately thereafter disclosed that the Soviet Union intended to reduce its military budget
for 1964 by 600 million ruble.,,

or about four per cent.

1

This

actiba was immediately reflected in the strategic dialogue with the.
West,

as various Soviet spokesmen including Khrushchev himself,

pointed to the budget reduction as a token of Soviet good intentions
and an example which the United States should emulate.

2

Khrushchev's

introduction of the military budget cut into the strategic dialogue
appeared to be a case of making a virtue of necessity.

As in his

earlier military policy speech of January 1960, where he combined an
announcement of Soviet troop reduction with disarmament proposals
aimed at the then forthcoming 10-Nation Disarmament Conference in'

"Geneva, Khrushchev appeared to be seeking political mileage and
"negotiating leverage from military policy moves that he was bent
on carrying through for other reasons anyway.

llzvestiia, December 15,
2

1963;

Pravda, December 16,

1963.

Soviet statements applauding their own unilateral good
example ignored the fact that the Soviet budget reduction announcement trailed by a few days the initiative announced by the new
Johnson administration in the United States tc close a number of
military installations and to lower the U.S. military budget,
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In this connection, it

is rather revealing that no echo was

heard from the Soviet side of the dialogue when, in early January
1964, the United States announced its intention of cutting back
production of nuclear materials and invited the Soviet Union to
consider doing likewise.

Soviet silence on this meve in the pro-

cess of "negotiation by example" may, of course, ultimately be
broke.n

However,

the Soviet attitude on nuclear production cutback

is likely to be strongly influenced by their relative nuclear position.
If Soviet leaders find that a production cutback does not happen to
be compatible wiLh their assessment of their military ýequirements,
they may remain quite unenthusiastic about taking up the US.
challenge on this matter.
Differences of view between the Soviet political and military

"leaders on the definition of military requirements in such cases
are patently a potential source of discordancy so far as the Soviet

"voice in the strategic dialogue is concerned.

It

ts Interesting,.

for example, that while Soviet military leaders itu general gave public
approval of the Soviet military budget reduction announced in
December 1963, no military leader came.forvard imaediately in the
Soviet press with specific cosent on Eirushchev's remark in his
December 13 plenum speech that the Scý'.-et government was coa~idow4n$
"...the pobaibility of .som further reduction in the numerical

'The Now

ork Time

January 9, 1964..

this connection, little interest was subsequently s$own by
"Soviet negotiators at the Genova 17-Nation Disarmament Conference in
.;ee Washinaton
the subjact of cut-off of nuclear materials product.iou.
19A,.
3,
March
Times,
low...York
Th4
1964;
7,
.ZQjL, February
2 in

"
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strength of our armed forces."1

In fact,

the most conspicuous

military utterance in the wake of Khrushchev's statement carried the
unmistakable inference that it was unwise for the Soviet Union to
contemplate further reduction of its ground forces at a time when
the West was building up its own ground strength.
was by Marshal Chuikov,

This article

commander of the Soviet ground forces, whose

temptation to respond to the NATO builldup of ground forces with
some special pleading of his own was probably great.

2

We shall return

to Chuikov's views later in connection with internal controversy
over what the size of the Soviet armed forces should be.

"Soviet reaction to the program of conventional force buildup
urged on NATO by the United States has tended to vary in a way
which suggests some entanglement of internal policy conflict with
the strategic dialogue,

Marshal Chuikov's evident worry-about the

changing relationship of Western and Soviet ground forces strength,
shared occasionally by other military spokesmen who have asserted
that the West is
nuclear forces,

building

up massive ground forces along with its

3 typifies one kind of response.

Another has been

lIzvettiia, December 15, 1963. The single exception among
prominent military men was Marshal A. I. Yeremenko, who alluded
iuthout comment to "the forthcoming cut in the Soviet armed forces"
in an article in Moscow News.
This is an English-language publication
distributed abroad rather than to domestic Soviet audiences.
See
Marshal Andrei Yeremenko, "War Must Be Wiped Out," Moscow News,
No. 2, January 11, 1964.
2

Marshal Chuikov, "Modern Ground Forces,-" Izvestiia,
December 22, 1963. See Chapter Twelve for furthe'r discussion of
the troop
reduce.ion issue.
3
See Marsbal Pavel Rotmistrov, "The Causes of Modern War aud
their Peculiarities," Kemmunist Vooruzhennykh Sil (Communist of tht
Armed Forces). No. 2, January 1963, p. 31; also Soviet Military
Strat,
t
p. 410; Voennaia Strategila., 2nd ed., p. 383.
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=he standard political propaganda line that the NATO buildup

I•

S'

demonstrates the aggressive aims of the Western bloc,
the Bonn "revanichists."'

however,

Al: the same time,

particularly
a tendency to

~accept some inczease in NATO's ground forces as a fact-of-life and

•

Sto

S~challenge
"

to Soviet poli.tical account rather than to

try to turn it
it

head-on also has been discernible,

especially since

~the onset of Khrushchev's detente overtures.

S•Krushchev
S~conventional

himself,

for example,

has taken note of Western

strength increases in Europe,

but has suggested that if

these forces are as strong as Amuerican spokesmen say,

then there is

no reason why the West should hesitate to enter irto arms reduction

S~agreements.2

another vein in some Soviet commnentary dealing v'ith the question

still

Sof
,

There also has been play upon the NATO buildup in

U.S.

policy for employment of nuclear weapons in the event of a

Soviet attack on Europe which could not be contained by conventional

S~means.•

Thus,

the Glagolev-Larionov article in the November 1963 iss

of International Affairs stated that the question of a U.S.

nuclear
.

initiative was justified by some people in the United States as a
response to "the possibility of an attack by conventional Soviet

q

forces on Western Europe,

which allegedly does nct have enough con-

~ventional forces to defend itself."

'

1

S

See Colonel E.

NATO Countries
No.

--

pp.

84-85.

See Khrushchev's Concluding Speech to the Central Committ:ee

Plenum,

Prva

the

A Threat to Peace," Koimminist Vooruzhennykb S~il,

17, August 1963,
2

The article then went. on to

"The Missile-Nuclear Arms Race in

Fedulaev,

December 15,

1963.

"•
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assert that this argument "does not hold aay water," since Western
forces today are deployed in greater strength than formerly in
Europe.

This statement would seem to constitute an interesting

admission that the Western buildup of conventional strength in
Europe represents a factor making for greater stability of the
military situation In that area.

Although the article did not offer

such an interpretation, the general effect of this treatment of the
NATO situation was to play down factors which might add fuel to

internal Soviet arguments for further strengthening of the Soviet
ground forces.

"IlM4sages" to the West in Soviet Strategic Discourse
The foregoing examples of ways in which Intornal issues have
tended to become interwoven with the strategic dialogue way suggest
the

difficulty of interpreting the "messages" which Soviet strategic

di1scourde may be intended to convey to the West,
the Soviet voice in
ways,

That is tc say,

the dialogue may sometimes speak it)contradictory

not necessarily consistent witit what may appear to be the main

line of Soviet policy at a given moment.

On the whole, however,

there does tend to emerge from Soviet discourse a fairly wullorchestrated pattern of strategic policy points addressed to target
audiences abroad.
themes;

Some of these points are variations on familiar

others appear to reflect new considerations.

At the tima

of writing, the general pattern of the dialogue seems to a large
extent to be related to the critical and trying period through which
the Soviet leaders have passed during the last year and a half.

llnternational Affairs,

November 1963, p.

30.

1
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During this period, difficulties plaguing Soviet agriculture and
the economy sharpened the problem of resource allocation, making it
harder to deal with the competing claims of military and economic

"requirements. Within the Comnunist bloc, the dispute with China
grew increasingly bitter, calling into question Soviet leadership of
the world Communist movement,

while at the same time the European

satellites displayed an urge

for a greater measure o! autonomy.

And, above all, in the area of their politico-strategic rclationship with the United States and the West,

the Soviet leaderb during

this period faced some soul-searching crises of decision, the most
dramatic of which was the Cuban missile showdown.

These develop-

ments clearly left their imprint on the strategic dialogue with the
West,

the main lines of which have come to reflect an evident Soviet

awareness of the neee to adjust Soviet policy to the changing
character of the strategic environment.

Some of the main features

of recent Soviet discourse which are of particular interest .n the
context of the strategic dialogue,

and to which we shall give further

attention in ensuing c€ pters of this book, can be sued up As
f aI

I O

o

First, there Is an insistent effort to enhance the credibility
of the Soviet strategic deterrent in Western eyes.

This theme,

argued with greater technical sophistication than previously,

is

coupled with an attempt to disabuse the United States of any idea
that it

can count on a successful first-strike or Jraw political

advantage from its strategic position vis-a-vis the Soviet Union.
In a sense,

this double-barrelled "message" seems to be the military
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policy concomitant to the political policy of detente, warning
the West in effect not to try to stretch the limits of detente tn

its advantage.

"Second, there is a general effort on the Soviet part, not always
precisely spelled out,

to propagate the idea of mutual nuclear

deterrence at the strategic level and to give an impression of

"doctrinal rigidity at this level by rejecting such concepts as
controlled strategic warfare.

This trend in Soviet discourse may

relate to a sense of growing doubt among the Soviet leadership as
to whether missile blackmail diplomacy, which once looked highly
promising, can in

fact be used successfully to force withdrawal

"of the West from its

stubbornly-held political and strategic

positions around the world.
Third, and in notable contrast with the tendency to rigidify
the Soviet doctrinal stance at the strategic level, there appears
to be a tentative endeavor to project a less rigidly doctrinaire
.image

than formerly with regard to the escalation potential
of local

conflicts.

This suggests that the Soviets may wish to see the

"escalation threshhold" raised,

perhaps in order to provide greater

flexibiility for local use of military power below the nuclear level
and to disarm Chinese criticisms of Soviet failure to give vigorous
support to "national-liberation"
this trend would seem to run in

struggles.

Rather curiously, while

the direction of opening greater

freedom of action for Soviet political strategy in the underdeveloped world, more interest in softening the customary doctrinal
line on "inevitability" of escalation seems to have come from Soviet
military than from political spokesmen.
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Fourth, and related to the apparent desize in some Soviet
quarters to communicatn an image of greater flexibility for support
of local conflicts,

there is

a new suggestion in Soviet discourse

that in the case of certain third power conflicts,

such as possible

local hostilities involving West Germany and Eastern Europe,

the

Soviet Union might try to avoid expanding the conflict by withholdin
attacks against the United States in return for U.S.

abstention.

This suggestion seems to relate to a general Soviet concern to reassure the United States against a Soviet first-strk•e-. un..•d'-er borde.
line conditions In which the question of pre-emption might arise.
the same time,
ýambivalent.

A

the Soviet position on this point remains somewhat

There is

still

the veiled hint in other Soviet

strategic discourse, perhaps intended to reinforce the Soviet
deterrent image,

that under some circumstances the Soviet Union mav

entertain what would be in fact, if

not in name,

a pre-emptive

strategy.
Finally, on the question of military superiority, the Soviet
vaice in the strategic dialogue seems to reflect uncertainty whether
the Soviet UnIon'lr
the W,

best interest lies in asserting superiority over

at the risk of stimulating greater Western exertions and

prematurely jeopardizing the atmosphere of detente, or in settling
for a second-best position.
complicated by many factors.

Soviet policy on this question is
For example,

not only is

Union at a relative disadvantage in resources,
shows,

it

the Soviet

but as experience

has managed to live for a considerable period in a

position of strategic inferiority to its major adversary without
beinp subjected to the "imperialist attack" so often predicted.
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IV.

GENERAL THRUST OF THE NEW SOKOLOVSKII VOLME

The revised Soviet edition of the Sokolovskii work, Military Strategy,
offers an unusuial opportunity to compare both changes and continuities in
Soviet thinking on a wide range of strategic and miiitary-political
during the eventful period between the two edition!.

issues

For this reason it

would appear useful, before taking up in detai" th

various questions with

which the Soviet strategic thinking and policy see

most concerned today,

to comment briefly on the general thrust of the ne%. Sokolovskii volume.
One of the first
that it

things to be said about the revise;. 1963 volume is

did not register any radical changes in

Soviet military doctrine

or strategic concepts since the original volume appeared f'fteen months
earlier in the late summer of 1962.

While textual alterations were fairly

numerous and the original version was'expanded by approximately 50 pages,
many of the revisions bore on questions of a political character and seemed
designed more to bring the book into harmony with shifts in the Soviet
foreign policy line than to advance any major new formulations on military
questions as such.,

However, even though breaking no radical new conceptual

ground, the revised volume nevertheless respresented the most substantial
single addition to Soviet military literature since its predecessor, and
as such has contributed further understanding and insight Into the process,
of Soviet adaptation to the strategic environment of the nuclear-missile
age.
1

For a detailed comparison of the two Sokolovskii editions, see Leon
Goure, Notes on the Second Edition of Marshal V. D. Sokolovskii's "Military
Strategy", The RAND Corporation, RM-3972-PR, February 1964.
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With regard to the Soviet military policy debate, the revised
Sokolovskil edition gave evidence tbat a number of issues remain unresolvee
and that eictrine is still in flux on various questions.
mattev8 st~ll at issue or ambiguously treated were:
futbur

war;

the size of the armed forces;

break in the sixties;
nuclear conditions;

Some of the

the duration of a

the likelihood of war out-

the feasibility of wartime mobilization under
the role of pre-emption in modern war;

escalation of local conflicts;
defense against nuclear attack;

the danger of

the prospects for effective active
the military uses of space;

and above •

the ruestion of finding a strategy for victory in a possible future nucles.
war when the feasibility of war itself ao an instrument oi policy is
increasingly in doubt.
On a number of other military questions, a large measure of consensus
was to be found relatively unchanged between the first and second editiont
Included in this category were such matters as:
nuclear weapons in modern warfare;

the primacy of strategic

a target philosophy which emphasizes

destruction of both military and urban-industrial targets and rejects the

concept of strategic targeting restraint;

recognition of the economic

difficulty of maintaining large enough Atanding forces in peacetime;
emphasis on the need for qualitative and quantitative superiority;

a

theater warfare doctrine calling for extensive nuclear strikes with
follow-up and occupation by ground forces;

and an image of the West as

a militarily foimidable opponent, still held in check mainly by fear of the
consequences of Soviet retaliation.
Besides these two categories of questions on which views r:.main
either at Issue or in substantial agreement, there was a third category
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of military questions upon which a new degree of emphasis was placed in
the revised edition of the Sokolovskii work.
more attention to limited wtr;

Among such matters were:

an increased confidence in

the ability of

early-warning aid other measures to reduce the chances of successful
surprise attack;

greater stress on the hardening and mobility ofstratepic

weapons;

an upgrading of the strategic role of missile-launching sub-

marines;

more emphasis on antisubmarine operationR and amphibious landing

capabilities;

some downgrading of heavy

bomber prospects for the futuce

but an upgrading of the.bomber's role against targets at sea;

and linking

of the importance of developing both antimissile and antLsatellite
defenses.
Another interesting new feature of the revised Sokolovskii volume

was an analysis of U.S. "crunterforce" or "city-sparing"' strategy, with
arguments against its feasibility, exemplifying Soviet resistance to what
authors described as "some
'rules'

sort of auggestion to the Soviet Union on

for the conduct of nuclear war."l

The new volume did not lend

itself specifically to the revival of Khrushchev's 1960 notions on the
substitution of missile firepower for manpower,

but it

did reflect the

increasing emphasis placed by Khrashchev and the modernist %chool on the
strategic missile fozces as the main element of Soviet military power.
Throughout the revised
of Soviet strategic thought,

iokolovskii volume, as in-most expositions
there was marked ambivalence concerning the

military path to victory in modern war, especially against a powerful
overseas opponent.

In the new volume,

as in its predecessor,

the concept

of winning through the sitock effect of strategic nuclear attack alternated

1

yoennaia Stratetjia, 2nd ed.,

p. 85.
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with the traditional concept that victory can only be secured by combined
arms-operations to seize and occupy the enemy's boweland.

A variant line

of thought in Soviet military tne;,ry of the past year, which placed
em'phasis on the possibility of Soviet vitto-.y in a protracted war through
superior political-morale qualities arti economic organization,

foand a

slight reflection in the revised Sokolovskii work, but was not taken up
as a major new theme.
In a political sense,

the revised Sokolovskii volume bore the imprin:

of trends both on the internal Soviet scene and in the area of foreign
policy.

In the former connection,

the new volume suppleueated other

evidence of '=,resolved tensions in political-military relotiona in the
Soviet Union.

A strong tendency to reaffirm the primacy A

the politicdl

leadership in military affairs, which appeared in Soviet military writinu
subsequent to publication of the first
in the new edition.

Sokolovskii edition, was discernible

This appeared to be part of a general internal

reaction to efforts of the military to claim a larger share of influence
on national security policy.
The sigrnng of the test-ban treaty was acknowledged in the new
volume as an important step in reducing international tension, but the
new "spirit ef Moscow" by no means pervaded the whole of the work.

Indeed,

commenting on the test-ban treaty, tine authors cautioned against "relying
on the 'goodwill'
socialist camp,"

oZ the imperialists," rather than on "the might of the
to prevent a new var.

A certain amount of minor political face-lifting was evident in the
new text, such as the omission of the two uncomplimentary references to

1

Voennaia Strategtia, 2nd ed.,

p. 8.

. ....
..

. ..

..

. . . .. .

. ... .

. . ..

.

. .. .

.

....

. . . . .. . .
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the Yugoslavs,

reflecting an improvement over the past montlhs in boviet-

Yugoslav relations.

With regard to China, the new voLume,

maintained a discreet silence on the Sino-Soviet quarrel,
only once by indirection to the Chinese.

The dogmatists,

lexicon, are of course the Chinese.

referring

This reference occurred in a

statement on the struggle "against revisionism,"
was added in the new text.

like the old,

to which "...and dogmatism'

in the current Soviet

This treatment of the Chinese issue

stands in contrast to other Soviet writing on military affairs,

which

often echoes the polemical line against Peking with pointed attacks on

3
Chinese misrepresentation cf Soviet defense policy and strategy.

The

reason for neutralizing the Sokolovskii volume on the question of China
is

not clear.

4

Possibly the authors anticipated some improvement in

Sino-Soviet relations,

and did not want to burden their work with

invidious references on this delicste issue.

Iibid., pp.
see Soviet
-

218,

221.

For the original references to Yugoslavia,

illitary Strategy, pp.

273,

276.

2

Voennaia Strategiia, 2nd ed., p. 437.
For an example of this, see the Glagolev-Larionov article in
International Affairs, November 1963, pp. 27, 39, 20. 32, 33.
See also:
Red Star editorial, September 24, 1963; Colonel P. Trrfonetkov, "The
Mrot Peessing Problem of the Present Day and the Ad enturisai of the
Chinese DogmaLists," Kommunist Vooruzhennykh Sil, No. 21, November 1963,
pp. 23-29; D. Melnikov, N. Talenskii, A. Yarmonskii, "Tho Ma~in
Problems of the 20th Century," International Affa;.rs, No. 9. September
1963, pp. 10-17.
3

4

The new edition carriad neutrality on the question of China to
the point af excising an earlier reference that was wholly incontroversial.
i. concerned the contributions made to military theory some 2,000 years
a~o by such Chinese thinkers as Confucius, Sun Tsu and Su Tsu.
See
v•_et Military Strategy, p. 86, for the passage in question.

. .. .

. . . .. .. . . . .. .
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Like the first Sokolovskii edition, the revised work was doubtless
intended to help mee,. a felt need within the Soviet Union for up-to-date
internal coumnication and insttuction in the field of military doctrine
and strategy,

In this connection, the numerous reviews of the first

Sokolovskii volume in Soviet mil.asy periodicals gave evidence that the
book was ccnsidered professionally significant within the Soviet Union.
So,

too, did the preface to the second edition where the authors noted

that their book was discussed at "the Academy of the General Stafr,

at

military-scientific societies of the Main Staff of the Ground Forces,

at

the M. V. Frunze Central House ot the Soviet Army and in a number of
other institutions."

The book al.o was apparently discussed widely in.

Soviet military units in the field, as indicated by comment in a Soviet
military Joutnal in Octobei: 1963.2
At the same tims, the revised volume clearly was meant to ha-e a'
calculated impact on external audiences as well.

As regards the

internal and external communication functions of the respective editions,
one gets the impressTon that the second edition was prepared with a
somewhat more deliberate e.e upon audiences outside the Soviet Union that
its predecessor.

3

This was perhaps to be expected,

attention given the first volume in the buut.
its predacessor,

in

light of the

While the nev work,

like

cannot be regarded as an 'official" Soviet policy

lvoennaia Stratealla, 2nd ed., p. 4.
Konmunist Vooruzhennykh Sil, No. 20, October 1963,
p.

2

3

94.

For a discussion of the internal and external communication
functions of the original Sokolovskii volume and their relative
weight in the book, see the report of a symposium on Soviet strategy,
published under the title
Soviet Nuclear Strstegy: A Critical
Appraisal, by the Center for Strategic Studies, Georgetown University,
Washington, D. C., November 1963, especially pages 2-7.
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document,

it neverthelesto serves as a medium through which various

strategic policy "messages"
audiences abroad.-

have. obviously been directed at target

In the preceding chapter,

the general pattern of

such messages to .be found in the new Sokolovskil work and other Soviet
utterances was summed up in brief.

It

is now time to turn to a more

detailed examination of Soviet discourse bearing upon internal Soviet
debate over military issues and the external strategic dialogue with the
United States.
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V.

THE CREDIBILITY OF THE SOVIET DETERRENT POSTURE

Among the more notable trends in Soviet strategic discourse
today is an insistenc effort to get across the point that Soviet
military strength and readiness to employ it

in

the event of

aggressive Western moves against the Soviet bloc should be taken
seriously in the West.
it

While this is by no means a new Soviet theme,

has become more pronounced since the fall of 1962.

Its further

novelty lies in the present tendency to argue with somewhat greater

technical sophistication than previously that the Soviet Union is
in a militarily sound position to retaliate against a nuclear attacA.
By way of background against which to judge this current effort to
reinforce the credibility of the Soviet deterrent posture,

it may be

useful to review briefly certain past developments.
In the eyes of the Soviet leadership, one of the prime values
of Soviet military power has long lain in its presumed deterrent
effect upon the capitalist countries.
this factor in Soviet thinking,

it

To appreciate the weight of

is necessary to recall that until

quite recently the Soviet leaders took it

for granted that sooner or

later the capitalist states, seeking to preserve their system against
the march of "history," would ma-ce war upon the Soviet Union.
Accordingly,

from the earliest days of the Soviet regime it

became

a constant aim of Soviet policy to postpone what was expected to be
the inevitable military collision of the capitalist and Communist
systems,

until the Soviet Union could make itself stronger than

any forces that might be arrayed against it.

Temporary partnership
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in arms with some capitalist states in World War II

did not alter

this long-term policy.
From the Soviet viewpoint,
exploit its
less in

the reluctance of the United States 17o

nuclear monopoly after the last war was to be explained

terms of.Ameriran benevolenre and good intentions

the result of restraint imposed by Soviet military power.
first

postwar years,

hold Western Europe "hostage"

in

a sense,

certain in

nuclear technology.
postwar decade,

:rcm

was able to

and thus indirectly to deter the United

The durability of this particular restraint,'

not at all

the

mainly on the large theater

ground forces withwhich the Soviet Union,

States.

In

the burden of restraining the United States

nuclea: predominance fell

exploiting its

than as

however, was

the new age of military power ushered in by
A major endeavor of Soviet policy in

therefore,

the first

was to ensure that the United States would

not retain a nuclear monopoly for long and to provide the Soviet armed
forces with at least nominal nuclear capabilities to strengthen their
deterrent value.,

After the Soviet Union began to

weapons and delivery means,

the p.Lme deterrent role shifted

gradually but not wholly to Soviet 3trategic
as Marshal

Biriuzov put it

acquire modern

recently,

Europe to tho United States itself.

,forces whose "reach,"

had come to extend beyond
The Soviet theater forces

cont'nued to provide an element of indirect deterrence znd the PVO,
or air

defense system,

strategic forces as a

became a complementary partner with the
direct deterrent to nuclear attack from the West.

SMarshal Biriuzov, "Politics and Nuclear Weapons,"
December 11,

1963.

Izvestiia,
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For the SovieC leadership, the maintenance of a military posture
that would keep deterrence credible presented many problems.

Some

of these were of a technical and operational character, relating to
the development of the necessary Soviet forces.

In this connection,

the size and posture of U.S. military forces.-- which did not :emain
static, particularly after the impact of the Korean War on American
defense policy -- constituted an important variable which the Soviet
Union was obliged to take into account in the buildup of its own
forces.

Other problems grew out of the shifting criteria for

deterrence itself, and the closely-linked demands of the political
strategy which Soviet military power was expected to support.

The

Soviet military posture which evolved during the latter fifties arad
early sixties, for example, was doubtless more than adequate to dater
an outright attack on the Soviet Union, short of extreme provocation,
but its deterrent value was still
vital Interest of the West was at

uncertain in situations where the
stake

--

a possibility which the

Cuban crisis would seem to have brought hosw vividly to the Soviet
leadership.

With regard to the needs of Soviet political strategy,

Soviet military power of this period ws perhaps sufficient In the
Soviet view to inhibit dangerous Western initiatives and to bring
the United States to reconcile itself to Soviet gains already made.
But was it also adequate to support an assertive forward policy
that would force the West into retreat on major outstanding political
lssues?

Bare the Soviet leaders, with such obdurate reminders as

Berlin before their eyes, might have been led to reflect that a
military posture suitable as a deterrent to attack lends itself
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somewhat less well to an aggressive political strategy.

Furthermore,

there was the problem that would arise if deterrence should break
Military fzorces that looked ample for deterrence were not

down.

necessarily strong enough to win a war if it

should come to thar.

And on this question there was every likelihood, judging from the
history of the military debate in the Soviet Union,

that the Soviet

political and military leaders dia vot see eye to eye.
Thus,

as developments of the late fifties and early sixties

appeared to demonstrate,

both the deterrent value and the political

worth of the military posture achieved by the Soviet Union left something to be desired.

More than that,.he balance of military forces,

as generally accepted by the world at large, was such in the early
sixties that the Soviet leaders themselves were evidently constrained
to exercise caution upon the international scene and to adopt -

less

assertive policy in general, along lines which came to be described

as seeking a detente.

It

is against this background that new

emphasis is being placed today on warnings to the West calculated
to buttress the Soviet deterrent posture.

Gem ral Warnints to the West
Soviet military strength, Marshal Malinovskii said in the summer
of 1962,

ought to "instill

by the aggressor,

doubts about the outcome of a war planned

to frustrate his criminal designs in embryo,

and

if var becomes a reality, to defeat the aggressor 'decisively."'

1

Marshal a. 1a. Malinovskii, "The CPSU Program and Questions of
Strengthening the Armed Forces of the USSR," Kmmunist No. 7,
Vay 1962, p. 15.
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Such warning statements have, of course, Long been stock-in-trade
among Soviet spokesmen, but there is today a somewhat f ater tendency
to spell out the message.

An illustr-.tion of this is provided by the

new Sokolovskii edition, which makes explicit the point mere'y implied in the first edition

--

namely,

that the book's comprehensive,

discussion of war and strategy is-looked upon as a warning to the
West,

intended.to discourage any thoughts of an outright attack on

t'- Soviet bloc 'or attempts to gain political advantage, at Soviet
expense.
In a special preface to the second edition

--

after noting that

the first edition of their work had caused "repercussions" in the
West

--

the Sokolovskii authors accused the "political and military

ideologists of imperialism'

of wanting to see the Soviet Union

"detfenseless before the threat of attack in order to pursue their
aggressive policy and dictate their

will" to others.

Asserting

that the Comuunist countries, for their part, "do not intend to
attack anybody," the authors stated that these countries nevertheless
"vill not leave the enemy with any illusions that they are unprepared
to rebuff him."

The authors next quoted from a pamphlet by Marshal

Malinovskii to the effect that in Soviet eyes the best means of
defense is not an attack, but rather "a warning to the er.emy about
our strength and readiness to destroy him at the first attempt to
carry out an act of aggression."' 2

lVoennaia Strategila, 2nd edition, p. 3.
2 Voennaia

Strategiia, 2nd ed., p. 4. The pamphlet by Marshal
Malinovskii referred to here was Vigilantly Stand Guard Over the
Peace, p. 25.
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Then they said:
That is why, rather than hiding our views on the
nature and means of waging a future war, we have
revealed them in the book, Military Strategy.
The general im'ge of Soviet military power projected in the
strategic dialogue with the West today is

built largely around claims

advanced for the striking power and readiness of the strategic missile
forces.

A large Soviet literature,

dating back to Khrushchev's

claims in tie late fifties that the Soviet Union had "organized the
series production of intercontinental ballistic missiles" and that
it

possessed "the means to deliver a crushing blow to the aggressor

at any point on the globe,"

has grown up around the theme of Soviet

missile power as the mainstay of deterrence.

While most of this

literature has avoided specific assertions of Soviet numerical
superiority in missiles,

it

has dwelt heavily on the qualitative

edge allegedly enjoyed by the Soviet Union by virtue uf greater warhead weight,

global range, and so on.

2 After Soviet testirng of very

large yield nuclear weapons in late 1960,
destructive attributes of weapons in

the widely-advertised

the 50- and 100-megaton class

became a new element of the Soviet deterrent image,3 with frequent
pointed reminders from Soviet spokesmen that the West possessed
lPravda, February 6, 1959.
2Sse, for example: Marshal Houkalenko In Red Star September 13, 1961;
Marshal Malinovskii in Kommunist, No. 7, May 1962, p. 14; Marshal Krylov in
Izvestila, November 17, 1963, and Colonel General Tolubko in Red Star,
November 19,
1963; Colonel I. Mareev, "The Indestructible Shield of the
Socialist Countries," Koumunist Vctoruzhennykh Si., No. 3, February 1964,
p. 11; Marshal N. I. Krylov, "Always on the Alert," Izvestiia February 23, 1964
3It has now become the customary Soviet formula to claim possession
of
weapons of "50-100 megatons and more." See Marshal S. Biriuzov, "New Stage
in the Development of the Armed Forces and Tasks of Indoctrinating and
Training Troops," Kommunist Vooruzhennykh Sil, No. 4, February 1964, p. 20.
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"no weapons of this kind.

Upon occasion, hints that the Soviet

Union might have up its sleeve "even more formidable" weapons were
dropped into the dialogue, as when Khrushchev in 1960 spoke of a
"fantastic weapon" under design by Soviet scientists,
Malinovskii in
weapon.,

"2

or when

1963 mentioned the possibility of a "fundamentally new

"o3

In the fall

f 1963, the Soviet liter..cure dealing with the

strategic.missile forces was swelled by a new round of attention to
these forces in the Soviet 'general and military press.

A spate of

articles, mostly in a pupular vein, appeared at this time in
connection with the military parade in Red Square c' November 7th
and the observance of Artillery Day in the latter part of the month.
These articles were notable on several counts.

First, they bore

down hard on the theme that thanks to Soviet possession of modern
weapons,

as "the military parade on Red Square has visually con-

firmedt"4 the Soviet Unior. now possessed a retaliatory capability
5
which had helped to "solve the country's security problem."'

See, for example,
Pravda,, July 11, 1962.
2

Thrushchev's Speech to World Peace Congress,
Marshal Krylov, Izvestiia, February 23, 1964.

Pravda, January 15, .1960.

3

Marshal R. Ia. Halinovskii, "The Revolution in Military Affairs
and the Tasks of the Military Press," Komuunist Vooruzhennykh Sil,
No. 21, November 1963, p. 8.
4

1963;

pravda,

November 8,

1963.

See also Izvestiia, November 8,
ravda, November 19, 1963.
Red Star, November 6, 1963;

November 17.
S5Marshal N. Krylov, "Strategic Missiles," Izvestiia,
1963.
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Second, in at leest one instance, a high-ranking officer, the deputy
commander of the strategic missile forces,

rnacted to Western

analyses of relative Soviet inferiority in the size of strategic
delivery forces with an apparentl.y sweeping claim that the Soviet
Union would respond to an attack of any size with,"a still
1
number of missiles.'"

greater

Third, some of the articles dwelt on the

capabilities of the strategic missile forces and the exceptional
qualities of Soviet. missile personnel in a way which may have been
meant to pave' the way psychologically for further reductions in

the

more traditional branches of the Soviet armed torces, a move vhich
Khrushchev subsequently indicated he had in mind at. the close of
the Central Committee's Plerum session in December .1963.

And

finally, the point was stzessed chat Soviet nuclear weapons and

"missiles not only provid d a "reliable shield" of Soviet sec

"-.

"but that in the event of Western aggression, "our hands wIll not
falter in using them,"

2

1Sibsequently,

when it

came time to observe

the 46th anniversary of i e Soviet armed forces on February 23,

1964,

the central theme in the press again was that the "rocket-nuclear
might of the USSR'

deterred the imperialists and provided

"indestructible shield" for the socialist carap,"

an

3

1
Colonel-General V. F. Tolubko, "The Main Rocket Strength of the
Country," Red Star, November 19, 1963.
See further discussion in
"Chapter Seven.
2
"Vershinin, "The General Line of Soviet Foreign Policy,"

Konmmunist Vooruzhennykh Sil, No. 19, October 1963, p. 16.
3
Picture story on strategic missiles, "Ushering in the 46thAnniversary of the Soviet Army and Navy," Red Star, February 21,
1964; Marshal Krylov, Izvestiia, February 23, 1964; Colonel Mareev,
Kommuntst Vooruzhennykh Sil, No. 3, February 1964, pp. 12-14.
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Tendency to Refine the Soviet Argument
the volume of Soviet discourse designed to emphasiL.,e

D-c-spite

the :;oviet Union's retaliatory might,

it

hes not been distinguished

on the wlole for what might be called its pcrsuaziv_
rule,

quality.

the Soviet case has rested on broad assertion!' that

gloss over many of the problems
For example,

retaliatory strike.

involved in

..

•. .

teno to

assuring a successfu!

as some of the remarkably f:afndid

disclosures of the state of Soviet defenses by U..,.
Defense iRobert McNamara have indicated,

_ccietary of

the Soviet Union apparenLly

began only quite recently to adopt such measure.; as hirdcnint' of it!.
1
without which the chances of their survival
strategic missile forces,
to deliver a retaliatory blow would seem quite dim,

unle's

of course,
Soviet dis-

the Soviet Union intended to use them for a first-strike.

course generally has been along such broad gZage linv., a,,. to brush
over the significance of military-technical considera.tions
HowTever,

of this sort.

there now seems to be grow;ing Soviet recognition that refine-

ment of the Soviet line of argument

is

needed if

the 'ovi-et

Union is

to propagate a convincing doctrine of certain retaliation to a
strategic attack.

It

is

not altogether clear whether thi.s

reflects

residual concern over the .xredibility of the Soviet deterrent posture
after the Cuban confcontation or :thether it

conveys a new sensc of

Soviet confidence growing out of remedial defense measures that may
have been in

progress sinc.,

objectively-argued

'Hearings

that time.

At any rate,

a new note of more

analysis has begun to enter Soviet discourse.

on Military Posture, U.S. Congress 88:1, House ComrnittpBulletin of the Atomic
on Armed Services, January 30, 1963, p. 308;
Scientists, April 1963, p. 38.

.......
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.-A typict-1 example of this can be found in the Glagolev-Larionok
article in the November 1963 issue of Tnternutiouial Affairs,
reference was made earlier.

to which

This article advanced a more precise

argument than usual in seeking to establish that the Soviet Union to
militarily in a sound position to carry out a second-strike retaliatory
policy.

While the assertions it

contained concerning the Soviet posture

were not 7tecessarily ro be taken without some reservation,

the article

at least addresfed the second-strike problem more explicitly than had
hitherto been
customary in Soviet
literature.
Is1is therefore worth
It
encsoayi
oitltrtr.
1'tet
looking at -he points on which the Glagolev-Larionov argument rested.

The argument was prefaced by the assertion that "foreign
military analysts" are "talking through their hats" when they contend that "...Soviet

nuclear rccket weapons are highly vulnerable

and are designed for a first and-not a counterstrike,"

2

Although

couched in a way to dismiss the aptnesc of Western analysis of the

"Soviet military posture, this remark nevertheless suggests an
"awaroness chat actual military dispositions and arrangements sometimes speak louder than words in the strategic dialogue, and that
it

is

therefore important to consider the interpretations that may

be placed .ipon them.

The authors then went on to make their first

point that S'viet measures to disperse,

harden, conceal and otherwise

lThe previously-mentioned Nevsky article contained some of the
same points, but they were more fully elaborated by Larionov and
See World Marxist Review, Merch 1963, pp. 33-34.
Glagolev.
2
It may be noted
international Affairs, November 1963, p. 32.
ia paol.ng, that the text of -he Russian-language version of the
Journal did not use the expression "talking through their hats."
Rather, it said more prosaically that Western views were "ground-

leSs ."
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reduce the vulnerability of their strategic forces mean that an
enemy cannot hope to knock out all these forces simultaneously:
It is obvious that even in the most favorable
conditions, an aggressor would be unable to
destroy all the counterstrike means with his
salvo, for
first
bombers, submarines,

these means -- rockets,
etc. -- are dispersed.

A considerable part of them is constantly on
the move. Another, even greater part, such
as bombers on airfields, are in a state of
almost instant readiness to take off. It is
physically impossible not only to knock out all
;the counterstrike means simultaneously, but even
to pinpoint their location as 1 the first salvo
missiles reach their targets.
Apart from inferring in the above passage that camouflage and

"mobility would complicate the problem of target location, the
Clagolev-Larionov article did not specifically spell out the target locat
problem as one of the factors that would bear significantly on the
success of an attack.

By contrast, in a new discussion of U.S.

counterforce strategy in the second edition of the Sokolovskii
book, as will be noted in more detail later, the target location
question received great emphasis.

The Sokolovskii volume's negative

assessment of the prospects for a U.S. counterforce strategy,
incidentally, served to flesh out the obverse 3ide of the argument
thac the Soviet Union now possesses a secure second-strike capability.
The next major point of the Glagelev-Larionov argument in International Affairs rested on the claim that modern warning techniques

"make it possible for the defender to avoid being taken by tactical
surprise.

Besides including a rather novel claim for very early

Soviet detection of missile launchings,

llbid.

and implying that Soviet
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strategic missiles have an extremely rapid reaction time,
Clagolev-Larionov article here reflected a trend,
in

the new Sokolovskil

of surprise.

It

edition,

the

also observable

to re-evaluate somewhat the factor

stated:

The element of surprise, rather important in past
wars, now has a different character.
Even such
weapons as instant-action rockets, launched at
any time of day or night and in any weather, can
be detected in the first
section of their flight
path by ever vigilant radars and other instruments.
In this age of radioelectronics and targeted readyto-fire rockets, a counterstrike wil follow the
first
strike in a matter of minutes.
The above paragraph concluded with a passage on the defender's
ability to get off his missiles before the attacker's weapons
arrive,

suggesting a notion very close to pre-emption,

shall take up presently.

The argument then moved to the contention

that an attacker would be limited to a small first

strike if

wished to achieve even a relative degree of surprise.
U.S.

which we

bomber forces would not be regarded as a factor in

he

Presumably
an initial

attack, on the grounds that their use would sacrifice the advantage
of surprise.

1A similar assertion that Soviet strategic missiles have a very
short reaction time was made in November 1963 by Marshal N. Krylov,
commander of the strategic missile forces, who said that among the-.
"fine technical properties" of Soviet missiles was the fact that
"it
takes just a few minutes to prepare them for action," Ivestiia,
November 17, 1963.
See also: ibid, February 23, 1964.
21nternational Affairs,

November 1963,

p.

32.
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If the attacker is to achieve a measure of even
relative surprise --

an advantage of a few minutes

--

he would have to use in his very first salvo a small
but most efficiant part of his means of attack. Thus,
existing bombers, whose speed is only a fraction of
that of rockets, would hardly produce any element of
surpriae, in the modern sense. On the other hand, after
the aggressor's strike the attacked could discount the
element of surprise and would use all his counterstrike means set in motion before the first explosions
on his territory or remaining intact after the start
of the enemy's nuclear bombardmeit.I
Stating finally that Soviet forces are maintained in a state of
heighteed readiness to deliver "an instant counterlow, which would
be equivalent in power to thousands of millions of tons of TNT,"

"the Glagolev-Larionov article then drew the conclusion that:
... an aggressor cannot now derive any economic or
political advantages from nuclear war, for it merely
puts the seal on his own destruction,.,the basic
change in the '-orld balance of forces and the new
properties of the weapons at the disposal of the
Soviet Union are a powerful deterrent to the un_
leashing of another war by the most aggressive
circles of imperialism. Lltalics in the original./
The question of Pre-emption
As in the case examined above,

it has been zustomary in both

public and private Soviet discourse to picture the Soviet strategic
forces as a second-strike retaliatory instrument.
of these forces has not been publicized;

indeed, Soviet contemplation

of a first-strike has been assiduously disavowed.

1
lbid.
2Ibid.,

p. 33.

First-strike use

With regard to a
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third possible use

-for

what is

described in technical parlance

as a pre-emptive or forestalling attackI
been characterized,

perhaps purposely,

--

the Soviet position has

by.a great deal of ambiguity.

Pre-emption as a possible Soviet strategy remains a pertinent
question, for at least two sets of reasons.

In a military sense,

Soviet calculation of the consequences of a nuclear attack,
should come about,

if war

cannot help but raise the issue that pre-emption

might be necessary in order to try to keep the Soviet losses within
survival limits.

There are practical consequences of a very large

-order between a policy of attempting a pre-emptive strike

--

which

would be intended to break up or blunL an enemy attack that was about
to be launched

--

and a policy of a purely retaliatory strike which

would be mounted only after having absorbed the unimpeded weight of
the enemy's

initial blow.

In another sense, the deterrent and political values of Soviet
forces are to some degree affected by whether or not they are assumed
to have a

pre-emptive role.

If

the Soviet Union chcoses to pursue

a forward political policy, 'for instance,

and manages to make con-

vincing its intentio, and ability to pre-empt,

it

may stand a better

chance of forcing retreat upon the United States instead of the

!It may be useful to clarify what is meant by "pre-emptive" as
distinct from "first-strike"' forces.
The essential distinction is
that a first-strike force wo Ad be sufficiently powerful to permit
a deliberate, pre-meditate,. ittack on the enemy, with reasonable
expectation of not being seriously damaged in return, whereas a
pre-emptive force, as customarily defined, would not be capable
of assuring such an outcome, but rather would be employed to blunt
and disrupt an attack about to be launched by the enemy.
A firststrike force -- if properly alerted -- might be employed in a preemptive role, but not vice-versa, so long as a rational basis of
dec is ion governed.
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Soviet side in some future crisis.

Thus, while the pobsibility of

Soviet pre-emptive action in the 1962 Cuban crisis failed to pass
the credibility test, the Soviet leaders might come to feel in
retrospect that if they had succeeded in deploying a missile force
in Cuba and had thereby improved their pre-emptive capability,
there would have been more chance of an ineffective

nmerican response,

not only in Cuba but perhaps in Berlin and elsewhere.

1

However, at the same time that a pre-emptive policy might
convey a politically useful warning to the West and help to reinforce
the Soviet deterrent image,

it also creates difficulties.

Besides

the military demands which must be met in order to attain a capabili.Y
for pre-emption, such as high readiness, quick reaction,*unequivocal
warning and so on, there is also the danger that a manifest preemptive stance might in some situations prompt the other side to
make pre-emptive preparations on its own account, with consequent
high risk of touching off an unintended nuclear exchange.

More-

over, a declaratory pre-emptive policy also has undesirable political
overtones with respect to thelmage of the Soviet Union as the

"champion of peaceful coexistence and a country which would never
initiate war under any provocation short of an actual attack.

For all these reasons, pro and con, the Soviet attitude on
pre-emption has been and remains ambiguous.

Soviet rhetoric

customarily claims the practical results to be expected from

'For a fuller exploration of this question, see Arnold Horelick,
The Cuban Missile Crisis: An Analysis of Soviet Calculations and

Behavior, The RAND Corporation, RM-3779-PR,

September 1963.
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a pre-emptive strike against an adversary caught in the act of
preparing to attack, while it

disclaims at the same time that the

Soviet Union would ever contemplate any course but a retaliatory
strike.

Uncertainty as to where the Soviets really stand on this

question is

the result, which may be precisely the impression they

wish to create.

This was brought out graphically in the comments on

the question of a pre-emptive strike by four of the Sokolovskii
authors in their Red Star article of November 2,

1963,

responding to

Western commentary on the first Sokolovskii edition.

"Adverting to remarks made by Marshal Malinovskii at the 22nd
Congress of the CPSU in October 1961,

the Soviet authors denied that

Malinovskii was thinking in terms of a pre-emptive strike when he
spoke of "the readiness of the Soviet Armed Forces to break up a
surprise attack by the imperialists."

Without specifying precisely

what Marshal Malinovskii may have had in mind, or what their own
rendering of his remarks in their book was meant to convey, the
Soviet authors declared that "the very idea of such a blow is
totally rejected by the peace-loving policy of the Soviet state."
They also bridled at the suggestion that relative strategic weakness
might account for Soviet resort to ambiguous warnings of pre-emption

S~1
as a device to enhance the Soviet deterrent posture.
While the four Sokolovskii authors plainly went to some pains
in their Red Star article to disclaim that statementsof Soviet
readiness to frustrate and break up an enemy attack are meant to

1

Red Star, November 2,

1963.
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imply pre-emption,

it

Sokolovskil book still
the first.

is

interesting that the second edition of the

adheres to a formula no less ambiguous than

The pertinent passage in the new edition, essentially

unchanged from the previous text,

reads as follows:

Since modern weapons permit exceptionally important
strategic results to be achieved in the briefest
time, the initial period of the war will be of
decisive significance for the outcome of the entire
war.
Hence, the main task is to work out methods
for reliably repelling a surprise nuclear attack,
as well as methods of breaking up the opponent's
aggressive plans by dealing him in good time a
crushing blow. 1
Lltalics in the original./
Variations on the theme of Soviet "readiness to break up the
enemy's attack and hii criminal designs"

continue to appear regular'

in Soviet discourse, without ever specifying just whut conditions
are envisaged!

Perhaps the closest that Soviet writers have come

recently to suggesting that the Soviet Union entertains a strategy
approximating that of pre-emption,
a previously mentioned passage in
in International Affairs.

in fact if not in name,

was in

the Glagolev-Larionov article

The passage in question, appearing in a

context where the Soviet Union was the defensive side, stated:
The first rockets and bombers of the side on the
defensive would take off even before the aggressor's
first rorckets. to say nothing of his bombers, reached
their targets. 3
/Italics in the original./
IVoennaia Strategiia, 2nd ed., p. 260.
see Soviet Military Strategy, pp. 313-314.
2

For the earlier version,

Colonel-General N. Lomov, "Basic Tenets of Soviet Military Doctri
The Revolution in Military Affairs, Its Significance and Consequences,"
Red Star, January 10, 1964.
See also Marshal R. Ia. Malinovskii,
Kommunist Vooruzhennykh Sil, No. 21, November 1963, p. 9; Colonel V.
Konoplev, "On Scientific Foresight in MilitaryAffairs," ibid., No. 24,
December 1963, p. 31; Colonel I.rMareev, "The Indestructible Shield of
the Socialist Countries," ibid., No. 3, February 1964, p. 15.
31nternational Affairs, November 1963, p. 32.
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If this description is

to be taken at face value,

a very fine I.ae

indeed exists between the Soviet conception of a pre-emptive and a
retaliatory strike.

At

the very least,

the passage seems mcja

to

convey the notion that Soviet response to warning of a strategic
attack would be instaut and automatic,

without waiting for incontro-

vertible evidence that an attack had actually been launched at
Soviet targets.

The impression of a "hair-trigger" Soviet postire

has been heightened,

whethe!r by design or otherwise,

by recurrent

statements that the importance of surprise in modern war means that
Soviet forces must "skillfully apply surprise',

S•

and must seek "to

T2

take the enemy unawares."

Some Reasons for the Present Soviet Concern
Several reasons nmay account for the efforts described above
to enhance the credibility of the Soviet deterrent posture.

The

Soviet leaders may have some doubts about the actual state of their
military posture,

growing perhaps out of the Cuban experience.

Such

doubts could be compounded by frequent Western expressions of
confidence in the margin of Western strategic superiority, presumably resting in part o.t Western intelligence asses 3tents, which
in turn imply some diminution of the secrecy barrier behind which
Soviet military preparations customarily have been ceiried out.
Soviet leaders also may still

The

retain an ingrained suspicion of

'Colonel-General N. A. Lomov, Sovetskaia Voennaia Doktrina
(Soviet Military Doctrine), All-Union Society for the Dissemination
of Political and Scientific Knowledge, Moscow, May 1963, p. 28.

2

Colonel Konoplev, Kommunist Vooruzhennykh Sil, No. 24,
Colonel V. Clazov, "Some Features of Conducting
December 1963, p. 30;
Military Operations in Nuclear War," ibid., No. 3, February 1964, p. 43.
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Western intention&,

despite the fact that the West showed no inclination ti

make war upon the Soviet Union even when it

enjoyed a nuclear monopoly.

There is presumably an element of reassurance to the homefront involved in frequent assertion of the impregnability of Soviet defenses.
Similarly, this may serve to reassure satellite regimes that the danger ot
rollback and threats to their rule from the West no longer need be feared.
Paradoxically,

however, the more the satellite regimes feel they are out

of danger on this score, the more they may be inclined to pull away from
the Soviet Union's protective wing and to seek wider intercourse with thr
West.
With refard to the morale and profession

sprIit of the Soviet militar.

establisbment itself, repeated emphasit, on the importance of Soviet miLic
power to deter war and guarantee the peace may serve a useful psychologica
functio.,.

Stress'on the role of deterrence can be seen as a device,

so t.3

speak, for encouraging Soviet soldiery to stick to their knitting in an
age when many of the traditional contributions of the vilitary profession
are being called into question and the-political utility of war is
increauingly in doubt.
A revidual hope of cashing in on the once optimistically-held
belief that a formidable Soviet strategic posture could force the West

mnt

political retreat way be another factor in che minds of the Soviet leaders
as they seek to project an image of unassailable Soviet military power.
At the least,

they appear to feel that a formidable military stance is a

necessary backstop for the kinds of political and ideological struggle
called for by the policy of peaceful coexistence.

Vid finally, a renewed

.emphasis on Soviet military strengtO and readiness may be regarded by the
Soviet leaders as a prudent concomitant of the detente ovarturer they have
been obliged by circumstances of the sixties to put forward to the West.
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VI,

THE QUESTION OF WAR AS AN INSTRUMENT CIF POLICY

The view is f equently heard In the world today that the
sctentific-technological revolution of modern times has brought to
an end a long period of humin history, that,
American scientist,

in the words of an

"has made wars irrational and deprived

it

diplom*.:y of its most important tool

plausible wat

threats."

Whether the Soviet leadership has come gradually around to such a
view

--

whether it

has come to fcel that Soviet paiicy must not only

avoid the danger of a major military conflict with the West bat
eschew also threats of Soviet military action "

Supon which the final returns are not yet in.

this is

However,

it

a question
seems

clear up to this point that Soviet political and military thought
have not escaped the profoundly unsettling implications of the idea
that it

may prove impossible to win a nuclear war in any meaningful

sense.
Beginning with Malenkov'.s .short-lived thesis in

1954 that a

nuclear war could result in the "mutual destruction" of capitalist
and communist society,

2

the Soviet leadership has lived witb an

unresolved doctrinal crisis over the question of war as an instrument of policy.

One symptom of this crisis was the revision by

"Khrushchev in 1956 of the long-held Conurnist dogma on the inevitability
if an

rventual

showdown war between the capitalist and communist

1

Eugeur Rabinovitch, "Scientific Revolution: The End of
Histovr," Bulletin of the Atomic Scievtt!stos November 1963, p. 9.
2

For A discussion of Malenkov's thesis and his recantation a
short time later, see Dinerstein, War and the Soviet Union, pp. 71-77.
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systems.

1

Another symptom has been #he gradual erosion of the

no~ion of communist victory in any new world war, although this
dogma dies hard and has yet by no means disappeared from Soviet
thinking.

It seems to find the most cutrency among Soviet ideologists

and military people,

although as pointed out in the. first chapter

of this book, increasing doubt as to its validity has evidently
seeped into the consciousness of the top leadtrship and helped to
alter their perspectives on fundamental problems of war and peace.
A third symptom

of doctrinal crisis omr the question of war as an

instrument of policy has been the raising of this issue in the manysided quarrel between Moscow and Peking.
It

is understandable,

in terms of the Sino-Soviet polemics,

that a certain amount of distortion has .rept into each disputant's
allegations concerning the other's view of the relationship between
war and politics.

The Soviet side has tended to assert more

categorically than the facts may warrant that China is for war and
the Soviet Union for peace.

It has accused the Chinese of risking

a nuclear holocaust by dogmatic interpretation of Lenin's views
on war as an instrument of policy.

The Chinese, on the other hand,

have accused the Soviets of forgetting Lanin's teaching that war
is a continuation of politics.

They have somewha& overdone the

charge that the Soviet Union h.s permitted itself to be awed into
"capttulationism"

toward the West through fear of nuclear war, and

that it has failad to exploit its military power in a political
sense to advance the intexests of the communist camp as a whole.

speech to 200t•ty Congress, Pravda, February 15,
I~hrushcchtv
Thre D-wc•ren.arY Record
VICL o'ic es
1]56. See also, qAx•il:
20th Part, on-ress avd its Aftetnath, Leo truliow, ed.,
o. te
10501 pe 7
r-IredEorick A. ýOegr,4¶it,
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The chances are, polemics aside, that neither party to the dispute
is any more eager than the other to invite a nuclear war, but
rather that the5, differ essentially in their estimates of how far
it is safe to go in

xerting pressure upon the West without

"serious rish of prenit-itating war.
Internal Soviet Dialogue Over Lenin's Dictum
The interesting point with regard to the Soviet side of the
arSument over war as an instrument of policy is that in the postCuba period of sharp~ued polemics with the Chinese,

this issue has

also come to the surface as a matter of internal discussion and debate
among political and military circles in the Soviet Union itself.
The fact that the lines in this internal dialogue seem to be
roughly drawn between Soviet political and military spokesmen adds
to its interest.

Ihrushchev himself, with occasioval remarks on the

implausibility of erecting Communism on the radioactive rubble of
a nuclear war,1 has set the tone for statements from the political
side which have brought into tiuestion Lenin's dictum -- adapted from
Clausewitz -- that war is a contin-aation of politics by violent
means.

Others have made repudiation ot Lenin's ideas more specific,

ai for example,

the political commentator, Boris Dimitriev, who has

changed the formula to:

2
"War can be a continuation only of folly.'"

ISe, for example, Khtrushchev's Speech on the International
Situation, Pravda, December 13, 1962.
2 Boris

Dimitriev, "Brass Hats, Peking and Clausewit:z,
September 24, 1963.

Izvestiia,
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persistently defended the doctrinal validity of Lenin's formulation,
continuing to assert in the face of political apostasy on this point
that war must be regarded as the cnntinuation of politics and the
instrument of policy.

The new edition of the Sokolovskii ,vork, for

exaaile, reaffirmed that:
It is well known that the essential nature of war
as a continuation of politics does not change with
changing technology and armament
The Sokolovskii authors, in fact, went beyoud their original
treatment of this question by introducing elsewhere a new quotatio'
from Lenin that has the effect of emphasizing the role that military
operations play in changing the political landscape.
For a correct understanding of the nature of war
as the continuation of politics by violent means
with the aid of military operatiogi
the following
thesis from Lenin is of great importance: "War is
the continuation by violent mans of the policy
pursued by the ruling classes of the warring powers
long before the war. Peace is the continuation of
that same policy, rwith registration of those changes
of relationship between the antagonists brought about
by military operations. 2 Lltalics in the originai._f
Not all Soviet military writers have ranged themselves in
defense of Lenin's formulation.

One conspicuous exception is

retired Major General Nikolai Talenskii, a promintat military theorist
who has written widely on the character of nuclear warfare and its
implications for international politics, and who also has boen a

1 Voennaia

Stratexiia. 2nd ed., p. 25;

p. 99.
2 Voennaia

Stratepilia, 2nd ed., p. 216.

Soviet Military Stratal,
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regular participant in the informal "Pugwash" meetings of scientists
Talenskii, whose published views have
1
tended to parallel those of Khrushchev rather, closely, broached the
on disarmament questions.

notion as early as 1960 and again in 1962 that "the time has passed"
of policy.
when war can any longer be regarded as an instrument

2

Even Taleaskii, however, seems not to have made his mind up fully on
this question.

On the one

hand, he has expressed a quite negative

view, in contrast to that of various Soviet ideologists and many
military writers, toward the prospects of recuperation and mobilization
after a country has been subjected to nuclear attack, which seems to
.place him with those who feel that there is little likelihood of
any one emerging the winner in a nuclear war.
he has also identified himself with views

On the other hand,

that the Communist system

could expect to do better in a nuclear war than the other side.

Be

has said, for example, that:
In the final analysis, however, the outcome of a
nuclear var...would depend on such decisive factors
as the superiority of the social and economic system,
the political soundness of the state, the morale and
"political unierstanding of the masses, their organization and .:ty, the prestige of the national leadership. 3
In these respects, according to Talenskii, the Soviet system
is superior to the capitalist system "beyond any doubt," and hence
ISee discussion of Talenskii's sympathy with Khrushchev's outlook in U.S. Editors' Analytical Introduction, Soviet Military
Strategy, p. 22.
2 N.

Talenskii, "The 'Absolute Weapon' and the Problem of
Security," International Affairs, No. 4, April 1962, p. 24.
3TIid.,

p.

26.
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a third world war would spell the doom of the latter.
two Talenskii viewpoints reflects his own

Which of the

convictions, and which

comes closer to the real outlook of the Soviet leadership elite in
general, remains unclear.
Some Soviet military writers have sought a formula that would
reconctle the continuing validity of Leninist doctrine on war as an
instrument of policy with the api--irently contradictory proposition
that nuclear war represents an impractical path toward the attainment of political goals.

Thus,

one writer whose stature as a

military theorist has been on the rise in the past few years, Colone
P. Trifonenkov, strongly defended the validity of the Leninist
doctrinal position, stating that "the thesis on war as a oontinuatio.
of politics can never be called into question by any Marxist-Leninis
At the same time, Trifonenkov worked his way out of a logical imps
by observing in effect that the validity of this thesis need not be
tested, since great nuclear losses have made world war "unrealistic"
and the strength of the Soviet camp makes the prevention of war
possible.

2

A somewhatsimillar view was voiced in December 1963 by Marshal
Sergei Biriuzov, Chief of the Soviet General Staff, whose entry into
the discussion of war as an instrument of policy suggested that thic
issue had become more than a matter of doctrinal hairsplitting at

lColonel P. Trifonenkov., "War and Politics," Red Star, October
1963. It is worth noting that in this article Trifonenkov was
defending the thesis on war as a continuation of politics against
Chinese charges that the Soviets had abandoned it.

21bi__d.
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the purely theoretical level.

Marshal Biriuzov cautioned that the

Leninist definition should not be "interpreted dogmatically, without due consideration for the worldwide historical changes that
have taken place in the world."

This reminder that he was not

taking the siie of the Chinese "dogmatists" was followed later by
Biriuzov's reaffirmation that even nuclear war remains an instrument
of policy.

Using essentially the Trifonenkov formula that the

Leninist dictum is valid but that "aggressive circles" ought not to
be rash enough to make it operative, he said:
Nuclear war, like any war, is also an instrument
of policy, but of a rash, senseless policy,
because its utterly devastating character cannot
guarantee to aggressive circles the achievement
of their reactionary goals. Mankind faces a
dilemma: either avoid a new world war or to find
itself in a position whose coYsequences are
difficult to foresee in full.
Elsewhere in his excursus on war and politics, Biriuzov made
the observation that "the nuclear form of the continuation of
politics" would be enormously destructive.

This seemed to imply

that in Biriuzov's view there might still be room for nonnuclear
forms of warfare suitable for carrying out the Leninist thesis, but
this point was not developed.

The main emphasis of Biriuzov's

article was on the necessity of preventing A war from breaking out,
toward which end he placed himself on the record by concluding that:
"The more powerful our armed forces are and the better they are
equipped, the more reliable they will be as guarantors of lasting
world peace."

llzvestila, December 11, 1961.
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The continuing ferment in Soviet thinking on the relationship of
war to politics was underscored in early ,.AA by a tortuous theoretical
article on this subject by two im.litary writers, Major-General N.
Sushko and Major T.lKondratkov.

This article, too, represented a

rather painful attempt to have It both ways, asserting on the one
hand that "the Harxist-Leninist. thesis on war as a continuation of
politics by violent mans reta&As its validity with regard to thermo-

nuclear war," while conceding dt the sawe time that "thermonuclear war
1

cannot serve as an instrument of policy."

The latter admission was

accentuated by the statement in another passage that modern weapons
"have made war an exceptionally dangerous and risky tool of politic,?
Two features of this article were of particular interest.

One

was a heated attack on "the fabrications of bourgeois theorists" to
the affect that nuclear weapons "had 'deprived'
meaning,"3 and "had made 'obsolete'
of politics."

war of its political

the thesis of waA as a continuatio'

Under the guise of such criticism, the article charged,

"a rabid attack was being conducted against Marxist-Leninist teaching
on war."

In the context of the internal Soviet debate, one might

suppose that these remarks were aimed more at Soviet criticn of the
Leninist dictum on war and politics than at "bourgeois the-. ruts ."
J99ar and Politics in the 'Nuclear Age' ," Komnist Vog.ruzhennykh
_1l, No. 2, January 1964, p. 21.
2Ibid., p.
20.
3
1bid., p. 14.
4Ibid., p. 16.
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This supposition is strengthened by the fact that Sushko and
Kondratkov also charged "bourgeois theorists" with the somewhat
contradictory offense oý "propagandizing the inevitability and
I
It hardly makes for
'acceptability' of rocket-nuclear war."
consistency to argue that bourgeois thinking regards nuclear war
as politically "obsolete" and at the same time as "acceptable."
The second point of special interest in the Sushko-Yondratkov
article was the position it took with regard to "national-liberation
wars."

In addition to restating the customary Soviet position that

such wars are "Just" and "permissible," the article also stressed
their "inevitability" and went on to say that in the case of these
is fully understood that the question of rocket-nuclear
2
Here the Soviet authors seemed
weapons being used will not arise."
wars "it

to be associating themselves with a trend toward placing greater
emphasis on the prospect of waging small wars without danger of
nuclear escalation -- a subject we shall take up more fully in a
subsequent chapter on limited war.
_w!Jcations of tht Dialoaue on War and Policy
T¶o some extent, the surface contradiction between Soviet
political and military utterances on the question of war as an
instrument of policy may arise from differences of institutional outlook.

The political spokesman, with an eye for fresh ammunition in

the polemics with Peking, have wished to stress the irrationality of
war in contrast to the virtues of peaceful coexistence, and in the
process have dealt in a somewhat cavalier way with Lenin's dictum.
The military, on the other hand, charged Ly the profession with
llbid.
2
Ibid.,

p. 23.
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thinking ubout how to wage wars successfully if they should occur,
have tended to assume that some useful purpose may be served by
their efforts to wage and win any future war.

In rallying to the

defense of Lenin's dictum, they have seemed to sense that the
doctrinal rationale for their profession and its contribution to
1

the nation's life may be in question.

A surrogate rationale is at

hand, of ,-ourse, and the Soviet military have grasped it.

As

Marshal Biriuzov's typical statement, mntioned above, suggests -if the military man's raison d'etre can no longer be found in
waging and winning wars, it can rest on the function of preventing
them.
However,

this explanation alone does not exhaust all the

implications of the internal Soviet dialogue over Lenin' s prescription on war and politics.

Practical questions which go to

the heart of the problem of Soviet security appear to lie below
the surface of the dialogue.

At bottom, the issue hinges not only

on the question whether war has lost its meaning as an instrument of
1
"•

An interesting symptom of this concern was an article bj
Marshal Krylov in June 1963, prepared at the request of Red Star's
editors to set at rest doubts about the present-day role of the
military profession. Krylov castipted "those sometimes encountured
ang us who assume the pose of 'bold free-thinkers"' and talk
about the "decline!' of the military. Krylov argued that "the
military profession is not a thing of the past" and that: "Pacifism
must be uncompromising
is a bourgeois ideology alien to us.*We
toward it, toward the slighest appearance of it in our remarks."
Marshal N. 1. Krylov, "An Honorable Profession, Needed by the
Nation," Red Star, June 9, 1963.
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policy.

It hinges also on what the limits of military power in the
And it

nuclear age are understood to be.

also involves the question

whether the Soviet Union can continue to live, as it
time past,

has for some

in a position of strategic inferiority to its major

adversary.
If on the one hand there is
that war can be won -- or lost --

in the Soviet view a prospect

still

in a meaningful sense, then it

might be woý-th the effort to strive for a war-winning strategy and

for superior forces commensurate to this task.

Undesirable as a

nuclear war might be, there would still be a sense in which "nuclear
war does pay."

But if on the other hand there should no longer be

anything to choose between victor and vanquished in a nuclear war,
then the course to take might look quite different.
Soviet military policy is

So far as

a second-best solution might

concerned,

be readily rationalized as the best solution.

That is

to say, the

Soviet leadership might settle indefinitely for a strategy of
deterrence and Soviet strategic forces at a level sufficient to
maintain credibility but still

clearly inferior to those of the

adversary.
The problem does not end here.
war,

Apart from deterrence of nuclear

there is the problem of defining the useful limits of military

power in a nuclear world.

In a sense,

the Soviet leadership seems to

have been probing for som tim to find out what these limits are,
feeling its way from one potential crisis situation to another.
the use of military power,

Can

or the threat of its use, enable one side

to alter the political situation to its advantage,

or is

the feasible

limit merely to prevent the other side from attempting to do so?

And
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if it appears that power relationships are to become increasingly
frozen on the strategic level, what are the prospects that military
power at other levels of conflict may help to restore some fluidity
in the political situation?

And ultimately, if the situation proves

to be one in which the limits of military power requLe a kind of
I
formal acceptance of the permanence of "peaceful coexistence," how
is communism to replace capitalism in such a world?
These are the kinds of problems that seem to underlie the
doctrinal crisis over the question of war as an instrument of poli'"
It is probably safe to say that neither the Soviet political nor
military leaders have yet made up their minds on how to deal with
these questions,
all.

if indeed they have posed the issues in this way at

However, in

sometimes

one form or another life itself, as Khrushchav

pute it,

When this happens,

is likely to place these matters on the agenda.
Soviet policy can be expected to pass through a

crisis of uncertainty and turmoil.

To some extent, if we have read

the signs correctly, some such process may already have begun,
cloaked --

and understandably so -- by renewed emphasis on both the

credibility of th3 Soviet deterrent posture and on the doctrine of
Soviet military superiority.

The latter is the next question to

which we shall turn.

'The notion that "peaceful coeniutence" implies a permanent stat
of affairs is vigorously denied in Soviet interpretations of this
concept, For example, two Soviet writers affirmed recently that the
policy of peaceful coexistence "...does not at all signify the
lpreservation' of the bourgeois order; it does not recognize the
immovability of !this order! which bourgeois ideologists unsuccessful
seek to establish.'" Sushko and Kondratkov, Kommunist Vooruzhennykh
jil No. 2, February 1964, p. 22.
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VII.

THE DOCTRINE OF MILITARY SUPERIORITY

No issue relating to Soviet military-economic policy seems more
subject to misconstruction than the Soviet position on the question
of military superiority.

If the Soviet position is marked by a

certain inconsistency, this is partly because of discrepancies between
assertion and the manifest facts of inte.national life, and partly
perhaps because of uncertainty in the zinds of the Soviet leaders
themselves as to what stand should be taken on this question.

Before

going into Soviet views on m4.litary superiority in more detail, it
may be useful to indicate the principal features of the present Soviet
position.
There is,

first, a rather long-standing public coimmitment to a

doctrine calling for -ailitary superiority over the West.

Soviet

military literature has clearly favored such a doctrine, and
political spokesman often have expressed the same view.

However,

there has bcen a tendency for military leaders to dwell on the theme
eomwhat more emphatically, perhaps as a symptom of concern that
military needs may not be given sufficient attention.

DLring most

of 1963, wheu internal defeksa-ecoaomic cempetition for resources
was apparently intense, there was, for example,

a notable increase

in Soviet propagande on the military superiority theme, emanating
for the most part fcou military spokesman.

On the other hand, toward

the end of the -fear, after a "detente budpt" Lad been settled on,
several prominent military leaders Joined in approval of this move,
and there was at least a temporary softeni•
tttitude on military superiority,

jf the cust'Mry
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Most Sviet distussion ot military superiority has tended to
leave an ambIguo-is impression as te whether quantitative or qualitative superiority is
feasible.

considere4 the mocz important and the mre

This issue, which bears ov'ertones, of the traditionalist-

modernist del-ate,

often is

straddled by advocating both quantitative

and qualitative superiority, although a present trend towd'rupon the latter is

discernible.

emphasis

Anothez respect in which Soviet dis-,

cussion of military superiority frequently reveals inconsistency
concerns the question whether superiority is
objective already acHieved,

to be understood as an

or merely a policy goal that lies ahead.

A certain amount of ambiguity on the qnestion of military
superiority also ce-rries over into the East-West strategic dialogue,
much of which has been devoted to establishing the claims of each
side that the military power balance leans in

its own favor.

The

Soviet voice in the dialogue occasionally wavers between assertions
on the one hand that Soviet superiority is

ircontestable,

and

suggestions on the other hand that a state of re l.ive parity i.x\ ts
between the Onited States arid the Soviet Union.

Commitment to a PLicy of Eilitary Superioor! t
With regard to the desirability and necessity ol achieving
military superiority over the West,

the Soviet commitment,

if

one

were to judge solely by the volume of utterance on the subject,
strong arnd unshakeablý.

This commitment probably rests,

upon an underlying .,--mption,

is

tn general,

as old as the. Soviet regime itself,

that the Soviet 5,.:•, nmut surpass its ledding capitalist rivals in
the military, econouizc, a.d poliltical elements of power

if

it

is

to
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nudge history in the direction of a Communist future.

In a more

immediate sense, mhrushchev himself more than once has made plain that
in essence on the

the present policy of peaceful coexistence rests

"have a rapidly

premise that the Soviet bloc countries,, as he puts it,

growing economy and surpass the imperialist camp in armaments and
1

armed forces."

The Soviet Union, of course, remains the hard core

of bloc military strength in the Soviet conception, and upon it falls
the main burden of attaining superiority over the West.

It is worth

noting, however, that in the last two or -.m.. years there has been
an obvious shift of emphasis in Soviet J'I,.xre z.ward stress upon
.•'druzheatvo),

the joint strength of the "socialist com•,xwe 3'
particularly in terms of the Warsaw Pact countries.

The commitment of the Soviet military to the t't,.trine of military
superiority is a matter of long-standing.
work, for example,

ý, rPcent major Soviet

in a discussion dealing with the development of

Soviet military theory in the twenties and thirtieii, pointed out that
Soviet policy of that period was directed toward "....the strengthening
of the country's economic potential by every possible means, so as to
guarantee the 'uninterrupted supply of the Armed Forces with all types
of arms and equipment for attainment of quantitative and qualitative
military superiority over the probable enemy."'3

In terms of the recent

Ipravda, February 28, 1963.
discussion of this tzend in Chapter Seventeen.
3 Marshai
P. A. Rotmistrov, ed., Istorii Voennogo Iskusstvo (A
History of Military Art), Volume I, Vnenizdat Ministerstva Oborony
SSSR, Moscow, 1963, p. 484. See also Raymond L, Garthoff, Soviet
Military Doctrine, The Free Press, Glencoe, Illinois, 1953, p. 126.
2 See
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past, military emphasis on the superiority theme picked up steam
in the fall of 1962, probably as a kind of reflex reaction to

events in the Caribbean, 1and grew in volume in the spring and summer
of 1963.

A typical military expression at this time of Soviet

commitment to a policy of military superiority was the following
statement by Marshal Andrei Grechko, Soviet First Deputy Minister of

Defense and Commander of the Warsaw Pact forces:
The Cossaist.Party and the Soviet government base
their military policy on the fact that as long as
disarmament has not been implemented, the armed
forces of the socialist sommnwealth must always

be superior to~ those of the imperialists. 2

L'his statement was shortly followed by a leading editorial in

Red Star on the eighth anniversary of the Warsaw Pact, stressing the
same point. 3

The Grechko policy declaration continued to receive

attention. into the fall of 1963, being repeated again in almost
identical form in a Septembar Red Star article dealing with the

Marxist-lianinist position on war and peace.

4

It is interesting that

while the 1962-1963 military emphasis on Soviet commitment to military
superiority was running high, 1arushchev gave rather restrained

expression to his views on the subject,

For example, in a December

1 RdStar,

October 5, 25, November 17, 1963. See also: Nalinovskii
YUltilatyStadueurd Over %be Peace. p. 23*, Nalinovskii, "45 Years
on Guard of the Sotialist Fatherland," led Star February 23, 1963.
2 Marshal
Aý. Grech~o '1V
The Nation's Exploit," Izvestiia, May 9,
1963.
314'ha

True Guardian of the Peoples' Security," led Star,
Ney 14,',1963.
(olomnel 1. Sidel'nikov and Colonel V. Smitrenko, "The
Present Spoch &nd the Defense of the Achievements of Socialism,"
82d Star. September 19, 1963.
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1962 speech defending his conduct of the Cuban crisis, he twice
referred to the fact that the Soviet Union had "I sufficient
quantity" of intercontinental missiles to repel aggression, rather
than boasting of Soviet superiority.

1

It is worth noting that Khrushchev and military lenders have
been out of ph&se with each other before, so to speak, on the
military superiority question.

For example,

in January 1960 and

again at the 22nd Party Congress in October 1961,

Khrushchev emphasized

Soviet military superiority, evidently to reinforce his position that
Soviet defenses were in good shape.

By contrast, Marshal Malinovskii%'

report at the Party Congress failed to advance specific claims of
Soviet military preponderance over, or even equality with, the
United States.

2

To the extent that the military superiority issue

serves as a touchstone of differing military and political views
on the state of Soviet military preparedness, it

is possible that

Malinovskii in the fail of 1961 may have been conveying a subtle
reminder to the Soviet political leadership that the Soviet armed
forces were not adequately prepared for a military showdown over
Berlin, toward which Soviet policy at that time say have seemed to
be veering.
In 1963, military stress on a superiority doctrine began to
show signs of wavering only after the December budget announcement
was made and Marshal Crechko came forward with a new and somewhat
significantly altered statement, to which we shall come in a moment.
1 lhrushchev's

speech at December 12th session of USSR Supreme

Soviet, Pravda, December 13, 1962.
2 See
Pravda, January 15, 1960;

October 25,

1961.
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Meanuhile,

the new Sokolovskil volume which reached the public in

November 1963 reflected a commitment to the doctrivi

of military

superiority no less insistent than that which the first edition
had displayed almost a year-and-a-half earlier.1
passages on this theme retained,
main thing is

Not only were key

such as the statement that "the

to maintain constant superiority over the enemy in

the basic branches of the armed forces, weapons and ways of waging
2
but sou.p additional points were made in the same vein. For
war,"
example,

in discussing the factors upon which the Soviet expectation

of -iictory in a future war would rest, the authors added a new paragraph, stating that:
One of the basic problems is to encure qualitative
and quantitative superiority in the militarytechnical sphere over the probable aggressor.
This demands a suitable military-economic base
and the broadest application of scientifictechnical resources to solution of the problem. 3
Relative

nortanie of Quantitative and Qualitative Superiority

While the revised Sokolovskii volume placed great emphasis on
quantitative and qualitative superiority in some passages,

it

also

remained somewhat ambiguous elsewhere As to their relative importance.
As a matter of fact, there were several indications in the revised
volume that the qualitative route to superiority might enjoy a slight
edge in the authors'

current thinking.

Thus, a statement was retained

½or commnt on the treatment of the military superiority theme
in the first edition, see U.S. Editors' Analytical Introduction,
Soviet military Strateky, pp. 67-69.
2
YoeunI& Stratezits, 2nd ed., p. 314.
Sce also, pp. 297, 303.
Soviet Militdry Strateai, pp. 349w 335, 340.
Ioennawia
St-ateaia
2nid ad., p. 258.
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that-, "....at the present tiW, in gaining su;poariorty in nuclear
weapons,

their quality and the technique for their employment are
1
more iaportant than their number."
On the other hand, another
statement conveying opposite emphasis on the numerical side of the
picture was omitted in the revised volume.

The discarded passage

was one which stressed "the need for a large number of nuclear
weapons to attain decisive results in destroying the enemy's
2
economy,
The quantitative-versus-qualitative
a troubled area.

It

superiority issue lies in

seems to be symptomatic of an underlying problem

concerning the best use of available resources that

has lain at the

root of the debate between modernists and traditionalists.3
former have leaned toward the idea that large investment

The

of resources

and scientific effort in research and development today offers the
prospect of a significant "qualitative" payoff in the future, thus
helping to compensate for the margin of U.S.
The traditionalists,

by contrast, have shown a preference for main-

taining large forces-in-being,

implying a priority claim on presently

available resources for this purpose.
advance is

economic superiority.

The idea that qualitative

an important element of superiority is,

to both modernist and traditionalist schools,

of course, common

but the latter have

tended to take the view that qualitative innovations must be translated into quantity of weapons available on a maos scale in the hands
1

Tbid.,

2

Soviet Military Strategy,

3

See U.S.

Strategy, p.

p.

297.

Soviet Military Strategy,

Editors'

23.

p.

335.

p. 409.

Analytical Introduction, Soviet Military
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of troops before becoming a significant factor.1

The sharpening

of the resource allocation problem within the Soviet Union in the
past year or two seemingly has worked against the traditionalist
position, however,

and strengthened the argument that Soviet efforts

to solve the superiority problem should lie along the qualitative
route,

that is,

by more intensive R&D efforts now which would permit

deferment of difficult procurement decisions until later -- a course
with undoubted appeal to a hard-pressed political leadership.
is

It

also a course which provides a rationale for softening any military

misgivings,

for it

can be argued that translation of qualitative

advances into quantitative
Soviet economic base is

dimensions will come later, when the

in better shape.

A tendency to shift the emphasis in

2

Soviet discourse from

numbers to quality of weapons became particularly evident in the
pamphlet by Marshal Malinovskii which appear-_1 in the fall of 1962
shortly after the Cuban crisis.

Variations on the theme of Soviet

military superiority were prominent in this pamphlet,

and they

'This point was underscored in a series of articles in January
1964 by Colonel-General N. A. Lomov, who is not himself an exponent
of the pure traditionalist view, but seems to stand somewhere in
between.
See "New Weapons and the Nature of War: The Revolution in
Military Affairs, Its Significance and Consequences," Red Star,
January 7, 1964.
The second article of the Lomov series, which waj
largely a condensation of his mid-1963 brochure on military doctrine,
appeared in the January 10, 1964 issue of Red Star.
2
1n this connection, Marshal Grechko's article in December 1963
voicing supporý. of the December plenum line on heavy investment in
the chemical industry concluded with an exhortation to "militaryscientific cadres" which seemed to rest on such a rationale.
He said
that workers in "science and technology, basing their efforts on the
latest achfi-vements of our economy, must continue with still
greater
perseverance to work out military-technical problems -- problems of
further perfecting the combat capability and organization of the
armed forces." Red Star, December 22, 1963,
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tended to focus on qualitative rather than quantitative superiority,
as in the following passage:
Our country has improved military equipment at its
disposal fully satisfying the requirements of defense
In the competition for quality
under modern conditions.
of armament forced upon us by aggressive circles, we

are not only not inferior to those who threaten us
with war, but, in many respects, superior to them.1
Soviet determination not to fall behind in an arms-deveiopment
race was also stressed by Malinovskii.

After asserting that the

"development by our scientists of superpowerful thermonuclear bombs
and also global rockets" was an index of Soviet superiority over
probable enemies, Malinovskii went on:
Let them know we do not intend to rest on our
laurels. This common vice of all victorious
armies is alien to us. We do not intend to fall
behind in development, and we do not intend to 2
be inferior in any way to our probable enemies.
As indicated in our earlier discussion of the Soviet deterrent
image,

the implication conveyed by current Soviet discourse is that

very large ýTield weapons in the 50- and 100-megaton categories, which
fall under t~e rubric of "qualitativa:' superiority in

the Soviet lexicon,

would make op foir any disparity in nunbeis.

some Soviet

Even so,

spokesmen do not hesitate upon occasion to make rather sweeping
claims of

wuuerical superiority.

Malinovskii himself, writing in

early 1963,

responded to an earlier statement by the U.S.

Secretary

of Defense with the assertion that the Soviet Union woLld answer

3,
"McNamara's

344 missiles with several times more."

1

SSome

'alinovskii, Yiailantly Stand Guard Over the Peace,
2 Ibid.
3Red Star, February 23,

1963.

months later,

p.

23.
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Colonel-General V. F. Tclubko,
strategic missile forces,

Peputy Coamnder of the Soviet

reiterated Halinovskii's vwrnirn,

.eating

that:
...to the number of missiles with which wu are
threatened we will respond with a simultaneous
salvo of a still
greater number of missiles of
such power that they will raze all industrial
and administrative targets and political centers
of the United States, and will completely destroy
the countries on whose territories American
military bancs are situated. 1
In both cases,

the Soviet claims were not confined to ICBMS,

but

apparently took into account the substantial numbers of medium-range
Soviet missiles which would be aimed at countries less distant from
the Soviet Union than the United States.

It

also is worth noting tha&

even in General Tolubko's assertion of "a still

greater number of missilt

he claimed only a capability to deal with urban-industrial type targets,

leaving the in~erence that the Soviet Union is not in a position to
carry out corresponding attacks against a large list of military or
"countvrforce"

targets as well.

Superiority -- Accomplished Fact or Policy Goal?
The Soviet posit±in on military superiority,

as previously mentioned

is marked by a certain avaunt of wavering between claims that such superi
over the West is an accomplished fact and statements which imply that
superiority is a Soviet desideratum by no means yet assured.
1Ibid., November 19, 1963.
numbers in Chapter Thirteen.

A notable

See further discussion oimissile

2

General Tolubko's superior, Marshal N. I. Krylov, commander of
the Soviet strategic missile forces, took r somewhat different line
in early 1964 in reference to American statements on the U.S. numerical

lead in missiles. Rather than asserting that the USSR could respond
with greater numbers, Krylov said: "If the United States has such
quantitites of missiles, one can draw the legitimate conclusion that U.S.
strategy is not based on nAtional defense, but pursues aggressive ends,"
Izvestiia, February 23, 1964.
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example of Soviet wavering on this question was provided several years
ago by an interview with Marshal Malinovskii in Pravda on January 24,
1962.

The interview dealt explicitly with the balance of military

strength, but nevertheless managed to leave an impression of considerable
ambiguity.

Malinovskil

first cited as "more or less correct" an earlier

statement at Vienna in 1961 by President Kennedy to the effect that U.S,
and Soviet military strength are equal.

Malinovskii said that it "was

high time" for American military leaders to draw the appropriate conclusions from this admission.

He next said that in his own opinion as

Soviet Defense Minister the socialist camp was stronger than the United
States and its NATO allies;

however, "in order to avoid stirring up a war

psychosis," he would be willing to call both sides equal.

Finally, before

the interview was over, Malinovskii changed his assessment once mere and
asserted that the Soviet side was militarily superior.

Khrushchev,

upon

occasion, also has wavered back and forth in similar fashion between
claiming Soviet superiority and insisting that the United States has
acknowledged Soviet strategic power to be equal to its own.

1

More recent Soviet discourse has continued to interpose flat
claims that'"the Soviet Union has military superiority and won't

2
relinquish it"

with statements on the need to strengthen the Soviet

armed forces and other comments that suggest far less asstirance about
the margin of Soviet advantage.

In the revised Sokolovskii volume

'A recent example of this was Khrushchev's statement at the conclusion
of the February 1964 Central Committee plenum session on agricultire, when
he first said that "...the socialist countries have now created armed forces
equal to the forces of the capitalist world, as leaders of the imperialist
powers have admitted," and then went on to say: "We believe our armed
forces are the more powerful." Pravda, February 15, 1964. See also:
Pravda, August 8, October 18, 1961; July 11, 1962; January 17, 1963.
2ommnntary on the November 7th Parade by A. Leott'ev, Moscow
domestic radio, November 12, 1963. See also Red Star, August 30, 1963;
February 18, 1964.
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for example,

the contention was repeated that "...we consider our

superiority in nuclear weapons over the Western bloc to be indisputable," 1 and the new claim was added that:
The Soviet Union has achieved superiority over the
probable enemy in the decisive means of warfare --2
in missiles and in the yield of nuclear warheads.
On the other hand, however, the new volume, like the old,
continued to dwell on the point that Soviet po]icy of strengthening
"the world socialist system" must include "an unremitting increase
3
in Soviet military power and that of the entire socialist camp."
The new volume also contained an amplified description of Western
military power in terms which seemed calculated to serve as a
rationale for strengthening the Soviet military posture.

In addition

to this image of a formidable opponent, upon which further comment
will be made later, the revised Sokolovskii volume retained the
greater part of an earlier discussion suggesting that a state of

iVoennaia Strategiia, 2nd ed., p. 239.
p. 297.

Soviet Military Strategy,

2 Voennaia

Strategiia, 2nd ed., p. 317.
See also second article
in series by Colonel-General N. A. Lomov in Red.3tar, January 10,
1964, which asserted that the Soviet Union has managed "to atta -'
superiority over the potential enemry in the decisive means f.fare; rocket-nuclear weapons and, above all, strategic nuclear means."
3 Voennaia

Strateýiaa, 2nd ed., p. 230. Soviet Military Sttdtegy.
p. 285.
In this coninection it is noteworthy that after the Decenber
1963 announcement of a military budget reduction and heavy invest-ynt
in the chemical inidustry, the military piess was anxious to make the
Thus, an
point that Soviet defenses still needed to be perfected.
editorial in Red Stir, December 18, 1963, stated: "In his finaaddress at the plenum, Nikita Khrushchev declared that the planned
program for developmsnt of the chemical industry will bce carried out
,lithout detriment to national defense...we are forced to perfect our
Jefenses and take measures to ensure the safety of our friends and
allies."
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relative strategic parity exists between the United States and the

Soviet Union.
This discussion of the strategic balance in both of the
Sokolovskii editions stood in rather interesting contrast to customary
Soviet claims of outright superiority.

While the context of the

discussion was such that the assessment offered was attri'uted to
"American strategists," the impllcation'eemed tc• be thac the Soviet
authors were not in disagreement.
strate3ists,

The main argument was that American

recognizing the existence of a "balance" in strategic

weapons and "Soviet superiority in conventional armed forces," had
come to the conclusion that "mutual deterrence" now operated on both
sides.
RaLher curiously, this argument was somewhat emasculated in

the

revised text by omission of a passage which referred to the prospect
of "complete mutual annihilation'

in a nuclear war and which stated

further that "...the greater the stockpiling of weapons of mass
destruction,
to use them.

the greater becomes the conviction that it
Thus,

is

the growth of nuclear-missile power is

proportional to the possibility of its use."

impossible
inversely

The effect of this

o-aission was to suggest that large stockpiles of weapons on each side
do not necessarily foster stability.

The original argument was carried

by retaining a less categorical passage which read as follows:
A "nuclear stalemate" to use tba Western expression,
on the one hand a tremendous increase
had arisen;
in the number of missiles and nuclear weapor.., and on
the other hand, the incredible danger of their use.
Under these cornditions, according to the evaluation
of American and NATO political and military circles,
both sides had attained the position of so-called
"mutual deterr2nce."1
IVoennaia Strate ga.
the discussion in queo.Uior

In Srviet ýIilitary S'rategy,
2nd ed., 1. 80.
oL irs on pp. 156-157.
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One is left uncertain by this statemant. as perhaps its authors
intended, whether "mutual deterrence" is accepted in Soviet military
thinking as a durable concept or regar6,ed merely as a passing
phenomenon.1

On the whole, the treatment of the question of military

superiority in the Sokolovskii work, a3 in Soviet military literature
generally, conveys the impression that Soviet military theorists, at
least, are not yet prepared to write off the prospect of altering the
military Lalance in their favor, and thus by implication -- lipsettiag
the state of mutual deterrence.
Liabilities of a Doctrine of Military.Superiori
While Soviet military thought is evidently agreed on the desirabilitof attaining

across-t e-board superiority over the United States, it

would seem that the Soo. t leadership as a whole remains in doubt both
ts to how this might be accomplished and whether the potential results
would justify the effort involved.

Thete are some obvious liabilitiet

in professing a policy of military superiority, for if the Soviet military
posture is made to look excessively formidable,

simply to spur the Wev

the result may well be

to greater efforts, leaving the Soviet Union

rel&tývely no better off in a military sense and perhaps a good deal
oTr-O

'ff ecourinica).ly.

For a country whose resour,;es already seem

strained by the hio, coat of arms competition, this is a serious
consideration.

,o•,et cultivation of a detente atmosphere
Indeedoi

indicates recognition of this problem, for it is aimed, among other
1The

stability of "mutual ieterrence" has frequently be2en questioned
in Soviet literature on disarmament. See, for example, ". A. ZoritA, ed.,
Borba Sovetskopo Soluza za Razoruzhenie 1946 -1960 zody (The S!viet Union'
Struggle for Disarmament 1946-1960), Xzdatelstvo Irnstitut3 MezhdunarodnyLh
Ottioshenii, Moscow, 1961, pp. 83-85; D. V. Iogdanov, Iadernoe Razoruzheni
(Nuclear Disarmament), Izdatelstvo Instituta Mezhdunarodnykl Otnoshenil,
Moscow, 1961, p. 75.
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things,

at slowing down such competition.

Vurthermore,

in a tactical

sense, undue and untimely emphasis on the military superiority theme
could Jeopardize other 1immediate goals wh!:th detente seems meant to
seve.

such as wheat purchases abroad, Western technicml ant

credit

support for the chemical expansion program, and so on.
Some tentative signs of wavering on the wisdom of proclaiming a
policy of military superiority appeared in Soviet discourse toward
the end of 1963.

One of these indications, to which we referred

earlier, was an article in December 1963 by the same Marshal Grechko
who had spoken categorically six months before for a policy of military
superiority.

in this article, in which he voiced approval of

Khrushchev's Deceiaber plenum line, Grechko took note of Western
military preparations,

singling out remarks by U.S. Secretary of Defense

Robert McNamara at the NATO Council meeting in December on "the number
of American long-range missiles and the nuuber of bombers on air
1
Western preparations, Grechko said, were meant "to attain
alert."
military superiority over the Soviet Union."

However, rather than

responding i.n the vein of his earlier position that the Soviet Union
intends to maintain forces superior to those of tLe West, Grechko adopted
a notably restrained tone.

The Soviet Union, he said, "has sufficient

means to restrain any iggressor, no matter what kind of nuclear power
he may possess."

Further, said Grechko, the Soviet Union is not "in

the least interested in an armaments race," but merely intends to
maintain its defense "at the level necessary to insure peace."

2

IMarshal Andrei Grechko, "Leninist Cause," Red Star, December 22,
1963.

2

1bid.
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Whether this note of restraint connoted merely a temporary
softening of the Soviet line on military 3uperiority or a deeper
process of reassessment of its pros and cons is

still

to be seen.

Several articles in professional military journals in late 1963 and
early 1964, however,

seemed to indicate that the doctrine of military

superiority has by no means been shelved.
it

In one of these articles

was observed that Stalin was guilty of formulating an "objective

law" that the aggressor would always be better prepared than the
defender.
it

If

the Soviet Union were to acknowledge such a law today,

was argued, perhaps for the ears of Stalin's successor,

then the

Soviet armed forces would not be in a.position to defeat an aggressoi.
This curious reminder of one c.

Stalln's alleged errors was followed

by pointed reference to a statement by Malinovskii that if
race is
I

not terminated,
1
increased."

Soviet "superiority will be still

tayIn another article it

the arms
further

was stressed that preservation of peace

today was due to "superiority in the military field over the
imperialist camp,"

and that it

was the economic and scientific-technic.

task of the Soviet government to ensure the "maintenance

and further

increase of military superiority of the Soviet Union over the

2
imperialist camp."
.Marshal Biriuzov,

An especially forceful statement was made by
chief of the general staff, who said:

"The

matntenance of our superiority over probable enemies in t ,e field of

-•

IColonel V. Konoplev, "On Scientific Foresight in Military
Affairs," Kommunist Vooruzhennykh Sil, No. 24, December 1963, p& 33.

2

--------.

Colonel I. Mareev, "The Indestructible Shield of the Socialist
Countries," Kommunist Vooruzhennykh Sil, No. 3, February 1961, pp. 14-1
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new weapons and military technology is one of the most important
tasks in development of the armed forces at the present time."

1

In the same article, Biriuzov noted that the key to victory in
modern war would go to the one who "not only masters the new
weapons,

but who takes the lead in producing missiles,"'2 which would

seem to be an indirect challenge to those members of the Soviet
hierarchy who may wish to rest their case on "sufficient" rather
than superior numbers of missiles.
Whatever direction the superiority argument may take

in the

future, however, it would appear likely that the question of how
military superiority of a significant order is to be achieved
against a strong and powerful opponent like the United States -given its relative advantage in resources and a disinclination to
rest on its laurels --

remains for Soviet policy-makers a vexing

and unresolved problem.
iMarshal Biriuzov, Kommunist Vooruzhennykh Sil, No. 4,
February 1964, p. 19.
2Ibid., p. 18.
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SIGNS Q? STRESS IN POLITICAL-MILITARY RELATIONS

VIII.

Political-milizary relations in the Soviet Union have been
charactertled by a number of built-in tensions and controversies
since the beginning of the Soviet regime.

Basically, these tensions

have grown out of the process by which the Party has sought to
integrate the armed forces into the totalitarian structure of the
state and to prevent them from developing a separate identity of their
own.

The fact that the military establishment possesses a potential

power of coercion far beyond that of any other element of the Soviet
bureaucracy naturally has sharpened the concern of the Party to keep
it an acquiesL.ent instrument of political authority.
The Soviet military comrand, on Lhe other hand, while not disposed to challenge the basic policy-making powers of the Party, has
tended to seek a greater measure of autonomy in matters within its
professional competence and to look upon excessive Party-political
intrusion into military affairs as a threat to military effectiveness.
In a sense, therefore,

the history of Soviet political-military

relations can be described as the search for a formula to reconcile
political control/,ýith professional military efficiency, played out
against the background issue of what the proper extent of military
influence should be upon the formulation of Soviet policy and
1

strategy.
lThe literature on the history of Soviet political-military
relations is too extensive to cite at length here, but the following
are worth particular mention: D. Fedotoff-White, The Growth of the
Red Army, Princeton University Press, 1944, pp. 76-100, 384-407; Merle
Fainsod, How Russia Is Ruled', Harvard University Press, Cambridge,
Mass., 1954, pp. 411-418, 500; John Erickson, The Soviet High Command,
St. Martin's Press, London, 1962, pp. 113-178, 187-191, passim; Paper
by Louis Nemzer, "The Officer Coros as a Political Interest Group," read
at the 39th AnnualMeeting of the Americqn Political Science Association,
New York, September 4, 1963, pp. 1-38; Raymond L. Garthoff, Soviet
Strategy in the Muclear Age,YFrederick A. Praeger, New York, 1958, pp. 18-
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Developments of the past year or so, especially since the Cuban
crisis of October 1962, have furnished revealing testimony to the
continuing vitality of many of the old proolems of political-military
relations,

as well as suggesting the emergence of new difficulties

arising out of the politics and technology of the nuclear-maissile
age.

While it

consensus still
together,

is

important to bear in mind that an essential

binds th...
various elements of the Soviet leadership

the present signs of stress in Soviet political-military

relations are not without interest as evidence that no stable
solution has yet been worked out in this area of Soviet bureaucratic
life.

Reaffirmation of Political Primacy in Military Affairs

One of the symptoms of underlying tension in the area of Soviet
political-military relations in the last year-and-a-half has been the
conspicuous reassertion of political primacy in military affairs.

While the need to re-emphasize this time-honored assumption of Soviet
political life may spring from deeper sources of ferment in Soviet
society, the manifest questions involved here have centered mainly
on the relative weight of the military and political leadership in
the development of military doctrine and strategy, and on the
tendency of some elements of the military elite to overemphasize

military professionalism at the expense of ideological values.
A noticeable trend toward reassertion of political primacy
became evident in the fall of 1962 on the heels of the Cuban missile
crisis,

at a time when critical second thoughts about the handling
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of Lhe crisis presumably were circulating among the Soviet hierarchy.

1

Among the first signs of a new campaign to reassert political primacy
in unmistakable term3 was an article in early November by Marshal
Chuikov, Commander of the Soviet ground forces.

The Chuikov article,

which took the form of an interview In Red Star, repeatedly stressed
the dominant role of the Party in military affairs and used the
rather transparent device of citing a hitherto unpublished exchange
of messages between Stalin and Lenin in 1920 to refute the notion
that "our diplomacy sometimes very effectively spoils the results
2
achieved by our military victories."
Chuikov criticized unnamed
fellow officers for failing to "maintain proper attitudes and
opinions," and seemed to be reminding the military leadership that it
would be unwise to question decisions of the political leadership,
which is

in a better position to see the larger policy picture.

delivery of this "message"

The

by a high-ranking military leader avoided

the embarrassment of any open confrontation between the Party and
the professional military.

3

Indeed, one of the interesting features

IFor a detailed discussion of signs of post-Cuban dissatisfaction
with Khrushchev's handling of the crisis, see Roman Kolkowicz, Conflict,
in Soviet Party-Military Relations: 1962-1963, The RAND Corporation,
RM-3760-PR, August 1963, pp. 16-35.
2Marshal V. I. Chuikov, "The Basic Fundamentals of Military
Development," Red Star, November 17,
1962.
3
One should be careful in discussions of this sort not to regard
"Party" and the "professional military" as two altogether discrete
and antipodal groups in more or less constant opposition to each other.

Without exception, all responsible military figures in the high command
of the Soviet armed forces are also Party members, subject to Party
discipline, and 'so on. At the same time, there are institutionalized
interests on both sides which may, in fact, collide, and which find
expression in various forms of bureaucratic in-fighting. It is in
this contained area of conflict, so to speak, that tensions in
political-military relations ariae.
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of the Soviet campaign to reassert political primacy in military
affairs and to stress the importance of Marxist-Leninist attitudes
among military personnel has been the fact that top-ranking military
leaders have for the most part taken on the task of setting their own
colleagues straight.

Thus, while impetus for the campaign may have come

from political authorities,

there is

also a possibility that the military

leadership may have embarked to some extent upon a process of selfcatharsis in order to ward off stronger measures of the sort that
Khrushchev felt obliged to administer in the Zhukov case in

1957.

Another important military leader to lend his prestige to the
Party primacy campaign was Marshal Malinovskii, the qoviet Minister
of Defense.

A pamphlet over Malinovskii's name,

earlier, was sent to the press in

as mentioned

late November 1962.

1

One of the

conspicuous features of this document was its assertion of the
complete dominance of the Party generally and of Nikita Xhrushchev
personally in military affairs and in the formurlation of military
doctrine.

Stressing explicitly that "military doctrine is developed

and determined by the political leadership of the state," the
pamphlet emphasized Khrushchev's personal role in this process.
It stated that his January 1960 speech represented "the first
developed exposition" of modern Soviet military doctrine "from both
2
a political and a technical standpoint."
This tribute was the more
IMarshal R. Ia. Malinovskii, Bditel'no Stoyat Na Strazhe Mira
(Vigilantly Stand Guard Over the Peace), Voenizdat Ministerstva
Oborony SSSR, Moscow, 1962.
pp. 22-23. This ascription of credit to Khrushchev was
in marked contrast to the approach taken in the first edition of the

Sokolovskii work, Voennaia Strategiia (Militaty Strategy), whose
authors tended to give the military an expanded share of credit for
developing the new Soviet military doctrine and by implication staked
out a claim for greater military influence on state policy. See
Soviet Military Strategy, pp. 33ff.
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conspicuous because no specific mention was made of Malinovskii's
own major formulation of the new military doctrine at the 22nd Party
Congress in October 1961.

While Malinovskii may have written the

November pamphlet on his own initiative to deflect Party criticism
of the wdlitary,

the character of the document suggests that more

than ona author may have been involved.
instance,

It

is not implausible,

that the Party and 1hrushchev may have

h.ad

for

In hand a

pamphlet in search of an author, and thac their choice fell upon
1

Malinovskii.
The trend toward stressing political pre-eminence in the
military field gathered momentum in 1963.

In February, General of

the Army A. A. Epishev, chief of the Main Political Administration
of the Ministry of Defense and presumably the Party's principal

2
voice in the armed forces,

published an article which emphasized

the leadership of the Party in

developing military doctrine and

policy and strengthening the Soviet military posture.

3

Several

lIn this connection, Khrushchev has admitted a precedent by
mentioning in a conversation with former Vice President Richard M.
Nixon that he himself had really written a widely-publicized article
on Soviet military policy which had been attributed to Air Marshal
See article by Earl Mazo
Vershinin in Pravda, September 8, 1957.
on the Nixon trip to the Soviet Union in 1959, New York Herald
Tribune, September 14, 1960, p. 8.
he Main Political Administration headed by Epishev has been
traditionally an extension of the Party Central Committee's professional staff within the armed forces. A statement on this point
in Kommunist Vooruzhennykh Sil, No. 6, March 1963, p. 8, went as
follows: "Party work in the armed forces is under the leadership of
the Central Committee CPSU, through the Main Political Administration..
which operates within the rights of a section of the Central Conmnittee
CPSU." Before donning a uniform to take up his present post, Epishev
Earlier in his career, he had been
had been ambassador to Yugoslavia.
an important secret police official in the MCB.
3
A. A. Epishev, "The Growing Role of the CPSU in the Leadership
of the Armed Forces, Voprosy Istorii KPSS (Problems of the History
of the CPSU), No. 2, February 1963, pp. 3ff.
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Soviet reviews of the Sokolovskil book on military strategy in early
1963 sounded a similar reaffirmation of Party supremacy.

In contrast

with earlier reviews of the book, which had not dwelt on the subject,
one of the 1963 reviews criticized the work for its failure to
follow Lenin's injunction to "subordinate the military point of view
to the political," and it

charged that the book had broadened the
and strategy_

*yoctrine

at- the- txp---------

I

whether the authors "meant it

or not."

Another review suggested

that the Sokolovskii authors had overstated the military leadership's
role in the determination of strategy,

It said the book tended to

overlook Frunze's words that "etrat-,y is- not thE picogauive solely

of the military command." The review also noted that it should be
borne in mind that the government leadership "determines the final
and interim goals of warfare...and the means of attaining them,"

while the job of the military command "comes down mainly to carrying
out concrete operations to attain these goals."

2

Just as these reviews took the Sokolovskii book to task for
staking out too large a claim for military prerogatives in the area
of strategy,

so in other Soviet military writing in 1963 the issue

of Party supremacy arose frequently around the question of where
cometence lay for the formulation of military doctrine.
little

There was

doubt that the new guidelines on this question had been laid

1Colonels V. Zemskov and A. Iakimovskii, "Military Strategy,"
Voennyi Ve tnik, No. 1, January 1963, p. 124.
2
A. Golubev, "Some Problems of Military History in the Book
'Military Strategy'," Voenno-Istoricheskii Zhurnal, No. 5, May
1963, p. 90.
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ou'.

While an undercurrent of resirtance persist3d, many military

writers found it

line with the new trend.

expedient to fall in

Thus,

a conference on Soviet military doe'trine which was held in Moscow in
May 1963 (but not reported until October)I came up with the uncontested
finding, among other matters,

that:

"Military doctrine is

and determined by the political leadership of the state."

2

developed
The same

point was underscored even more explicitly in May 1963 in a brochure,
Soviet Military Doctrine, by Colonel-General N. A.

Lomov, published

approximately a year after an earlier article by the same author had
appeared in a Soviet military journal.

in the earlier article, Lomov

advanced a claim for significant military influence on policy
formulation in the following words:
The formation of our military world-view has taken
place in a creative atmosphere...and is the result
of the common efforts of military theorists and
practical military people. Thanks to this, we have
developed a body of unified, the retical views, on
the basis of which has been carried out a broad
state program to prepare the country and the
armed forces for the defense of the Fatherland. 3
This passage was conspicuously missing in the Lomov brochure
on the same subject published a year later.

A new formula now

appeared:

IReportedin an article by Colonel L. Belousov, "Conference
on Soviet Military Doctrine," Voenno-Istoricheskil Znurnal, No. 10,
October 1963, pp. 121-126.
21bd., p. 122.

3

Colonel-General N. Lomov, "On Soviet Military Doctrine,"
Kommunist Vooruzhennykh Sil, No. 10, May 1962, p. 12.

III

!
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... the foundations of military doctrine are
determined by the country's political leadership, for it alone has the competence and the
the problems of developing
jurisdiction to solve
1
forces...
armed
the
The journal Communist of the Armed Forces, which is

the organ of

the Main Political Administration of the Ministry of Defense,

was

especially diligent in reminding its audience that the Party is
the creator and the leader of the armed forces.

both

A particularly

notable exposition along this line was an article by Colonels S.
Baranov and E.

Nikitin in April 1963, which underscored the point,

quoted from Lenin, that:
The policy of the military establishment, like that
of all other establishments and institutions, is
conducted on the exact basis of general directives
issued by the Party Central Committee, and under
2
its control.
In the fall of 1963,

the political-military issue took on new

interest when Soviet commentary began to display marked sensitivity
to foreign interpretations of the original Sokolovskii edition as
a document reflecting a conflict of views and interests between the
Soviet political and military leadership.

The Clagoiev-Larionov

article in the November issue of International Affairs noted,
example,

for

that Western writers had sought to use the Sokolovskii work

as evidencd of "glaring" contradictions between Soviet foreign policy
1

Colonel-General N. A. Lomov,

Sovetskaia Voennaia Doktrina
(Soviet Military Doctrine), All-Union Society for the Dissemination
of Political and Scientific Knowledge, Moscow, May 1963, p. 5.
2
Colonele S. Bzranov and E. Nikitin, "CPSU Leadership -- The
Fundamental Basis of Soviet Military Development," Kommunist
Vooruzhennykh Sil, No. 8, April 1963, p. 17.
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and military thinking.1

Four of the Sokolovskii authors themselves,

in the highly unusual Red Star article dealing with foreign commentary
on their book, conceded that the work had been a forum for
"theoretical discussion" of varying viewpoints,

but vehemently

denied that this betokened any conflict of views over military
doctrine,

strategy or defense appropriations.

such matters is

Controversy over

rife within imperialist countries,

they charged,

but

not in the Soviet Union, where:
All these questions are decided by the Central
Committee of the CPSU and the Soviet government
on a scientific basis...with full support from
2
the people, the army and the navy.
Concurrent with this riposte in Red Star to foreign commentary
on the first

Sokolovskii edition, the second revised edition of this

work appeared in Moscow bookstores,
predecessor.

a,scant fifteen months after its

While many of the changes in the revised edition bore

on questions discussed elsewhere in this book,

it

is

not unreasonable

to assume that editorial necessity related to tne political-military
issue may have had something to do with republication of this
substantial work at such an early date.
however,

although son0

Interestingly enough,

effort obviously was made to bring the book

into line with the prevailing trend on Party primacy,
authors gave ground rather grudgingly.

the Sokolovskii

Most of the changes they

introduced in this area were relatively minor.

For example,

in one

place the authors dropped a sentence which Western commentators had
speculated might be aimed indirectly at Khrushchev,

llnternational Affairs, No. 11, November 1963,
Red Star, November 2, 1963.

2

in

light of his

p, 27.
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frequent personal sallies into the enunciation of new military
doctrine.

The sentence read:
Military doctrine is not thought out or compiled
by a single person or group of persons. 1

In its place,

the authors substituted the currently favored formula:

The basic positions of military doctrine are
determined by the political leadership of the
2
state.
At another place, where the discussion concerned the relationships
of strategic considerations to policy, the first edition, after
citing Engels to the effect-that policy must not violate the laws
of military strategy in wartime, went on to say:
In wartime, therefore, strategic considerations
3
often determine policy.
The new edition addressed itself to the same question by first
inserting the caveat that Engels did not intend to emphasize "the
independence of strategy from politics."

It

then substituted a

new sentence, stating:
In wartime, strategic considerations 9 ften
reflect and in turn influence policy2+
Here the Sokolovskii authors appeared to be making some concession to criticism that they had failed to "subordinate
military point of view to the political."

However,

the

they stopped

short of a full amendment of their original text, by retaining in
the new edition a sentence stating unequivocally:

'Soviet Military Strategy,
2

p.

130.

Voennaia Strategiia, 2nd ed., p. 54.
Soviet Military Strategy, p. 104.
4
Voennaia Strategiia, 2nd ed., p. 30.
3
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Cases even arise when the military factor not
only predomintte2, but even acquires decisive
significance.Military Professionalism Versus Political Indoctrination -Issue With New Currency

Old

The Party traditionally has held the view that the armed forces
should be not only an institution to provide an effective military
2
capability, but also a '`cho*l for communism."
A good deal of
friction in political-military relations has been generated by
failure to reconcile fully these two objectives.

One of the

transgressions laid at Marshal Zhukov's door was that he had "underestimated" and tried to "liquidate" the indoctrinational and other
activities of political workers in the armed forces.

3

Concurrently

with revival of the Party supremacy campaign, this issue also took
on new currency.

Various Soviet media found it

the unhappy fate of Zhukov,

expedient to cite

recalV~ng that he had "followed a line

of ignoring and doing away with Party-government leadership and
control of the armed forces,"

jand had sought "to tear the army

people."
away from the Party and the
As if

5

to steer clear of his predecessor's mistakes, Marshal

Malinovskii,

at a military conference in Moscow in October 1963,

sounded a warning to military cadres to avoid thinking too exclusively

lIbid.
2

See N. M. Kiriaev, "The 22nd Congress of the CPSU on Strengtheniof the Armed ?orces
and Defense Capability of the Soviet Union,"
Voprosy Istorii KPSS, No. 1, January 1962, p. 74.
3
Pravda, November 3, 1957; Red Star, November 5, 1957.
4

Moscow broadcast to North America, November 10,

5

baralov and Nikitin, op.

cit., p.

19.

1963.
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in professional military terms and "to develop their skill in
analyzing phenomena and facts from a iarxist-Leninist position."
His admonition came in the wake of a running dialogue during the
previous year in which one side argued essentially against spending
too much time on propaganda and political orientation activities in
the armed forces when the increasing complexity of tue new military
2
technology demanded more time for intensive training, while the
other side bore down on the tendency of high-ranking officers to give
superficial attention to ideological and Party matters, and thus to
3
set a poor example.
The Party's concern to channel this dialogue in
the right direction was made evident by a flurry of meetings in
1962 and early 1963,

late

designed to look into the state of ideological

health among the officer corps and to devise ways to improve the work
of political organs within the military establishment.
these meetings,
Defense,

At one of

Epishev, the Party watchdog in the Ministry of

urged political organs to "inquire deeply into the activities

1

Report of All-Army Conference of Ideological Workers, Red
Star, November 1, 1963. Articles in a similar vein turned up around
this time in Kommunist Vooruzhennykh Sil. See, for example, Colonel A.
Tuvlev, "Requirements of the 22nd Party Congress and the Program of
the CPSU with Regard to Military Cadres," No. 15, August 1963,
pp. 14-45; Editorial "To Strengthen Military Cadres Ideologically,"
No. 19, October 1963, p. 6.
2General I. Pliev, "The New Technology and Problems of
Strengthening Discipline," Kommunist Vooruzhennykh Sit, No. 19,
October 1962, pp. 21-28.
3

See Red Star, November 18, December 8, 1962, February 20, 1963;
Major-GeneralD.--shetov, "The Highest Level of Marxist-Leninist
Training of Officers," Kommunist Vooruzhennykh Sil, No. 20, October
"rn. 21-23.
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of generals,

admirals and officers and to evaluate their pro-

fessional and political-morale qualities on the basis of their
activities ."

1

This warning apparently was not fully effective,

for complaints

from some high-ranking military figures about excessive political
interference in militery affairs and in the private lives
continued to find their way into print.
Tolubko,

For example,

of officers

Colonel-General

deputy commander of the strategic missile forces,

took

occasion in January 1963 to criticize political organs for "burdenin-.
officers" with political requirements which interfered with their
military duties, and there was other military back-talk in the same
2
vein.
Malinav•iki's urging some months later in October 1963 that
military professionalism should not be overdone at the expense of
political indoctrination thus merely underlined ant old and apparently
unresolved dilemma.

Further testimony to failure to find a happy

balance between the requirements of military-technical training and
those of political indoctrination was furnished by another lengthy
excursus on the subject by Marshal Malinovskii in Red Star in March
1964.

In this article, which capped a series in Red 'Staron th.=

need for "unity of theory and practice," Malinovskii took both
military professionals and political workers to task for not working
1

A. A. Epishev, "Raising Combat Readiness of Troops -- The Main
Task of Party Work," Red Star, December 1, 1962.
2
Colonel-General V. Tolubko, "Know Strategic Weapons
Perfectly,"
Red Star, January 8, 1963.
See also, Red Star, March 20, 29, 1963.
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together clocely etiough.

The comtuanders and professional staff

officers should seek more help from Party workers in detecting
shortcomings in training and indoctrination,

Malinovskil said,

while the political workers on their part should acquire a better
knowledge of modern military affairs and technology if they are to
make a useful contribution to preparing the armed forces for the tasks
1
of m~odern warfare.
A new facet of the old conflict between military professionalism
and Party work in the armed forces deserves note.
rise of a new generatiom

It

relates to the

.A "military specialists" associated with

advanced technology in the missile forces and other branches of the
2
Soviet military establishment.
Evidently, an unusual amount of
tension has &risen between these officers, who urge relesse from
political activities to devote more time to their complex military
tasks, and the Party apparatus in the armed forces.

1 Marshal

This is

R. Ia. Malinovskii, "Ideological and Organizational
Activity of Military Cadres," Red Star, March 3, 1964.
For article
which launched the Red Star series see: Colonel-General A. Getman,
"Unity of Word and Deed: How to Achieve It," Red Star, October 10,
1963. Concurrent articles in the periodical military press dealing
with the same question included: General of the Army M. Kazakov,
"The Command Preparation of Officers - A Daily Consideration,"
Kommunist Vooruzhennykh Si1, No. 23, December 1963, pp. 20-23;
Captain 1st Rank V. Stukalov, "Arm Political Workers with Deep
Military-Technical Knowledge," ibid., pp. 24-29. Other evidence that
Malinovskii's counsel was still
going unheeded in some quarters
was provided by exhortations in early 1964 to improve Party
indoctrination activities and to make better use of the military
press for this purpose. Colonel I. Korotkov, "What the Military
Reader is Waiting For," Red Star, January 23, 1964.
2 The "military
specialists," comprised of officers with
engineering and technical backgrounds, are especially numerous in
the missile forces.
Marshal Krylov. commander of the strategic
missile forces, put the proportion of such specialists among officers
of his command at "more than 70." in early 1964.
Red Star, January 11,
1964.
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suggested by the fact that Party workers'

complaints have tendee

to single out the "military technologists," along with some "staff
officers," as the msin source of "obstructionisM'

and resistance to

Party ectivities in the military forces.

The Ouestion of Military Influence on Policy
The obverse side of the political primacy issue is the question
of what the proper limits of millitry influence should be 1v the
area of strategy and national security policy.

Notwithstanding the

co-operative role which the Soviet military hierarchy has found it
expedient to assume in the Party supremacy campaign,

it

also is

evident that an effort has been quietly under way at the same time
to resist the narrowing of the military's sphere of influence.
Before turning to some examples of this effort of the military
professionals to hold their ground,

it

my be useful to distinguish

somewhat more precisely the areas in which military influence on
Soviet policy comes into play, at least potentially.
distinguish three such areas.
policy formulation.

One may

The first is the level of party-state

The second is

the level of military-technical

considerations relating to the development and management of the
military establishmnt itself.

A third area in which the influence

of the military is of actual or potential moment is

that of internal

Soviet politics.

iSee Colonel D. Levcheftko, "The Conrantdar aro.! the New
Technology," Red Star, November 10, 19(0,
Pliov, 2Pt_. it_., p.

26.
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With respect to the Party-State policy level,

the di.rect formal

influence of the military traditionally has been minimal, even or
questions affecting the country's defense arrangemeuts.

There has

been little

disposition in

military --

either as individuals or as an institution --

the dominant

role of the political li adership in

tha case of Tukhachevskii
fifties

the past on the part of the Soviet

in

the thirties

to chcllenge

this area.

Neither

nor that of Zhukov in

seems to constitute a genuine exception to this rule.

Soviet scheme of things,

the
In the

such basic policy questions as the share of

national resources to be devoted to the armed forces and the uses to
which military power is
political leadership,

to be put have been determined by the

and the role of the military at this level has

beetn to furnish professional advice and to assist in

the process of

integrating military doctrine and strategy with state policy -than to participate in

the policy-making function itself.

rather

Whatever

the indirect influence of the military my have been from time to
time,

tne absence of military figures at the sumuit of the Soviet

policy-making structure
on the Party Presidium

--

--

except for Zhukov's short-livý.d tenure
attests to the formal primacy of the

political leadership at this

level.

At the level of military-technical policy concern,

in

the

planninFg and direction of military activities within the armed
forceo

the,.inelves,

the military professionals have tendnd over the

years to enjuy considerable autonomy.
tor exampl.e,

Over most of the past decade,

the Minister of Defense has been a bona fide soldier,

ind at virtually all echelons the Ministry of Defense is

staffed by

-

-
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professional military man rather than civilian authorities.
not to may, of course,

This is

that ).ithis professional realm the military

leadership has ruled tupreva.

Not only have the missions of the

aruad forces and the general policics for their development been
laid down by the political leadership, but a pervasive machinery of
political and secret police controls has operated within the armed
forces themselves.

At the satwe time,

as we have already ILoted,

the

attempt to umintain close political -onrrol withinL the armed forces
without impairing their professional effectiveness is

a long-standing

problem to which an ultimate solution apparently har :tot yet been
found.
In the third area,

that of internal Soviet politics,

the Soviet

military leadership has tended -- almost. in spite of itself --

to

become a potential political force of some consequence iii the postStalin period.

In a sense,, disunity and maneuvering for position

among the political leaders after Stalin's death drew the military
into the political arena as a kind of "balancer."

Botb at the time

of Beria's arrest in 1953 and in Khrushchev's victory over the 'antiParty group" in mid-1957,

the military apparently was wooed to

support one internal pclitical faction

1
intervention proved important.

1

against another, and its

Zhukov's downfall, which would

R. Conquest, Power and Policy in the USSR, MacMillan and
Company, Ltd., London, 1962, pp. 330f , and Myron Ruqh, The ;Use of
Khrushchev, Public Affairs Press, Washington, D.C., 1958, pp. 80-81.
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seem to have been at least partly related to Khrushchev's concern
over his potential political intervention on soneon* else's side in
the future, brought a decline in
military.

However,

the political influence of the

the pattern of military involvement in political

aff~irs has been established.

Should Khrushchev's leadership be

seriously challenged by other political leaders,

or in the event of

a succession crisis after his departure from the scene,

it

seeas

likely that the support of the military would again be courted by
one faction or another.

This very potential for influence upon

internal Soviet politics mighc,

in turn, tend to increase the authority

of the military voice in matters involving state policy and fundamental
strategic issues.
To return to these questions in a more immediate context, what
seems to have been happening in the Soviet case can best be described
as an effort by the Soviet military to ex.-end its influence in a gray
area lying between the military-technical
lev..l of pollay co1cer1.
political primacy,

Th'i h9s fft

level a,?d the Party-State

been a fr-,ntal challenge to

but a process of indirect ercr'achment.

The

principal avenues of military encroachment upon terrain traditionally
reserved to the political leadership have been twofold,
The first of these,
to Judge,

so far as the visible evidence enables one

has been a military bid for greater influence in the

formulation of military doctrine and strategy, both of which impinge
upon the area of state policy to a greater or lesser extent,
on how they are defined.

depending

According to the presently prevailing

soviet definition, military doctrine is

the more fundamental conception,
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representing "the officially accepted eip.ressions of state views...
on questions of war and the country's defense," whereas the content
of military strategy is in a senxe provicional until approved by the
political leadership.
Generally speaking,

the broact

the accepted scope of military

doctrine and strategy, and the greater the acknowledged share of the
military in their formulation, the more room there is for the military
leadership to exert influence on policy -- whether to better advance
the national interest as the miliLtry may perceive it,

or to serve

more parochial military interests i?%the day-to-day interplay of
Soviet bureaucratic life.

This helps to explain why the Party

supremacy issue hab tended to center so frequently on the question
of "Jurisdiction" over military doctrine and strategy.

Unless the

Party has sensed an implicit challange from this direction, it

is

difficult to account for the concerted effort to reestablish a point
that has pgerally been taken for granted anywAy -- namely, that
primacy in the formulation of military doctrine and strategy belongs
to tbhe political leadershlp.
The second avenue of indirect military ducroachvent upon the
traditional preropatives of the political le.adership has been through
a more or less subtle asartion that the mi]lt.try-technological
revolution of the nuclear age has put a higher premium than ever

lVoenno-Istorichoskii Zhurnal, No. 10, October 1963, pp. 121-123;
Lomov article in Red Star, January 10, 1964 anad sam author's Soviet
Military Doctrine, pp. 5, 18; Voennaia Stratellia, 2nd ed., p, 54.
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before upon professional military expertise and thus enhanced the
contribution that the professional officer corps is

fitted to make to

the complex and many-sided task of assuring the country's defense.
Essentially, this is
professionalism,

another aspect of the old question of military

in modern dress, as it

were,

This second line of

military argument has been somewhat diluted by the modernisttraditionalist debate within the Soviet military establishment it-

self, which has tended to place the advocates of modernism in
the position of looking toward Khrushchev and the Party to take

the initiative in the combatting military conservatism and outworn
concepts still dear, evidently, to a substantial number of military
leaders.

Another factor which has tended to smudge the line of

argument based on the special qualities of the military leadership,
as a whole, has been the emergence of the so-called "Stalingrad
group" of military leaders whose careers have been closely linked
with Khrushchev's,

and who occupy many of the top positions in the

military hierarchy, at the expense of officers whose earlier service
did not bring them into close contact with Khrushchev.

By and large,

Khrushchev has rewarded the Stalingrad group well, but in return has
expected their co-operation in supporting policies, which may have
been more or less unpalatable to large sectors of military opinion.
Nevertheless,

1

despite the cross-currents of internal military factions

and debate, there has been a perceptible tendency for the military
to seek leverage upon policy by advancing the notion that the

1

Among prominent members of the Stalin group are Marshals
Malinovskii, Chuikov, Biriuzov, Krylov, Yeremenko atid Grechko.
For
a detailed discussion of the Stalingrad group, see Kolkowicz, op. cit.,
pp. 37-45.
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political leadership itself cannot discharge.
"Rear-Guard Actions" in Defense of Military Influence
In the period of reassertion of political primacy in military
affairs since the latter part of 1962,

the Soviet military professionals

appear to have conducted a number of rear-guard actions,

as it

were,

in order to keep alive the question of what the proper limits of
military influence should be in the area of defense policy.

On the

issue of military doctrine and strategy, as the previous discussion
has indicated, the military case suffered a perceptible setback.
Even so, while giving way on some points,

ground was held on others.

An interesting example of this was provided by the revised Sokolovskil
edition.
In the preface to the revised edition, the authors

bowed

to criticism that they had failed to accord enough weight to the
role of the political leadership in

the formulation of strategy.

They did so by the interesting device of saying that some Soviet
critics had found fault with them for defining strategy on a classoriented basis "in
science."

This,

contradiction with its objective character as a
they said, was tn "objectivist position" with which

they could not agree, for the "dependence
and its "partL• character'

of strategy on politics"

were incontrovertible.

1

After thus

clearing themselves of any leaning toward a'nonpolitical or purely

IVoennaia Strategiia, 2nd ed.,

p. 4.
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professional view of strategy, however, the authors went an to
indicate that they were not prepared to "exclude" from the scope of
military strategy the "study of problems of leadership in preparing
the country for vtr," as other critics had suggested.

This suggestion,

they said, was founded on the notion that military strategy "should
deal with questions of leadership concerning the armed forces alone,"
while preparation of the country itself in a military respect was
"a political matter."

The authors then asked:

Is it possible to separate so mechanically the
two interrelated aspects of the indivisible
process of leadership? 1
Answering this question in the negative, they pointed out that
the defense capability of the country was inextricably bound up with
the combat readiness of the armed forces themselves, and therefore:
... in addition to questions of leadership of the
armed forces, the task of Soviet military strategy
must also include study of the problems of leaderthe country itself to
ship involved in preparinS
2

repulse aggression.

Thus, as concerns the claim of the Soviet military for a larger
share of influence upon policies governing the country's defense
preparations, the Sokolovskii authors in this passage appeared to be
taking back with one hand whet they had conceded with the other.

As

previousiy noted, they also did much the same thing with regard to
the relationship of political and strategic considerations in wartime,

llbid., p.
2 bid.

5.
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having softened their original position soiewhat while at the sam
tim reminding the political leadership that in wartime cases arise
"when the uilitnry factor not only predominates,

but even acquires

decisive significance."
Attempts to shore up the military side of the polit tal-military
balance by empha -, on the unique contributions of the professional
officer corps have found expression in Soviet discourse periodically
even during the campaign to reassert Party supremacy.

A typical

example of this was furnished in the brochure Soviet Military
Doctrine by Colonel-General Lomov, published in mid-1963.
the command cadres of the armed forces --

and noting in

Discussing

the process

that almost 90 per cent of the officer corps consists of Party and
Komsomol members, which in

itself was a way of inferring that the

political health of Soviet officers need not be questioned --

Lomov

stressed that the regular officer corps has a special role to play
in

the era of a revolution in military technology.

"Preparation of

the officer corps has an especially important significance,"
wrote:
... for they are the backbone of the armed forces,
the creator and the bearer of the military art
2
and the teacher of the soldiers in the ranks.

'Ibid., p. 30.
2

Lomov,

Soviet Military Doctrine,

p.

19.

he
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Lomov then went on to emphasize the high level of technical
competence required of the officer corps in a modern military
establishment.1

These passages, which did not incidentally appear

in Lomov's earlier Nay 1962 article on military doctrine, cams close
to being a reminder that the professional officer corps serves a
function for which the Party by itself is no substitute.

Much the

same point was made again by Lomov in a January 1964 series of
articles in Red Star, where he alho introduced the theme that even
the best technology is not good enough in war without well-trained
commanders and troops to employ it.

This theme,

developed concurrently

in other Soviet military writing,2 has overtones broader than the
issue of Soviet military-political reL,.ions alone, for it has been
introduced into the Sino-Soviet polemics by the Chinese, who for
reasons of their own have charged Khrushchev with "nuclear fetishismil
3
In Red Star, Lomov
and one-sided emphasis on technology over man.
said:

1 1Uld., p. 20.
See also: Col. V. Konoplev, Koimunist Vooruzhennykh
Sil, No. 24, December 1963, p. 34.
2 See
Colonels V. Sinyak and V. Vare, "Role of Nan and Technology
in the Command and Control of Troops," Kommunist Vooruzhennykh Sil,
No. 18, September 1963, p. 50.
3 Chinese criticism of lhrushchev's military theories was most
pungently expressed in one of the series of Joint Peoples' Daily Red Flat articles on Sino-Soviet relations which appeared November 18,
1963. While Chinese stress on the importance of "man over technology"
was undoubtedly related to their own lack of an advanced military
technology, including nuclear weapons, there was also a likelihood
that their charges against 1hrushchev were calculated to exacerbate
political-military relations within the Soviet Union, for the Chinese
were undoubtedly aware of some Soviet military reluctance to go along
fully with Khrushchev's ideas. See further discussion of this question
in Chapter Seventeen.
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Qualitative changes in military persomml, changs
in the "thuman materials," as Engels would say,
particularly is the command cadres of the So, ýet
armed forces, are a most important feature oi
the revolution in military affairs.
4erxismLeninism teaches that man is the main fautor in
war, since warfare is waged by people mastering
weapons.
The equipping of modern armed forces
with the most modern weapons and equipment has
even further enhanced the importance of man and
the role of his maay-sided qualities in attaining
1
victory over the enemy.
The revised edition of the Sokolovskii work also contributed its
1.

to sustain an image of the Soviet military elite as an asset which

no amount of harping on Party supremacy in military affairs should be
allowed to obscure.

It

carried over virtually intact from the first

edition a lengthy exposition on the role and qualities of the top
Soviet professional military leadership.

This included a passage

making the point that history affords no examples of an army "led by
inexperienced military leaders successfully waging war against an army
leader."2
led by an experienced military
Another set of arguments from history which seem to have had at
least an oblique bearing on the political-military relations issue
was introduced into Soviet discourse in late January and early
February 1963, around the time of the anniversary of the Battle of
Stalingrad (now Volgograd).

Several articles by prominent military

men recalled the victory of Soviet arm in this key battle of World
War II,

1

2

but assigned responsibility for planning and organizing the

Red Star, January 10, 1964.

Voennaia Strategiia, 2nd ed., p. 477.
p. 496.

Soviet Military Strate*V,
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victcry in a way which suggested that historical credit was being
used to argue the relative weight of military-political influence_,n.,.,
I
uamore current context.
One group, including Marshals Yeremenko,
ýUhuikov 4nd Biriuzov, paid tribute r.ainly to local Party and military
2
rithoritles at "talingrad.
This meant giving a large share of credit
to Kh•:•i.shchev,

who was the political commissar of the Stalingrad

.hilttarv Council at the time.
M•ir:i•iI:: Vormonv,
officer_

The second group, which included

Rotmistrov and Malinovskii,

singled out professional

of the Stavka, or military high command in Moscow as the main

a.rchite, ,;tof the Stalingrad plan for victory.

3

Malinovskii's Pravda

arti• le of February 2 was perhaps the boldest is taking a line which
e-tphasized the professional military over the political leadership
Ingredient,

for he revived the name of Marshal Zhukov,

Marshals Vasilevskli

:mnd Voronov,

along with

as the Stavka cepresentatives who

played key roles in conceiving and planning the Stalingrad operation.
Why Malinovokii chose on this occasior to slight

ihrushchev's

Stalingrad role and to make favorable public reference to Zhukov,
whose name had become synonymous with professional military flouting
of Party supremacy,

remains one of the minor mysteries of internal

lFor in illutminating discussion of the way Soviet historiograph7
,,,ti World tUar II has served as an instrument for arguing the relative
,ightof military-political roles, see: Matthew P. Gallagher, The
:o-,vf't. i.stoU_ of World War 'I.I, Frederick A. Praeger, New York, 1963,
,.:;pecially pp. 169-175.

"Pttivdti,

19613;

January 27,

30,

1963;

Kamsotuolskaia Pravda, February 2,

3h•d
r. Jnnuary 16, 1963;
PtavdA, January 31,
Tvestita. February 1, 1963.

February 2,
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Soviet politics.

It should be noted, however, that Halinevskii'a

positioi\ with respect to the subtle and touchy problems of political-

military relations has never been altogether clear and consistent.
In a figurative sense at least, he has seemed to suffer a split
personality,

being at once the titular guardian of military interests

within the Soviet bureaucracy and the chief executur of Khrushchev's
policies within the armed forces.

While himself a member of the

"Stalingrad group," he has not always identified himself with it
a claimant of Khrushchev's favor,
article.

as

as in the case of the 1963 anniversa!'

His gruff presence at Khrushchev's elbow during the abortive

1960 Summit meeting in Paris was widely noted, but whether he wvildsc
real influence there or was merely brought along as a
symbol of Soviet military might has never become clear.

bemedalled
Further,

though Malinovskii often has spoken out against military conservatism,
outmoded thinking and ideological backsliding among Soviet military
people,

yet at times he has seen~id to defend essentially conservative

positions and his views on the qualities of Soviet military leaders
have served as a rallying point for those emphasizing the uninue
professional contributions of the military.
An example of the latter occurred in a review in December 1963
of a two-volume work, A History of Military Art, edited by Marshal
Rotmistrov.

The reviewer,

Major-Generrl E. Boltin, drew on a state-

ment by Malinovskii to illustrate his main point -- namely,

that the

Rotmistrov book, which stressed the value of applying the lessons
of the past to today's military problems,

was a worthy testimonial

to the creative qualities of Soviet military leaders.

Referring to
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Maliaovskii's description of military art as the application of

milltary science and theory in actual warfare,

the reviewer then

quoted Mulinovakii to the effect that:
The creative mind of military leaders and conmanders
and the initiative of military personnel exerts
tremendous influence on the practical application
of military-theoretical knowledge.
This is not a
more craftsmen's trade -- it is an art. 1
While it would seem unwarranted to suppose that the conflicting
views and interests of military and political leaders in the Soviet
Union are anywhere near the point of getting out of hand,

the

evidence generally available does seem to support the proposition
that no stable solution to the problem of Soviet political-military
relations has yet been worked out.

The old issue of balancing

military professionalism and efficiency against political interfe.ence

remain- ,;ive.

New problems have arisen, as the military-

technological revolution of the nuclear age has tended to put a
higher premium on professional military competence and thus to
increase the potential weight of the military leadership vis-a-vis
the political elite.
examined here,

At the same time,

judging from the trends

it would also seem true that the Soviet military

as an elite group is still

far from being in a position to exercise

dominating influence on Soviet policy-making as a whole.

lMajor-Ceneral E.
1963.

Boltin, "Art Triumphs,"

Izvestiia, DVeuber 26,

-
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AnD LIJ•LI6MO

D yr A FVTU

WAR

Th. architects of Soviet stratetic polt.cy face a task which is
not fundamentally unlike that set before the leadership of any great
power i. the world today.

7irpt, they sust decide what sort of

strataglc posture within the country's maus will best prevent the
occurronce of a .dclear war and support the couvry's political
st:ategy So.-ra.ly.

Second, they aunt consider how the country would

conduct a war if one should occur, and what forces and measures would
be required for this purpose.
In their own way, in order to orient theawalves

and provide a

theoretical foundation for the iwltiplPrity of practical decisions
involved, the Soviets have tended to place much emphasis on development of a unified body of doctrine on the problem of war and strategy.
As indicated in the previous chapter,

the fo-sulation of Soviet

military doctrine ban certain important Implications for politicalmilitary relatioza

within the Soviet Union.

Bxxt quite apart from

this, it

also has in Soviet eyes an inherent value of its own "of
1
This dootrine
great scientific and cognitive significance."
involves the blending together of Vlarxist-Leninist theory,
policy, military-technical

political

factors and other couasiderations.

While

one may properly question whether a happy blend of these ingredients
is

ever actually achieved,

or whether the resultant doctrine will

necessarily govern Soviet decision-making to a significanit degree

lVoenno-Istoricheskii Zhurual, No.

10,

October 1963,

p.

121.
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when pragmatic factors happen to bear heavily on the situation,
nevertheless,

a doctrinal underpinning appears to be important to

the evolution of Soviet strategic policy.
Among doctrinal questions of cardinal importance in the Soviet
view is

that of making a correct theoretical analysis of the nature

of a future war.

As Marshal Malinovskii once put it:

Soviet military doctrine -- based on the policy of our
party and resting its leacing recommendations on the
conclusions of military science -- helps us to penetrate
deeply into the nature of nuclear war and its initial
period, helps us to determine the most suitable modes
of operation in it, and points out the path for 1
development and preparation of our armed forces.
Only from the starting point of such doctrinal analysis,
the Soviet beliaf

in

can proper policies be developed to prepare the

armed forces and the country for the possible eventuality of war,
Soviet military strategy today,

as indi'ated by the two Sokolovskii

editions and other Soviet literature on the subject,
theoretical possibility" of three types of wars --

"assumes tne

general world

2
war,

Imperialist wars, and national-liberation wars.

The main

ISpeech by Marshal R. Ia. Malinovskii to the All Army Conference
on Ideological Questions, Red Star, October 25, 1962.
For an elaborate
argument on the importance of correct scientific prediction of the
nature of a future war in order "to quickly defeat the enemy with

minimum losses" and to "avoid mistakes" which could lead to
"irreparable consequences," see Colonel V. Konoplev, "On Scientific
Foresight in Military Affairs," Kommunist Vooruzhennykh Sil, No. 24,
December 1963, pp. 28-29. See also: Editorial, "Everything Progressive and New in Military Preparation,"
pp. 3-4.

ibid.,

No.

2,

January 1963,

voennaia Strate&lia, 4nd ed., p. 228; Soviet Military Strategy,
pp. 282-2S3.
In the Soviet umage, both "imperialist war" and "national
liberation wax" are customarily in the small war category, the difference
being mainly one of political definition, that is, an imperialist war is
an "unJtst" war waged by an imperialist power against a colonial country,
and a "nationrl liberation war" is a "Just" war waged the other way
around. Current Soviet doctrine admits the slight possibility of wars
between "imperialist" powers, but it seems to provide no room for wars
between "non-imperialist" countries.
See also:
Khru-hchev's speech on
81 Party Moscow Conference, deliveced January 6, 1961; Pravda, January 25,
1961; Lomov, Soviet Military Doctrine, p. 21.
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focus of attention in Soviet military literature and general fiscourse

on the question of war continues to be on the first category, world
vr, although there are currently some interesting shifts of emphasis
concerning the latter two categories of wars which will be taken up
presently when we discuss the question of limited war.
With regard to the nature of a future world war, which in the
Soviet view would see the "imperialist and socialist camps" pitted
against each other, there is a large area of agreement among Soviet
military theorists.

At the same time there also are some significant

differences of view which appear to remain unresolved.

These pertain

in part to the nature of a possible future world war, particularly
to the question whether it would be short or protracted, but on the
whole they center more on the methods and requirements for conducting
a general war, and upon the differing criteria for peacetime deterrent
forces and those needed to fight a war.

Differing Soviet views on

these questions will be examined in subsequent chapters.
Soviet Image of a Future World War
Among the basic features of a future general war

upon which a

large measure of consensus is to be found in Soviet military
literature are that it would be global and nuclear in character;
that missiles would be the main means of nuclear delivery;

that it

would be a war of coalitions, with a group of socialist states
ranged together on one side for the first time in history;

and

that it would be fought for unlimited ends, namely, the existence
of one system or the other.

The possibility that some noncommunist

countries might come over to the Soviet Bloc side in the course
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of the war also is recognized.1
world war is

that it

Asother agreed feature of a future

would be highly destructive, with nuclear

attacks being carried out sot only against military targets, but
against industrial, population, and coimunication centers as well.
The idea of adopting measures to limit the destructiveness of a
nuclear war if one should occur has no public backing among Soviet
military theorists or political spokesman,

and current Soviet doctrine

remains inhospitable to such concepts as controlled response and

restrained nuclear targeting.
future war,

In addition to these aspects of a

Soviet thinking is agreed upon the special iuportance of

its initial period, which in the general Soviet view may have a
decisive influence on both the course and the outcome of the war.

2

Detailed scenarios of the possible ways in which a future world
war might run its course are singularly lacking in Soviet military
literature,

despite the large amount of attention given to the

subject in general and the special importance attached to "thorough
scientific analysis" of the nature of war.

In part, this may be

due to the many unpredictable factors that would effect Soviet

lVoennaia Strate5ila,

2nd ed.,

p.

233;

Soviet Military Strate&y.

p.

287.
2
For treatment by representative Soviet sources of the various
Sovfet
general features of a futire world war mentioned here, see:

Military Strategy, pp. 298-315; Voennaia Strategiia, 2nd ed., pp. 241261; Lomov article in Red Star, January 7, 1964; Marshal P. Rotmistrov,
"Causes of Modern Wars and their Characteristics," Iammunist Vooruzhennykh

Sil, No.

2, Januery 1963, pp. 29-32;

Colonel-General S. Shtemenko,

"Scientific-Technical Progress and Its Influence on the Development
of Military Affairs," Kormnunist Vooruzhennykh Sil, No. 3, February
1963, pp. 26-20. Konoplev, ibid., No. 24, December 1963, pp. 28-34;
Featuris of the Contemporary Revolutions
Colonel P. Deievianko, "SomY
in Military Affairs," ibid., No. 1, January 1964, pp. 17-25; Haj. Gen. N.
N. Sushko and Major T. Kondratkov, "War and Politics in the Nuclear Age,"
Ibid., No. 2, January 1964, pp. 15-23.
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strategy for a general war,

ý,

as well as reluctance to get into

details bordering upon Soviet war plans.
literature available,

However,

from the open

one might reconstruct the typical Soviet image

of a future world war along the following lines.
With regard to the circumstances of war outbreak,

the favored

Soviet view remains that a future war would start with a surprise
nuclear attack upon the Soviet Union, probably during a period of
crisis.

Escalation from a local war is another possibility in the

Soviet view, as is war by miscalculation or accident.

Soviet

literature is quite hazy on the expected train of developments at the
although it

immediate outset of a war,

recognizos that quite different

implications might arise in the case of war outbreak via a surprise
attack as distinct fror. escalaticn of a local conflict into general
2
war.
The questions of warring and pre-emption also serve to cloud
the picture at this point.
On the matter of warning,

divided Soviet views are apparent.

During the latter fifties, the prevailing view was that since war
shold be likely to come after a period of crisis,

the Soviet Union

should receive sufficient strategic warning to make preparations
to deal with an attack.

In the last few years the validity of this

IThe possibility of accidental war was given somewhat more
emphasis in the revised Sokolovskii volume than in the first edition.
A new description in the second edition of various technical and
command failures which might touch off a war included an allegation
that the Commander of SAC, General Thomas Power, without Presidential
authority, had ordered his bombers to take off against the Soviet
Union in November 1961 on the strength of false radar signals.
Voennaia StrategLia, 2nd ed., p. 364.
2

Ibid., p. 378.
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assumption has been questioned, and there is at least one school
of thought that an aggressor might try to mount an attack from the
blue with no advance period of crisis, which -- given the constant
high state of readiness of strategic delivery forces -- might mean
war outbreak without signs of mobilization and other traditional
1

preparations.

On the other hand, there is apparently a growing

belief among some Soviet circles that modern warning methods, plus
other factors which were discussed in Chapter Five, have reduced
Western confidence in the feasibility of a successful surprise attack,
and hence lowered the prospect of war outbreak in this fashion.

2

As for pre-emption, the ambiguity ot the Soviet position on this
question also has been discussed earlier.

In view of Soviet state-

ments on the serious consequences of a nuclear first-strike, which
some Soviet authorities have said could place their country "in an

ISee Colonel S. Lipitskii. "Activity of an Aggressor in the Period
When Wat TheLtatens," Voenno-Istoricheskii Zhurnal, No. 8, August 1963,
pp. 11-24.
In this discussion, after giving pros and cons of the case
for a surprise attack without advance crisis or warning indicators,
Lipitskii concluded that one could not be sure of warning, and hence
the Soviet :,rmed forces must be in the highest state of readiness for
action "not in days or werks, but in minutes or seconds." He also
commented on the need to move warheads to missile sites and air bases
in time of crisis, which would suggest a "normal" state of Soviet
readiness somewhat less than that needed to respond in "minutes. er
seconds."
2 The

Sokolovskii authors are among those who have tended to tone
down their view of Western readiness to launch an attack without warning.
In this regard, the second edition of their book omitted a passage in
the first edition which had said that, owing to the wide deployment
and high combat readiness of their forces, the "imperialists" today
were in a much better position to deal a surprise blow against the
Sox*et Union than Hitler had been. See Soviet Military Strategy,
p. 397.
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F

exceptionally difficult

position" and even "lead to defeat,"'

one is

perhaps warranted in supposing that the Soviet scenario for the initia
period of a future world war would include an attempt to pre-empt
and blunt any initial nuclear attack that the other side might seek
to launch.

This was certainly the implication given by the arguments

of one Soviet military writer in 1963 against the notion of adopting
a strategically defensive posture in the initial period of a modern
"means to doom oneself beforehand to irreparable

war, which he said,
2

losses and defeat."
Whatever the outbreak circumstances
in

might prove to be,

however,
nuclear

the Soviet image of a future war there would be an initial

exchange by both sides "not only in

the first

days,

but even in

the

,3
first

minutes of the war." 3

Most of the strategic forces-in-being

4
are expected to be consumed in the initial

phase of the war,

which

would bring heavy mutual destruction but which probably would not

-

at least in the most frequently professed Soviet view -- end the

IMarshal Rotmistrov, in Kommunist Vooruzhennykh Sil, No. 2.
January 1963, p. 30. See also: Malinovskii's speech to KXXlnd Conpr:
of CPSU, October 21, 1961, Pravda, October 25, 1961. Soviet Military
Strategy, p. 308; Voennaia Strategiia, 2nd ed., p. 253.
2 Major

D. Kaiakov, "The Theoretical and Methodological Basis of
Soviet Military 'cience," Konumunist Vooruzhennykh Sil, No. 10, May 1
p. 11. See also Kluoplev, ibid., No. 24, December 1963, p. 28.
3Khrushchev speech to the USSR Supreme Soviet, January 14, '96(,
Pravda, January 15, 1960. See also Lomov article in Red Star,
January 7, 1964. Derevianko, Kommunist Vooruzhennykh Sil, No. 1,
Jantiary 1964, p. 20.
4 Kommunist
Vooruzhennykh Sil, No. 3, February 1963, p. 27.
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fighting capacity of the major contestants theo

and there.

While

the Soviet concept of the decisi*e character of the initial period
admits the possibility that the war might come to a sudden and
abrupt close,

the goneral tendency is to hedge at this point aud
The majority

assume that the war would now move into a second phase.

of Soviet military writers suggest that the initial round of strategic
attacks would be followed by theater campaigns in Europe and elsewhere on land,

These would be fought with both nuclear

ea and air.

and conventional weapons,

and would vary in

intensity from bitterly

contested battles involving strong combined armed forces to =op up
operations.

The rapid occupation of Europe and its isolation from

U.S. support by Soviet operations against sea and air lines of
communication between America and Europe are envisaged in Soviet
literature as among the major strategic tasks to be accomplished in
2
The participation of the Warsaw Pact countries
these campaigns.
in the European campaigns is
similar is

foreseen in Soviet writing,

3

but nothing

mentioned with respect to Sino-Soviet collaboration in

the Far Eastern theaters of any future global war.
At this point, having pictured a two-phase war consisting of
initial strategic strikes followed by widespread theater campaigns,
1

Soviet Military Strategy- pp. 302, 305-306; Major-Geieral V.
Reznichenko and Colonel A. Sidorenko, "Contemporary Tactic&," Red
Star, February 12, 1964.
2
Soviet Military Stratexvy pp. 348, 404, 410-414; VoeniLaia
Strategiia, 2nd ad., pp. 382-390, 411.
3
Soviet Military Stratety- pp. 109, 495; Kommunist Vooruzhennykh
See Chapter
Red Star, May 9, 1962.
Sil, No. 10, May 1963, pp. 71-73.
Seventeen,
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the Soviet literature of general war becomes quite vague as to the
character of any further military operations oa: how the war itself
might be terminated.

For those countries in the enemy camp within

the reach of Soviet theater forces, the expectation is that

-ccupatiot

of their territory and probably the overthrow of their governmints
with the help of internal "peace forces" would bring a political
1
The United
settleneat of the war favorable to the Soviet Uriioi!,.
States, however, would pose a different proble.m.

Soviet literature

Is silent on the strategic course to be pursued against the Amerlc"continent in this phase of the war.

Unless the U.S. will to continue

the war had been broken, the Soviet Union would now be confronted
with a long-drawn-out war of uncertain outcome.

It might,

ii Sov-et

capabilities permitted, attempt to mount a military assault against
the United States, although Soviet military theorists on the whole
do not appear to be very optimistic that the residual capabilities
left over after a period of nuclear warfare would permit
undertaking.

such an

Or, the Soviet Union might expect to do no more in

this phase of the war than to discourage any American attempt to
assemble forces for a counteroffensive against Soviet-held areas.
The only Soviet clues as to what might be expected from here on are
the suggestions by some Soviet writers that in a "class war" of
rival systems for organizing society, they would expect their system
to prove the more durable in a badly disrupted world, bringing

ed.,

iSoviet Military Strategy, p. 410; Voennaia Strategiia, 2nd.
pp. 382-383; Lomov, Soviet Military Doctrine, p. 26.
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about an eventual margin of Communist superiority before which the
opposition would ultimately decide to give in.

1

The Soviet Position on the Likelihood of War
From the utterances of Soviet political and military leaders on
the likelihood of war, it is difficult to judge what the real rockbottom Soviet estimate of this danger actually is.

In a Rense,

charges that the West is preparing for a "preventive" war and a
surprise attack on the Soviet bloc have been a constant prop of Soviet
foreign and domestic policy for so long that, even though they may
wax and wane with the immediate exigencies of the situation, they
have ceased to throw much light on what the 6oviet leadership
considers the prospect of a major East-West military collision to
be.
The danger-of-war issue, moreover, has certain controversial
implications in Soviet internal politics.

The more real the danger

k.an be painted, the stronger is the Case of those who feel it necessary
to put more resources into the defense establishment -- a point on
which, as we have previously indicated, Khrushchev and the military
have not always seen eye-to-eye.

The issue also is enmeshed in a

very complicated way in the dispute between Moscow and the Chinese
Communists.

The Soviet tactical position in the dispute calls for

both minimizing and accentuating the danger-of--war issue, depending
on the context in which it is argued.

On the one hand, the 5oviet

lerders need to play down the danger when deferding themselves

iSee discussion of this question in Chapter Eleven.
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against Chinese charges that they are neglecting the defense of the
conmmunist camp againwt predatory imperialist designs.

On the other

hand, the Soviet side is obliged to raise the specter of war and its
destructive consequences when arguing that adventurous Chinese
policies could provoke a capitalist attack.

In current Soviet discourse, an ambiguous position on the
likelihood of war continues to be evident.

The general Soviet line,

consonant with efforts to cultivate an atmosphere of detente in EastWest relations,

is that the danger of war has abated somewhat,

largely to res-ect in the "imperialis:.
might,

tharU1e

camp" for Soviet military

While there has thus been some tendency to tone down earlier

stress on the growing danger of war,

1

the issue still comes up with

the persistency of a well-learned reflex, particulaily in military
writing.

The revised edition of the Sokolovskii book illustrates both

tendencies.

Preparing their new edition at a time when general Sovi,.

policy was being shaped toward a limited detente with the West,

the

Sokolovskii authors seem to have searched for a slightly moderated
formula on the likelihood of war in the current period.

Thus,

a

statement which previously read that "at the present time (in the
sixties) thie danger of a world war breaking onts has becoL'e particularl:
2
real," was altered in the revised text to read "...more real than
3

earlier."1
'There had been a perceptible increase of Soviet propaganda on
the growing danger of war, dating from the time he new Party Program
was promulgated in the summer of 1961 and contin ing down to the
emergence of the detente spirit in 1963. See So-iet Military Strategy,
pp. 42, 286, 312.
2 Soviet

Military Strategy, p.

3 Voennaia

286.

Strategiia, 2nd ed., p. 232.
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At the same tiate, the new Sokolovskii edition was still permeated
by standard references to the danger of Western attack on the Soviet
Union, "despite the L:owing influence of factors ensuring the
1
In this connection, the revised volume
preservation of peace."
included a new reference to President Kennedy's statement in an
interview in early 1962 that under certain conditions the United
2
This, said the
States might initiate the use of nuclear weapons.
Sokolovskii authors,

provided:

... a direct indication that the United States is
preparing for the surprise use of nuclear weapons
in unlimited fashion against the socialist countries.

3

Like the Sokolovskii authors, most military writers have tended
to give the benefit of tLie doubt to the assumption that the danger
of 7ar is ever-present,4 whereas the political leadership has seemed
less constrained to do so.

Although the "official" view of the

Sowiet political leaders on the danger of Western attack ani the
likelihood of war have been by no means temperate and relaxed, their
impromptu remarks sometimes have implied a lower measure of concern,
as when Khrushchev suggested in the spring of 1962 that threats uf
war from both aides had the effect of cancelling each other out and
stabilizing things, which, as he put it,

'...is

why we consider the

iIbid., p. 230.
Stewart Alsop, "Kennedy's Grand Strategy," The Saturday
EveningPost, March 31, 1962, pp. 11, 13.
31btd., p. 351. See also International Affairs, November 1963,
p. 30.
4 See.
for example, Lomov, Soviet Military Doctrine, p. 29;
Malinovskil, Vigilantly Stand Guard Over the Peace, pp. 13-14.
2 See
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It can be argued,

in fact, that if

the

Soviet political leadership has consistently entertained a really
high expectation of war,

it

probably would have sanctioned

considerably larger military budgets and programs in
years than appears to have been the case.

the past few

2

'Remarks by Khrushchev in Maritsa, Bulgaria, on May 15, 1962,
broadcast on that date by the Sofia domestic radio, but not circulated
in the Soviet Union.
See U.S. Editor's Analytical Introduction,
Soviet Ulitary Stratch, p. 43.
2From the time of the Soviet Union's emergence
as a nuclear
power, Khrushchev has shown an increasing tendency to emphasize the
growing deterrent effect of Soviet military power, and to de-emphas 4 ze
the likelihood of a premeditated Western attack against the Soviet
Union. This suggests that in Xhrushchev's private view, decisions
leading to war have remained largely in Soviet hands, apart from the
danger of war arising through irrational or accidental causes.
See
A. L. Horelick, "Deterrence" and Surpr-te Attack on Soviet StratEýic
Thouiht, The RAND Corporation, RM-2618, July 1960.
For earlier
expressions of confidence by Khrushchev that Soviet arms gave
assurance against a premeditated attack on the Soviet Union see:
Pravda October 15, 1958; January 28, June 1, July 30, 1959;
January 15, 1960.
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X._ LIMITED WAR
The relatively meager treatment customarily given in
military literature to C',% question
been in marked contrast war.

Soviet

of conducting limited wars has

the attention bestowed on general nuclear

In one sense, the _laboration of a voluminous doctrine on the

nature and conduct of general war probably reflects the contingency
which gives the Soviets the greatest concern.
S-viet doctrinal image oi such a war --

In another sense,

the

emphasizing its violent,

global character and rejecting any notion of limitation on its scope
and destructiveness once it

has btzun --

doubtless serves a

deterrent function in the =trategic dialogue by suggesting an unqualified and automatic Soviet nuclear response in any warfare at
the strategic level bet,'een the nuclear powers.

Similarly, on the

question of the link between small wars and global war the Soviet
position also has been marked by a rather high degree of doctrinal
rigidity, exemplified by the mrtkh-repeated escalation formula to the
effect that any armed conflict will:
... develop, inevitably, into I general war if
nuclear powers are drawn into #tJ-

the

This attitude toward the escalation potential of local wars
seemingly has represented both a genuine Soviet concern about the
risk of escalation into a major war involving the Soviet Union,

and

a Soviet politital stratagem designed to discourage the use of
Western military power in areas where "national liberatioi'
have threatened countries allied with the West.

ISee Soviet Military Strategy, pp. 44,

299.

movements

A considevable
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body of Soviet literature, dealing not with Soviet views on how to
conduct limited wars, but rather deprecating the possibility of
localizing war under modern conditions, has accumulated in the pas'
1
decade or so.
Today, however,

there are some signs that the Soviet doctrina:

position with respect to local and limited wars may be undergoing
chanpe.

There is still a good deal of ambiguity and inconsistency

in the Soviet treatment of the subject, and no anified doctrine P
limited war applying to Soviet for.es has by any means yet emerged
in the open literature.

However, more attention is being given ".

the possibility of local wars,

and there seems to be some effort t.

find a more flexible formula on the question of escalation in are-U
of local conflict.

These tendencies are somewhat more evident In

military media than in the pronouncements of political spokesmen,
who have upon occasion continued to stress the escalation danger,
in Khrushchev's January 1964 New Year's message to heads of state.

1 Both

Bulganin and Khrushchev were early exponents of the vie
See
that limited wars would prove impossible in the nuclear era.
Bulganin's letter to President Eisenhower on December 11, 1957 in
Pravda, December 12, 1957; Khrushchev's letter to the British Lab.
Party in October 1957 in The New York Times, October 16, 1957 and
his article "Toward New Victories of the World Communist Movement,
Kommunist, No. 1, January 1961, p. 18. Among military writers,
Major General N. Talenskii was an early and consistent advocate of
the view that limited war in the nuclear age was a "utopian idea."
See his articles in Mezhxriarodnaia Zhizn (International tffairs),
No. 10, October 1960, p. 36, and No. 4, April 1962, p. 23. For a
review of other .oviet literature on the subject, see Soviet
Military Strategy, pp. 289-293.
2

Pravda, January 4, 1964.
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One should preface this discussion of recent• signs of chan3e in
the Soviet doctrinal position on limited war by making clear that
Soviet writing still gives predominant emphasis to the danger that
small wars may expand into general war.

The revised Sokolovskii

edition is a case in point.

gave increased recognition

Although it

to the possibility of local wars, it also furnished few grounds for
suggesting that small wars might be kept limited.

Thus,

for example,

an expanded section of the book dealing with Western theories of
limited war was devoted largely to rebuttal of points on which
Western limited war doctrine allegedly rests.

In this section,

which incidentally, followed closely the treatment of this subject
by General A. Nevsky in the previously-mentioned World Marxist Review
1
article , the Sokolovskii authors argued that U.S. political and
strategic objectives in small wars were not limited, desp 4 te claims
of their modest character; that the setting of geographic limits on local
wars is "complicated" by the Western alliance -ystem;

that a distinction

between tactical and etrategic targets is not feasible;

and that if

nuclear weapons are employed,

their use can not be limited to tactical
2
weapons or according to yield.
The Sokolovskii authors also linked
Western theories of limited war with the U.S. strategy of "flexible
response" as an "adventurous"attempt of American theorists to find
a safe way "to wage war on other people's territory."

3

lWorld Marxist Review, Vol. 6, No. 3, March 1963, pp.
2 Voennaia

Strategiia,

2nd ed.,

34-35.

pp. 94-95.

31bid., p. 96. See also p. 61, where a new statement asserts thaL
U.S. ilm-ited war theories are an attempt to convince the American
people that "war is not so terrible" and that even wars involving
nuclear weapons can be "normalized."
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The general thrust of this new sec' on was to assert that "the
concept of limited war contains many contradictions," and that the
danger of escalation to general nuclear war remains very high,
particularly in the eve!nt of employment of tactical nuclear weapons,
which would involve "unpredictable politi al, military and psycho1

Previous references to the danger of

logical consequences."

escalation were retained in the re ised volume also, including a
statement that "an aggressive local war against one of the nonsocialist countries that affects the basic interests of the socialib
states" is umong the cases that "will obviously lead to a new world
war."

2

By contrast with this recurrent stress on the prospects of
escalation, however, the new Sokolovskii volume also contained some
discassion of local or limited wars in terms suggesting a Soviet
interest both in military preparations for conducting such wars and
in raising the doctrinal threshold at which local conflicts might be
expected to escalate to general nuclear war.

The first point, on

the need to prepare the Soviet Bloc armed forces for local wars al~o
had been made in the original Sokolovskii volume.3

llbid., pp.
27bid.,
3 1t

It was carried

94-95.

p. 232;

Soviet Yllitary Strategy, pp. 286-287.

should be pointed ouw that occasional statements in Soviet
military literature on the need for attention to the problems of
local war antedated the first Sokolovskii edition of 1962. Se.,
for example, Marksizm-Leninism o voine i armii (Marxism-Leninism
on War and the Army), Voenizdat Ministerstva Oborony SSSR, Moscow,
1956, p. 145; Colonel I. S. Baz', "Soviet Military Science on the
Character of Contemporary War," Voennyi Vestnik, No. 6, 1958, p. 24;
Colonel a. Kozlov, "The Creative Character of Soviet Military Sciene(
Kom•unist Vooruzhennykh Sil, No. 11, June 1961, p. 55.
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over to the new edition in two virtually unchanged passages, one of
which is given below:
While preparing for a decisive struggle with the
aggressor in a world war, the armed forces of the.
socialitt countries must also be ready for smallscale local varieties of war which the imperialists
might initiate. The experience of such wars, which
have broken out repeatedly in the postwar period,
is that they are waged with different instruments
and by other methods than world wars.
Soviet
military strategy therefore must study the methods
of waging such wars, too, in order to prevent their
expansion into a world war and in order to achieve
1
a rapid victory over the enemy.
An even more specific statement on the need for the Soviet
armed forces to be prepared to fight a conventional-type war of
local character, while keeping nuclear weapons ready for instant
use in case the enemy should employ them, occurred in an article
in a Soviet military journal in May 1963, in the interval between
the two Sokolovskii volumes.

The author of this article, Major D.

Kazakov, after speaking of the likelihood that the

'imperialists"

would launch any future war with a surprise nuclear attack, then
turned to the possibility that the Soviet Union might be confronted
first with a local war.

Here he said:

IVoennaia Strategiia, 2nd ed., p. 234.
See also p. 319.
Soviet Military Strategy, p. 288. See also p. 356.
Other Soviet
military discussion in the period between the two Sokolovskii
editions also adverted in the same fashion to the need for Soviet
military doctrine and strategy to concern itself with local war.
,.n example was the raising of this question at the conference on
military doctrine in Moscow in May 1963, where it was noted that
".the possibility of waging local and limited wars is not to be
rejected."
3ee Voenno-Istoricheskii Zhurnal, No. 10, October 1963,
p. 123.
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One ought not to lose sight of the fact that
the imperialists, fearing an inevitable retaliatory
rocket-nuclear blow, might lau1r,.h against us one
form or another of war without employing nuclear
From this comes the practical conclusion -weapons.
our armed forces must be prepared to deal an
appropriate rebuff also with conventional means,
while keeping rocket-nuclear weapons in the highest
state of readiness.!
This statement suggested aT. escalation threshold at a fairly
high level, at least up to t':1introduced.

Likewise,

point when nuclear weapons might be

a new passage in the revised Sokolcvskii

volume also appeared to place the escalation threshold for at least
some local war situations at a somewhat higher level in
than before.

Soviet thinkiL.

It went beycnd anything in the previous volume to sugger

the possibility of limited war being fought on a rather large scal3
under theater conditions.

The new passage,

inserted in the midst

of a discussion of strategic operations in a world war,
description of local war in

gave a

the following terms:

In a local war events would develop differently.
First of all, in such a war military operations
will be conducted in land theaters and also in
Operations will be directed
naval theaters.
against military forces, although one cannot
exclude attempts to hit targets in rear areas
Offensive and defensive
with the help of aviation.
will
be carried out by
actions in land theaters
Military operations will
ground and air forces.
be characterized by maneuver and by greater mobility
than in the last war, because ground and air f•rc<es
changes in comparison
have undergone fundamental
2
with the last war.

1

Kommunist Vooruzhennykh sii, No.

10,

2

Voennaia Strategiia, 2nd ed.,

374.

p.

May 1963,

pp.

11-12.
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This description presumably envisaged a local war fought with
conventional forces.

The possibility of tactical nuclear weapons

being used by both sides In such a local war was recognized in a
subsequent passage, stating:
In the course of a local war, it may happen that
the bell'gerents will employ tactical nuclear
weapons, without resorting to strategic nuclear
weapons.1
The introduction of nuclear weapons, however, apparently marked
the limit at which the Sokolovskii authors were prepared to set the
escalation threshold.

At this point, they reverted to the standard

argument that use of nuclear weapons in any form would mean escalation
to world war:
However, the war would hardly be waged very long with
use of tactical nuclear weapons only. Once matters
reach the point where nuclear weapons are used, then
the belligerents will be forced to launch all of their
nuclear power. Local
war will be transformed into a
2
global nuclear war.
On the question of tactical nuclear employment, a slight lapse
from this standard escalation argument has been discernible
occasion in other Soviet commentary over the past year or so.
example,

upon
For

the Lomov brochure on So-viet Military Doctrine in mid-1963

included an almost casual reference to the possibility that nuclear
weapons might be employed in local war, without adding the usual

llbid., pp. 374-375.
2 1bid.

-148caveat that this would mean cscalation to general war.1

In an

article in the English-language newspaper Moscow News in early 1963,
Marshal Rotmistrov spoke categorically of th. readiness of the Soviet
armed forces to conduct conventional or nuclear operations at any
level of conflict in local as well as general war, which seemed to
2
indicate a possible new direction in Soviet thinking.
Another sign
of Soviet interest in the employment of tactical nuclear weapons,
though not confined to the context of local war, was an article in
November 1963 by a Soviet general commenting on the desirability of
use. 3
small-caliber nuclear weapons for battlefield,
Such straws in the wind certainly do not add up to evidence
that a basic shift has occurred in the Soviet attitude on local W
use of tactical nuclear weapons.

-

The prevalent tendency is still

to single out the use of tactical nuclear weapons in local war as
the point at which escalation is likely to occur, as for example,
the flat statement by Marshal Malinovskii in November 1962 that:
"No matter where a 'tactical'
us,

atomic weapon might be used agai-..t

it would trigger a crushing counterblow.'

4

At the saine time,

ILomov, Soviet Military Doctrine, p. 15.
2 Moscow

News, May 11, 1963.

3 Major

General I. Anureev, "Physics and New Weapons," Red Star,
November 21, 1963. Ceneral Anureev stated further in this article
that the Soviet Union "disposes at the moment of a great assottment
of nuclear weapons beginning with low yield warheads and ending
with bombs of more than 50 megatons,
4 Malinovskii,

Vigilantly Stand Guard Over the Peace,

p.

39.
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other factors may be at work which could bring a gradual change in
the Soviet view.

The possibility that Soviet supplies of nuclear

material for tactical weapons may be more ample in the future than
hitherto, and a Soviet conviction that mutual deterrence had become
more stable at the strategic level, are two such factors which might
alter the customary Soviet view on the feasibility of tactical nuclear
use at the local war level.
Perhaps the most interesting evidence of an effort to redefine
the customary Soviet doctrinal position on limited war and escalation
is

to be found in the Red Star article of November 2,

of the Sokolovskii authors.

In this article,

1963,

by four

the Soviet authors

went to rather unusual lengths to make the point that Soviet doctrine
does not preach the "inevitable'
general war.

escalation of limited wars into

Taking issue with the U.S.

editors of their book, the

Sokolovskii authors said they had merely warned that local wars
"can grow into a world war."
since World War II

as proof that escalation was not inevitable, and

charged that the U.S.
proviso in

They cited some 70 limited conflicts

editors had deliberately ignored an important

their book linking escalation with the participation of

the nuclear powers in 2ocal conflicts.
In point of fact, this charge amounted to setting up a straw
man, for the U.S. editors in question had quoted in full from the

pertinent passage in the Sokolovskii volume, which stated:
One must emphasize that the present international
system and the present state of military technology
will cause any armed conflict to develop, inevitably,
into a general war if the nuclear powers are drawn
into it. 1
1

Tnis passage appears on p.

The U.S.

editors'

299 of Joviet Military Strategy.

quotation and comment is

onp. 44.
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The Sokolovskii authors then resorted in their Red Star article
to the curious step of misquoting themselves in order to reinforce
the point they were interested in making.

In citing the above passage

from their book, they quietly omitted the key word "inevitably." 1
This particular omission, along with general denial of the inevitabilit:
of escalation of local wars, represented a notable shift in the usual
Soviet argument.

While not necessarily indicating that the Soviet

Union has sudaenly developed a fresh interest in waging local wars,
the new trend of argument suggests that the Soviets are at least
seeking to soften somewhat the old line oa inevitability of
escalation, perhaps in order to reduce their vulnerability to Chinese
charges that this line immobilizes support of national liberation
movements and to extricate themselves from a situation which might
lead the West to feel that it has greater freedom to act in local
situations because of 4 hypersensitive Soviet display of concern
over escalation.
Support of National-Liberation Wars
The Soviet doctrinal position on limited wars hans long been
complicated by the political nacossity to demonstrate that the Soviet
Union is a strong supporter of sa-called national-liberation wars.
While arguing on the one hand that local wars involve the danger of
escalation and should therefore be avoided, Soviet policy-wakers

incidentally, the word "ineyiitably" remains in the same passage
See Voennala Strategiia, 2nd ed.,
in the second Sokolovskii editi•n.
p. 242.
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from Khrushchev on down have at the same time pledged Soviet support
of "national-libevation struggles."
indistinguishable in many

Since the latter may appear

respects from local wars, this enbivalent
and has

formula has given rise to considerable doctrinal confusion,

placed the Soviet Union in the rather awkward position of having made
a pledge whose logical outcome -- by

its own definition --

could

be the expansion of a local conflict into global nuclear war.
As a practical matter, the Soviet Union has sought to resolve
this seeming paradox by waking a careful distinction between intergovernmental wars (which by Khrushchev's definition are "local"
3
wars ) and national-liberation wars, or what might be called wars
by proxy.

The former,

involving possible formal confrontation

between U.S.

Lnd Soviet forces were dangerous and should be avoided

if possible,

while the latter might be pursued

with less risk by

lending moral support and other forms of aid to guerrilla and proxy
forces,

in the light of events,

it

would seem that this formila

isee N. S. Khrushchev, "For New Victories of the World Comanunist
bovement," Konmunist, No. 1, January 1961, p. 20.
2 SignB

6f doctrinal difficulty indiscriminating between local

and national-liberation wars on a proper Marxist-Leninist basis
appeared in General Lomov's mid-l963 brochure on Soviet mili.tary
doctrine.
He wrote on this pcint: '...local wars must not be
evaluated on the basis that they can be waged within local territorial

limits. If one takes this position, then one must also place in rhis
category wars of nauional-liberation and civil wars -- that is, just
wars which also are waged within territorial limits. The only correct
criterion for definIng the character of wars is their socio-political
content." Soviet Mi1itary Doctrine, p. 21.
3 As

Xhrushchev put it in 1961, natioy'Al-liberation wars "must
not be identified with wars between states, with local .ars,"
Konmunist, No. 1, January 1961. p. 20.
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may havefallen somei

t short of Scviet expectations, and that

competition with the Chinese for

n"iuf1uelce over national-liberation

movements may be forcing the Soviet- Union to reappraise its position
and to seek ways of renderIng more effective support to nationaL1
liberation wars.
A suggestion thac the issue here may in-olve the question of
how imuch and what kinds of armed support the Soviet Union. is prepared.
to furnish can be found in the noticeably defensive tone taken irn
Soviet statemetits on the subject.

Khrushchev's comments to a group

of editors from Ghana, Algeria, and Burma in Moscow on the day when
Chou En-lai began his visit to Algiers in December 1963 is a case
in point.

In the course of defending the Soviet record against

standing Chinese charges of timid and ineffective support of the
national-liberation movement in Asia, Africa, and Latin America,
Khrushchev on this occasion asserted spetifically for the fiiý

time

that the Soviet Union had "dispatched large quantities of wes,po0,•t
2
Numercus statemeati;
to the Algerian patriots frem of charge."
defending both the part Soviet record of aid and - cading fiTlri
Soviet support in the futuce to the national-iibe•rtion move,-nts
were frequently voiced by other Soviet sources,

porticularly in

IAnother factor which isy be involved in the greater attention
being given to national-liberation wars was suggested by the SushkoKondratkov article in February 1964 on the question of war as an
instrument of politics. As noted previously in Chapter Six. tbis
article took the position that national-liberation wars were "not only
permissible, but incitable," and it ignored the danger of escalation
question of using nuclear weapons would not
by asserting that ;'
'4is may suggest a Soviet military interest L.u
arise in such wars
giving more act"aL ý-kng to national-liberation wars in orde-r to rffsthe tendency to 4,V a I wars in the nuclear age as too dangerous
See Konmunist Vooruzhennvkh Sil, No. 2,
to serve political pW~uces.
January 1964, p. 23.
2 pravda,

Decemnbr 22,

1963,
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the military press, during tht latter part of 1963 and early
1964.1
It is worthy of note, however, that up to early 1964 at least,
Soviet commentary has remained deliberately vague on the central
point whether the kind of material support the Soviet Union is
prepared to render may include the use of Soviet forces in military
situations growing out of the national-liberation struggle.

The

revised Sokolovskii edition, for example, gave slightly strengthened
Soviet assurance of support to national-".,.rat
a bit more specific as to the ngture ol stc, sup

>n movements and was
et.

Whereas the

1962 edition had said only that the Soav!s "..,consiAer it

their

duty to support the sacred struggle of oppressed nations and their
2
just wars of liberation," the revised e ton spe•ified that:
... the Soviet Union fulfills its !Lty consistently
and steadfastly, helping nations in their struggle
against imperialism not only ideologically 3 and
politically, but also in a material sense.

ISee, for example, D, Voltskil and V. Kudriavtsev, "Practical
Reality and the Fantasies of the Splitters," Red Star, October 10,
1963; Editorials in Red Star, October 22, 1963 and December 18,
"Marksizm-Leninizm - the
24, 1963; Pravda, January 19, 1964.
Easis for 'the Unity of the Communist Movement,"' Kommunist, No. 15,
October 1963, p. 17, in which Soviet "armed support of the nationalliberation struggle in Indonesia, Yemen and Iraq was mentioned.
2 Soviet

Military Strategy, p. 283.

3 Voennaia

Strategiia, 2nd ed., p. 229.
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While seeming to go slightly further %ere than the previous version
with regard to support of natic.nal-liberation struggles, the new
Sokolovskii edition still failed to define the kind of material
support envisaged, and specifically, whether this might include the
use of Soviet armed lorces.
Other Soviet spokesmen have remained equally reticent on this
point.

For example,

in December 1963 Marshal Biri=zov, Chief of the

General Staff, noted that "the Soviet people arp not against any wz-'
and that "they know how to fight" if necessary in a just war.

How-

ever, while placing rational-liberation wars in the category of
"just wars," Marshal Biriuzov carefully avoided a specific pledge
1
Another matter
of military support to national-liberation wars.
germane to Soviet thinking on local war problems,

which Soviet source,

have Fedulously avoided bringing into open discussion, concerns the
various questions arising from the presence of Soviet military
personnel in such places as Cuba, Indonesia, and some parts of the
Middle East.

Although ostensibly present to instruct and assist

host country forces in connection with Soviet military aid programs,
Soviet military personnel have been in a position where they could
well

becom involved in local military action.

Any development of

Soviet doctrine and policy covering these situations presumably is
somewhat too delicati for discussion in an open forum.

1lzvestiia,

December 11, 1963.
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The Question of Third-Power Conflicts and Escalation
The apparent Soviet desire to convey an image of greater
flexibility for support of local conflicts has tended to stop short
of applying this suggestion to the situation in Central Europe.

Here

the Soviet attitude for many years consistently has been, as a
Soviet radio commentator put it in 1957,

that little wars would

be impossible to contain "in the center of Europe, along the
frontiers between the NATO powers and the members of the Warsaw
1
Pact."
Again in 1964 in his New Year's message to heads of state,
Khrushchev voiced a similar notion that a local war "in such a region
as Europe" would pose great danger of expansion into global nuclear
2
war.
However, while Soviet spokesman still decry the possibility of
keeping a local war limited in the heart of Europe, some thought
apparently is now being given to the possibility of isolating certain
third-power conflicts so as to dampen the chances of escalation to
the level of a U.S.-USSR strategic nuclear exchange.

Evidence of

a somewhat teritative character pointing in this direction was
introduced into the stiategic dialogue by the Sokolovskii authors
in their Red Star article of November 2, 1963.

Commenting on a

statement by the U.S. editors of their book to the effect that Soviet
doctrine seems to imply a first strike against the United States in
the event of Western action against another member of the Soviet
IColonel M. Vasiliev's Conmentary, Moscow broadcast to Germany,
December 6, 1957; Red Star, December 17, 1957.
2 pravda,
January 4, 1964.
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Bloc,

the Sokolovskii authors denied that this was a valid inter-

pretation o. the Soviet position.
In their book,

1

the Soviet authors said,

they were dealing

simply with the case of "an attack by imperialist forces" on a
socialist country,
if

and "the United States was not mentioned."

Only

the United States were "to carry out such an attack itself" --

they noted pointedly -- would the Soviet Union be impelled to deliver
a retaliatory blow, "in
the aggressor."

whizh case the United States would have been

2

IThe statement in question by the U.S. editors dccurred in a
discussion (Soviet Military Strategy, p. 43) of Soviet views on
how a war might start.
The statement said that these views
included:
"...escalation from local war, 'accidental' outbreak, and
retaliation by the Soviet Union for an attack on another Bloc member.
strike against the United Stat'r
The latter would imply a Soviet first
but despite the crucial implications of this question for Soviet
strategy, it receives no explicit attention in the work." The
Soviet position on nunmrous occasions has been that an "attack on
any of the socialist countries will be viewed as an attack on the
USSR," Red Star, November 18, 1960, December 26, 1962.
What
Soviet response actually would be to such an attack remains, of
course, a major unanswered question.
However, in the case of Berlin
and more specifically the case of Cuba, Khrushchev has threatened
oncvarious occasions that if military force were used by the United
States, the Soviet Union would be prepared to respond with "all means
at its disposal," which seems to imply a willingness to be the first
to resort to strategic nuclear attacks.
See Soviet-Cuban Communique",
Izvestiia, January 24, 1964.
See also: Pravda, September 11, 1962;
February 23, May 24, 1963; January 18, 1964; CPSU open letter of
July 14, 1963, Pravda,
July 14, 1963.
It should be notLd, at
the same time, that while Khrushchev has threatened that "an
invasion of Cuba would confront mankind with destructive rocket-

thermonuclear war" and has strongly implied that SoviLt strategic
missiles would be launched against the United States in retaliation
for such an invasion, hehas carefully steered clear of an explicit
statement that the Soviet Union would strike the first missile blow.
2

R~d Star, November 2,

1963.
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The circumlocution displayed here suggests more than a semantic
sidestep to dodge the implication that there are circumstances under
which the Soviet Union might strike first.

Rather,

the Soviet

authors seemed to be trying to convey the thought that there are
some situations,

as in Central Europe, where the Soviet Union is

anxious to dampen the possibilities of automatic escalation by
distinguishing between the United States and third powers in the
event of local conflict.
a conflict is

Soviet thinking as to the locale of such

suggested by Khrushchev's recent references to the

high escalation potential of a local clash between countries in the
heart of Europe,I and b% statements elsewhere that West Germany

might start a local war against East Germany on its own initiative.

2

If the Sokolovskii authors are to be understood as thinking
of possible hostilities involving West Germany and Eastern Europe,
their intent may have been to suggest that in such a case the Soviet
Union would try to avoid expanding the conflict by withholding any
strategic attack against the United States in return for U.S.
abstention.

Besides offering the United States reassurance against

a Soviet first strike under borderline conditions in which the
question of pre-emption mip'a arise, a Soviet approach along these

IPravda,
2

January 4,

1964.

Voennaia Strategifa, 2nd ed.,

p. 362; A. Prokhorov, "The
Possibility of Preventing and the Danger of Unleashing Wars,"
Red Star, December 26, 1962.
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lines would presumably be meant to convey the political "messase"
that the United States should not let itself be drawn along by West
Germany should the latter attempt to pursue an adventurous policy
of its own.

Whether in fact these purposes can be associated with

the commentary by the Sokolovskii authors is,
which perforce remains uncertain.

of course, a question
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THE SHORT-VERSUS-LONG WAR ISSUE

XA.

In the context of internal military discussion and debate in
the Soviet Union,

certain questions have tended over the course of

time to become "touchstone"

issues charged with somewhat broader

policy implications than their intrinsic nature might suggest.
short-versus-long war issue is one of these.

The

Positions taken one

way or the other on this issue often have tended to signify either a
certain amount of sympathy with or quiet resistitnce to Khrushchev's
general military policy approach.

The issue also has sometimes

served as a kind of short-hand description of a more ramified fabric
of differences between modernist and traditionalist schools of military thought,

And in a further sense,

the short-versus-long war

issue probably has touched upon a still deeper stratum of considerations involving such fundamental matters as the prospecL. f;z survival
and viability of Soviet society under the conditions of nuclear
warfare.

As indicated in Chapter Two, the military debate of the early
sixties left the short war-long wor issue, along with such closely
reiasted questions as the decisiveness of the initial period aad the
size of the armed forces,

in an essentially unresolved state.

Soviet military discussion over the past year or so,

In

this has

continued to be the case.
Two differing lines of thought on the short-versus-long war
issue have been evident.

Both begin from the propusition, now

thoroughly embedded in Soviet doctrine on general war,

that the

initial period of a future war will have decisive influence on its
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course and outcome.
over the still

However,

the two lines of thought diverge here

ambiguous queotAion, whether the Lnitial period will be

"decisive" enough tc bring the war to a quick ancd conclusive termination.

The first v$ew places major stress on the decisive character

of the initial period and the need to prepare the Soviet arzed force
and economy for bringing war to a conclusion "in
time, with minimum losses."I

The second pays more heed to the poss:

bility of a protracted war, with
preparation economically,

the shortest possib.

ionsequent need to make strenuous

militarily and psychologically for such

war.

Trends in Debate on the Duration-of-War Theme
It would be difficu]t and perhaps misleading to try to draw fro
recent Soviet discourse a strong trend running in favor of one or Li.
other of the above-mentioned viewpoints.

Generally speaking --

to

the extent that these viewpoints can be identified with pro or con
attitudes toward Khrushchev's military policy approach,

with its

emphasis on a defense posture oriented more toward deterrence or a
short,

decisive w;.r than to preparatiun for a protracted war --

one

might say that the Khushchevian view seems to have gained ground
slightly at the expense of the long-war,

big-army thesis favored by

many military conservatives.
Early in 1963,

after a period of relative silence on the questit

Khrushchev himself strongly reaffirmed his convicticn that a new war
would be likely to end quickly after an initial nuclear exchange,
IVoennaia
p. 314.

in

StratP iia, 2nd ed., p. 261.
Suviet Military Strateg5
Konoplev, Kommunist Vooruzhennkh Sil, No. 24, 1963, p. 28.
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fact, "on the very first day."

1

This note was taken up by a numoer

of military writers and coentators.
tary journal in April 1963,

An article in a Soviet mili-

to which earlier referunce has been made,

spoke of the readiness of the Soviet armed forces to deal "a lightning
blow in order to topple and destroy the enemy on the very first day
of the wa.:." 2

The following month an article in the same journal,

giving added momentum to the publlc reiteration of Khrushchev's January
1960 strategic ideas, emphanized the radical changes in military
affairs that were tending to make strategic nuclear attacks more
significant than ground offensives in long-drawn-out wars of the
past.3

Later in the year, similar themes, emphasizing that the

Soviet armed forces were capable )f "routing the enemy on the very
first day of the war," ran through some of the Soviet commentary on
the anniversary parade in Red Square on November 7th.
Meanwhile,

4

the published views of several prominent military

leaders revealed some shift toward Khrushchev's line of argument.
Those of Marshal Malinovskii were of particular interest for their
gradual evolution in this direction.

In October 1961, Malinovskii

had avoided the duration-of-war issue in his Party Congress report,
although as we pointed out earlier, the thrust of his remarks
suggested a hedge on the possibility of protracted war.

in his

November 1962 pamphlet, Vigilantly Stand Guard Over the Peace,
iPravda, February 28, 1963.
by Colonels Baronov and Nikitin, Konwunist Vooruzhennykb
Sil, No. 8, April 1963, p. 22.
3 Kazakov,
Kommunist Vooruzhennykh Sil, No. 10, May 1963, pp.
10-12.
4 Leont'ev
co.rmentary on Moscow radio, November 12, 1963.
2 Article

-162Malinovskii stressed the prospect of "decisive military results" in
the initial period of a war, stating: "No one can now deny the possibility that a war may quickly run its course."

While the pamphlet

noted that Soviet doctrine takes into account the possibility of a
protracted war, this doctrinal point received only brief mention,
without elaboration.

2

A year later, in an interview with a group of

editors of Soviet military newspapers and journals, Halinovsi i did
not offer the customary hedge on the possibility of protracted war
at all.

Rather, he emphasized the radical effect ,jhich modern weapot

night have on the duration of a war, stating:
New means of warfare are radically changing
the character of modern war .... Vef:v little
time may be required with modern
;pons to
accomplish the basic missiona or tne war,
perhaps hours or even minutes. All of this
has a definite impact on the operations of
3
all branches of the armed forces.
Another military leader who also advanced the view that nuclea!
weapons are likely to shorten significantly the length of a future
war was Colonel-General S. Shtemenko, chlef-of-staff of the Soviet
ground forces.

His views were of more than casual interest in light

of hit role in the ground forces, an establishment tenSing to lean
toward the conservative,

long-war view.

In a major article in early

1963, Shtemenko wrote that "with such large stockpiles of
.weapons and diversifi.ed means of delivery,

clear

the duration of q wat ma,

Ivigilantly Stand Guard Over the Peace, p. 26. See also
Malinovskii's emphasis on, the iecisive results of the initial period
in Red Star, October 25, 1962.
2VigiIant!j Stand Guard Over the Peace, p. 26.

" 3"The Revolution in Military Affairs and the Tasks of thp
Military Pressi Kommunist Vooruzhennykh Sil., No. 21. November 1963,
p. 9.
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be substantially shortened." 1

At the same time, while reseat(.ng the

validity of Soviet combined arms doctrina, he gave no attantion in
this lengthy article to the prospect of protracted war.
The long war view, however, was not without its advocates,
although m it

of them argued their case in

terms of the need for Mas

armies rather than on specific grounds of protracted war.

One of

the more prominert exponents of the long-war viewpoint was Marshal
Pavel Rotmistrov, the tank expert, who took a sober view of the
heavy losses which widespread enemy nuclear attacks could be expected
tc inflict on the Soviet Union and its armed forces, and who argued
from this that:
Soviet soldiers therefore must be prepared
for a quite lengthy and bitter war. They
must be ready for marsive heroism and any
sacrifices in the name of victory over the
enemy.2
Another more extensive and theoretically elaborate argument on
the side of the protracted war thesis was made in two books published
One of

in the Soviet Union following the first Sokolovskii edition.

these, which appeared in late 1962, was a book by Colonel P. I.
Trifonenkov, whom we have previously mentioned.

His work was entitled

On the Fundamental Laws of the Course and Outcome of Modern War.
other was a symposium volume,

The

the latest in a series published

intermittently in the Soviet Union under the title, Marx'sm-Leninism
on War and the Army, by a group of twelve military writers.

Both books

l"Scientific-Technical Progress and Its Influerece on the
Development of Military Affairs," Koimunist Vooruzhennykh Sil, No. 3,
February 1963, p. 27.
2 "The
Causes of Modern Wars and Their Characteristics," Kuununist
Vooruzhennykh Sil, No. 2, January 1963, pp. 29-30.

-164followed in general the maitt prupositias on Soviet doctrine and
strategy to be found in other current Soviet military literature,
including recognition of the decis.ve influence of the initial period
of a war.

However,

they departed from the customary tentative epproac

on the matter of duration of a war, assumi.ng a high likelihood that
-oar would stretch out after the initial nuclear exchanges,

and

arguing for a strategy of protracted war in which the economic
superiority of the West could be canceled out because of the West's
more vulnerable industry and population.

Thereafter, it was argued

further, Lhe superior political-morale qualities of the Soviet sia.o,
plus its rasidual economic and military capacities, would operate
to insure victory.
Between the two more or less well-defined poles of thought on
the short-versus-long war issue, meanwhile, there also has been a
body of expression reflecting other viewpoints in varying degree.
The new edition of the Sokolovskii volume fell intc this category,
much as did its•

edecessor.

While the predomirant view in the seconc

-edltion continued to be that "irissiles and nuclear weapons make it
%,,iosuibleto achiev.

the purposea of war with.ir ,elarively short

periods of timi2,"X slightly more emphasis than before was given to
Ob OsnovnikhZakonakhKhoJa i Izkhoda
SovremnOi Voiny, Voenizdat Ministerstva Oborony SSSR, Muscow, 1962,
especially pp. 48, 53-54; Colonel G. A. Fedorov, Major General N. I.
Sushko, t al, Marksizm-Leninizm o Voine i Armii, Voenizdat Minister
Oborony SSSR, Moscow, 1963, especially pp. 1871".
An editirial
preface to the Trifonenkov book pointed out, incidenta.1y, that some
of the author's propositions were of a "polemical nature" and not
necessary agreed to by 4he reviewing authorities.
It was, not indicated whether this applied to the propositions oa protracted war,
however.
2 Voennaia Strategiia,
2nd ed., p. 260. Suviet Military StratqeM
p. 314.6
icolonel.

IL Trifonenkov,
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the possibility of a protracted war.
the first edition that "it

Thus, a briat statement in

is necessary to make serious preparations

for 4 protracted war," was expanded to read:
Howevar, war may drag out, which will demand
a prolonged maximum effort from the army and
the people. Therefore we =st be recdy for a
protracted war, and prepare our human and
national resources for this contingency. 1
The revised Sokolovskii work showed some signs of being influenced
by the views on protracted war in the Trifonenkov book and MarxismLeninism on War and the ArmX.

While the Sokolovskii authors did not

go nearly so far in the directicn of arguing the protracted wAr case
as these books,

they did dwell somewhat more on the political-morale

factor and gave a bit more weight to the possibility of a prolonged
war than in their original volume.
Among other military theorists whose views on the duration-ofwar issue were of some interest was Colonel-General Lomov.

His

assessment over a period of a year-and-a-half shif ted first in one
direction and then another, typifying the ambivalence on this issue
so often encountered in Soviet doctrinal appreciations.
mid-1963 brochure on Soviet military doctrine,

Lomov's

for example, gave

somewhat less weight to the possibility of protracted war than his
article on the same subject a year earlier, which had dwelt at length
on the importance of preparing the country's economic base for a
prolonged war by providing for large-scale wartime expansion of
industry.2

In mid-1963, by contrast, Lomov stated:

'VoennaiaStrat4ia, 2nd ed., p. 261. One of the more extended
criticisms of the fi~rst Sokolovskii edition by A. Colubev had found fault
with it for neglecting the possibility that a future war could be, in
Frunzols words, "protracted war" involving a strategy of attrition,"
Voenno-lstoricheskii Zhurnal, No. 5, May 1963, p. 9.
2 Kobmuunist
Vooruzkennykh Sil, No. 10, May 1962, p. 15.
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On this question, current Soviet military doctrine
is guided by the proposition that war objectives
can be attained in a short period of time, since
powerful surprise blows with rocket-nuclear weapons
and effective exploitation of the results by the
armed forces can quickly decide the major strategic
tasks of the war.
Lomov went on to may in mid-1963 that the prospect of a short
war

was based on "current realities" -- first, on the growing

advantais of the socialist camp with respect to the "correlation c'
forces in the world arena," and second, on the superiority of the
Soviet Union over "its probable enemy i the military-technical
provision of nuclear weapons to the armed forces."

A third fac .u-

adduced by Lomov was that the worldwide peace movement,

together

with modern weapons capabilities, would make it possible to
"significantly shorten the duration of a war and to speed up the
conclusion of peace."

Only after this marshalling of reasons favo-

the likelihood of a short war did Lomov add a single sentence to ti
affect that:
... it cannot be excluded that under certain conditions
a war might take on a protracted character, which
will demand of the country and the armed forces a
prolonged, maximum effort. 2
By early 1964, however, Lomov had again shifted ground.

In h,

January Red Star series on military doctrine he returned to the
3

importance of preparing the economy for a prolonged
stressed in 1962 but dropped in 1963.
ISoviet Military Doctrine, p. 25.
2 1bid.,
3 Red

p. 26.

Star, January 10, 1964.

ar,

a point

While touching base on the
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short-mar prospect by citing M4alinovskii on this score, Lomov also
gave added emphasis in his Red Star series to the possibility of a
Instead of saying

long war.

that the possibility "is

not excluded,"

he now declared:

"...it is absolutely clear that, depending on the
conditions uuder which the war begins...warfare
will not be confined to nuclear strikes.
It could
become protracted and demand of the country and the
armed forces a prolonged, maximum effort.1
What may have prompted Lomov to swing back in
war direction is

not clear nor is

it

the protracted

necessarily of any consequence,

except to suggest that while Khrushchev's short-war view may have
gained headway asong the Soviet military,

it

had not apparently won

over at least some military opinion, which continued to favor a
more conservative position.

Lomov's change of heart on the duration-

of-mar issue apparently was related also to the fact that his January
Red Star series as a whole seemed to be meant to offer support for
a quiet military

lobbying effort against Khrushchev's December 1963

forecast of impending manpower cuts in the Soviet armed forces.

This

is a subject to be taken up in the next chapter.

The Corollary Issue of Viability Under Nuclear War Conditions
A corollary aspect of the short-versus-long war issue in Soviet
military literature has been for some time a running discussion as
to whether the country can count only on forces-in-being and
resources mobilized and stockpiled in advance of a war,
it

will still

or whether

be possible under nuclear conditions to generate

significant additional strength in
IRed Star, January 7,

1964.

trained military manpower and

new

production during the course of the var.

Hidden below the

surface of this debate, but' seldom given explicit attention except
in occasional formulary utterances by political and military leadei
on thw pneral destructiveness of nuc`

irfart, is

question of the prospect for survival

viable Soviet society i

the event of nuclear war.
book, real doubt, is

the larger

As we have suggested elsewhere in this

at work in the minds of many Soviet leaders,

a

has found its way into both their public and private disoourse.
whether any meaningful outcome might be salvaged after the damage
the Soviet Union would suffer in a nuclear war.

Nevertheless,

in

the Soviet case as in others, this nagging question has been set
one side, so to speak, while professional preoccupation with the
problems of managing a war if

it

should occur,

continues.

The several strands of professional military discussion rel.t.
to force mobilization and industrial buildup after the start of a
nuclear war were laid out to view in the first Sokolovskii editior
and further illuminated in the second edition.
mobilization of the armed forces,

With regard to

thk Sokolovskii authors in both

editions took the position that peacetime forces-in-being will be
inadequate to attain the goals of the war.

This position, to whit

Soviet military opinion has come somewhat reluctantly,
discussed in the next chapter,
is

is

as will be

based on the proposition that i

beyond the economic capability of the Soviet Union or eny othe

country to maintain sufficiently large forces in peacetime to mae
wartime needs.

1

The logical way ot~t of this impasse is

lSee discussion of this question in U.S. Editors'
Introduction, Soviet Military Strategy, pp. 36-38.

to assume

Analytical
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1

start of the war in accordance with mobilization plans.

Here,

however, Soviet military theory runs into two obstacles.
One of there is the view that the length of the war and its
outcome may be settlec "by the effectiveness of the efforts made at
its very beginning," 2 rather than by the old method, as Malinovskii
once put it,

of "stepping up one's efforts gradually ... in the course

of a prolonged war."'3
critical factor,

This means that forces-in-being are the

and if they are to be limited by peacetime economic

constraints, the prognosis in case of war may look very poor.

The

second obstacle is Soviet recognition of the great difficulty and
uncertainty of mobilizing and deploying additional forces under
nuclear conditions.4

In general, however, Soviet military theorists

have not drewn the pessimistic conclusion that wartime mobilization
efforts are likely to prove futile, as Khrushchev's occasional remarks
5

suggest that he may have done.

Rather, military writers have

continued to concern themselves with such matters as methods of
mobilization,6 and have seemed to draw some comfort from the
prospect that the opposition would face problems similar to their
'Such an assumption is of course made in Soviet military theory.
See Soviet Military Strategy, pp. 433-439; Voennaia Strategiia,
2nd ad., pp, 291, 410-417.
2 Voennaia
Strategiia, 2nd ed., p. 500.
3 Red
Star, October 25, 1962.
4 Soviet
Military Strategy, pp. 338, 437-438; Voennaia Strategiia.
2nd ed., pp. 300, 412.
5 See Khrushchev's letter to President Kennedy, Izvestiia,
February 24, 1962.
6 1n the
second Sokolovskii edition, discussion of this subject
furnished a new differentiation between peacetime recruitment for
"regular formations," which "are recruited on a extraterritorial basis,"
and mobilization under nuclear war conditions in which "a system of
territorial buildup of troops during mobilization is considered the
most acceptable." Voennaia Strategiia, 2nd ed., p. 412.
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In this connection, both Sokolovskii editiont contained a

own.

passage which stated:
Under conditions where missiles and nuclear weapons
are used, both belligerents will be subjected to
hours of tise war, and
attacks in the very first
i. can be assumed that both will find themselves
in approximately the same circumstances as regards
to techniquec of carryin6 out mobilization and
moving troops to the theater of military operations.
On the question of industrial viability after the initial blot

of a nuclear war,

Soviet militay theorists likewise have tended t-

express a less somber view than may be found in some political
utterance.

This is particularly true in the case of military

s•:

men identified with the traditionalist viewpoint, or even the cent
position, for their general conception of a world war that wou.-1
develop into widespread theater campaigns by mass armies after the
initial nuclear strikes is partly contingent upon continuing wartime production.

The modernist school, on the other hand, may

have come to its conception of a quite different kind of war, mosi
likely short but brutal, partly out of the conviction that the
issue would be settled by the means in hand at the outset.
All schools of Soviet military thought, however, have found
themselves in agreement on the importance of peacetime preparatior

of the economy and armed forces so as to be ready at the outset of
a war to apply "the full might of the state, stockpiled before the

1

Soviet Military
This passage
p. 417.
exploited
which first
territory could win a
Theater.

Strategy, p. 439; Voennaia Strategiia, 2nd
concluded with the suggestion that the side
nuclear attacks by penetrating the other's
major advantage, particularly in the Europeg

~-'17 1-

war,"

to the attainment of victory. 1

The principal new trend in

recent doctrinal discussion has been to expand earliet arguments
that the significance of economic potential has been enhanced
under nuclear war conditions,
a short war..

not only for a long war,

but even in

The revised Sokolovskii edition offered a formula

which sums up the general view as follows:
There is no doubt that economic preparation of the
country in advance of a future war has now taken
on exceptionally great importance.
At the same
time, even during the course of the war, even a
short war, the role of the economy will not only
2
remain but will increase.

1Voennaia Strateiia,
Star, January 10, 1964.
2
Voennaia Straiegiia,
Star, January 10,

1964.

2nd ed.,

p. 21.

2nd ed.,

p.

276.

See also Lcmov in Red
See also Lomov in Red
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XII.

DEBTE (YJER TE. SIZE (f TMAMD yOE

The question of the size of the Soviet armed forces has been at
the center of the debate over military policy in the Soviet Union
since Khrushchev in the late fifties began preaching to the more
conservative-minded elements of the Soviet military elite that
modern technology should make it possible to pare down an oversized traditional military establishment and free some resources
for other urgent needs without endangering Soviet security.

On

this touchstone issue, as on the question of a short versus a protracted war, somewhat more is involved than first meets the eye.
Both the economics and the politics of Soviet defense have been so
intimately interwoven with this question that it can scarcely be
regarded as a mere technical problem of determining what the
appropriate size and composition of the armed forces should be to
meet Soviet military requirements.

Controversy over the problem of

resource allocation among the Soviet leadership, for example,
probably has bubbled up more often around the issue of the size of
the armed forces than around any other issue in the military policy
debate.
In the idiom of internal Soviet debate, the claims of '.he
military establishment for its share of national resources often
have been put forward not only in terms of the general need to keep
the armed forces strong or to ensure their superiority over the
enemy, but also in terms of attitudes taken on certain doctrinal
questions.

One of these is the question whether "mass,

multi-

million man" armies will be needed any longer in the nuclear age,
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to which Ij closely related the question whether victory can be
attained only through "ce--ined-arms" operation's.

The question of

short-versus-long war, which we have Just discussed, is Another.

in

a sense, the internal debate on these issues has ser-ed as a
substitute for more blatant. but politically unsettling,

arguments

bearing on the allocation of resources among various claimants.
Generally speaking, the claims of the military for a larger cut:
of the resources cake have taken the form of advocacy of the "multimillion man" and "combi-'d-arms" doctrines.

However,

the military

has not presented a wholly united front here vis-'a-vis the political
leadership.

In the modernist-traditionalist dialogue over doctrine,

strategy and force structure, the modernist outlook often has leaned
toward Thrushclhev's position, with its emphasis on missile forces
over very large theater ground forces.

The modernists,

therefore,

have shown less concern over measures affecting the size of the
armed forces than the traditionalists, who are more or less closely
identified with the interests of the theater ground forces, and
whose ox stands to be gored more painfully when troop reductions are
made than in the case of the less "manpower intensive!' strategic
missile and air defense forces, submarine forces,

and so on.

Indeed,

the "multi-million man" doctrine has tended to become the particular
cachet of the traditionalist position in the internal dialogue.

At

the same time, however, the modernists -- whose needs may be smaller
in manpower terms but not necessatily so in other forms of resources
have had a common interest with the traditionalists in sustaining a
high priority for the overall military claim on national resources;

--

A

-l74hence, they too have been. pilling to some extent to **e the militar'
case pressed unader the doctrinal rubric of "Inulti-million men' fore'
and "combimed-arm" operatioas.

Further, while both modernist and

traditionalist representatives have leant lip service to Soviet prof:
of troop reductions as a ploy in the East-West disarmament dialogue'.
neither has seemed to do to with an excess of enthusiasm.
Trends in the Artumant for "lulti-Million Man" Armed Forces
After. hrushchev's January 1960 program for a reduction of the
Soviet armed forces from an announced figure of 3.6 million to 2.4
million men was suspended and the Soviet military budget was incre..
by 500 million rubles under the pressure of events in the summer of
1961,

I

Khrushchav noted on several occasions that, these measures ve
2
and "in the nature of a reply" to various U.S. moves.

"tempo-rary'

The implication was that Khrushchev might return to his previous
-,program should an easing of hnternational tensions be achieved.

P!

the end of0 1963, a state of limited detente between the United State
and the Soviet Union had, progressed to the point where Khrushchev
military budget cut of about the same amount as
again announeked ,s.a
the 1961 increase, and indicated that manpower red.ictions might soor
be resumed.

SSee

3

In the interval

between these developments,

there wai

previous discussion of these developments in Chapter II.
lbruahchev's speoch to gra;uates of Soviet military
academies on July 8, 1961, and his television address of August 7,
1961. Erldl, July 9, 1961; Izvestiia. August 9, 1961.
3 x •
Ihts,
December 15, 1963; Prevda,, December 16, 1963.
2"See
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a quiet but insistent lobbying effort by some influential elements
of the Soviet military -- whose case received a temporary boost of
sorts from the Cuban evenct

of 1962 -- to demonstrate the need for

the Soviet Union to "strengthen its armed forces" an•d to "maintain
1

massive armies."

Although this effort fell short of carrying the

day against Khrushchav's policy and its supporters,

there were signs

in early 1964 that at least certain elements of the Soviet military
had not given up trying.

Some features of the running argument on

massive armies down to the time of Khrushchev's December 1963 hint
of impending troop reductions are reviewed below.
The first Sokolovskii volume in late summer 1962 tended to come
down on both sides of the multi-million man doctrinal argument,
although on balance, judging from traditionalist criticism of it
for having neglected the role of ground forces in particular, it
2i

probably gave no $reat comfort to exponents of the large army case.'
In the military press, the massive-arzy formula continued to receive
favored treatment in the fall of 1962 and early 1963,3 though the top
man in military hierarchy, Marshal Mslinovskii, was notably not
among itz

ardent advocates.

In fact, in his widely circulated

lMajor General V. Kruchinin, "Why Massive Armies?" Red Star,
January 11, 1963.
2 See
Review by General of the Army P. Kurochkin, Red Star,
September 22, 1962.
See also Soviet Military Strategy, pp. 34-39,
523-529.
hollowing General Kruchinin's January llth Red Star kickoff
article, in response to a "reader's query," a series of these articles
appeared soon after stressing the vital role of ground forces and
"1mu7ti-million anan armies in a future war. See Red Star, January 14,
February 12, 14, 1963a See also Colonel M. Skirdo, "The Role of the
Popular Masses and the Individual in Contemporary War," Komnnist
Vooruzhennykh Sil, No. 5, March 1963, p. 10.
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pamphlet of November 1962, he mingled out for mention the "spertal
care shown by the Presidium of the Central Committee for the missile
forces, the air forces and the submarine fleet" in a way which
seemed to indicate a shift in priority from forces involved In
1
Later, on
traditional land warfare to those with never tasks.
Armed Forces Day in February 1963, Malinovski:' noted that the size of
the ground forces had been "considerably reduced" from past levels,
but that their capabilities had been increased by modern equipment.

2

The most prominent spokesman for the mass-army view at this time
proved to be Marshal Rotmistrov -- a one-time "progressive" in
military affairs who had gradually become a strong voice for what
might be called the "enlightened conservative" outlook in the
military debate.

3

In an article in January 1963 notable among other

things for its defense of the military role in formulation of
military doctrine, Rotmistrov stressed the need to prepare for a
long war as well as a short one, and he also called attention to
the fact that modern war, despite its nuclear character, can not
be "depicted as a 'pushbutton war' which can be waged without
massive armies."

Further,

Rotmistrov argued, even the bourgeois

powers "in practice ara following the course of creating multimillion man armies."'4

The latter point, which has tended to become

IVigilantly Stand Guard Over the Peace, p. 43.
Red Star, February 23, 1963.
3 See
U.S. EditorsO Analytical Introduction, Soviet Military
Strategy, footnote on p. 13.
4 Rotmistrov
article in Konmmunist Vooruzhennykh Sil, No. 2,
January 1963, pp. 29, 30-31.
2

-177one of the main arguments of the mass-army lobby, was taken up by another
writer in an article signed to the press on March 21,

1963.

The author,

Colonel N. Azotsev asserted that Lenin's views on the Soviet need for a
regular standing army'"as lonp as the imperialists maintain powerful
regular armies" were still

valid "under contempor&ry conditions" --

thus

pressing Lenin's authority into the service of the mass-army advocates.

1

in February 1963 a .curious sign appeared that the macsive-army lobby
had gained an unlikely recruit in the person of General Epishev, Chief of
the Main Political Administration of the Ministry of Defe.nse and presumably
Khrushchev's choice as the Party's principal spokesman within the armed
forces.

An article by Epishev, which we have mentioned earlier, was published

in a Party journal at this time.

WhbIe in it

Opishev indeed stressed the

leadershiP of the Party in military affairs, he took A position on the

TEW

of the armed forces which was at odds with that espoused by Khrushchev and
generally favored by the modernist school.

He wrote that the "views of

some theoreticians about the need to stop developing mass armies, and
instead to replace manpower by technology, Aave proved unfoinded," and
that in fact, "the role of mass armies has grown with the increased importance

'Colonel Azotsev, "Leninist Principles of the Construction of the
Soviet Armed Forces," Kommunst Vooruzhennykh ail, No. 7, April 1963, p. 14.
It is worth noting that the appeal to Lenin's views of a rebular standing
army has been paralleled in Soviet military writing by frequent reference
to the soundness of decisions taken by the 8th Party Congress in 1919, which
authorized establishment of regular armed forces in preference to a
territorial-militia system. The old issue was given new currency by
Khrushchev's statement on January 14, 1960 that consideration was being
given to the establishment of a territorial militia system in place of
some regular armed forces.
By adverting to the 8th Congress decisions,
militrv writers seem to-be challenging Khrtushchev's idea of reviving the
tecritcorial militia conception, which may strike tLe military as being
airchaic in a highly technical era.
For a discussion of this question and
its relationship to the present Party Program, see Nikolai Calay. "Soviet
Armed Forces and the Programnme,'" in Leonard Schapiro. ed., The USSR and
the Futur~e, Frederick A. Praeger,. New York, 1963, pp. 222-231.

`-
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of technology in modern war."1

This view by a top Party spokesman was

almost Iumediately contradicted by Khrushchev himselfin a major speech

in Moscow on February 27,

2

in which, as indicated earlier, he strongly

reaffirmed his short-war thesis -- which had been the basis of his
previous assertions that a future war would be decisively settled "before
3

vast armies can be mobilize~d and thrown into battle."

One can only

speculate that at this time an internal leadership crisis over defense
policy was being thrashed out, wit-h the issue still in the balance, and
that lbrushchev was under Party as well as military pressure to comit
himself to larger military allocations.

Indeed, the over-all tenor of

his speech indicated that he had moved in this directicn, in which case
his emphasis on short war could have been meant to serve notice that if
more rubles were to be spent, they should go into the never arms like
the m•sile force-s rat-hr than the traeitiosal theater ground forces.

In the spring and summir of 1963, as the ci~tente phase of the
genera'l Soviet policy line developed and Khrushchev seemed to be
making progress in shifting investment priorities toward economic
development and a new assault on the agricultural problem,

the

military debate on the mass-army issuebAegan to reflect a parallel
turn in this direction.

Two artitcles several weeks apart in Communist

of the Ame~d forces were particularly notable, as mentioned earlier,
for their conspicuous revivaml of Khrushchev's January 1960 formula
1 Voprosv

Istorti lPSS, No. 2, February 1963, p. 10.
February 28, 1963.
3 Letter to
President Kennedy, Iavestiia, February 24, 1962. See also
similar views by Khrushchev reported by W. E. Knox, "Close-Up of Khrushchev
During a Crisis," The -ew York Times tHaftzine, November 18, 1962, p. 129.
4See previous discussion of the Soviet military budget debate at
this juncture in Chapter Three.
5 See discussion
In Chapter Three.
2 P-avda,
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that nuclear firepower counts more in determining the strength of
the armed forces than numbers of troops.
article, Major D. Kazakov,

The author of the second

credited a qualitative "leap"

in weapons,

theory and practice with having strengthened Soviet military
capabilities and changed past methods of waging war.

He said:

Beyond doubt, the basic methods of waging war
today are not offensives by ground forces, as
in the past, but the delivery of massed, rocketnuclear strikes. 1
The Kazakov article then pursued its point further with the
following statements,

citing Thrushchev's 1960 doctrinal thesis in

the process:
Soviet military science, supported by the
dialectic law of the transformation of quantitative
changes into qualitative, is now resolving in a new
way many problems concerned with development of the
army.
'I
in our timem, I ehas--ed ,1. S. rnrushchev,
t
" he country's defense capability is determined not
by how many soldiers we have under arms or by how
many people we have in soldiers' greatcoats.
Leaving aside general political and economic factors...,
the defense capability of a country is determined by
the firepower and delivery capabilities available to
it.' 2 Lltalics and elision in original text.7
This revival of the earlier Khrushchevian line on the doctrinal
issue of massive armies, with its practical implications for the
Soviet defense budget, was of particular interest viewed against
the background of a conference on Soviet military doctrine held in
Moscow in May 1963.

The proceedings of this conference,

as pre,,i?.usly

mentioned, were not reported until October, which itself? suggests
that there may have been controversial issues involved.

lKommunist Vooruzhennykh Sil, No.
2Ibid.

10. May 1963, p.

The

10.
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conference discussed many questions,

including the primacy of

strategic operations in a future war, the critical nature of the
Initial period, the continuing Importance of theater operations,
relationship between offen.

and defense,

war, and a range of other matters.1

the

cho possibility of local

Curiously, however,

the

conference proceedings as reported did not mnntion the issue of
massive armies at all, nor the closely-related question of shortversus-long war.

Omission of any reference to such touchstone

issues would suggest that they may have been considered politically
too controversial to includ^ in the published proceedings.
In the fall of 1963,

the revised Sokolovskii edition -- that

useful barometer of snifts in Soviet thinking and shadings of position
on disputed issues -- reflected,

rather interestingly,

bias in the mass-army direction.
April 18,

a slight new

Since the book was typeset on

1963 and sent to printing on August 30,

1963,

there may

not have been time to respond to the mounting emphasis on Khrushchev's
formula, or perhaps the Sokolovskii authors themselves remained of
divided views on the mass-army issue.

In any event,

volume remained ambivalent on the subject.

On the one hand,

ar-gued as before thst even in the nuclear age, mass,
man armies w:
somewhat.

be needed.

Indeed,

the new
1t

multi-million

the argument was embellished

At one place, for example, where both editions repudiated

the "notorious" theory of the possibility of waging modern war with
small hiit technically well-equipped forces,

the original volume

merely stated:

lVoennc-lstoriclieskii Zhurnal,

No.

10,

October 1963, pp.

12iff.
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The advocates of such armies fail to consider that
the naw' equipment, far from reducing the requirements
of the armed forces for personnel, increases them.
For this reason, massive armies of millions of men
viii be needed to vage a future var.1
The revised edition repeated in essentially the same words the
first sentence of this argumaent,

but then dent on to flesh out the

argument in greater detail:
The ueed for massive armies derives .- om the fact
that enormous simultaneous losses fl .m nuclear
strikes require significant reserve: to replenish
the troops and restore their combat apability.
Moreover, the enlarged territorial scope of the war
and the creation tbrough nuclear strikes i-f vast
zones of destruction and radioactive contamination
require a large number of troops for guarding and
defending state borders, rear objectives and
comnmuications, and for eliminating the aftereffects of the nuclear strikes. Hence, there cannot
be any doubt that future war wil involve massive
armed forces of millions of men.
On the other hand,

along with these and other arguments for

large forces scattered throughout the book, the revised Sokolovskil
volume also reflected some views which cut the other way.
cular,

In parti-

the new volume gave added recognition to the economic problems

involved in the maintenassue of large forces.
Recognition of the Economic Pr~blem of Large forces
The Soviet military, as indicated in the preceding chapter, have
come gradually to accept the view that economic constraints limit
the size and character of the forces that the Soviet Union, or, for
that matter,

1 Soviet

any country,

can expect to maintain on a permanent

Militar' Strategy, p. 338.
Strategiia, 2nd ed., p. 300.

2 Voennaia

peacetime basis.
prates,

This view still

for examqle,

rubs

at some sensitive points.

against the doctrine of

It

uilitary superiority.

How can a vignificant order of superiority in forces-in-being -recognized as an increasingly critical factor in the nuclear age -be attaln4a-

against the West,

particularly when the relative economic

foundti~fos are somewhat disparate to begin with?

The trauma suffered

as a result of the Nazi invasion in the last war also has left its
effects.

Soviet military men remember uaeasily the poor atate of

Soviet readiness that helped pile one disaster upon another early in
the w.•r,

and they do not want this ca be reptated in the initial

period of any future war, with probable i-tal effects.

It

is

significant perhaps that in the fall of 1961, when there evidently was
some concern about where the Berlin crisis might be leading, a rash
of articles by Soviet military leaders recalled how the country waa
taken by surprise in
It

is

1941 and vowed that it

would not happer again.

1

interesting also that the historical treatment of the early

part of World War II in a recent major six-volume series has denlt
explicitly and candidly with the inadequate readiness of the Soviet
2
military posture.
The blame for this is conveniently laid at
Stalin'.

door,

but the moral seems to be that any political leader

bent on disregarding

sound military advice might fall into the

saam a•ror.
1 See

Marshal R..Malinovskii, "The Defense of the Socialist
Fatherland is Our Sacred Duty," Pravda, September 14, 1961; Marshal :.
Marshal A. A. Grechko,
Biriuzov, Sovetskaia Rossiia, October 3, 1961;
"The Patriotic and International Duty of the USSR Arned Forces,"
Ped Star, October 6, 1961.
2 P.
N. Pnspelov, et al., Istoriia-Velikol. Otechestvennol Voiny
Sovetskogo Soiuza, 1941-1945, Voenizdat, Moscow, 1960-1963, 6 volumes
(one nrct yet pu'lished). See especially Vol. I, pp. 414-475.
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These are but some of the factors in the "gestalt" of the Soviet
military man that help explain why the idea of large standing forces
ready for war has a tenacious grip on him.
readiness arx,

Large forces and combat

of course, by no means synonymous in a technical sense,

but in an emotiinal sense they have tended to merge in the thinking of
many Soviet military men.

How nearly the actual state of Soviet defenses

today may meet the military leadership's idea of what is needed,
difficult to say.

But

is

certainly the idea of cutting back forces, even

torce. which may be demonstrably superfluous to the needs of the times,
met with a considerable amount of instinctive resistance.

It

has

undoubtedly

has been one of the major policy and psychological problems of Khrushchev'a
administration of Soviet affairs to change the traditional conceptions of
the Soviet military so as to gain acceptance of a military posture which
gives prLiacy to strategic delivery and air defense forces, while calline
1
for reduction of large standing ground forces in the name of economy.

Tht state of Soviet military thinking on the economic implicatiorof large forces as ceflected in the new Sokolovskii edition ane other
Soviet literature showo both a willingness to accept the notion of
constraints, which can be re-arded as a step in the right direction in
term

of Khrushchev's policy necessities,

and at the same time reveals

a tendency to suggest that ti ere may be ways out of the economic dilema
that ought not to be forgott,
it was r•citerated

.

Thus,

in Charter Seven of the new vcum,

that however advisable it might be to have peacetime

One of the contentions of the "modernist" school which has tended
to support Khrushchev's approach is that the Central Committee's "wise
decisiorts' with respernt to technical development and force structure have
enabled the Soviet Union not only "to surpass the imperialiste" in the
most modern weapons and techniques, but "at the same time have resulted
in reducinp state expenditures on obsolete military objects and types of
arms which have no future."
Konoplev, Kommunist Vooruzhennykh Sil,
No. 24, December 1963, p. 33.
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forces sufficient to fulfill

all the tasks "of the initial

war without additional mobilfzation,"
capability of "even the strongest
At the same time,

this is

period of a

not within the economic

sceze.1

there was an increased tendency In the revised

volume to stress that a country with a ptaISned economy and a highly
disciplined social system like the Soiiet Union cat.. coke better use, of
available resources and distribute them nare wisely bctween the "art-wand the economy" than can capttalist countries. 2

forces

argument might bw

rhis

line of

inteipreted as a subtle reminder from the military t&

the political side ot the house that despite the Western margin of economic
strength,

the Soviet leadership need not feel compelled .c

an arms competition with the West.
related to peacetime preparations,
by a sjg;estion similar to tiat

back away fro0

While tiT.s line of diccussion was
it

was paralleled,

as noted earlier'...

of the Trifonenkov book that

in ar.

extended war the superior economic organization and political-morale

features of the Soviet system might prove de;isive over a less -,'irable
3

capitalist system.

Along with recognition of the ecinomic load of Soviet defense
programs,

military writing has tenjed to reflect grcwing sensitivity

to the need for justifying large military expenditures.
Sokolovikit work,
made it

"necessaiy

1 Voennaia

for example,

The revised

noted that military requirements

tiad

to divert significart economic resources and large

5.rategiia,

2nd ed.,

p.

410.

Vuennia St rategiia.

2nd ed.,

p.

287.

See also pp.

291.

sut,.

3S.me Soviet military theorists not identifieJ with the protracted
war thesi.; also have argued that one should not judge the eneov's -. trrFth
only a, it exists before a war 5;tarts, but also from, th,.t vivw•itt A
"f tut-J-e changes in the baLance LJ forces and capabilities br'xgit
u,.by combiac operntions."
See "Conoplt&. Kvmmnunist Vooruzhcnykh .i ,
No. 24, December 1963, p. 33.
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srmo

of money" from other purpobsu.

Even so, they argued,

Soviet

military expenditures are less than those of the United States.
Besides citing Western military spending t% justify large Soviet
inveetments in defense,

the Sokolovskii authors also associated

themselves with the argument that maintenance by the "imperialist"
states or "multi-million man cadre armies" requires that the Soviet
Union and other socialist countries maintain strong forces, "part of
which must be kept in a constant state of combat readiness."
ever, as in other public Soviet discourse,

How-

they avoided specificity

as to how large the Soviet standing forces should be,

noting metely

that they "will not be sufficient to conduct war" and will have to
2
be built up "in atccordance with planned mobilization."
Even vhile recognizing economic limits on the size of peacetime
forces-in-being, the Sokolovskii authors,
military colleagues,

like a good many of their

have continued to labor the point that war

itself would require a great expansfon of the Soviet armed forces.
This position, needless to say, was somewhat out of key with the
rzvtval of Khrushchev's January 1960 theme that A new war fought
with missiles and nuclear weapons would end q-:ikly, obviating the
re.ed for massive armies.
Military Reactinm to December 1963 Troop-Cut Suj'•s;lon
It is no't surprising, against the background of the consider'ettois
discussed aboce,
military becaw

t

lbid., p.
2Ibid., p.

that misgivings among seoe elements of the Soviet
apparent folljwing Khrushchev's announcement in

275.
291.

-186December 1963 that the Soviet Union was considering

".

.. the possibility

of some further reduction in the unimrical
strength of our armed
1
forces."
The announcement, coupled with a move to reduce the
2
military budget slightly for 1964,
indicated that Khrushchev's
policy lirun was for the tF-'

being on the ascendancy, but signs were

not Ion% in cominýr that an anti-ti..•:'p-cut

lobby was gathering itself

for an affort to bring about reconsideration of the force-redcxtic-n
propose!.
Military reaction to the proposal took several forms.

Top

military liaders studiously avoideA direct wntion of the tromp-cut
proposal at all

in

the Soviet press,

opportunity to do so in

3

although several of them had

public state.ments,

budget-reduction measure.4

touching on the companion

The military press itself,

in

its Initial

editorial comment expressing approval of the budget measure,
lIvastiia, December 15, 1963. Khrushchev's proposal was
repeated in sich the smm language in his interview with UPI correQondest Uenry Shapiro, Red Star, December 31, 1163.
2 !XtbDecember 16, 1963. The amnounced reduction was from
13.9 billion rubles in 3963 to 13.3 billion for 1964, or about
5%. The actual L pact of the announced reduction on Soviet defense
progra
ts difficult to dot.twmne, since internal shifts in the
budget may have had a capensatint effect, such as an increase for
teientific research in abot the same amouut as the defense cut.
In any event, it seam unltkely that the n&• budget could have
brought satisfaction to advmcates of any larg'., expansion of the
Soviet defense effort.
3As pointed out
in Chapter Three, Marshai Yeremenko was the
exception, being the only ranking military vu-to mention the troopcut proposal in more than a month after thrushchev's statement.
Yeremenko's mention of "the forthcoming cut ini the Soviet armed
forces," which offered neither approval or disapproval, was made
in the English-language newspaper, Moscov News, No. 2, January 11,
1964.
4 For example,
Marshal Grechko in Red Star, December 22, 1963;
Marshal Chuikov in Izvestita, December 22,
in Red Star, January 9, 1964.

1963;

Marshal Biriuzov
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was silent on the tr..,op-cut proposal,'
first

time,

noncommittally,

and only mentioned it

on December 25.2

By contrast,

for the
the non-

military press several times alluded approvingly to the troop-cut
proposal in

the first

days after its announcement.

3

The most significant sign o! distress from the military side
of the house came in
Chuikov,

a major article on December 22 by Marshal

comnmnder of the Soviet ground forces,

whose professional

domain was the most likely target of any move to reduce the number
of men under arms.

In this article,

entitled "Modern Ground Forces,"

Chuikov expressed no direct disapproval Af Khrushchev's proposal,
indeed,

he did not mention it

at all.

However,

was an unmistakable piece of apecial ple2ding.

the article itself
The first

half

expanded on the by now favorite theme of the mass-army advocates -that the Western countries, while "preparing

for a nuclear war,

only are not liquidating ground forces, but on the contrary,
steadily developing them."

not

are

4 Chuikov ebaborated
on his point that

the Western countries "are constantly improving their ground forces
to accord with modern demands" by citing not only technical improvements but numbers --

5 million men in

million are ground forces;
the United States alone.

the NATO armies,

1.2 million man in

of which 3.2

the ground forces of

And these forces, he said, emphasizing a

central point in his argument, are now "in

peacetime," concentrated

1

Red Star, December 21, 1963.
id., December 25, 1963.
31zvestiia, December 15, 31, 1963;
2

1963;
4

January 8, 1964.
zvestiia, December 22,

1963.

Pravda, Iecember 15,

18,

31,

"in the decisive area of Europe."

Further, in marshalling his

evidence of current Western solicitude for ground fre, Chuiko,
poinued out that certain "one-sided" foreign theories which once
had "a harmful effect an the development of armed forces" apparently

have now been abandoned by Western military leaders themselves, who
"realize that in a future var, thiey will not be able to get along
without mass arnies."0
The second half of Chuikov's article dealt with the status of
Soviet theater and ground forces.
proficiency and fine qualities

--

his prior encomium go to its head
Soviet numerical strength.

Here he described their technical
as if to warn the West not to let
--

but he gave no figures~ an

The main emphasis here was on tbe

continued validity of Soviet coubined-arms doctrine. and the
indispensable role of ground forces in a future var.

While offering

a one-sentence obeisance to the Idea that "a decisive part

4n

achieving

the main aims of a var will be played by the strategic missile forcea,"
a

he capped his thesis by declaring:
Therefore. In mdern conditions. the ground forces
continue to be not only a mandatory but also a
highly Important integral part of the armed forces.
Other military cominntary by lesser figures follawed the lead
laid down by Chuikov, pointing to Western endorsement of the concept
of smes armies and actual large-scale Western maneuvers with
"million-strong armies" Ito support the implicit argument of the
½iajor V. Kozlov, '"Tho Soldier and the Nuclear Bomb," Red Star,
December 28, 1963; Colonel B. Aleksandrov, "on Land, on Sea and
in the Air," Red Star December 29, 1963.
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anti-troop cut lobby that trends in the West counseled against
tampering with the Soviet ground forces.

In early 1964, General

Lomov's Red Star series on Soviet military doctrine furnished
additional doctrinal support for the lobbying effort by stating,
a~wng other things, that despite the nuclear-age revolution in
military affairs, victory against a strong adversary still
the efforts of a multi-million man nuclear army."
spring of 1964 approached,

1

"requires

However, as the

there were sigus that this campaign of

special pleading had failed to stay klhrushchev's proposal for a
reduction in the size of the Soviet armed forces.
it

At the same time,

appeared that the campaign may have scored at least a few points

by making it

necessary for Khrushchev tc allay military concern

that economic development priorities might adversely affect the Soviet
defense posture.
This became evident from Thrushchev's remarks on defense
problems in a major speech at the close of the Central Comnittee
plenum session on agriculture in mid-February.
repeated that the Soviet Union "is

Here Khrushchev

embarking upon certain reductions

in military expenditures and in the numerical strength of the armed
forces."

Significantly, however,

he then added:

But we realize that economizing in this respect must
be reasonable.
In present conditions when the
imperialist countries have created powerful armed
forces and equipped them with nuclear weapons, it
is impossible to reduce the size of appropriations for
armaments and the army to a degree that would allow the
imperialists to surpass us in armed strength and thus
impose their will and policy on us. 2
1

Red Star, January 10, 1964.
Khrushchev speech at the CPSU Central Conmittee Plenum,
February 14, 1964.
Pravda February 15, 1964.
2

This reassurance that defense requirements were not to be
slighted was reinforced by a statement reminiscent of Khrushchev's
conmmnt a year earlier that satisfaction of consumer demands would
have to be postponed in favor of defense needs.I

Referring to

criticism from unnamed quarters that "too little" was bemn
about the housing ;----ram, Khrushchev said:

"If

done

we accepted an

unreasonable reduction of military expenditures, if we started to
build more housing and forgot about defense, we would be like blind
- i2

men who cannot assess the real situation correctly."

In light of

these. words, there was a palpably hollow ring to Khrushchev's denial
in the same speech that the Soviet Union was being "forced to reduce
armaments and armed forces because of difficulties in economic
development .'"
How much ground Khrushchev might actually yield on the troopreduction issue was left unclear by this speech.

That some concession

may have been made to military opinion was suggested by increasing
public references by military spokesmen, beginning around mid-

February, to both the reduction in military expenditure and in troop
strength.

These references were accompanied by the admonition that

foreign foes should not "nourish any hopes" that weakening of the
Soviet armed forces or economic difficulties were Implied by the
budget and troop reduction measures.
1 Pravda,
2 1bid.,
3 See

$

February 28, 1963.
February 15, 1964.

Sushko and Kondratkov, Konrw.unist Vooruzhennvkh Sil, No. 2,
January 1964, p. 23; Army General Pavel Kurochkin, "War Must Be
Outlawed," *oscow News, February 22, 1964.
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To the outside observer of this ongoing phase of the Soviet
military policy debate,

one factor was conspicuous by its absence

from the Soviet discussion.

The case of Soviet mass-army advocates

was hinged on a concern over ground force trends in the West,

but

nowhere was there a public hint that Soviet military leaders may
also have had their mind's eye on developments to the East.
does not strain credibility, however,

It

to suppose that another

element of concern may have been the potential threat of China.

The

old Soviet military problem of being prepared for trouble at both
ends of the vast Soviet land may well have fed the forebodings of
many Soviet military men as they contemplated the prospect of their
forces befng reducel.

][III. !UB
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Perhaps the most striking cheap to the Soviet .illts

outlook

over the past decade-and-a-half has been a gradual but basic shift
from almost azclusive preoccupation with continental land warfare

In

to a new ephasis on the problem of global strategic war.

essence, this trend has paralleled a grewing appreciatioa of the
enormous Impact of strategiS
war.

nuclear weapons up.n the outceme of

It also has reflected a growing differentiation in Soviet

thinking between two quite different military problem --

that of

conducting a continental war, especially In the European theater,
and that of dealing with an adversary whose strength and Influence
extend to far corners of the world and whose main bastion of
military power lies beyond the confines of Europe.
The latter problem has moved gradually toward the center of
Soviet attention, although it has by no mans

displaced the Importance

in Soviet eyes of the European theater problem and seems unlikely to
do so in the foreseeable future.

As indicated by the dlicussion in

the preceding chapter, the heritage of a continental military
tradition still

runs strongly through Soviet strategic thinkinS.

iAbe amount of emphasis given today ý.o the strategic missile forces
and to the Influence of strategic operations generally upon .ar
outcome has not meant a correspondinp, decline in the role of
theater forces and operations.

These are still viewed as s!gnificant

and essential within the framework of general war, and a large
share of Soviet defense resources and planning continues to be
devoted to the theater warfare problem.

-193It has not been easy to adjust Soviet military thinkinj and
practice so as to find a happy medium in dealing with the respective
problems of theater warfare and global, strategic war.

Much of the

tension evident between professional Soviet military opinion and
that of Khrushchev sincs he took up the reins of Soviet power and
policy in the latter fifties has stemmed from this process of
1

adjustment.

And, as will be brought out in this chapter and a

subsequent one dealing with Soviet views on the military path to
victory, there still seems to be a military debate under way on the
relative weight to be given these two basic problems in Soviet
strategy.
The Doctrii'l Shift to Strategic Primacy
From a doctrinal standpoint, there is no longer any question
about the primacy accorded nuclear weapons and strategic missiles
in Soviet thinking, by traditionalist as well as moderail t schools
of thought.

The shift in this direction

did not take place

dramatically at any singlf point along the route which Soviet
strategic thinking has traveled in the past eight or ten years.
Already in the miad-fifties doctrindl ferment over the significance
of nuclear weapons had begun to find expression in the Soviet
Union.

2

However, it was still cast then mainly in terms of how to

harness these destructive now weapons to familiar Soviet concepts.
ISee Khrushchev's Strategy and Its meaning for kmerica, pp.
10-12.
2 See

Dnerstein, War and the Soviet Union, pp. 180-212;
Carthoff, Soviet Strategy in the Nuclear A&, pp. 61-81.
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Nuclear weapons were regarded most often as supplementary to the
operations of the traditional forces, whose primacy was not questioned.
The idea that vuclear weapons might prove strategically decisive was
left half-born at best, since it seemed to violate the stern injunction
in traditional Soviet doctrine against "one-weapon" theories.
Some flavor of the shift in outlook may be gained by comparing
a few typical expressions of the mid-fifties with representative
statements today.

In 1954, Marshal K. Hoskalenko, then a general,

wrote that "Soviet military science decisively rejects any arbitrary
fabrications...that one could, as it were, achieve victory by
employment of one or another new weapon.

There are no such weapons
1

which possess exceptional and all-powerful qualities."
year &•tjorGeneral B. O0isov said:

The same

"Strategic atomic bombs, which

are a source of great danger to cities and civilian populations,
have little effect on the battl-field.

Strategic bombing will not

battlefield."
decide the outcome of war, but the soldiers on the

2

A year later, Major General G. !'okrovskii, a prominent miliLary
expert and at the time one of the leading Soviet authorities in the
field of advanced military technology wrote:
Atomic and thermonuclear weapons at their
present Ptage of development only supplement the
Artillery,
firepower of the old forms of armament.
small arms, tanks, aviation and other armaments 3
were and remain the basic firepower of the army.
1 Red Star, September 25,
2 lbid., August 3, 1954.
3 MaJor

1954.

General G. Pokrovskii, "Weapons in a Modern Army," in
Marksizm-Leninizm o Voine i Armii, Voenno lzdatelstvo, Ministerstva
Obirony SSR, i4,ac•, 1955, p. 168.
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By contrast, Major General Lomov's January 1964 Red Star series
on Soviet military doctrine, which reprerented a rather middle-ofthe-road presentation in terms of modernist-traditionalist pcitions
stated unequivocally that "the most important tenet of Soviet
military doctrine is the recognition of rocket-nuclear weapons,
above all strategic missiles and nuclear weapons,

and

as the decisive

means of repelling imperialist aggressioo and completely crushing
the enemy."

l,63, Lomov had underscored

On an earlier occasion in

the importance attached in his thinking to nuclear weapons and
missiles by saying that "one can scarcely imagine ct the present time
anything which could take the place of these weapons."
to say that under today's conditions,

He wert on

a country cannot expect to make

up for nuclear deficiency with other forces, as in the past one
might "compensate for inferi rity in one type of force with streneth
in another type." 2

A colleagu , one Major-Ceneral P.

F. Vareshnikov,

orojected Lomov's appreciatiot

of nuclear weapons into the future,

stating at a military doctri.

conference in May 1963 that "the

3
possibilities of further Improvement of nuclear weapons are limitless."1

Another representative statement in
officer,

one Captain Y. V.

Kolesnikov,

1963 from a boviet naval

illustrated explicitly how

far Soviet doctrine had moved from the conceptions of 1955.

Nled Star,

January 10, 1964.

2

Lomov, Soviet Military Doctrine,

3

"Report of a Conferen:e on Military Doctrine," Voenno-

p. 24.

Istoricheskil ZhurnAl, No. 10, October 1963, p. 125.

"Soviet

mliftary doctrine," he said, "must look upon missiles and nuclear

weapons as t'e principal mans of victory over the enemy."
to mai

Parther,

the point clear:
.e emphasize that these are the principal means,
vet r reserve, nor a supplement, nor r means of
exploiting success achieved through tmployment of
On the contrary, the latter
conventional weapons.
supplementary an• somehave become the secondary,
1
timpý, reserve means.

Even such currently staunch champione of the traditional massarmy and combined-& as doctrine as Marshals Chuikov and Rotmistrov
have associ.i.ed themselvLw

witbout apparent reservation with the

vitw that nuclear weapons have a decisive role in modern war and
that strategic missiles constitute the main striking force of the
Soviet Union.

The latter, for example, said in

we do not deny, but on the contrary,

1963:

"Of course,

emphasiza the decisive role

of nuclear weapons...the strategic missile forces have become the
main branch of our armed forces.
little

At the sam

tim, we do not be-

the role ane significanef 9f other types of forces.'"

This

statement, giving first place in the sun to the sttategic missile
forces without consigning other forces to the shadow, probably
reflects the present doctrinal understuading shared by most Soviet
military leaders .3
ICaptain First Rank Y. V. Kolesnikov, "Some Categories of Naval
Tactics," Morskoi Sbornik, No. 11, November 196ý, p. 19.
2Kommunist VooruzhennyhS
No. 2, January 1963, p. 31.
3
Exponents of the modernist view are likely to put the emphasis
Major Kazakov, one of the writers
somewhat differently. For example,
who took part in the revival of Khrushchev's strategic views in mid1963, noted in his May 1963 article that "the combined efforts of all
However, he then added: "But
troops" would help gain victory.
Marxism-L.-nintsm teaches that in this combined effort one must select
the main, decisive element. That element at present is nuclear
weapons and missiles, the missile forces." Kommunist Vooruzhennykh Sil,
No. 10, May 1963. p. 12. For similar stress on strategic missile operations
No. 24, December 1963, p. 31.
as the "main linl.' see Kbnoplev. ibj.,
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If one were to seek the principal factor on wl'ch this
doctrinal Phift has hinged, it was probably the Soviet Union's
acquisition of advanced weapons and delivery means in sufficient
numbers to make the question of a doctrine and strategies for their
employment something more than an academic matter.

In the Soviet

case, this occurred in the latter fifties, coincident with Khrushchev's
aasumption of political power.

Prior to this, when the Soviet nuclear

stockpile was still very limited, the main focus of doctrinal
discussion was, understandably, on how tc adapt the new means of
warfare to traditional Soviet concepts.

Afterwards,

particularly

with the advent of intercontinental ballistic missiles, the problem
became one of radical revision

of Soviet doctrine, along with

reorganization and re-equipment of the armed forces themselves.
was Thrushchev's 'ot, therefore,

It

to preside politically over the

Soviet Union at the time its military establishment faced new and
difficult problems in digesting the vealpons
nuclear-missile age.

revolution of the

1

- e should not leave the impression, as some of the discussion
i
here and elsewhere in this book may tend to do, that Khrushchev
alone was the source of fnnovation and reform in Soviet military
affairs. Certatily, the technical basis for the changes he has
fostered was lail down by decisions taken still in Stalin's time
to embark on reusearch and development programs in nuclear energy,
jet aircraft, mis'iles and other fields. In a sense, this was the
military parallel to Lne process by which many of the political
antecedents of Khrushchev's policy carried over from changes
already at work in Stalin's day. For a perceptive discussion of
this subject, see Marshall D. Shulmen, Stalin's ForeiEn Policy
Reappraised. Rarvard Oniversity Press, Cambridge, Mass., 1963,
especially pp. 104-138, 255-271.
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There are numerous indications, many of which already have been
discussed in this book, that Khrushchev'a ideas and policies met
resistance along the way from various elements of the military
burear,-racy.

The Soviet decision to carry on with a major program

in the field of ballistic missiles around which Soviet doctrine and
forces have since been reoriented, apparently was one of the issues
on which Khrushchev encountered opposition.

An interesting note of

testimony on this point was furnished by Fidel Castro, in a rambling
television intervlev in Havana on June 5,
his fivst trip to the Soviet Uniun.

1963, after returning from

In a portion of his remarks

lauding Khrushchev, among other things, foz "understanding the need
for the Soviet forces to have the maximum fighting preparation in
order to face the possibility of war," Castro said:
We must keep in mind one thing: The fact that the
Soviet government, the Soviet leadership and Comrade
Khrushchev have shown great interest -- I had a
special opportunity to see it in my talks with the
Soviet officers on strategic matters -- in the
decision to build missiles. This was a decision in
which Khrushchev contributed with his leadership.
He defended this policy consistently, that is, the
development of missiles -- a weapon that has made
it possible for the USSR to face, from a military
1
point of view, the danger of imperialist aggression.
Against whom Khrushchev found it necessary to defend his missile
polfcy was not made clear by Castro, but other evidence suggests
that critics were, and perhaps still are, to be found among military
men.

For example, one of the articles reasserting Khrushchev's

strategic line in May 1963 went out of its way to note that -in
determining the role of rocket-nuclear weapons various opinions

Hlavana Domestic Radio and Television Networks, June 5, 1963.
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were advanced," and that while some comrades "overvalued" such weapons,
others "insisted" that they would only serve "for supporting troop
operations."

With the latter, Kazakov said, "it

is impossible to agree."
2

The revised Sokolovskii edition also took note, as had the first,

that

some Soviet military people coutinued to place too much weight on the
experience of the past war and to apply it mechanically to modern
conditions.

The expansion of this point in the revised edition would

suggest that while doctrinal obeisance was beinE paid to the primacy
of strategic weapons, resistance to the new line of strategic thinking
was still

in evidence in some quarters.

The expanded passage stated:

The error in such a point of view is that it
depreciates the role of strategic missiles and
nuclear weapons and underestimates their enormous
combat potentialities. This results in an orientatLon
toward the ground forces and toward traditional ways
of waging war. But the imperialists do not intend
to wage war against the socialist countries with
ground forces. Basically thei place their stakes
on strategic nuclear weapons.
That Soviet strategy also has come to place its stakes
increasingly on strategic nuclear weapons is underlined by the
amount of attention given in current military literature to strategic
operations, as well as to the evolving autonomy of such operations,
apart from traditional battlefield operations in theater campaLgns.
IKommunist Vooruzhennykh Sil, No. 10, May 1963, p. 12. An account
by Coloncl 1. Mareev in the same journal in early 1964 spoke with unusual
frankness of the "bold and revolutionary" character of the Central
Committee's decision to undertake the missile program, and of the great
diversion of resources and skilled personnel that this involved, as
well as the "many complex theoretical and technical problems" encountered. This discussion mentioned no open opposition to the program,
but the recital of obstacles suggests that it did not enjoy smooth
sailing. See ibid., No. 3, February 1963, pp. 10-11.
2 Soviet
Military Stratene
p. 401.
3 Voennala
Strates.ia, 2nd ed., p. 368.
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VLeW

on the Character of Strategic One ratiegg
The revised Sokolovskii volume furnished a number of Interesting

additions to this subject,

although in

general its discussion of

strategic operations followed the pattern of the first

edition.

On the question of the extent to which strategic operations alone
my have decisive results in war,
some of the propositions in

the Sokolovskii authors strengthened

their first

edition.

said that modern strategic weapons "make it

One of these had

possible to achieve

decisive results in winning victory in war sometimes without resort
to tactical and field for;s

and their wapons."

In the new edition,

the authors said further that:
... strategy, which in the past attained its ends
through tactics and the operational art, now has
the capability to achieve its goals by its own
autonomous mane -- independent of the outcome
of battles and operations in other spneres of
combat. 2
In an expanded discussion of strategic operations elsewhere in
th,; revised volume, the interesting point wab made that it

will be

nocessary in a nuclear war to co-ordinate the operation of all
branch-os "-f the armed forces "according to a single plan and under
a single strategic coummnd."3

This suggests a rather large measure

lSovie• Nilitarv Stratemv, p. 94. It should be borne in minJ
that the first
Sokolovskii edition took an ambivalent stance on
this question, elsewhere adhering to the doctrine that victory can be
secured only through combined-arms operations.
The second edition
was similarly ambivalent. These matters are taken up more fully
in Chapter XVII.
2
Voennaie Strategiia, 2ud ed., p. 21.
3bi.d., p. 377.
The same point has come up in Soviet discussion
elsewhere, particularly on command and control problems arising in
modern war. Colonel-General Shtenenko, for example, wrote in
February 1963 that despite the great importance of strategic missiles,
one would need the combined action of all arms "under a single central
plan and leadership to win the war.'
Whether this is an argument to
counter a trend in Soviet planning toward greater autonomy of the
strategic forces is not clear. Koumunist Vooruzhennykh Sil, No. 3,
February 1963, p. 28.
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of reliance on a fixed form of strategic operations, and might
indicate that alter-•ative

plans and options have not been devised

for a variety of circumstances that might arise.

However,

this

impression is somewhat at variaace with another passage in the same
discussion, which stressed at some length the many-sided character
of a future war and the need to adapt strategic operational planning
to a variety of possible developments:
War is always a quite complex sad many-sided
phenomenon, which will be even more true of a
In working out the forms and
future nuclear war.
methods of conducting a future war one must take
Into account a number of questions: how will the
war be initiated; what will be its character; who
is the main enemy; will nuclear weapons be used at
the very outset or only in the course of the war;
what kind of nuclear weapons -- s: rategLc or only
in what region or theater
tactical, and where;
will the main events develop, etc.? By taking these
factors into account it is possible to solve concretely
the question of the forms and methods of waging a war.
One form of strategic operations may take place in a
global nuclear war resulting from an enemy surprise
attack; a different form of operations may develop
in a global nuc .ear war arising as a result of
escalation from a local war, while a completely
different form oi operations will take place in a
local war.
Strategic operations,

the authors predicted further, "will

unfold on a widespread geographic scale, embracing simultaneously
all the continents and seas, while at the same time they will be

2
short-lived, running their course rapidly."

However,

injecting a

note of caution here that contrasted with more sanguine expectations
expressed elsewhere in the book, the authors then added that the
outcome of such operations "...is
3
to imagine."

l"bid., p. 378.
2 3bid.

31bi

difficult at the present time even
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Like other recent Soviet military writing, the new Sokolovskii
work gave no indication that any revision of Soviet targeting doctrine
for the strategic forces may be under contemplation.

This doctrine

has been consistent over the last few years in calling for nuclear
strikes against both military and nonmilitary targets deep in the
enesy's territory, in order "to deprive him simultaneously of the
1

military, political, and economic capacity to wage war."

While

simltaneity of attack upon both military and nonmilitary target
"system has been emphasized in virtuallyall Soviet military and
political discussion of the sub je;t.,

an order of priority of sorts

does seem to emrse in the professional literature.

The usual order,

found in both Sokolovskii volumes, is to emphasize that the nuclear
delivery mans of the enesy, "the basis of his military power,"
constitute the priority target system.

Next come other major

military forces, the economic base, command and control system, and
"other important

strategic targets" that support the enemy's

capacity to make war. 2

Within the category of nuclear delivery means,

strategic forces generally are earmarked as the priority targets,
3

on the $rounds that they represent the greatest threat. Both
S
•kUhI editions emphasized this point, as stated below:
The decisive weapon in modern warfare is the strategic
nuclear weapon. The long-range delivery vehicle for
this weapon is located far from the front lines or
the border&, at a great distance from the theaters
of military operations. Unless these weapons are
IVoennuia Strateaiia, 2nd ed., p. 250; Red Star, November 19, 1963;
January 10, 1964. Kommunist Vooruzhennykh Sil, No. 2, January 1964, p. 21.
2 Soviet Military StrateL
, pp. 298, 400, 408-410; Voennala
Strateaiia, 2nd ed., pp. 241, 366, pp. 380-382.
3Marshal Biriuzov, K&mIst Vooruhepnnvkh Sil No. 4. February
1964, p. 19.

*203destroyed or neutralized, it is impossible to
protect the country's vital centers from destruction,
and one cannot count on successfully achieving the
aim of the war even if the LeneuX7 troop formatiqns
deployed in the military theaters are destroyed. 1
Anon$ the significant Implications of this targeting doctrine
is that it calls for counterforce capabilities of a very substantial
order, well beyond what would be involved for a "minimum deterrent"
threat meinly against cities.

The doctrine thus seems strangely out

of key with the current Soviet tendency described elsewhere in this
book to deprecate the feasibility of a U.S. counterforce strategy,
and to argue that such a strategy would require a surprise first-strike
in order to have any chances of success.

One may suspect that a

major source of Soviet policy concern and controversy is the question
whether Soviet resources can provide the forces required to support
such a targeting doctrine.

2

In this connection, a small but

significant change appeared in the revised Sokolovskii edition in
a discussion of the question whether the main strategic effort
would be directed simultaneously against military and nonmilitary
targets.

The answer in both editions was yes,

but in explaining

why, the second edition added two words (italicized for identification
in the quotation below) which did not appear in the original text:
There is a real possibility forus of achieving
these aais slmultaneously with the use of the
military instruments at hand. 3
iSoviet Military Strategy, rp. 399-400; Voernnala Stratetiia,
2nd ed., p. 366.
2Historically speaking, a doctrine which regards the enemy's armed
forces as the main object of destruction in war has long continuity
in Soviet military thought. In a sense, therefore, extension of the
doctrine to strategic counterforce operations made possible by madern
weapons involves no basic conceptual wrench.
3 Voennais
Stratesiia, 2nd ed., p. 250; Soviet Military Strategy
p. 305.
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This insertion of "for us" may have reflected some feeling by
the Sokolovskil authors that Soviet forces had increased in strength
sufficiently In the 1962-63 period between their editions to warrant
making the "possibility" of which they spoke more emphatic.

What

actual changes in the strength of Soviet strategic forces may have
occurred, is,

of course, a matter of conjecture.

No subject is more

religiously shunned in Soviet disco':rse than actual figures on
Soviet missile strength.

General statements abound that "the Soviet

Union has strategic missiles in such quantity and of such quality
that it can simultaneously destroy the required number of the
I
aggressor's targets," but these are hardly a suitable basis of
judgment as to whether Soviet missile streugth is at all adequate to
support the kind of targeting doctrine in question.

2

While the habit of being close-mouthed about Soviet missile
strength probably contributes,

in Soviet eyes, to their "secrecy

stockpile" and is thus regarded as a military asset, Soviet spokesmen

1 Voennala

Strateaiia 2nd ed., p. 241. Soviet Military Strategy,
p. 298. See also ibid., footnote 26, p. 24, which discusses an
ambiguous reference on January 19, 1963 by Khrushchev to the figure
of "80 to 120' long-range missiles as the possible size of the Soviet
ICBM force. Perhaps the only other actual figures mentioned by a
Soviet leader in connection with Soviet missile forces were those
cited by Marshal Malinovskii in October 1961, when he said that "at
the present time the missile forces include about 1800 excellent
Liilitary/ units." This figure, unrelated to numbers or types of
missiles, was relative meaningless.
Pravda, October 25, 1961.
2A rather rare statement claiming sufficient Soviet nuclear
weapons to "turn to ashes the aggressor's bases, launching sites and
military centers" was made by a Soviet general in early 1964, without
mention of attack against civilian targets. This apparent "counterforce" targeting statement, in a publication meant for circulation
outside the Snviet Union, may have reflected sensitvity to charges
that the USSR has adopted a "city-killing" strategy. See Army
General Pavel Kurochkin, "War Must Be Outlawed," Moscow News,
February 22. 1964, p. 3.
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also are notably sensitive to the implication that this may imply an
inferior strategic posture.

One example of this was a parenthetical

statement inserted in a February 1963 article by a Soviet Air Forc.!
general, who said:

"Recently bourgeois propaganda has begun to talk

more intensive gibberish about the 'military weakness'

of the Soviet

Union, alleging, if you please, that it has missile forces without
strategic missiles and nuclear warheads for them.'"1

A year later,

in an interview in Izvestiia, the Comnander of the strategic missile
forces, Marshal N. I. Krylov, displayed unusual anxiety to get
across the point that the Soviet Union is numerically strong in
missiles, without, however, divulging actual figures.

After asserting

that Soviet missiles were qualitatively superior in all respects to
American missiles, Krylov addressed hitmelf to the quantitative
question in the following words:
... it should be added that our forces have SUCH A
QUANTITY of nuclear warheads and SUCH . QUANTITY
of missiles as to permit us, if the imperialists
start a war, to destroy any aggressor, wherever
he may be located, including an aggr ssax who
has nuclear weapons at his disposal.1 LCapitals
in original./
This resort to capital letters illustrates the handicap under
which Soviet marshals labor in not being free to disclose even
approximate numbers of Soviet missiles when trying to hold up their
end of the strategic dialogue.

In Krylov's interview, incidentally,

he spoke only of Soviet ability to destroy cities, ignoring entirely
the question of military targets.
1Lieutenant-General

N. Sbytov, "The Revolution in Military
Affairs and Its Results," gad Star, February 15, 1963.
2 1aveatiia
February 23, 1964.
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Attitude Toward Strategic Targeting Restraints
Another feature of :urrent Soviet discussion bearing on strategic
targeting has Seen a consistently negattve attitude toward such
concepts as the controlled use of strategic weapons and damagelimiting

restraints in the event a major war should occur.

As this

writer has observed on a previous occasion, several factors may
underlie the lack of Soviet interest in such concepts, which have
One reason appears to be the

been widely discussed in the West.
doctrinaire

assumption that the political aims of the belligerents

in any general !,'r would be unlimited, and that neither e'.de could
be expected, as Thrushchev has put it,

"to concede

defeat before

odes."
resorting to the use of all weapons, even the most devoetating

,2

Another and perhaps more compelling reason may relate to Soviet
reticevce about actual figures on Soviet missile strength.

For if

the Soviet Union kliwos itself to be in an inferior strategic posture,
it may wish to enhance the deterrent value of its strategic forces
by professing no interest in ground rules for restrained targeting.
Throughout Soviet discourse there is insistence that only measures
to avert war, rather than to limit its destructiveness,
permissible subject of discussion.

are a

This, of coirse, ignores the

question of trying to place limits ot t0

l.'€et of• violence in case

a war unwanted by either side should begin tnrough accident or miscalculation.

American statements on the subject of restraints in

strategic warfare have been vigorouly scored as an at tempt to invent
ISee U.S. Editors' Analytical Ir roduction, Soviet Hilitaix
Strategy, pp. 59-60.
2 Pravda.
March 8. 1961. For similar statements see also: PrsLda,

November 29, 1957; Jaumary 15, 1960; July 11, 1962.

-207"rules for waging a nuclear war" in a wviy that would preserve the
capitalist system.

1

SLciet disapproval of controlled strategic war

concepts also has been linked to criticism of U.S. counterforce
or "city-sparing'

strateg, a subject ve shall take up in a

subsequent chapter.
At the same tim, however, there have been some signs of
Soviet sensitivity to Western suggestions that damaSe-limiting
concepts are a fit subject of discussion.

The Glagolev-Larionov

article of November 1963, to which we have previously alluded, displayed a notably defensive attitude on this question in taking note
of Western commat that, as the Soviet authors put it, "the Soviet
strategic

concept is rigid and does not set any, limit

of uuclear weapons in the event of war."2

on the use

The article then went on

to argue that the Soviet refusal to entertain aSreevwnts which would
have the effect of "legalizing'

nuclear war is actually more

"humanitarian" than the position of Western advocates of damagelimiting concepts.

Other Soviet commntary also has suggested that

at least a propaganda liability Is sensed Ja the Soviet position
that no distinction is to be made between mlitary and nonmilitary
targets.

On various occasions Scviet writers have risen to protest,

as did one Colonel Noronov in criticism of a colum by Joseph Alsop.

IMarshal V. D. Sokolovskii, "A Suicidal Strategy," Red Star,
July 19, 1962;
General A. Nevsky, World ,arxist Review,
March 1963, p. 33; Voenmais StrateliLa, 2nd ed., p. 85; Moscow
Radio comentary ori "Military Objectives," July 13, 1962.
2

nternational Affairs. November 1963, p. 31.
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that American military doctrine Is not %om humne "than Soviet
doctrine, sImply because of its "°tre. on the destruction of military

objectives only."I
On the related question of adopting safeguards of various kinds
to reduce the potsibility of accidental initiation of nuclear war,
the Soviet Union has tended to treat the issue polemically without
much evidence, with perhaps the conspicuous exception of the 1963
"hot line" agreement, of a serious effort to advance mutual understanding in this area.

Certainly, Soviet professional military

literature ;ba. reflected no 3erious discussion of problems and
techniques of nuclear saf.;guards.

Again, however, there is some

sign that the wide advertising of American measurea in contrast with
Soviet silence on this subject has touched a sensitive spot.

For

example, a somewhat defensive note on this question crept ivto an
otherwise boastful article by Colonel-General Tolubko, deputy
commander of the Soviet missile forces, in November 1963.

Following

a recitation of the readiness of his rocket troops to fulfill their
duty, Tolubko took note of "press accounts of 'precautionary measures
adopted by the USA against accidental outbreak of nuclear war."'
Such measures might be necessary for the Americans, he said, who have
real reason to fear that "a mad mon" among them might statZ a war.
But as for the Soviet Union, according to Tolubko, "there is no need
to think about such problems," because "Soviet recketeers have
strong nervee.,.and a deep sense of responsibility."

2

lColonel V. Morozov, "Joseph Alsop's 'Boiled Dog'," Red Star,
March 21, V963.
2 Redj t.r Novembet 19, 1963, A quite contradictory statement on this
.jan
artlete which cited the comments of
point appeated tn a iubsequeOht m
the efetct that there "were some
to
trnit
missile
Soviet
a
the comumander of
men among his subo~d$ft.ates who had weak yirves. Expressing a false sense of
tLeutenant-Clotoel A. Sgibnev and Major
fe.r, they requested transforis,"
January 8. 1964.
ihd.,
Prose,o"
"Missile
Snichalin,
A.
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PsyLcho-Political Exploitation of the Strategic Missile Forces
In a purely military sense, much of current Soviet professional
discussion of the strategic missile forces, as in the successive
Sokolovskii volumes, can be regarded as a stage in the pro-ess, under
way for the past few year!

of adapting Soviet military doctrine and

strategy to the potential:1iAes of missiles and nuclear weapons.
This process also has involved restructuring the Soviet military
establishment to accommodate the new strategic missile forces,
creation of which was first confirmed by Marshal Malinovskii in 1961.1
The professional Soviet discussion of ways and means to employ the
strategic missile forces if war should come can be considered

--

within the limits of such open publ.cato.ons as the Sokolovskii
volumes -- as a useful contrioution to understanding of Soviet
strategic thinking and policy.
However, there is another aspect of Soviet discourse on the
strategic missile forces that should be differentiated from that
noted above.

This is what might

these forces against men's minds,
systems.

,-called the process of employing
ither than against physical target

This process, too, is part of the strategic dialogue;

it

represents the political and psychological exuloitation of the
Soviet missile forces, as distinct from their cinte-aplated use in
any actual war that might occur.

This political exoloitation of

Soviet missile potentialities began as early as the late fifties,

'lnhis report at the 22nd Party Congress.

Pravda,

OctoDer

25,

1961., Khrushchev first suggested that separate nitrile forces had been
established in his J3snuary 1960 Supreme Soviet speech, but Maiinovskii's
announcement made It explicit. The literal rendering of the voviet
term for the strategic missile forces is "Rocket Troops of Strategic
Ines ignat ton."
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when Khrushchev, on the strength of the first Soviet ICBM tests and
sputnik launchings in 1957, set out to persuade the world that the
strategic balance of power had shifted suddenly to the Soviet side.

1

Today, the strategic missile forces bear a special cachet in
Soviet discourse.

They frequently are described, for example, as
2

a force "from which no aggressor is safe,"

or as "the mighty

shield standing in the way of the imperialist aggressors."3

The

"special care" which the ýresidium of the Central Committee and
Khrushchev personally have shown toward development of the missile
forces often is mentioned.4

As discussed earl

r in Chapter Five,

the acclaim bestowed upon these forces has played its part in the
East-West strategic dialogue as a device to enhance the credibility
of the Soviet deterrent posture.

Besides being pictured as the

guarantor of Soviet securi-y, Soviet missile forces also an credited
with being a major tool of Soviet foreign policy.

Thus,

for example,

an article in November 1963 ascribed a string of diplomatic victories
to Soviet missile forces, observing that the Soviet Union had "...useo
its nuclear rocket might to shield Socialist Cuba, to avert aggression
apinst the Chinese People's Republic, and safeguard the independence
and freedom of Egypt, Syria and

raq.''5

Ise Arnold L. Sorelick and Myron Rush, The Political Use of Soviet
Straetezic Power. The RAND Corporation, RM-2831-PR, January 1962.
2 liriusov,
Izvestila. November 8, 1963; Red Star, February 21, 1964.
3 Red
Star, November 19, 1963; Voennye Znaniia, No. 1, January 1963, p.
Col. I. Mareev, "The Indestructible Shield of the Socialist Countries,"
.Kowumnist
Vooruzhennykh Sil, No. 3, February 1964, pp. 9-16.
4 Malinovskii,
Vigilantly Stand Guard Over the Peace, p. 43. Sovetskii
November
18,
1962; November 17, 1963; Red Star, February 23. 196W
Patriot,
Marshal S. Biriuzov, "New Sta-e in the Development of the Armed Forces and I
of Training and Indoctrinating Troops," Kommunist Vooruzhegnnkh SA., No. 4,
February 1964, p. 19.
3 Internatiomal
Affairs, November 1963, p. 29.
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Perhaps the case of Cuba has illustrated most vividly the
special burden borne by Soviet missiles in the conduct of Soviet
foreign policy.

Although Khrushchev learned a lesson in the limits

of missile diplomacy in the Cuban episode ,uf 1962, 'iehas since
then fallen back spin on the missile theme to lend authority to
Soviet promises of protection to the Castro regime.

His remarks

daring Castro's second visit to the Soviet Union in January 1964 were
characteristically missile-oriented, as when he said:
,..there were people who began to criticize us
for placing the missiles and then taking them away.
It is true we did emplace them and removed them.
But we received the promise that there would be no
invasion of Cuba, And we told the enemies of Cuba
that if they butted in, our missiles would not
necessarily have to be in Cuba. Our missiles will
reach you at the farthest corner of the world from
Soviet territory. 1
One of the articles which appeared in the Soviet press in the
fall of 1963, at a time when the strategic missile forcee were the
object of an unusual amount of public attention, deserves particular
note for its contribution to the new mystique whicb the Soviet Union
seem to oe creating around the strategic missile troops.

The

article dealt with a day in the life of an unidentified Soviet
strategic missile unit, describin- the technical competence,
readiness for combat and devotion to duty of the unit's personnel.
In this account, there was an extraordinary passage that seemed to
be aimed at giving a special identity to Soviet rocket personnel.
Remarking first that "a strategic rocketeer" outwardly may not be
distinguishable from an officer in any other branch of the Soviet

ISpeech In NBItiai

on Jamary ?7,

1964.

PravdA

January 18, 1964.
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armed forces, the author then said:

"But if you knew that bare

before you stands a lieutenant or a colonel .f

the strategic

rockets -- then, word of honor, you would doff your cap In his
,,1
I
presence.
1Lt. Col. A. Sibnev, "Attention: Strategic Rocketeers -An Account of Life in Ons of the Units of the Aocket forces," f
embw
r 6, 1963.
§Str
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XIV.

EVOLVING ROLES OF THE TRADITIONAL FORCES

Although the increasing emphasis placed upon the strategic
missile forces stands out as the most conspicuous trend in current
Soviet military literature,

this does not mean, of course, that

other branches of the Soviet armed forces have been correspondingly
neglected in Soviet thinking.

In fact, the impact of the new

missile forces upon Soviet doctrine and strategy probably has
stimulated efforts to redefine and re-evaluate the roles which other
elements of the armed forces may play.

In this chaptec, we shall

touch upon somne of the principal trends in recent Soviet discussion
with regard to the evolving roles of the traditional ground, air
and naval forzes.
Ground Forces
Traditionally, the Soviet ground forces have been expected to
carry the main brunt of theater warfare operations, and for a
considerable time after World War II, as noted earlier, they
represented the principal element of Soviet deterrence by virtue of
their ability to hold Europe "hostage."

Technological developments in

the nuclear-missile age hae had a strong impact on doctrine for
these forces, whose evolving role is clearly undergoing change.
Soviet NRBM-IRBM units, for example, which are part of the st:ategic
missile forces, apparently have taken over much of the "hostage"
role vis-a-vis Europe.

Within the ground forces themselves, the

need to mount a dual capability for both nuclear and

conventional

varfare has further stimulated struct,'ral change and helped to keep
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doctrine in flux.

Moreover,

as indicated in Chapter Twelve, the

question of the size of the Soviet military est. ,lishment has particularly affected the ground forces.

Wh*le it is clear that the

majority of Soviet ground force leaders continue to support the
concept that Soviet security is indissolubly linked with the
maintenance of mtssive armies,

it is tiotable that arguments in the

open professional literature for lar..

forces do not spell out the

relative slice eavisaged for combat e~lements,

as distinct from troops

required for such functions as interior security, logistic support
and civil defense.

One therefore has little ba3is to judge whether

Soviet ground force leaders are disturbed by the present balance of
combat forces, or by what they would regard as deficiencies in
supporting units and large requirements for trained manpower to
restore order and carry out rehabilitation tasks in the rear during
a nuclear war.
2we rentral point itiessed InSovist military discourse today concerning
the ground forces, as in Marshal Chulkov's December 1963 exhortation
on their importance,

is that they still

play an indispensable role

"in achieving the final goals of the war." 1

Despite this conctssian

to the idea that the initial operations of a war would be dominatu d
by the stratelic offeuive and defensive forces,2 however, a wide
11Lvst-ia,
2This

December 22, 1963; Voennaia Stratexiia, 2nd ed., p. 246.
dominance was expressed in Louov's doctrintal exposition of

January 1964 in the following words:

"Tn the initial period the

operations of the strategic missile forces and the PVO (antiair defense)
will be of particularly $reat significance, eirte basically it will be
precisely these forces which, having been the first to join combat,
will solve the main teak.o" kd taj r. Jawary 10, 1964.
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range of operations Is envisaged for the ground forces in all phases
of a war.

A picture of the theater ground operations expected to

develop at the outset of a general war can be found in the following
passages from the revised Sokolovskii edition.
In the theater of ground operations, offensive
operations will develop along fronts, in the
course of which strategic tasks will be
accomplished.
This will be a theatur offensive
following nuclear strikes by strategic means,
which will play the decisive role in defeat of
the enemy.1
Following the retaliatory nuclear strfkes, airborne
landings may be launched in great depth and -depending on the radiological cinditions -- the
intact
ground force formations which are still
will initiate a rapid advance with the support
of the air force, in order to complete the
destruction of the surviving armed forces of
the enemy. 2
It

is

3
noteworthy that these passages and a similar one elsewhere

in the second Sokolovskii edition suggested that the ground operations
probably would not begin simultaneously with the initial nclear
strikes, but that there might be an interval, with the first followup action in depth by airborne troops.

Most Soviet military literature

has conveyed the impression that ground operations would be timed to
begin simultaneously with the initial strategic strikes.
The increased importance of tank forces and airborne troops in
a future war is

repeatedly stressed by top Soviet military leaders

and military writers.

4

The second Sokolovskii edition, interestingly

lVoennaia Strate&iLa,
2bid., p. 374.
3

lbid.,

2nd ed.,

p. 372.

p. 377.

4Chuikov, Izvestlia, December 22, 1963; Rotmistrov, Komnunist
Vooruzhennykh Sil. No. 2, January 1963, p. 31; Soviet Military
, pp. 342, 344; Malinovskii, Re.StS., February 23, 1963;
Strate..
Lomov, Red Star, January 10, 1964.
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enough, placed even more emphasis than the first on the role of
airborne operations, noting that "air landing as veil as paratroop
1
operations have taken on a new significance."

Among the purposes

of airborne operations, according to the Sokolovskii authors, will
be seizure of enemy nuclear weapons, airfields and naval bases. 2

A

suggestion that technical improvements in Soviet airborne capabilities
may account in part for increased Soviet interest in airborne operation,
was conveyed by a Red Star article in January 1963, in which the author
pointed out that the airborne forces now have heavier weapons and
equipment,

deliverable by airdrop.

3

The acquisition of nuclear weapons by the ground forces has been
one of the major factors affecting their development over the past
few years.

Soviet military literature makes clear that nuclear

weapons and tactical missiles now constitute the "mean firepower"
of the ground forces.4

However, a certain amount of doctrinal and

perhaps organizational uncertainty, tinged with possible rivalry
between strategic and tactiral missile elements, appears to have
arisen around the question of nuclear weapons in the ground forces.
Signs of this emerge from the shifting evaluation placed upon

lVoennaia
2 Trid.

Stratetila, 2nd ad., p. 307.

3 -i'-eutenant-General

V. Margelov, "The Precepts of a Paratrooper,"
Red Star, January 31, 1963.
4 Soviet
Military Strataq p. 341; Voanai8 Stratesiia, 2nd ed.,
p. 246; Sbytov, Red StS& February 15, 1963; Nalinovskii, Red Star,
February 23, 1963.
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tactical missile units within the g ound forces.1

Marshal S.

Varentsov, who was in charge of tactical missile units
fall from grace

before his

because of his connection with the PenKovskii espionage case.

wrote an article on tactical missile doctrine in late 1962 in whlch
he laid great stress on the superior value of tactical missiles over
2
This
tactical aviation and artillery in theater operations.
asressment seemed to be generally (though not exclusively) shared
in other military writing, including the first edition of the
Sokolovskii book.

However,

two interesting modifications

on this question appeared In the revised edition.

bearing

One of these

changes consisted of dropping a previous statement that the
cactical missile troops:
... will to a consiJerable degree replace artillery
and aviation in bombarding the front; for some
purposes they 3will completely replace artillery
and aviation.
The other change occurred in a passage stating that the tactical
missile troops "...will be the main means used to clear the way for
tank and motorized troops.'4

The revised statement dropped the

words "main means" and said instead that thm missile units of the
ground forces will:
l1 n Soviet usage, "strategic missiles" include missiles of intercontinental (ICBM), intermediate (IRBM), and medium range (MRBM).
These are under the control of the strategic missile forces, directly
Other missiles of lesser
subordinated to the Soviet High Command.
range designated as "operational-tactical missiles" in Soviet usage
are to be found in the armament of the grovna, air and naval forces.
As used above, "tactical missiles" refers to the Soviet category of
"operational-tactical missiles." See explanation in Soviet Military
Strategy, pp. 5l, 521.
2 Marshal
S. Varentsov, "Rockets -- Formidable Weapon of the
Ground Forces," Izvestiia, December 2, 1962.
3 Soviet Military Strategy, p. 341.
Voannala Stuateaila, 2nd ed.,
p. 304.
4 Soviet

Military Strate-s, p. 341.

o2l3-

... help clear the vay...by destroying any important
enemy targeta and troop formations that = survive
strikes by the strategic missile forces...
The effect of these changes was to suggest that some reevaluation of the role of tactical missile units within the ground
iorces m~y have taken place in thf. past year or so, resultiugS in a
downgrading of tbeir contribution to battlefield operations.

The

expressed expectation that strategic mis&ile forces will play a
greater role in "clearing tit

way" for ground force theater

operations contributed further to this impression.

However,

other

Soviet military writing yields the impression that the use of
tactical nuclear weaoons in bAttlefield operations is
much an open question.

still

very

As indicated in the discussion oZ limited

war in Chapter Ten, increased interest in the value of small weapons
for tactical purposes has been displayed by some Soviet military
men.

Colonel-General Shtemenko,

significant weapons'

for example,

in assessing

developments in February 1963,

took note of

Western development of "smell and very-small yield nuclear weapons,"
although he was noncommittal as to Soviet activity in this area.

2

A Red Star article by Major-General Anureev in November 1963 also
placed rather uaccustumed eqah"es

on the value of small weapons,

stating:
' !.Uwfl1AJSr

ai5
A.j 2nd ed., p. 304.
-..

, Mb.

3, rebruary 1963, p. 22.
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The necessity for such weapons is dictated by the
It is difficult to
circumstances themselves.
use large yield nuclear warheads on the battlefield...vithout risking the destruction of one's

own forces.

1

The question of maintaining dual capabilities -- both nuclear
and conventional -- in the Soviet ground forces is undoubtedly, as
in other countries with a nuclear potential, ,,ne of the most ccnplex
and troublesome problems with which Soviet military planners have had
to contend.

It is rather surprising, therefore, that very littl.

professional discussion of the technical and operational problems
p

arising out of this matter has appeared in Soviet military literature.
The standard treatment of this question goes little beyond statements
that the Soviet ground forces must be prepared to use both nuclear
and conventional weapons, and that improvement of conventional
weapons will continue along with develup-mnt of new types of
2
weapons.
The underlying doctrinal assumption in Soviet writing :oday is
tnat in any general war the use of conventional arms will take place
within the framework of operations dominated by nuclear weapons.
Some statements, bmever,

suggest the independent employment of

conventional forces ui:der a variety of conditions.

In this connection,

both editions of the Sokolovskii work, for example,

stated that

conventional weapons "viil. be extensively employed in local and
world wars, either independently or In conjntiom vith mnw types

lRed Star, November 21, 1963.
2 See
Voenno-Istorickheskil Zhurnal, No. 10, October 1963, )..123;
Komunist VoeIuzhemvkh
No.
aj, 10, May 1963, pv. 11-12; Voennala
aeti ja, 2ed ed., p. 234, 319; Soviet MiLltan g-1rate-a. pp. 298,

338, 356.

Utlle no doctrine for dealing with a purely conventional

of Wapome.''1

war on a large stale is currently extort in the open Soviet literature,
have been, as noted earlier, some recenL signs of an siakened

there

interest in the question of local wars vhich might involve convemelamal,
operations on a fairly extenaiw scale.

2

Air forces
As in the case of the Soviet ground forces,

technological change

and other factors have had a strong impac.. on traditional roles and
doctrine for the air forces.

Less well-entrenched in the Soviet

scheme of things than the ground forces establishment (the Soviet
air forces were elevated to the same level as th- ground and naval
forces as one of the th'e
the last War

3

),

bas ic branches of the armed forces only after

the air forces have had perhaps an even more

difficult time in holding their own against the competition af
iussile technology than the ground forces.
was conveyed by the first

Sokolovekl

A sense of this situation

edition, in a passage static&

that:
Today, the air forces are in a special situat&.in.
Zn recent years, there has been keen competi-'fn
between bombers., missiles and air defense v'.P..n.,
In this competition, air defense weapons huvpined the advantage tver borber aircraft...
consequently, long-range bombers are rapidly
place to intercontinental bobaqrs
yielding first
4
and interrediate range ballistic misseles.
iSoviet Military Stratenr p. 338; Vonnala Strategiia,
p. 299.
See also Rotmistrov, Moscow News, May I1, 1963.
2

2nd ed.,

See Chapter Ton.

3

, A History of• Soviet Air Power, Frederick
See Robert A. Ktlcwaa
A. Praeger, few York, 19K:, p. 225.

41.ume MNitsrS3 L-,M p. 346.

The impression given by the first Sokolovskii edition that
many decisions affecting the future development of the a.r forces
probably were pending or under debate has not been altered by the
second edition or other Soviet writing in the interim.

The area

of principal flux in Soviet air power doctrine seems to cortcern the,
role of the long-range bomber, although a zone of contention over the
relative weight of tactical missiles and tactical aviation in the
conduct of theater operations also is evidert.
The case of the long-range bomber, which gave the Soviet Union
its first intercontinental delivery capabilit;, before the advent of
the ballistic missile, is affected not only b
weapons systems, but also by the introductic,. Nf
proposals relating to strategic delivery means.

ompet.

ion from other
l•sarmament
'ý'•.t

T"ese raiged from

a U.S. suggestion to "freeze" the present level cf ell -.fpes of
strategic delivery vehicles to a Soviet propoa,4
inventories of all bombers.

1

t) scrap existing

Khrushchev, moreover, has again

announced that the Soviet Union has ceased production of strategic
bombers, along with surface

warships,

which no doubt limits the

lln his message of January 21, 1964 to the Geneva disarmament
conference, President Johnson urged that the United States and the
Soviet Union agree to explore a verified freeze of the number and
characteristics ef strategic nuclear offensive and defensive
vehicles, The New York Time , January 22. 1964. The Soviet Union
countered this by proposing the destruction of all bomber aircraft
without waiting for an agreement on general and complete disaimament,
The &ew York Times, January 29, 1964.

2The

Yo k Times, June 11, 190.
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latitude for expressinu

professiemal military views on the bomber

question.
To judge from the revised Sokolovskit edition and other professional vriting, there has been a further trend toward downgrading
the worth of strategic bombers in the past year or so, offset to some
extent by continued recopiltion that air-to-surface missiles have
Siven the bomber a further lease on life. 1

For example,

the

revised Sokolovskii edition, like the first, stated that strategic
missions deep within enemy territory can be better performed by
ballistic missiles than bombers.2

Both volumes also noted that

the use of air-to-surface ,aissiles can prolong the combat potential
of strategic bombers.

3

However,

in the secrnd edition, after

observing that alr-to-surf.ce missiles can "considerably increase
the capabilities of long-range bombers" by enabling them to strike
"enemy targits, without peoitrating his air-defense sone," the
Sokolevskii authors than vent on to say:
But even ltv this case, strategic bomber aviation
Its 4speed
cannot regain its lost significance.
is too low coqared to ballistic missiles.
hLt. General N. Sbytov, "The Revolution in Military Affairs and
Its Resalts," Red Star, February 15, 1963; Mulinovskii, Red Star,
February 23, 1963.
2 Voennsta
Strateuila, 2nd ed., p. 310; Soviet Military Strategy,
p. 346.
3 Voennaia
Streteuiia, 2nd ed., p. 312; Soviet Military Strategy,
p. 246.
4 Voennaia
Strategila, 2nd ed., p. 311.
In the second edition,
examples were give'n o aIr-to-surface missiles of "400-600 kilometer
range and 1;reater" in the Soviet case, coWered with Round Dog and
Blue Strea•. missiles of "800 and 600-1000 kilometers," respectively,
in the Western case.

-223Other signs of backing away slightly from their mid-1962
appreciation of the long-range bomber role also wore evident in
the 1963 Sokolovskil edition.

Thus, in a passage dealing with

bomber penetration of enemy airspace, greater stress was put on
the difficulty of concealing bomber flights "from modern means of
1

detection."

Elsewhere,

in a discussion of future aircraft develop-

ment possibilities, including aircraft not requiring improved
airfields, the second edition omitted reference to a statement
that development trends promised to increase significantly the
I

capabilities of aircraft operating "in the deep rear" of enemy
._ an omission suggesting somewhat less optimism about
territory: 2
future prospects for improving the capabilities of aircraft with
deep penetration roles, such as those In the long-range bomber
catesgory.
On the other hand, in discussing strategtc operations in a
general time-frame without specific reference to future trends,
the new Sokolovskii volume, like the first, was somewhat more
generous to the strategic bomber.

In both cases, a standing role

was ascribed to long-range aviation, together with the strategic
missile forces, as the main Instrumentality for carrying out
strategic attacks.

3

Norsover, the new volume gave greater emphasis

Mid., p. 310. It may be recalled from the discussion in
Chapter Five that modern detection capabilities have been emphasized
by the Soviets as one of the factors reducing the prospect of a
successful U.S. first strike against the Soviet Union, as in the
Glagolev-Larionov article in International Affairs.
2 1bid., p. 312;
Soviet Military Strategy p. 347.
3 Voennaia

,Strateziia, 2nd ed., pp. 375, 381. 382.
Nilitary Strateo,, pp. 406, 408. 410.

Soviet
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than before to the role of long-range bombers for "independent
strikes against enemy targets, especially on the seas and oceans
This emphasis cou.] reflect the increased activity in the past year
of Soviet long-range aircraft, which were publicty reported on
several occasions to be shadvaidng U.S.

carrier forces at sea.2

The

new volume also added long range aviation to an enumeration of Sov-et
forces that would play an important role in disrupting enemy maritime
commfunicat ions.

The ambiguity thus attending the treatment of long-range bombers
in the respective Sokolovskii editions has been evident in other
Soviet military comsentary,

particularly as regards evaluation of

bombers equipped as air-to-surface missile carriers.

Opinion on

this subject has not been eivided along branch-of-service lines. 4
Various high-ranking non-air force officers, among them Marshal
Malinovskii,

have endorsed the ASM-equipped bomber in emphatic terms.

Malinovskil,

for example,

1Voennala

said in February 1963:

Strateogi-, 2nd ed.,

2See Washington Post, March 17,
1963. 3
Voennaia Strateafta,

2nd ed.,

p. 312.
19 and New York Times, June 5,

p. 400.
Service-oriented viewpoints certainly exist in the Soviet Union
and are undoubtedly a factor in the internal military policy debate.
It is difficult, however, to find a close correspondence between any
particular service viewpoint and the modernist-traditionali.st schools
of thought, except perhaps that the traditionalist outlook may be "ore
widely found in the ground forces merely on strength of numbers.
In
the air force case, the bent of many officers may be naturally in the
modernist direction, but their interests often lie closer to those of
the traditionalists. For example, the missile forces, which have
become the darling of the Party and where the modernist view flourishes,
are essetially competitors for favrand resources against lorg-range
aviation
advocates within the air forces. At the saLme time.
tactical aviation elements in the air forces find their natural allies
in the shaping of doctr.ine and channeling of resources among the staunch
traditionalists who want to preserve large combined-arms theater forccn.
4
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Important changes have taken place in recent
years in the air forces...the bomber has been
replaced by missile-carrying aircraft which
are capable of carrying out -- with great
accuracy -- long-range, nuclear strikes agf.inst
the enemy, without entering the zone where they
are vulnerable to his air defenses. 1
Other officers,

however, have seemed to slight the missile-

carrying bomber when discussing air force capabilities.

A

conspicuous example of this turned up in Major-'eneral Lomov's
January 1964 doctrine reries in Red Star.

lie anumerated several

fields of improvement in Soviet aviation which had occurred
"simultaneously with the growth of the air forces as a branch of
the armed forces," but made no mention at all of missile-carrying
aircraft except in connection with naval aviation. 2

The warmest

proponents of the ASH-equipped bomber have been found, as might
be expected, among air force officers and aircraft designers.

One

of the latter, the vorld..famous airc -aft designer Andrei Tupolev,
advaiced a public argument in 1962 that missifle-carrying bombers
hae some "very important advantages" over the ballistic missiles,
but there has

since been no evidence that this view has gained

vide acceptance in Soviet military opinion.

3

If the long-range bomber has received somewhat diluted support,
other elements of the air forces have fared somewhat better in
recent Soviet discussion.

Tactical or frontal (frontovaia) aviation,

IRed Star, February 23, 1963.
2Red Star, January 10, 1964.
3 A.

Tupolev, "The Missile-Aircraft Carrier," Aviatsia i
Iobmonavtika (Aviation and Cosmonautics), No. 6, June 1962, p. 4.

"-226vhich traditionally has been the central element of Soviet air forces,
has lost bome of its functions to tactical missiles, but, as
indicated earlier, there are signs of a revived interest in the
contributions of this arm, particularly against mobile targets in
theater warfare. Col. Gen. Shtemenko, chief-of-staff of the ground
forces,

spoke up as a stronS champion of tactical aviation in

February 1963, noting that there is 'Ano substitute" for it, "especially
1
vhen independent searching out of targets is required."
The
revised Sokol.ovskii edition also stressed the continuing importance
of tactical bombers and fighter bombers for use Aainst mobile
targets, and suggested that technological improvement of aircraft
for battlefield use could be expected:
... there are many specific tasks, such as destruction
of mobile targets, which can be more effectively

carried out by bombers or fighter-bombers than
missiles. The future improvement of aircraft-missile
technology may significantly increase the operational
effectiveness of the bomber air force or the battle-

field.

2

In addition to long-range strategic and tactical support roles,
other missions of the air forces also have been under reassessment.

The present trend is to foresee an important role for fighter aircraft
"in

the next

years" in the air defense system, and a need for

improved fighter performance,

including endurance.

of aerial reconnaissance has been upgraded,

3

The importance

now being described as

lKommunist Vooruzhenn-ykh Sil, No. 3, February 1963, p. 24.
2Voennaia
Strate@4ia, 2nd ed., p. 311.
This revived emphasis
on tactical airtraft for battlefield support is of particular i.nterest
in connection with the possible downgrading of tactical missile
contributions me tioned earlier.
31bid., pp. "19, 311.
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one of the "more

important missions of aviation."

1

In this connection,

the revised Sokolovskii volume placed added weight on the need for
aerial, reconnaissance,

both to aid the missile forces and to locate

submarine bases and submarine positions at sea.
contributions to airborne operations,

2

Air force

logistic support and conmmnications

also are described as of growing importance in Soviet military discourse
today.

Naval Fc;c.s
The great change in the strategic landscape brought about by
World War II, which left the Soviet Union and its

continental

satellites facing a glcbal coalition of maritime powers,

resulted in

a new Soviet emphasis on the importance of naval forces.

The Soviet

navy had played no major role in

the world's oceans in World War IT,

having been used mainiy fo. support of the

seaward flankr of the

Soviet ground ijrces and Tor defense of Soviet coastal areas.
theue tasks remain among the missions vf the naval forces,
been overshadowtd by new roles -of Europe in
forces,

case of war,

While

they have

to I.nterdict American F.upport

to combat U.S.

carrier and submarine

and lately, since acquisition of missile-launching submarines,

to share to oomb extent in
For a time early in

the strategic offensive effort.

the post-war period,

it

appeared that the

Soviet Union might attempt to create a surface challenge to Western
sea powcr.

However,

a large program of surface naval ,onstr.

ýion

1Ibid.
2
3

Voennaia Strategiia,

2nd ed.,

p.

399.

1bid., p. 312.
See also:
Marshal K. A. Vershinin,
Might
of the A- Force Is Growing," _Reddstr, February 1, 1964; "The
Margelov,
Red Star, January 31, 1963;
Malinovskii, Red Star, Febrtary 23, 1963.

was cut back,1 and after Khrushchev corsolidated his power, he
_M4

publicly announced the obsolescence of surface warships,
reiterated

as recently as June 1963.2

a view he

The main Soviet emphasis

went into building a large jubmarine fleet, and althouga no carrier
program was ever initiated, a substantial land-based air arm
:onsisting mainly of jet bombers and reconnaissance aircraft has
been prnvided tor naval tasks.

These are some of the factors wnich

have given the naval forces greater veigh.. today 'n the Soviet scheme
of things than van formerly the case.
Judging from Soviet military literature since the appearance of
the first Sokolovskii edition in 1962, a fairly significaut reevaluation of navy roles and missions appears to have been taking
place over the past year or two, partly influenced perhaps by reassessment of threats with which Soviet naval forces may have to
cope, and partly by changes In the capabilities of these forces
themselves.

One of the naval tasks upon which ue- emphasis has

been placed is that of antisubmarine warfare.

Tn particular, more

stress has been evident on measures for combating Polaris subs, a
problem which had been treated somvwhat lightly in the first
Sokolovekil edition, as both foreign couvntators and Soviet critics

fin 1955 Admiral N. C. Ruznetsov, head of the navy, was dismissed
for favoring a large surface navy, which also may have been opposed by
Marshal Zhukov, then Minister of Defense. See Garthoff, op. cit., pp. 37-38.
Shrujhchev himself has sometimes been credited as the "father of the submarine
fleet," who allegedly over-ruled Zhukov on the need for submarines. Zhukov
has been somewhat tendentiously pictured as the opponenz of not only surface
vessels but also submerines. See Wzestiia, October 11, 1961.
•lfte Now York Time

June 11, 1963.
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pointed out.1

The second Sokolovskif edition, by contrast, described

,this problem as ' the most important task of the Soviet navy."2

In

ap expanded discussion of ASW operations, the Sokolovskii authors
noted that such operations must nov be conducted at great distances,
and that "the former coastal system of ASW is not effective today
A more important role was

against missile-launching submarines."3

ascribed to antisub submarines ir the new volume, and it was stated
that Soviet submarines used for ASW purposes will be armed with
"homing torpedoes" as well as missiles.

4

Soviet strategic missile

forces, long-range aviation, and naval surface forces also were
said to have a role in dealing with the Polaris threat.5

While

taking a more sober view of the Polaris problem than in their
previous edition, the Sokolovskii authors repeated the assertion
th~t such submarines are "vulnerable" despite foreign claim to
the '-ontrary.6
1For

In this connection, they said:

American commentary on this point, see U.S. Editors'
4, 'lytical Introduction, Soviet Military StrateUy, p. 55. A Soviet
critic was Admiral V. A. Alafuzov, writing in a Soviet naval journal
in January 1963. Alafuzov found in the first Sokolovskii edition
a tendency to take too much for granted the vulnerability of Polaristype submarines, and found shortcomings in its treatment of other
naval problems as well. "On Publication of the Work 'Military
Strategy'," Morskoi Sbornik, No. 1, January 1963, p. 94.
2 Voenna!a
Strategiis, 2nd ed., p. 398.
3Ibi.., p. 399; Soviet Military Strategy p. 422.
4Voennaia Stratezita, 2nd ed., p. 381.
5
lbid., p. 399.
6 1bi__.,
p. 398.
Some Soviet naval writers also have continued
to assert that Polaris submarines are vulnerable on various grounds,
including the "noise" they are alleged to generate when running submerged.
Admiral A. Chabanenko, "Nuclear Scouts of the Pentagon," Izvestiia,
Dec. 1, 1963. See also: Captain 1st Rank V. Mamaev, "Targets in the
Ocean," Red Star, April 4, 1963; Captain 1st Rank V. P. Rogov, "U.S.
Imperialists Forn A 'Polaris' High Comand," Morskoi Sbornik, May 1963,
pp. 77-85.
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Atomic submarines with "Polaris" missiles can
be destroyed at their bases by strikes delivered
by the strategic missile forces, Lalso7 during
transit and in their patrol areas, by anti-sub
submarines, by long-range aviation and by other
anti-submarine forces and means. 1

"Other Soviet discussion has indicated differing views on the
ASW problem.

Some spokesmen, including Admiral S. G. Gorshkov,

commander of the Soviet navy, have expressed rather sanguine views
2
of the "successes" achieved in Soviet ASW exercises. 2 n October
1963, a Soviet admiral said that "methods and equipment are being
improvs.d more each year" in the ASW field, although he noted that
"concealment and surprise" might be used as a cout,#:Ar to ASW
operations.

3

A comment in July 1963 in a mill'.a.f- journal's des-

cription of a submarine exercise to penetrateo an ASW barrier
seemed to suggest an improvement in ASW capabilities by noting
that the submarine commander "was very much disturbeJ by the unprecedented range of an ASW ship" operating against him.

4

By

contrast with these expressions on the subject, Admiral V. A.
Alafusov in January 1963 made some direct and pungent negative

coimente on the prospects for ASW operations against nuclearpowered submarines.
1•

-

It a discussion dealing with the problem of

II

lIn d.,
2 Admiral

p. 399.

S. G. Gorshkov, "The Great Tasks of the Soviet Navy,"
Red Star, February 5, 1963.
3 Rear
Admiral F. ?4aslov, "Suddenly and Secretly," Red Star,
October 12, 1963.
4 Captain Second Rank N. Belous, "Masters
of the Deep,"
.muwnist Vooruzhennmykh Sil, No. 13, July 1963, p. 51. It should
be noted that in this account the submarine ultimately succeeded,
despite difficulties, in forcing the ASW barrier.
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findSvug surface naval vessels and attacking them with missiles,
Alafuuov first observed that this "is

not so easy, unless one

uses a missile with a superpowerful nuclear warhead whose destructive
radius will compensate for all possible mistake& in calculation of
the target's location."

Alafuzov then added:

It will be even more difficult to detect and
destroy atomic su~umrines which are all the
time In a submerged position. 1
Another problem which has beea high on the list of Soviet naval
tasks for the past few years is that of dealing with U.S. carrier
forces.

The revised Sokolovskii volume in 1963 continued to stress

the impurtance of operations against carriers, giving preference to
submarines as the best anticarrier weapon when nuclear tcrpedoes or
missiles are employed.

2

An important role in operations against

carriers also was mentioned, as before, for units of the naval air
arm and long-range aviation.
a••anced

3

In this connection,

the new volume

the claim that when air-to-surface missi.us. with nuclear

warheads are used by such air units, only a small n-mber of aircraft
will be required for successful attacks against carrier forces.

4

In general, the new volume expanded somewhat on the vulnerability of
carrier forces, asserting that Soviet possession of missile-launching
submarines makes it possible to attack cerrier forces without having

IHorskoi Sbomik,
2 Voennaia
3 Ibid.

January 1963, p. 95.

Strategiia, 2nd ed., p. 398.
Soviet Military Strateily, p. 421.
4Voennaia Strataidia, 2nd ed., p. 398.
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At one point in tho. revised

volume, reference was madle to U.S. rress accounts that mvuclextpaisred aircraft carriers can operate without a protective acroen,
and It was said that this "shouuld be ta;,eu into account In
*tgsaizing countermeasures against aircraft carriers." 1
The precise role which missile-l.aunching submarines should play

-InSoviet plane appears to be a subject on which there has been
considerable debate, particularly as regards the contribution these
submarines would make to strategic operations against land targets.
~Wierecognition that "submarines are the principal striking force
of our Navy"2 has been general in Soviet statements, there often
has been a tendency to associate missile-lsanching submarines with
operations against enemy naval forces at sea rather than with
strategic operations. 3

-art of the burden of Admiral Alsfusov' s

criticism of the first "Tot ulovskil edition in the previouslymentioned review was that the book failed to give sufficient
4
re-.ognitlw'± t; 'he strategic role of Soviet missile-launching subs.,

which would further suggpst-"

h has beem an Issue In Soviet
Wet

defense Planning.
V!btd.: 1). 39?'.
vditorial, "Principal Stri~int Force of the Ifav7," RdStar,
5Ibid. This editari'al, and other material in the same issue
of Red Mtr, Includir? on interview with Admiral Gorshkov, appeared
In the vane of the Cuean c~isis * The emphasis throughout was on
the defensive mission c,± rhe submarine force, rather than upon a
strategic offensive role, whiv4' might have been expected to receive
emph~asis in light of the setback to Soviet offensive strike
capabilities Implicit In withdrawal of land-aased medium-raspe
missiles from Cuba.

4Mt~kuA1frsz~ik. January 1963, pp. 94, 95.
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An indication that this issue may have moved toward resolution
in the 1962-63 Interval betveen the two Sokolovekii editions was
furnished by the second edition, which gave considerably more
attention to the strateSic ro!e of the missile-launching submarine.
j,..
four diffevent points in diectssion of strategic operations,

for

-xample, the 1963 volume identified missile-launching submarines as
a participating element in such operations, alua: with the strategic
missile forces and long-range avia.ion units.

In this connection,

it is interesting that the Sokolovskil authors'

discussion of

missile-launching submarines did not dwell on Soviet capabilities
for submerged-launching of missiles, such as possessed by Polaris
submarines.

In other Soviet statements, dating back to Xhrushchev's

Aisie to fleet exercises in northern waters in July 1962, occasional
2
:laims of a Soviet submarged-launching copability have been advanced.

In the evolution of Soviet naval roles, one of the more interesting
levclopments of the last year or so has been the increasing attention
;iven in military literature to the question of amphibious landing
:apabilities.

Critics, both foreign and Soviet, have in the past

toted the paucity of treatment given this subject in Soviet military
octrine, the more striking because of the doctrinal prescription
hot Soviet forces would have to be put
1 Voennaia

ashore to occupy the

Strategila 2nd ed., pp. 369, 372, 406; Soviet Military
ratge.X, pp. 402, 404, 427.
2 Red Star.,
July 21, 1962! February 5, 1963. 'ataccount in
'vestkia, November 7, 1962, identified naval missiles shown in the Red
(uare parade as types that could be "launched from any position
Sthe surface or submerSed.

I
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4

Again, the met outspoken Soviet critic on record on this point is
Admiral Alafueov, who scored the first Sokolovskii edition for failing
"to remember that if it is a question of a 'maritim opponent', his
final destruction and the taking of his territory cannot be accomplished
2

without conducting amphibious operations."

To drive his point home,

Alafusfov said one must not overlook the naval forces,
... witbout which the ground forces would be in a
terrible quandary, to say the 2sast, in attempting
3
invasion of enemy territory across the sea.
In their revised volume, the Sokolovskii authors went part way
toward rectifying their previous neglect by adding a notation to the

effect that:
In developing Lae navy, one =Ast take into account
the mission of combined operations with the ground
forces, and above all, maks provision for amphibious
operations .4
lbaumbile, in other Soviet military writing in 1963, the
question of amphibious operations began to receive more 9ttanvtion.
A particularly notable contribution to the literature on this subject
was a serious article by a uMvy captain in the September 1963 issue
Sof

hoto forik.- The auther, Captain !. P. Viunenko, reviewed

many of tin problem attending amphibious landings in the nuclear
age, and while stressing the hasards, came to the conclusion that
"it

is possible to sarry out

nphibiou

landinp even under modern

lste U.S. Editors' Analytical Introduction, 10IS.t fiMitary
Seg pp. 71, 75.
2 Nerskoi
Sboznik. January 1963, p. 95.
3rA., p. 92.
•1oe,,

autSta, I,•-

2nd ad., p. 313.
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conditions.'

1

At one place he made the point that a nuclear attack

on the defenses prior to a landing would be the most effective way
tc ensure success 2

an approach to the problem which apparently
3
Perhaps the
has received attention in actual training exercises.
--

most significant observation in Viunenko's analysis was that largescale landings of a significant strategic order -- such as presumably
would be involved in operations against a major adversary -- could be
expected to occur only "when the nuclear capabilities of the
belligerents have declined and when the conflict has taken on a
4k

more protracted character."4

One pertinent point not discussed was

that of the resources required to develop amphibious landing
capabilitiea of a aIginf eaut ordiar.

'Captain First Rank I. P. Viumenko, "Noders Amphibious Landisp,"
Norskoi Sbornik, No. 9, September 1963, p. 21.
2Ibid.,

p. 26.

3An article by Lt. Colonel B. Burkanov describla5 a training
exercise in which a landing took place after neutrallsing "elenee
Is 22 Star
shore defenses by a semulated nucloot otriho a
October 11, 1962.

_--iah"I-

u-spwsere 1*63, p. 27.

I
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STRATEGIC DWESE WF TE

SOVIXT UNTON

A doctrine placing rather heavy reliance on active defense
against* strate6ic attack has been a conspicuous feature of Soviet
I.

*

strategic thinking in the nuclear age.

This emphasis or. the value

of active defense has been reflected in the commitment of very
substantial Soviet resources over the past decade or so to the
development of a system of air defense against strategic bombers,

2

and there is a strong doctrinal basis at least for attempting a
,L lar active defense effort against missiles.
The Soviet air defense system3 entered its main period nf growth
after the Korean War, at a time when U.S. strategic bomber forces

also were being greatly strengthened.

There always has beer. an

ieplicit competition for resources and attention between Soviet
strategic offensive and defensive forces, resolved more often in
favor of the latter, at least until the advent of strategic missiles.
1u a sense, the Soviet leadership seem to have followed a course
of building a deterrent strategic delivery force and pursuing a
low war-risk foreign policy on the one hand, while taking out
, insurance on the other hand in the form of extensive air defenses
against the possibility of an unexpected war. To the extent that
such defenses might make the success of an air attack on the Soviet
Uninn look %mcertala, tbay would oalo comro ao an additional olocnt
of deterrence.
ISee U.S. Editors' Atalytical Introduction, Soviet Military
Strategy, pp. 55-57.
2 See KILmarx,
op. cit., pp. 265-267.
3 Knt'm as the
National IVO, from the formal Soviet designation,
Protivovosdushnaia Oborona Stgrnn, or Antiair Defense of the Country.
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How germane such a rationale may remain in the missile era is one
of the prime factors bearing on the evolving role of Soviet strategic
defense forces, as well as the civil defense effort, which in Soviet
eyes is regarded as "one of the essential elements of the over-all
defense preparations of the country."'1

The problems which the Soviet

Union has faced in preparing itself to cope with bomber attacks are
dwarfed by those opened up by the advent of missile delivery systems.
These problems involve not only difficult technical and operational
questions, as the duel betwee'

offense and defense goes on, but also

the commitment of very large additional resources.

The recent trend

of '-oviet discourse suggests that many problems in this area remain
unresolved, although there also has been an obvious attempt to convey
the impression that progress is being achieved.
Views on Antimissile Defense Prospects
Since Khrushchev's much-quoted statement in July 1962 that che
Soviet Union has an antimissile missile that "can hit a fly in outer
space,"

public Soviet claims in this field hae multiplied rapidly.3

They became particularly pronounced following the display at the
1 Address

to the Fifth All-Union Congress of DOA,*AF by Marshal
V. I. Chuikov, Sdvetskii Patriot, May 26, 1962.
2 Statement
to a group of visiting US. newspaper editors, The
New York Times, July 17, 1962.
3 The first specific Soviet
claim of success in this field was made
by Marqhal Malinovskil at the 22nd Party Congress in October 1961, when he
said- "I must report in particular that the problem of destroyinp
mitsiles in flight also has been successfully solved," Pravda, October 25,
1961.
lee also Pravda, February 23, 1963. Early public indications
that tho Soviet Union was interested in the possibility of antimissile
defense go back to the mid-fifties, at which time a .:oviet officer
wrote that "technically, creation of a potent defense system against
ballistic missiles is fully feasible." Major F. Kriksanov, "The
Problems of the Interception of Intercontinental Ballistic Missiles,
Voennye Znaniia, No. 7, July 1957, pp. 15-16. See also Peter Kapitsa,
"The Task of All Progressive Mankind," Novoe Vremiaj
(New Times), No. 39,
1956, p. 10.
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_

November 7,

1963 military parade in Red Square of a new type of

surface-to-air missile, which Soviets
missile class. I

commentary placed in the anti-

arshal Diriuzov, chief of the general staff, asserted

on November Sth, for example, that the Soviet armed forccs now possessed
antimissile weapons "capable of intercepting any missile in the air.
This ctre~umetance," he said, "permits our country to be defended
against an enemy missile attack."'2

A similar emphatic claim was made

a few days later by a Soviet artillery geieral, who said:

Trhese long-

range, air-defense missiles are capable of destroying any means of airspace attack." 3 Air Force Marshal V. Sudets, Commander of the National
?VO and the man immdiately responsible for any actual operations against
a missile attack, was just a shade

less categorical in January 1964 when

be stated;

The combat capabilities of the weapons of these
•70/ forces permit the destruction of practically
rak&Jtlsbujl dl7 modern smans of air-space attack,
high and low altitudes and superat maximum range,
4
sonic speeds.
The treatment of antimissile defense in the revised Sokolovskii
volm was somewhat more restrained than some of the Soviet claims
advanced elsewhere, but it tos-rfteeWd a e1Ijhtly more optimistic
1 Leont'ev

comntary on Noscow radio, Rovember 12, 1963; MaJor9overal P. Radheuko, "Pilotless Interceptors Are Launched," Rod Star.
Al veder 16, 1963; The Now York Times, November 8, 1963.
2 1svestiia, November 8, 1963.
3

Major-Ceneral I. Baryshev, "Nuclear Weapons and PVO," Red Star,
November 13, 1963.
.iarshal V. Sudets, "A Reliable Shield," Izvestiia, January 5,
1964. The word "prakticheskit" lends itself to ambiguity, for it can
be translated as "in a practical sense" or "in practice," which conveys
quite a different meaning in English thant "practically." However, a
TASS version of the Sudets article, broadcast in ILish on January 4,
1964, used the expressioa "'iarafelly 11 modern mans," as in the

obom trawoalm~.
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appraisal of the prospects for effective antimissile defense then the
1962 volume.

Several changes in the text illustrate this point.

The

new text, for example, omitted a passage in the first edition stating
that ballistic missiles "are still practically invulnerable to
existing means of air defense" and that it will be possible to counter
their massive use "only as special inscruments of antimissile defense
are developed." I

In another place, discussing the problem of creating

&a effective antimissile defense, the original text stated:
In principle, a technical solution to this problem
has now been found. In the future this form of
defense must be perfected. 2
The revised edition dropped the second sentence, again conveying
3
the inference that some progress had been achieved in the interim.

Although the Sokolovskii authors made no categorical assertions that
the Soviet Union nov possesses a system of effective antimissile
defense, the revised volume contained a new statement alluding to the
future possibility of such a system in more positive terms than before:
The great effectiveness of modern PVO resources
permits a successful solution to the difficult
and Important task -- the complete destruction of
all attacking enemy planes and missiles, preventing
them from reaching the targets marked for destruction.
The crux of the matter lies in makiug skillful use of
the treat potestial of I dsva maee of antiaircraft

and antimissile defensee

Vsenale Stratemlia. 2nd ed., p. 241; .Soviet Military Straten?.
p. 298.
2Soviet
Military StratM p. 345.
3 ... nseli_ Sert!!sia, 2nd ed., p. 309.
See also Ibid., p. 393,
where a si•[lar
Implicatlon was conveyed by amnding a statement on
the possibility of "creatial' an antimissile defGme so that it now
reads: "the task of repelling an enem's missile strikes becomes
realistic possibility."
4Iid., P. 395.
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"Together

with the growing Soviet tendency to suggest that a
solution to the problem of d,;fending the Soviet Union against missile

r,'

attack has already been achieved, or is just around the corner, there
S O-A

01- has been a systematic denigration of Western efforts in the field of
-

antimissile defense (ABM),

drawing ammunition from rather candid

debate on this subject ia the United States.

Both Marshal Sudets

and General Baryshev, In the articles mentioned above, compared
Salleged Soviet success with American failure to solve "the problem
of combatting ballistic missiles, as admitted by American scientists

S'1F and military men themselves." 1
•

Among the arguments sutnoned in

Soviet favor by General Baryshev was the statement that heavier
Soviet strategic missile payloads would permit the use of "decoy
warheads" to penetrate any antimissile defenses the West might devise,
and that "maneuverable warheads" foreseen "for the future" would
2
further degrade Western defenses.

:

The effect of decoys and

maneuverable warheads on Soviet defenses was not mentioned.
While an occasional Soviet statement has linked antimissile
defonoon in gonoral terms with other eleonto of Soviet military
s
strength "s a factor helping "to cool dwn" the imperialists,

3

it

to interesLing that the more explicit arSuments designed to enhance
SA...

MA,
.

1 lsvestiia,

January 4, 1964.
It may be observed that Soviet
,**commentary has made no mention of the fact that the United States
also boo intercepted ballistic missiles in flight in connection
with developmental program, as presumably occurre.d in the Sviet
coo*.
See The New York Times November 10. 1963.
2P#d SrK Nwovember 13, 1963.

3a " .
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the credibility of the Soviet second-strike posture have not
included the subject.

Thus,

for example,

in the Nevsky and

Glagolev-Larionov articles preuiously mentioned,
revised Sokolovskii work,

as vell as in the

no specific claims were made

,or antimiussili

defenses as one of the factors that would make, the success of a
U.S.

counterforce strike problematical and the survival of Soviet

retaliatory forces certain.

This might indicate that antimissile

defenses are being thought of by the Soviet Union in terms of
defending cities, or simply that they are not yet taken seriously
enough to be introduced into the argument at this stage.
From the trend of Soviet discussion of the ABM question, it

is

difficult to distinguish propaganda claims from sober evaluation
of the situation.

As usual, a citrain of secrecy has been drawn

over just where the Soviet Union
ment of antimissile defenses.

y actually stand in the develop-

The great difference between claims

of being able to "hit a fly in space" and the

actual large-scale

deployment of an effective ABM system, which has been elaborated
upon in great detail in both official and press accounts in the
United States,
Further,

1

has been quietly avoided in Soviet discourse.

if the Soviet leaders have thousht at all of the effect

that Soviet AIN claims might have In exerting upward pressure upon

1

See, for example, Hearings on Military Posture and H.R. 9637,
"Statement of Secretary of Defense Robert S. McNamara Before the
House t\rmed Services Committee on the Fiscal Year 1965-1969 Defense
Program and 1965 Defense Budget," released by the House Armed Services
Committee, 88:2, January 27, 1964, pp. 7010-7011, 7015-7018; Press
Conference Statement by President Kennedy, August 1, 1963, The New
York Times, August 2, 1963; Jack Raymond, "Soviet 'Missile Defense'
is Minimized by the U.S.," The New York Times, November 10, 1963;
Richard Witkin, "Air Force Presses For Way to Pierce Missile Defenses,"

The New York Times, November 9, 1963.
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both U.S. and Soviet arms expendtturer 1 -- a prespure they seem

•--

currently anxious to deflate -- little sign of this has
crept Into
the Soviet comeentary.
At the same time, beneath the propaganda topsoil, there is a
. .

stratum of serious Soviet discussion of the prospects for activw
defense against both strategic air and missile attacks.
aspect of the discussion suggcc.t

While this

th.•.t the Soviet Union is proceeding

w•
svith organixational arrangements as well as developmental programs
2

in the antimissile field,

it also seems to indicate that official

opt•imism is tempered by a number of sobering considerations on the
relationship of offense to defense in the missile age.
ISee comment on this point in Thomas C. Schelling, "Managing
the Arms Race," in National Security: Political, Militar'. and
Economic Strategies Ir the Decade Ahead, ed. by Daniel M. Abshire
and Richard V. Allen, Frederick A. Praeger, New York, 1963, p. 607.
20on the question of crganizational atran-ements, Soviet
milita.-y literature has mentioned orn several occasions in the past
two years the formal inclusion of antimissile defense in che over-all "anti-air defense" system. See, for example, Soviet Military
Strategy, pp. 344, 417-418; Mslinovskti, P'avda, February 23,
1963; Iaryehev, Red Star, November 13, 1963. Baryshev's account
laedicated that "t'ae process of developing the PVO proceeded even
mere intensively after the 22nd Party Congress," from which time
new oraniaational planning may stem. The extent to which snti..... missile organization is still on paper as distinct from de.loyment
1.4,of actual facilities in the field is, of course, a matter on which
.4 Soviet discussion is unrovesling.
The Western prL.O8 has furnished
- sow coenest on this question, such as the statement in The ejw
J.e•.fli
_.er 10. 1963, that the Russians are "reported
to have bKilt •m
us•.le
s•m
missile battery in the vicinity of
iamimgrsd.•
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The Offense-Versus-Defense Question
Despite consistent emphisis on thr. value of ac:tive defense,
Soviet strategic doctrine also embodies the judgment that the
offense can overpower the defense in nuclear warfare.

This judgmenL,

which has implications reaching beyond the immediate question
whether missiles can relatively easily stay ahead of antimissiles,

I1

is implicit in the Soviet position on the primacy of the strategic

missile forces.

I

However,

it also has oeen made explicit.

editions of the Sokolovskii work, for example,

In both

the authors stated:

... one must recognize that the present instrumentalities
of nuclear attack are undoubtedly superior to the
instrumentalities of defeise against them. 2
Both editions of the Sokolovskii work also voiced a closely
related view on the offense-versus-defense question which amounted
to saying that a good offense is the best defense.

Thus, the point

was made that the task of protecting the country against nuclear
attack "will be achieved primarily by destroying the enemy's nuclear
weapons where they are based." 3
1To

Retention of this passage was the

some extent, the Soviet argument that air defenses have the
upper hand over bombers also is at odds with the obverse contention
that missile-launching bombers can foil the defense by staying out
of its reach. Occasional tacit acknowledgements to this effect have
found their way into the Soviet military press, such as tle description
of an air defense exercise in which the situation "quickly changed" to
the disadvantage of the defense when one of the "attackers" bombers "launched
a missile at a great distance." Major H. Makarov, "Strike Against
Missile Carriers," Red Star, September 10, 1963.
2Soviet Military Strategy, p. 307; Voennaia Strategiia, 2nd ed..
p. 252.
3 Soviet
Military StreatcA, p. 417; Voenmaia Strategiia, 2nd ed.,
p. 391.

move notable in light of the fact that great sensitivity has been
shown to any implication that the Soviet Union might contemplate
pre-emptive action in order to blunt an enemy attack.

It is

difficult

to argue that the enemy's nuclear forces should be destroyed at their
br .as without conceding that an attack against them would have to
be. attempted before they left those same bases.
This is not to Imply that Soviet thinking calls for starting a
wai.

In fact, given the balance of forces in the world, it

is hard

to picture the circumstances in which a war-initiation policy wotild
look attractive to the Soviet Union.

Yet there are anomalous areas i.

the policies of states where political stratepy pulls one way and
military strategy another.

This seems to be the case with regard to

Soviet doctrine on the question of offense versus defense.

The notiu,

of adopting the strategic defensive at the outset of a modern war,
and counting on active and passive defenses to pull the country throug
until a counteroffensive could be mounted, has no standing in contemporary Soviet military thought.

If this was an unacceptable

principle of postwar military theory, it has outlived its day since
the advent of the nuclear age.

The adoption of a strategic defense

in the early period of World War II is now treated in Soviet military
literature as a necessary but costly prelude to a counteroffensive.
The World War II achievements of Soviet arms in the period of the
strategic defense are lauded, and rightly so, together with

'The offensive-defensive relationship in Soviet thinking V•s
sunmed up in 1963 by one writer who said "it is indisputable that todi
the offense must be developed at maximum speed from the very first ho
of the war," to to protect "one's country against possible enemy strii
offense must be combined with "modern air and missile dcfenses...with,
which it An impossible to win a war." Golubev, Voenno Istoricheskii,
Zhurnal, May 1963, p. 94.
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admission of errors in conducting it,
history. 1

but this all belongs to

Today the situation is different, as emphasized by

Colonel-General Shteumenko,

chief-of-staff of the Soviet ground

forces:
The striking power and range of modern weapons puts
the question of strategic defense in a different
light than formerly. Our contemporary military
doctrine flows from tne decisiveness of the goals
in a war. The combat potential of modern armed
forces manifests itself to che greatesL degree in
the offense, not in the defense.
Therefore, Soviet
military doctrine regards the strategic defense as
an unacceptable form of strategic operations in a
2
modern war.
Other Soviet military men have put in still stconger terms the
unacceptability of "orienting oneself on the strategic defense...
in the initial period of a modern war, which means dooming oneself
beforehand to irreparable losses and defeat.'" 3 While trere is a
school of Soviet military tho,•ght that banks on the prospect of
reversing the etrategic-economic-morale balance in Soviet favor

in the course of a protracted war, as previously discussed, even
this school does not deny the critical importance of trying to seize
4
Thus, Soviet military
the strategic initiative at the very outset.
strategy finds itself in a position where its conception of the need
to take the strategic offensive immediately must live, so to speak,
in a state of uneasy coexistence with political imperatives against
iSee discussion of this subject in Soviet Military Strategy,
pp. 246-258; Voennala Strategiia, 2nd ed., pp. 186-200; Colubev,
Voenno-Istoricheskii Zhurnal, May 1962, pp. loO-I01. See also
Gallagher, Lo. cit., pp. 128-135.
2 gommunist
Vooruzhennykh Sil, No. 3, February 1963, pp. 27-28.
3 Kazakov,
Kommunist Vooruzhennykh Sil, No. 10, May 1963, pp. 10-11;
Konoplev, ibid., No. 24. December 1963, p. 28.
4 Se2
Marxism-Leninism On War and the Army, 1962 edition, pp. 255256; Trifonenkov, op. cit., p. 29.
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Soviet initiation of nuclear warfare.

One might suppose that the

latter imperatives will continue to govern so long as the Soviet
leaders remain persuaded that neither active defenses nor a Soviet
first-strike -- nor the two in any feasible combination -- offer

much hope of preventing unacceptable damage in a nuclear war.
There is,

understandably, no open Soviet literature on the

calculations which the Soviet leadership may hold on thio scorL.
The literature does concede, however,

that some enemy blows could

not be prevented, even under conditions which seem to imply a Soviet
pre-emptive strike.

for example, a passage in the revised Sokolovskii

volume stated:
One must assume that our retaliatnry nuclear
blow will considerably weaken the enemy's
nuclear attack forces. However, one cannot
exclude the possibility that a certain number
of enemy missiles and aircraft will nevertheless
be launched to strike our targets. 1
The critical element in this calculus is,

of course, the

"certain number" of enemy missiles and aircraft envisaged, and on
this point Soviet reticence is not likely to be broken.

Neither

such data nor detailed studies of the damage the Soviet Union might
suffer in a nuclear war are to be found in professional Soviet
diacussion.

However, there is a voluminous literature in circulation

in the Soviet Union in connection with the civil defense program,
from which the Soviet population can doubtless draw its own
conclusions concerning the dislocation that a nuclear world war
would bring.

lVoennaia Stratepiia, 2nd ed., p. 394.
One may note here the
incongruity of a Soviet "retaliatory strike" which is expected to
hit many enemy forces before they can be launched. This would seem
to be more aptly a t4scription of a pre-empuive Soviet strike.
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Civil Defense
In Soviet thinking, passive measures have been a&,corded an important
place along with a system of active defense as an integral part of the
Soviet Union's military posture in the nuclear age.

As a prominent Soviet

military leader put it early in 1964, "not a single defense measure can
be decided under modern conditions without considering civil defense
1

needs."

There are many other expressions on record of Soviet interest

in civil defense as "an inseparable part of the defensive strength of
our Motherland" and "one of the most *,Aportant factors determining the
potential strength and survivability of the state under war conditions."
These have been backed up over the past ten or twelve )ears by a largescale program of civil defense indoctrination and training of the Soviet
3

population."
Contrary to a general impression abroad of official Soviet
indifference to civil defense, this activity continues to absorb the
time and energies of a great many people in the Soviet Union.

For

example, the organization DOSAAF (Voluntary Society for Assistance
to the Army, Air Yore* and Navy, organized in 1951), with a membership of more than 30 million, is involved in training the populationat-large in civil defense.
1 HMarshal

Compulsory training courses have been in

V. I. Chuikov, "Defense of the Population -- Main Task
of Civil Defense," Voennye Znaniia (Military Knowledge), No. 1,
January 1964, p. 3.
2 Colonel-General
0. Tolstikov, "An Undertaking of Great Importance to the State," Voennye Znanila, No. 2, February 1962, p. 22.
See also address by Marshal Chuikov, Sovetskii Patriot, May 26, 1962;
Lieutenant-General L. Vinogradov, "The 30th Anniversary of Civil
Defense," Sovetskii Patriot, October 7, 1962.
3 See Leon Goure, Civil Defense in the Soviet Union, University
of California Press, Berkpley, California, 1962, especially pp. 38-61.
SIliet sources date the beginning of civil defense effort back to
1932, but its reorganization and orientation around problems 0f
nuclear-age civil defense ocrurred in the early fifties. See
Vinogradov. Sovetakii Patriot, October 7, 1962.

2
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effect since 1955, and at present the fifth course in this series is
under way.L

In the years 1955-1963, by a partial count, more than

120 books and manuals dealing with civil defense were issued in the
Soviet Union, and the number of conferences and lectures on the subject
was evidently very large.
•

•

One Soviet account mentions that 2500

lectures were given in Sverdlovsk oblast alone in 1961.

2

Late in

1963 it was announced that the monthly journal Voennye Znaniia was to
be increased in size and was to "expand considerably the publication
of training articles and reporting on the activities of civil defense
committees and stafl.

'"

Military responsibilities in connection wit%

the civil defense program, which have included the furnishing of
4
troops for rescue, rehabilitation and other civil defense operations,

were underscored in the fall of 1963 by Marshal Chuikov.

In a dis-

cussion of new Garrison and Guard Service Regulations for the armed
forces issued in 1963, Chuikov emphasized that garrison commanders
were charged with assisting civil defense authorities in their areas
4101,

,. Adeveloping civil defense plans and "conducting the required measures.
All this does not mean, to be sure, that the Soviet civ!i

defense

program is prepared to cope with the problems of a nuclear war, nor
even that S, .et officialdom is fully agreed upon the value of civil
iSovetskit' Patriot, September 18, 1963. The present 19-hour
civil defense trainirg course, announced in Sovetskii Patriot on
September 30, 1962, evidently began in the summer of 1962.
2 Sovetskii
Patriot, April 12, 1961.
31bid., October 9, 1963.
4 Soviet
Military Strategy, pp. 462-463; Goure, op. cit., p. 32.
5 Red
Star, October 8, 1963.
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defense under many of the conditions that a heavy nuclear attack
would create.

Exhortations to improve the training program and

admiestonti that "the problems of protectinp the population are not
i

solved"

have been a regular feature of th, Soviet literature on

civil defense.

Evidence of internal debat

on the subject appeared

in early 1962, when Crlonel-General Tolstil ,v, then acting head of
the Soviet civil-defense service (Craz~hdanskaia Oborona),

referred

to differences of view on civil defense, but noted also that the
question has been resolved in favor of continuing with a vigorous
2
program.
Judging from occasional remarks questioning the value of sheiters
3

in &a era of multi-megaton weapons,
questions at issue.

this was probably one of the

The absence of published Soviet information on

the scope of shelter construction and availability has made this a
matter of wide speculation abroad. 4

Although references to the

1 Tolstikov,

Voennve Znaniia, No. 2, February 1962, p. 22;
Tolsttkov, "Improve the Training of the Population in Every Way,"
1.oennye Znaniia, No. 4, April 1963, p. 33. In this connection, two
basic civil defense training manuals were severely criticized in
Voennye Znaniia, No. 7, July 1963, for inadequate "discussion of the
destructive effects of nuclear weapons" and other shortcomings. The
manuals in question were: N. N. Ivanov, et al., Crazhdanskaia Oborona
(Civil Defense), State Publishing House for Textbooks and Educational
Literature, Moscow, 1962; P. T. Egorov, et al., Grazhdanskaia Oborona,
Ministry of Hisher Education, Moscow, 1963.
2 Voennye Znaniis, No.
2, February 1962, p. 22. See also L. Goure,
The Resolution of the Soviet Controversy Over Civil Defense, The RAND
Coporation, Santa Monica, California, RN-3223-PR, June 1962.
3Negative statements on the value of shelters have been made by
Anastas Mikoyan, Mrs. Khrushchev, and Marshal Malinovskii, among others.
See Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists, May 1959, p. 191; The New
York Times, October 7, 1961; Pravda, January 24, 1962.
4 See

Goure', Civil Defense in the Soviet Union, pp. 106-110.
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construction and use of shelters continue to appear in Soviet
1

literature,

it remains unclear precisely how far the Soviet Union

his gone ar intends to go in pursuing a mass shelter program.

This

becomes a partic-'larly pertinent question in connection with ary
Soviet intention to deploy ant'missile defenses on a large scale,
for, as pointed up by discuosion of analogous questions in the
United States, the usefilness of active defenses against missiles in
reducing population losses would depend to a great extent on the
existence of an adequate
fallout.

system of shelter arainst radioactive

The Soviet leadership thus fines itself at a crossroads

of decision not only on the comiitment of the very large resources
needed to support an antimissile system, but also to provide an
accompanying population protection program.
It is interesting to note that no "lobby" against civil defense
has appeared in the Soviet Union, comparable tn those which have
exerted pressure against civil defense programs in some Western
countries.

With the exception of occasional convents on the

inadequacy of shelters (made,

incidentally,

in the context of

protection against direct nuclear effects rather than fallout)
Soviet spokesmen have presented virtually a united front in endorsing
a serious Soviet civil defense effort.

In Soviet military circles, all

schools of thought have stressed the importance of civil defense in
llbid., pp. 79-110; Major L. Gorshkov, "Collective Means of Defense,'
Voennye Znaniia, No. 4, April 1963, pp. 36-37; Soviet Military Strategy,
p. 529; Voennaia Strateitia 2nd ed., p. 438; Egorov et al.,
Grazhdansksia Oborona, pp. 159-169; Chuikov, Voennye Znanita, No. 1,
January 1964, p. 3.
2 Hlearings on
Military Posture and HR9637, "Statement of Secretary
of Defense Robert S. MccNamara before the House Armed Services Committee,"
88:2, January 27, 1964, pp. 7017-7018.
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the event of either a short or a protracted war.

However,

proponents

of the view that tne Soviet Union must prepare for a protracted war
have laid particular emphasis upon the contribution to be made by
a large-scale program for potection of population and industry,
dispersal and hardening of key installations,
so on. 1
evacuation from cities, rehabilitation measures, and
including shelters,

Recent Soviet treatment of civil defense matters in the revised
Sokolovskii edition and elsewhere has continued to dwell on the
need for a broad civil defense program to reduce casualties and
help the country to recuperate,
of emphasis.

but also nas reflected certain shifts

Greater attention has been givert,

for example,

to the

psychological impact which the first "devastating nuclear strikes"
might have,

not only on the civil population, but even upon well-

disciplined military personnel.2
psychological preparation is

The consequept need for better

implied b: such expressions of concern.

Some vacillation concerning the importance,

or perhaps the feasibi..ty of

pre-attack evacuation of the urban population also has been evident.
One of the new air defense aMnuals issued in late 1962,

iSee Trifonenkov,

for example,

gave

og. cit., pp. 15, 31, 48, 53, 54; MarksizmLeninizm o Voine i Armli, 1962 edition, pp. 187, 255-256, 283, 323;
Soviet Military Strategy, pp. 451-452, 454-458, 461-463; A. Lagoskii,
Strategiia i Ekonomika (S rategy and the Economy), Voenizdat
Hinisterstva Oborony SSSR Mcýc..w, 1962, p. 32; Colonel I. S. Baz'.
"Soviet Military Science n the Character of Modern War," Voennyl
Vestnik, No. 6, June 1958, pp. 24-25; Colonel I. Sidel'nikov, "On
Soviet Military Doctrine," Red Star, May 11, 1962; V. Siniagin,
"The Creation of the Material-Technological Base of Communism and
Strengthening of the Defense Capacity of the USSR," Kommunist
Vooruzhennykh Sil, No. 14, July 1962, p. 14.
2
Voennai&, Strategija, 2nd ed., p. 47.
For other expressions of
the growing Importance of morale-political preparations, see
V. I. Kazakov, "Field Training of Rocketeers," Red Star, September 28,
1963; Voenno-Istoricheskii Zhurnal, No. 10, October 1963, p. 125.
Major-General N. Sushko. "The Laws Determining the Course and Outcome
of Wars," Red Star, February 7, 1964. Lieutenant-General nu.Votintsev,
February 8, 1964.
"Fortitude -- Now It Io Taught," Red•.S•,
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very limited attention to evactiation measures,I in contrast with
.previous extensive treatment of this subject in civil defense literature.
The revised Sokolovskii edition also followed this trend by omitting
the principal passage in the 1962 edition on the subject of pre-attack
Other statements, however,

evacuation fron cities and border zones.

have indicated a continuing place 4or pre-attack evacuation in civil
defense planning.

An arcicle in Vooenny

Znaniia in August 1963 said

that "during the threat of eneray attack, it may be decided to
evacuate the population of some cities to rural areas.'

The article

gave advice on what to do in such a case, which included taking alonv
a three-day food supply.3

Writing in the same publication in 1964,

Marshal Chulkov stated that dispeisal and evacuation from cities
were the "basic methods of protecting the populacion," together with
use of protective shelter.4

In contrab: with ChLikov'.

assessmt at

of shelters, the revised Sokolovskii edition took a somewhat negati%
view in a discussion levoted to criticism of U.S. countcrforce
os.rategy, where it was observed that the role of shelters in a future

var was "problematical."

5

IEurov, et &l.,o
., pp. 133-134.
See also V. Pechorkin,
';About 'Acceptable' War,' Interrational Affair;, No. 3, March 1963,
p. 23.
2 The
otaitted passage, Soviet Military Strategy, p. 460, read a.'Great importance is now attached to the prior and thorougghly
follows:
planned evacuation of the population from large cities and border
zon6s during the period when war threatens or during the first (';i
of the war."
Colonel V. Moskalev, "Ac. Skillfully Durine Civil Defense Alerts,"
Voennye Znaniia, No. 8. ,upust 1963, pp. 31-32.
4Voen.ye
Znaniia, No. 1, Janiary 1964, p. 3. Instr'iction in
evacuation procedures inc use "f shelters ,was described in an article
in the same journal in Februarý 1964, dealing with the carryinf out
of the 19-hoir civil defense training program. See N. OloIerishnikov,
"Dependinp on Conlitionv,
ibi.., lo. 2, February 1964, p. 20.
5Voennaia

Strategiia, 2nd ed., p. 35.
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X.' I.

MILITARY USES OF SPACE
one of the

Viven the rapid development of space techaology,

world's newer and potentially more troublesome problems centers upon the
uses to which space eventually may be put.

So far as any concrete

Soviet plans and intentions with regard to military exploitation of
space are concerned,

relatively little

enlightenment has been afforded

either by Soviet military writing or by the positions the Soviet
Union has taken on space questions in various international bodies.
Most Soviet military thought,

for example,

continues to be focused

on the problems of war as a terrestrial phenomenon,

although in the

past few years increasing attention has been gtven to the prospect
that space would become an active dimension in any future war.

In

the international sparring over space policy within and outside the
United Nations in recent years,

the Soviet UnWon has sought to

picture itself as the champion of peaceful uLes of 3pace,

and its

adherence to the United Nations resolution oe October 17,

1963,

barring weapons of ntcs destruction from outer space,!

has suggested

a Soviet interest in mutual etforts to disco sage an extension of
the arms race to the medium of space,

at least with regard to systems

of orbital bombardment.
At the some time,

however,

there have been persistent and vocal

Soviet allegations that the United States already has embarked upon
an ambitious military program for "mastery of outer space,"
which the argument has followed that th

from

Soviet Union must give

attention to ways of using space for defense purposes and to prevent

1

See The New York Times.

October 18,

1963.
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the "imperialist camp" from gair. g "any superiority in this area."

This has the standard earmarks If a -avonale for the Soviet Union to
pursue a military space program

F its own, for which the technological

2

base is already available.

Moreovec, Soviet leaders have shewn no

disposition to forego opportunities to exploit Soviet space achievements for political and propaganda gains, both in the inw rnation l
3
arenp and domestically.
The further opportunity that development
of a military space program migbh

afford for ex.rting political and

rsychological pressure upon the Wert is therefore likely to be
weighed by the Soviet leaders, along with the military pros and cons
of such a program, and the effects it might have in stimulating a
more intense level of arms competition.

All of these considerations

tend to leave the question of Soviet attitudes towards the military
4
uses of space open tc much speculation,
if ii~deed, the Soviet leaders
themselves know at this Juncture the directions in which it would
best suit their interests to move.
Soviet Charges of U.S. Military Exploitat'n of Space
Perhaps the most conspicuous feature o'

the Soviet attitude

toward the military uses of space has been vhe attempt, mentioned
'Scviet Military Strategy, p. 427.
Soviet Space Programs, Staff Report, Senate Committee on
Aeronautical and Space Sciences, May 31, 1962, Washington, D. C.,
pp. 99-150.
3 See
Horelick, op. cit., pp. 43-70; see also Joseph M. Goldsen,
"Outer Space in World Politics," in Outer Space in World Politics,
Frederick A. Praeger, New Yoik, 1963, pp. 15-20.
4 See
Alton Frye, "Our Gamble in Space: The Military Danger,"
The Atlantic Monthly, August 1963, pp. 47-49. See also, Soviet
Space Programs, p. 47.
2 See
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above, to demonstrate that American activities in space are aggressivelyoriented and that therefore the Soviet Union is Justified in looking to
Soviet military writers, space law experts and inter-

its own defense.

national negotiators all have followed this general line.
American writer has pu.* it,

As one

there has been an effort from the Soviet side

"to create a moral dichotomy between American and Soviet space technology,"
in order to convey the impression that the United States is employing its
space capabilities to intensify the cold war and pursue aggressive aims,
while the Soviet Union uses Its space technology in the interest of
"peaceful coexistence."
Since the first Soviet sputnik was launched in 1957, prompting the
Soviet Union to reverse Its traditional position on the question of un2
Soviet theory on space law
limited national sovereignty over airspace,
has been subject to continuous improviaation intended to keep Soviet
political interests meshed with the changing perspectives opened up by
space technology.

3

Partly as a result of this, the formal Soviet

position on the military uses of space has developed in a somewhat uneven fashion.

The Soviets have argued that the

military use of space should be prohibited, but also that space may be
used in conformity with Article 51 of the UN Charter for "a retaliatory
blow at the aggressor in the course of legitimate self-defense." 4

They

1 Robert

D. Crane, "The Beginning of Marxist Space Jurisprudence,"
The American Journal of International Law, Vol. 57, No. 3, July 1963,
p. 622. See also, Soviet Space Programs, pp. 207-208.
2G. P. Zadorozhnii, "The Artificial Satellite and International
Law," Sovetskaia Rossiia (Soviet Russia), October 17, 1957.
3 See
Soviet Space Programs, p. 203.
4 G. P. Zhukov. "Problems of Space Law at the Present Stage,"
Memorandum of the Soviet Association of International Law a4 the Brussels
Conference of the International Law Association, August 1962, pp. 30,
35-36, cited in Crane, og. cit., p. 620; G. P. Zhukov, "Practical
Problems of Space Law," International Affairs No. 5, May 1963, p. 29.

1
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also thave argued that Z.he "peaceful uses" of space should be restricte

.

to "non-military uses,"

dismissing the contention that
non-aggressive
1
military uses are permissible,
which strikes at the U.S. position
that the non-weapon character of U.S.

military space programs is compatibl.
2
!ith the use of spacz for peaceful purposes.
In the controversy over

permissible and impermissible uses of space,
centered much of its fire on reconnaissance

the Soviet Union has
satellites,

charging the

United States with using satellite systems for espionage "in order to
3
organize an attack on the socialist countries,"
and holding that
reconnaissance

satellites should be considered

prohibitions on military activity in
time,

illegal before other

space are settled.4

the Soviet Union has shown some interest in

potentialities of satellites,

At the same

the reconnaissance

as will be discussed presently,

and when

a resolution on legal principles governing activities in outer space
was finally adopted by the UP General Assembly in December 1963,
Soviet Union quietly dropped its
reconnaissance
in

satellites in

previous insistence on condemnation of

theis document.

general for the "demilitarization"

writers,

such as E.

A.

Korovin,

the

5

Finally, while arguing

of spacev,

Soviet space law

chairman of the Space Law Commission

1

Zhvkov, international Affairs, May 1963, p. 28; E. A. Korovin.
"Transform Space into a Cenuine Peace Zone," Mezhdunarodnaia Zhizn,
No. 9, September 1963, p. 117.
2See Frye, op. cit.,
p. 47.
3

B.

Teplinskii, "The Strategic Concepts of U.S. Aggressive Policy,"
Tnternational Affairs, No. 12, December 1960, p. 39; G. Zhukov, "Space
Espionage Plans and International Lvw," International Affairs, No. I0,
October 1960, pp. 53-57;
Red Star, July 12, 1961.
4 N. Kovalev and I. I. Chnprov, Na Put. k Klsmicheskonj Pravu (On
the Road to Space Law), Institut Mezhdunaridnykh Otnoshenli, Moscow, 1962,
p. 123;
Korovin, ?ezhdunarodnaia Zhizn, September 1963, p. 117;
E. A.
Kortvin, "Peacetul Cooperotion in Space," International Affairs, No. 3,
Marclh 1962, p. 61.
5eee T)oclaration of Legal Prin !ples Govern in
the Acr ivitleti of
AiREs/1962 (XVIII),
;tate,• in the Eyploration and Use of Outer Space,
? lierember 19)+,3.
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of the USSR Academy of Sciences,

also have stated that the demilitarization

of space cannot be realized until disarmament on earth has been achieved.

1

The Soviet position on space I,, the sphere of international law
thus seema contrived to place the onus on the United States for
"militarizing' outer space and to inhibit U.S. developments constiered
detrimental to Soviet interests, while at the same time leaving the
door open to the Soviet Union to take such steps as it may consider
necessary of its

security.

Meanwhile,

Soviet military literature

has borne marks of a somewhat parallel effort, apparently designed to
lay the groundwork for whatever military space measures the Soviet
leadership may choose to sanction.
same time, that a certain amount

There is some possibility, at the
of special pleading may be involved

in military statements on the subject, particularly if the Soviet
political leadership should still find itself uncertain at this
juncture over hov deeply to become committed to a military competition
in space.
Among the first statements to present an emphatic case for Soviet
military interest in space, on the grounds that the Soviet Union
could not afford to ignore U.S. military space preparations, was a
series of two articles in March 1962 in Red Star.

The author was

V. Larionov, then a lieutenant-colonel, whose contributions to Soviet
military literature have grown impressively since that time.

In the

1iezhdunarodnaia Zhizm, September 1963, p. 118; see also C. P.
Zadorozhnii, "Basic Problems of the Science of Space Law," in Kosmos i
Mezhdunarodnoe Pravo (Space and International Law), Institut Mazhdunarodnykh
Otnoshenii, Moscow, 1962, p. 38.
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first article, Larionov argued that the United States nad set its
sights on a long-term program for the military mastery of space
because it could not hope to catch up with the Soviet Union "in the
next few years."

No mention of Soviet response to t.is challenge

was made in the first article, although in some passages Larionov
seemed to be calling the attention of the Soviet leadership to the
advantages of military space capabilities.

He said, for example,

that:
... the creation and employment of various space
systems and apparatus can lead immediately to
major strategic results. The working out of
efficient means of striking from space and of
combat with space weapons in combination with
nuclear weapons places in the hands of the
strategic leadership a new, powerful means of
affecting the military-economic potential and
the military might of the enemy.'
In the second article several days later, Larionov was more
explicit.

Here he argued not only that the Soviet Union must counter

the United States with military space measures of its own, but also
suggested that the status of Soviet space technology gave the Soviet
Union a head start in such a competition.

After accusing the United

States of preparing a large array of military space systers from
bombardment satellites to antisatellite weapons,

larionov said that

the Soviet Union:
... cannot ignore all these prepardtions of the
American imperialists and is forced to adopt
corresponding measures in order to safeguard its
security against an attack through outer space.
It is no secret that the technical basis for the
launching of earth satellites and spaceships is

"1"Missiles and Strategy," Red Star, March 18,

1962.
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the ballistic missile and its guidance system.
Such complex, perfected technical equipment,
which is many times superior to American
technology, is in the possession of the Soviet
Union. 1
The Larionov formula has since been taken up by others.
editions of the Sokolovskii work, for example,

Both

dwelt on American

military space plans as the basis for declaring that "the imperialists
must be opposed with more effective weapons and methods of using space
for defense." 2

Both volumes also made the assertion that:

"It

would

be a mistake to allow the imperialists to gain any superiority in this
3

area."

In the 1963 edition, several -xpanded passages accused the

United States of stepping up its program for military exploitation of
space,

and it was charged that the U.S. program attaches special

significance to use of the moon for military purposes:
Research is being conducted to determine the military
potential of the moon. Studi s are being made of the
possibility of using the moon for communications,
and as a base for cosmic means of
reconnaissance
attack. 4
Another accusation, based on an article in the U.S. periodical
press, was that the United States contemplates placing boanbardment
satellites armed with nuclear weapons in orbits "passing over the
Soviet Union."'5
1"Outer

Since the raw Sokolovskit volume went to press

Space and Strategy," Red Star, March 21, 1962.
2Soviet Military Strateg, p. 427; Voennala Strategiia, 2nd ed.,
pp. 405-406.
3
1b 5i.d.
4 Voennaia
Strategita, 2nd ed., p. 404.
oviet charges that
"American militarists" are planning to occupy the moon were made as
early as 1960. See P. S. Romashkin, "Technical Progress and Soviet
Law," Sovetskoe Gosudarstvo i Pravo, No. 1, January 1960, p. 21.
5 Voennaia
StrateAiia, 2nd ed., p. 404.
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before the adoption in October 1963 of the United Nations resolution
against mass destructicn weapons in space, it is not clear whether
the Sokolovskil authors would choose to soften this particular
accusation If they had It

to do over again.

However, a similar

accusation was repeated later in November 1963 by Major-General
Iaryshev,

and in a December 1963 artic1o another Soviet military writer,

cha~ged that the U.S. Dyna-Soar program "confirmed once again the
Insidious intendons of the imperialists...co turn the cosmos into
2
an arena of war,"o notwithstanding prior announcement by the U.S.
Derartuent of Defeiwe that the Dyna-Soar program was being cancelled.
Along with the theme that U.S. military activities in space
justify corresponding measures on the Soviet part, Soviet spokesmen
110

have touched regularly on the companion theme that the Soviet Union
would possess the edge In any military space competition that might
develop.

In January 1963, for example, a Soviet scientist pointed

out that "powerful Soviet rockets and heavy satellites can carry out
WIF

military tasks much better than low-capacity American rockets and

satellites." 4

In thle same connection, Khrushchev and otbera have

called attention to the military significance of Soviet mann~ed space
flights, as when Marshal lMalinovskil said after the twin flights of
1
l

1 L

ed stair,

ovaobar 13, 1963.

Marshal Sudets in January 3964

also charged that thT United States was continuing to "luse space for
military purpol~s.'- including "the developm~at of orbital space systems,"
[:vestiia, January 5, 1964.
2 Lieutenant-Cclonel N. Vasillev, "From Atrplane to Rocketpiane,"
ow tskii-Patriot, December 22, 1963.
3 New York Tigrns December 11, 1963.
45. A. Varvarov, Pbscow radio broadcast, January 21, 1963.

-261Vostoks III and IV in August 1962:

"Let our enemies know what

its disposal."1
techniques and what soldiers our Soviet power has at
Trends in Soviet Thinkli

on the Military Significance of Space

Since the middle fifties, occasional Soviet expressions of
interest in the military utility of space have found their way into
print, and have included reference to the military potential of
2

How-

satellites for both reconnaissance and bombardment purposes.

ever, the development of a cohesive doctrine of space warfare seems
to have been inhibited by the necessity to prese ve a propaganda image
of the Soviet Union as a country interested solely in the exploration
of space for peaceful purposes.

Only in the past few years, parallel

to the increasing attention given to alleged U.S. military ambitions
in space, can one find an emerging set of Soviet views on the
possible significance of space in Soviet military strategy.

Even so,

the Soviet literature on the subject remains rather unii.ormative as
to the specific direction which any Soviet military space projects
might take.
As noted previously, the first Larionov article in March 1962
called attention to the "major strategic results" which might be
attained by space operations, and other Soviet military literature
has since reflected the view that outer space must be included

as

'Red Star, August 16, 1962. See also Major-eeneral I. Baryshev,
"What Is Anti-Space Lefense?" Red Star, September 2, 1962.
2See Raymond L. Garthoff, "Red War Sputniks in
the Works?"
Missiles and Rockets, Vol. 3, May 1958, pp. 134-136; Soviet Space
Progra,. pp. 56-59.
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a likely 4omain of military operations in the future.
Sokolovskil edition, for example,

The revised

in speaking of the spatial dimensions

which would characterize a future war,

included a new statement that:

The concept of the "spatial scope" of a future war
must be basically amended, because military operations
can also embrace the cosmos. 1
Apart from acknowledgment of the significance of space operations
in general, the principal focus of expressed Soviet interest and concer
has been upon the need to develop antisatellite capabilities.

InceL.:

for such interest are suggested by the intense Soviet political campaij
against reconnaissance satellites and Soviet insistence that "the right
2
In June
of a state to destroy a satellite-spy...is indisputable."
1960, when the U-2 incident was fresh in his mind, lhrushchev told an
audience in Bucharest, with apparent reference to possible reconnaissan
satellite operations, that 'these efforts, too, will be paralyzed and
a rebuff admintstered."3

Marshal Malinovskii in early 1963 indicated

that Soviet air defenses were not o~aly expected to counter aircraft and
missile attacks, but also co deal with reconnaissance satellites.

The

defense forces, he said, were "assigned the extremely i.iporcant role of
combatting an aggressor's modern means of nuclear attack and his attemp
space."
to reconnoiter oui country from the air and from

4

'Voennaia Strateaiia, 2nd ed., p. 254. Another Soviet writer in
late 19M3 stated: "'The present development of military affairs gives
one the basis for assuming that space will be used in the future for
military ends." Konoplev, Kommunist Vooruzhennykh Sil, No. 24,
See also: Derevianko, ibid., No. 1, January
December 1963, p. 32.
1964, p. 20.
2 Zadorozhnii,
2p. cit., p. 53.
3Pravda, June 22, 1960.
See also C. Zhukov, International Affairs
October--1'6, p. 55.
4 Pravda,
February 23, 1963. See also Red Star, September 2,
1962.
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In their revised edition, the Sokolovskii a-ithors introduce.
some new references to the need for antisatellite as well as antil

missile defenses.

They also indicated that antisatellite defenses

would be intended not only for use against reconnaissance satellites,
but against other types of satellites carrying out "the widest
variety of missions," including conmun~cations,
bombardment.

2

navigation and

It was not made clear by the SokoLovskii authors

whether the antisatellite defenses the Soviets have in mind would
be ground or space-based systems, or both.

Neither was it made clear

what progress has been achieved toward setting up such defe-.ses.
One s'Zatemnt in the revised edition said that "under contemporary
conditions, an important task is to create a reliable system of antisatellite defense," 3 from which it might be inferred that the job still
lies ahead.

Another commenL suggested lees subtly that solutions to

the problem of antisatellit'

defense are still, figuratively speaking,

somewhat up in the air:
It is still too early to predict what direction
the solution of this problem will take. However,
as means of attack are developed, so will means
4
of defense be created.
In this connection, when discussing antimissile and antisatellite
defense research in the West, the new volume twice alluded 1o a number
of esoteric developments that were not mentioned in the 1962 edition.
1 Voennaia
2

blbid.,

Strateaila, 2nd ad., pp. 394, 405, 407.
pp. 309, 394.

3Ibi.., p. 394.
4
lbid., p. 309.
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in addition to high-speed neutrons aAd electromagnetic flux, cited
in the first edition, the new text also mentioned the following
developments:
Various systema of radiition, anti-gravity, ontimqtter, plasma (bali lightning) etc., are under
tudy -s a means of destroying raibsiles.

Particular

.tention Is devoted to lasers (death rays), and it
will
is believed that in the future powerful 1:,ers
1
be able to destroy any missile or satellite.
The extent of Soviet interest in the developmert of bombardment
satellite systems has been less cleariy Irlineated than in the case
of antisatellite weapons, even thou&i Soviet space technology pre2

On a

sumably is capable of developing bomb-carrying satellites.

number of occasions, Soviet spokesmen have drawn attt~rtion to the
convertibility of Soviet manned space vehicles into bombardment
vehicles, as did Thrusthcnzv in December 1961 when he said:

"If we

could bring the spaceships of Yuri Gagarin and Cherman Titov to land
at a prearranged spot, we could of course, send up 'other payloads'
3

and 'land'

them wherever we wanted."

In early 1963, Marshal

Biriuzov, then cosmander of che Soviet strategic missile forces,
apparently meant to convey a similar suggestion

-hen he said:

bid.,
p. 394. Soviet Military Strategy, p. 419.
Statement by Secretary of Defense Robert S. McNamara to
the House Armed Services Committee, Tanuay 31, 1963, p. 321, where
he said: "the Soviet Union may now have, or soon achieve, a
capability to place in orbit bomb-carrying satellites..."
3 Pravda, December 10, 1961.
Khrushchev had earlier linked the
Titov flight with an implied Soviet military capability to deliver
large-yield nuclear weapons "to any point on the globe,' although
his statement was ambiguous enough to leave it unclear whether he
was speaking of orbital delivery or ordinary mIssile delivery.
The New York Times, September 8, 1961.
2 See
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"It

has n.w bc'eome possible. at a command from the earth, to launch

mirsiles from satellites at any desired time and at any point in
1

the satellite's trajectory."

Since adoption of the October 1963

UIN resolution against orbiting nuclear weapons in space, Soviet
suggestions of this sort have ceased, although as noted above, the
United States is still sporadically charged with harboring plans for
orbital-bombardment satellites.

Whether the Soviet Union might

pursue the development of such systems under the cover of the UN
resolution, on the theory that it was merely taking precautionary
measures against possible capitalist perfidy, is a question on which
opinions may va:y, but only time will furnish the answer.
Another direction of potential Soviet interest in space Is the
development of reconnaissance capabilities, which Soviet literature
had canvassed in some detail as early as 1959.2

Owing perhaps to the

Soviet eftort to discredit any American development of reconnaissance
satelliteb,

there have been no specific expressions of Soviet intent

to play this gaiue.

However, the capacity to take photographs from

satellites hat been demonstrated by the Soviet cosmonauts themselves,

3

and detailed disc,,eaions of the photographic potentialities of satellites
4
have appeared in Soviet literature at various times.
The high
premium placed by Soviet military men on the role of reconnaissance
Moscuw Domestic Service. F, bruary 21,
2 SPe

1963.

G. V. Petrovich, "The First Artificial Satellite of the Sun,"
Vestnik Akaemii Nauk SSSR (Journal of the USSR Academy of Sciences),
Ho. 3, March 1959, pp. 8-14.
3 See
pubiished photos taken on Nikolaev's and Popovich' flights in the
magazine US_, Novenber 1962, pp. 45-47.
4 See
N. Varvarov, "Cosmic Land Surveyors," Ekonomicheskaia
Gazeta (Economic Gazette), January 8, 1961; Voennaia Strategiia,
2nd ed., p. 86.

-266under modern conditions would suggest that they have not remained
indifferent to the contribution which satellites might make to this
requirement. 1
1A typical expression of Soviet emphasis on the importance of
reconnaissance was that by Colonel-General Shtemenko in February
1963. He wrote: "The role of reconnaissance in modern war has
been increased to an extraordinary degree by the destructive powel
of nuclear weapons and the great speed and accuracy of their delive.
to target. The rapid and accurate selection of targets for nuclear
strikes can decide the outcome of battle.. .On the other hand, poorly
organized reconnaissance can result in great expenditure of nuclepr
weapons to no purpose, and in the last analysis, in failure to fu.i;
combat tasks." Kommunist Vooruzhennykh Sil, No. 3, February 1963,
p. 30.
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COALITION ASPECTS OF SOVIET STRATEGY

XVI,

Soviet strategic thinking in the postwar period has been preoccupied largely with problems relating to the confrontation between
the United States and its NATO allies on the one hand and the Soviet
bloc on the other.

Increasingly over the past few years, however,

the Soviet Union has been obliged to turn part of its attention
inward, as it were,

to questions arising out of internal military

relations within the communist camp.
responsible:

one,

Two phenomena have been lar?'-ly

the gradual emergence of the Warsaw Pact countries

toward a status of somewhat greater autonomy within the Soviet camp;
the other, the eruption of the bitter and far-reaching dispute between
Moscow and Peking.

In this chapter, we shall touch upon some of the

developments in Soviet strategic thinking and internal Bloc military
relations which have accompanied each of these phenomena.
Development of Warsaw Pact Co-operation
Looking at the development of the Warsaw Pact over the past nine
years, one is struck by the irony that what began primarily as a paper
mechanism to counter the entry of West Germany into NATO has become
gradually an institution with a meaningful role to play in Soviet
coalition strategy.

This is not to ouggest that the 1:aitaw Pact

countries wield anything comparable to the weight of the E:uropean NATO
partners in the detcrmination of coalition strategies on the respective
sides.

Nevertheless,

with the passage of time,

the military co-

operation of the Eastern European countries seems to have become more
important to the Soviet Union In both a political and a practical sense.
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At its inception in May 1955,as a Soviet-engineered response to
ratification of the Paris Agreements on March 26, 1955, the Warsaw
1
Pact apparently was intended as a device to permit Soviet negotiatiol
with NATO,

as one observer lias put it,

European security organizations." 2

"on the basis of two 'equal'

The new Warsaw Treaty supplements

an eytsting series oi bilateral mutual assistance treaties,3 under
which the Soviet Union j,.resumably could have pursued any necessary
military arrangements with the East European countries had not a
collective Pact seemed to be a desirable political-propaganda ins- tm
for dealing with the West.

Early Soviet propaganda treatment of the

Warsaw Pact and the rpre meetings of its fotal organs,

together witf

apparent failure to flesh out these bodies in the first few years of
the Pact's existence,

tended to support the view that its symbolic

political role initially carried far more weight in 3uviet eyes
4
aspects.
than its co-operative military
Two major bodies were provided by the
out the functions of the Pact.

Warsaw Treaty to carry

One of these was a Political

lFor a Soviet description of the Warsaw Treaty on Friendship,
Cooperation and Mutual Assistance, G. P. Zhukov, Varshavskii DogovQ
i Voprosy 4ezhdunarodnoi Bezopastnosti (The W4ars.a Treaty and uestt
of International Security), Sotsialno-Ekonomicheskoe Gosudarstvennoe
Izdatelstvo, Moscow, 1961.
2
Mackintosh, 0
i,
p. 103. For some of the basic material
apter XVII, the author has drawn on an unpublis
in this portion of
paper by Sol Polansky, "The Development of the Warsaw Pact," January
1964.
The interpretations offered are, however, the responsibility
of the present author alone.
3
V. Berezhkov, "At the Warsaw Conference," Novoc Vremii a.,
Ludwik Gelbert, Ukla6
Times), No. 20, October 1955, p. 9;
Warozawski (Warsaw Pact), Warsaw, 1957, p. 64, cited by Polansky,

ip. cit., p. 2.
4

Polansky, 2E. cit., pp.

3-5.

-269Conqultative Committee, whose meetings have been attended normally
by Party First Secretaries or government Premiers,
their Foreign and Defense Ministers.1
functions,

together with

In addition to its political

this organ is said to have "important

functions in

military matters," which include decisions on "strengthening of the
defense capability and organization of the Joint Forces" and "matterb
2
of delivery of arms and other materials."
The second major organ
set up by the Warsaw Treaty was a Joint Command.

Its announced

function is "to carry out direct coordination )f military operations"
and "to prepare beforehand for effective defense in the event of
armed attack."'

3

The Joint Command has always been headed by a Soviet officer.
There have been two comuanders-in-chief to date, Marshal I. Konev.
and the incumbent, Marshal A. Grechko.

The commander-in-chief is

assisted by deputies, who are the Ministers of Defense of the Pact
countries and who nominally are supposed to retain "command of the
armed forces of each member state allocated to the joint forces.

"'

'Two subsidiary organs of the Political Consultative Committee,
a Permanent Conmission to deal with foreign policy questions .r,% a
Joint Secretariat, were provided by the Treaty, but there has been no
reported activity by these bodies. Polansky, op. cit.,
p. 3.
2Gelbert, op. cit., pp. 113-114.
3 Zhukov,
Varshavskii Dogo' or, p. 21.
4 V.
K. Sobakin,
ollektivnaia Bezopasnost' (Collective Security),
Moscow, 1962, p. 385. The only other element of the Warsaw Pact
command structure that has been mentioned publicly is the Staff of
the Joint Armed Forces, composed of representatives of national general
staffs and situated in Moscow. 'Until his death in 1962, this staff ja!;
headed by General A. 1. Antonov, a close wartime associate of Stalin.
Another Soviet officer, General of the Army P. 1. Batov, is the Incumili,•Et
chief-of-staff. Welarpolitik. No. 3, 1963; Kommunist Vooru;zhnzykhIj_';I I,
N,,. 10, .¶zay 1963, p. 72.

-
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It is interesting and perhaps revealing that this concept was
contradicted by the description in both Sokolovskii editions of the
way Warsaw Pact command arrangements might be expected to work out
in wartime.

The Sokolovskii formula stated:

Operational units including armed forces of
different socialist countries can be created
to conduct Joint operations in military theaters.
The command of these units can be assigned to
the Supreme High Command of the Soviet armed
forces, with the representation of the 1 supreme
high commands of the allied countries.
Only after thus establishing the principle of Soviet control did
the Sokolovskii authors add that:

"In some military theaters, the

operational units of the allied countries will be under their own
supreme high command."

Militarily, the concept of Soviet control

of operations, and presumably of strategic direcLion of a war as we I
doubtless makes sound logic from the Soviet viewpoint, but given the
growing strength of nationalist sentiment in most of the Eastern
European countries, it may add some political strain to intrabloc relations.
The path to closer military co-operation among the Warsaw Pact
countries in the earlier days of the treaty was by no means smooth.
The crushing of the Hungarian rebellion in 1956 by the Soviet army
certainly dealt a setback to the idea of a socialist military allianc
based on comuon goals, and the apparently narrow margin of decision
against applying similar treatment to Gomulka's defiance of the
Soviet Union probably did not bolster a sense of comnmon cause.

At

the same time, however, events in the fall of 1956 did have the
1 Soviet

p. 475.

Military Strategy, p. 495.

Voennaia Strategiia, 2nd ed.
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effect of prompting the Soviet Union to negotiate a series of
"status-of-forces"
in

agreements with various East European countries

the course of the next year, and may also have led the Soviet

Union eventually to conclude that a closer binding together of
military relationships under the aegis of the Warsaw Pact was the
best way to avoid future Ibingarys.
These relationships already were close in
course,

of

some respects,

particularly on a bilateral basis, for the Soviet Union had

largely equipped and trained the national forces of the new communist
regimes in

Eastern Europe in the early fifties.

defense arrangements,

With respect to air

which apparently became more cloqeiy integrated

with those of the Soviet Union from around 1955 on,
necessarily a rather high degree of collaboration.
outward sign of change in

there was
The principal

over-all military relationships in

the

late fifties and early sixties was a greater Soviet tendency to stress
the joint strength of the socialist countries and their fraternal
co-operation,2 culminating finally in a series of well-publicized
Joint military exercise@ in

1961 and 1962.

This process of upgrading the Warsaw Pact publicly in
of common defense of the socialist camp was ty•ified
ments of Marshal Grechho,

uttered two years apart.

terms

by two stateOn May 9,

1960.

he said:

p. 267.
lKilmarx, op. cit.,
2For example, in 1958 C-olonel-Ceneral G. I. Khetagurov, commander
"Our combat cooperaLion with the
of Soviet forces in Poland, said:
Units of our fraternal countries
Polish forces is constantly growing.
exchange visits." Red Star, November 21, 1958. In 1959, Marshal
conmmander of the War-aw Pact forces, said: "We
Konev, the first
no longer stand alone guarding the achievements of socialism.
Red stLr,
Shoulder to shoulder with us stand our brothers-in-arms."
May 9, 1959.
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The might of the Soviet army is a reliable safeguard
of world peace, a reliable Xuarantee of the security
of our Motherland's borders, a guarantee of the
security of the fraternal socialist states. 1
Two years later, he said:
Together with the Soviet armed forces, the
fraternal armies of the Warsaw Pact countries
2
are vigilantly standing guard over thi peace.
The trend toward emphasis on the joint strength of the Warsaw Pac
countries became particularly noticeable as part of the Soviet milita
reaction to heightened tension over Berlin in the summer of 1961, when
the first of several joint Warsaw Pact military exercises was held.
The following year, three additional exercises took place,

involving

Soviet forces in joint maneuvers at one location or another with all C
the East European countries except Bulgaria.

In early 1962,

a Soviet

general wrote that "...the joint armed forcep, of the Warsaw Pact
countries have grown qualitatively and have become still
stronget durn
4
the past year."
Another officer, appraising the exercises of the
previous year, wrote in 1963:

"The joint exercises conducted recently

by a number of the armies of the Warsaw Pact countries have proved that
the joint armed forces are ready at any moment to deal the aggressor
5
a destructive retaliatory blow."
The same officer, Colonel S. Lesne,
IPravda. flay 9, 1960.
.Ibid., May 9, 1962.
3
Red Star, October 6, 1961.
4 Lieutenant-General
K. Fillashin, "Guarding Peace and Security,"
Voennyi Vestnilk, No. 5, May 19619, p. 12.
Colonel S. Lesnevskii, "Combat Alliance of Fraternal
Arm-es,"
Voennye Znaniia, No. 5, May 1963, pp, 12-13.
2
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stated in a long article on the Warsaw Pact later in 1963 that cooperation among the Pact countries had increased their military capabilitie.
and r".sulted in their "closing ranks in a single military family.'I Marshal
Malinovskii cemented the bonds among the Warsaw Pact members in still more
dramatic terms when he declared in 1963 that the "pact wan sealed in
blood." 2

In line with this frequent recitation of measures that were

helping to bring the "socialist armies closer together," the published
report of a conference on military doctrine in Moscow in May 1963 noted
that one of the items seriously discussed was the necessity of developing

"a single military doctrine" for all of the Warsaw Pact countries,
While it might be inferred from this latter comment that military
collaboration had not proceeded quite as far as other accounts sought
to convey, the fact remains that the Soviet Union has found it useful
to stress the close inilitary bonds among the Warsaw Pact countries.
To what extent this effort derives from military
political considerations,
interrelated.

1Colonel

it is not easy to say.

as distinct from
The two are closely

Perhaps the principal Soviet motive can be traced to

S. Lesnevskii, "The Military Collaboration of the Armed
Forces of the Socialist Countries," Kommunist Vooruzhennykh Sil, No. 10,
May 1963, p. 73. See also: Marshal of the Soviet Union A. Grechko, "The
Exploit of the People," izvestiia, May 9, 1963; Colonel A. Ratnikov, "A
Reliable Guard of the Security of People," Red Stdr, Hay 14, 1963.
2 Pravda,
?ebruary 23, 1963.
3 Voenno-Istoricheskii
Zhurnal, No. 10. October 1963, p. 126. In this
connection, an article in the fall of 1963, written with the obvious
intention of stressing Warsaw Pact "military fellowship" in contrast to
Chinese aloofness, pointed out the need to work out joint actions now
"_zcause it would be too late for a socialist country "to call for aid"
Colonels I. Sidel'nikov and V. Zmitrenko,
after the bombs start to fall.
"the Present Epoch and the Defense of the Achievements of Socialism,"
Red Star, September 19, 1963.
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the fact that, in addition to opposing NATO, Soviet forces in
Eastern Euro,)e have long had a kind of garrison function to insure
t:,at regimes sympathetic to Soviet policy remain in power, as Hungary
rather vividly demonstrated.

As the countries of Eastern Europe

have come gradually to acquire a larger measure of autonomy in the
economic, cultural and even political spheres,

the naked garrison

aspect of a Soviet military presence in Eastern Europe would become
increasingly awkward wetr

it not for the Warsaw Pact, which confer.s

collective sanction on the Soviet presence under the n'ie of defense
against the NATO threat.

The differing Polish and Soviet inter-

pretations of the Hungarian episode suggest that there is still room
for friction and misunderstanding betweern the East European countries
and the Sc~viet Union as to how far the Warsaw Pact can be stretched
to cover Soviet policing actions. 1Nevertheless,

the Pact would

certainly seem of greater value to the Soviet Union today for Ltq
internal cohesive functions than it probably appeared nine years
ago*
In the strictly military sphere,

some advantages for the Soviet

Union doubtless arise from closer co-operation with other Warsaw

l1 n this connection, the Polish view consistertly has been that
"the Warsaw Pact cannot be used as the legal basis for tho actions
of Soviet troops during the trap!c ,vents which took place in
Hungary." W. Morawiecki, "Or. the Warsaw Pact," 'p-awy Miezynarodowz
(International Affairs), No. 5, 1958, p. 29, citui by Polansky, 2k.
cit., p. 16. The Soviet Union, on the other hanc has continued to
dispute Polish statew.ents that Soviet troops coulu not put down the
Hunvarian revolt under the legal -itle
of the Warsaw Pact. The
Soviet view, as recently as May L963, was that "...the operative
strength of this cooperation Li.e., the Warsaw Pactf was convincingly
demonstrated in the days of the counter-revolutionary putsch in
Hungary in the autumn of 1956." Kommunist Voo,uzhennykh Sil, No. 10,
May 1963, p. 73.
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Pact armed forces.

.n peacetime,

Soviet access to maneuver areas,

transit, logistic support and the like are probably simplified under
In the event of local hostilities,

the Pact.

i.nvolving perhaps

West Germany, closer Soviet control of national armed forces might
be facilitated by the Pact, altbough this would not appear to be
a central consideration, especially as long as Soviet policy continues
to keep nuclear weapons out of the nands of other Pact forces, which
appears to have been the case up to now.

Should major hostilities

occur, there would be obvious advantages in having carried out prior
maneuvers,

Joi"t planning and staff arrangements,

How-

and so on.

ever, on the key nuestion -- the extent to which a growing sense of
Soviet military dependence on other Warsaw Pact armed forces may have
accounted for ipgrading of the Pact in the past few years -- there
is no ready answer.
Soviet strategic missile strength, particularly in the large
medium-range missile forces trained against Western Europe from
USSR territory proper, would seem, on the surface, to have reduced
somewhat Soviet dependence on the East European countries.
point
eyes

---

Another

the reliability of the East European armies ii Soviet
also is germane.

In this connection,

it is perhaps

tgnificant that the modernist school of Soviet military thouvht
has never brought up the point that existence of large East European
armed forces mitigates the requirement for Soviet mass armies on the
earlier scale,

although this would seem to be a logical argument for

the modernists tc make.

ThiS

suggests that the Sviet Union may

entertain some doubt as to how much reliance may be placed on other
Pact forces, and that Soviet military plans may be based on meeting
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the requirements of warfare in the European theater essentially from
their own resources.
Finally,

Soviet etphasis on the collective strength and military

unity of the Warsaw Pact countries has run curiously paralle. to the
worsening of relations with Peking, which suggests that one function
of the Warsaw Pact co-operation theme has been to serve as a foil
against Chinese charges that the Soviet Union is

guilty of splitting

the communist camp and of placing its own interests ahead of those
of other coimmunist states.

Sino-Soviet Militicy Relations
In retrospect,

it

has come to be felt by many students of Sino-

Soviet affairs that military relations between these two largest
communist states were never as close as popularly assumed,
before open disclosure of the growing rift
Woile this is

between them in

even
1960.1

not the place to undertake a full review of earlier

Sino-Soviet military relations,

it

may be useful to note briefly the

background against which the post-1960 airing of differences over
patters of strategy and military policy has developed.
The seeds of future discord apparently were sown before the
Chinese Ccnmunists came to power on the mainland in late 1949.
Even during the postvar yoars when the Chinese Conmmunists were
fightint t;te final chapter of the Civil War against the Nationalist;,
Stall,

evidently held a skeptical view of Chinese Cowuntst military

,.FoZ a pe.'.usive exposition of this view,

"Sino-Sovier M11tory Nolations,"
of Politirgi gnd Sogcil flonec,

Gertnoff,

Academ

see Rayl'rnd L.

ToAnals of the ýmettcan
Vol. 301), September 1963,
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prospects,

as indicat 0l by his comnnents

Kardelj.I

Stalin se...d

in

1948 to Dimitrov and

to be hedging his bets by extending

military help and adv.-e sparingly to Mao and by maintaining
relations with Chiang's government

until the Chinese Communists took

2
over.

With the Sino-Soviet Treaty of February 14,

uilitary

alliance aimn

came into being.

1990,

a formal

' principally at Japan and the United States

Under tnis agreement,

and presumably

its

various

unpublished protocols,

the Soviet Union began to furnish military

advisors and equipment

to China.

In

the fall

of 1950,

when Soviet expectation of a quick North

Korean victory was upset and Chinese "volunteers"
on a

large scale,

had to be committed

Moscow and Peking faced perhaps the first

strain on their co-oper. tive military relationship.
found themselves obliged t,

real

the Soviets

rely on the Chinese to salvage a war they

3
themselves had apparently be

in,

the possibility that the war mi,

and in

turn Moscow had to contemplate

expand to a nuclear

level at a time

when the Soviet military posture was far from adequate to deal with
a nuclear threat.

In any event,

materialize and the Sino-Soviet

however,

the threat did not

partners were spared the "agonizing

reappraisal" of their situatiou which events might have forced upon

1

Vladimer Dediler, T.-o, Simon and Schuster, New York, 1953,
322.
2
See A. Doak Barnett, ComniunistChina a
sia. Raa.)om House,
New York, 1961, pp. 340-344;
see also Mark Mancal), "Russia and
China:
Perennial Conflict," Problems of Communism, Vol. XII, No. 2,
March/April 1963, p. 65.
p.

3

See Allen S. Whiting, China Crosses the Yalu, The MacMillan
Company, New York, 1960, pp. Iv-v, 124-126;
Garthoff, "Sino-Soviet
Relations,' p. 84.

Military
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them.

By the time the war was closed out after Stalin's death in

1953, the Chinese had benefited greatly from Soviet aid in building
1

up modern,

regular nilitary forces.

At the same time, however,

Chinese dependence on che Soviet Union had greatly increased.

This

was particularly true with regard to the future, for if China was
to acquire the kind of nuclear military po

r possesseA. by the Sovipt

Union and the United States, and the t-chnical-industrial base to
support it,

Moscow's help in rather massive doses was necessary.

2

Apparently, this help was never to become a,.ailable as freely
as the Chinese would %,veliked, although in the period from 1,54
down to 1960,

the Soviet Union did prove more co-operative 4n some

respects than in Stalin's time.
visit to Peking in late 1954,

Following the Khrushchev-Bulganin

for example,

bargains driven by Stalin were relaxed:

some of the earlier hard

Port Arthur was turned bac&

to the Chinese in 1955, and the arrangement for exclusive Soviet
exploitation of Sinkiang uranium was revoked.
building up Chinese industry,

Increased help in

including an indigenous arms industry,

also was forthcoming, ane in 1955 a scientific-tech-ical agreement
was signed.

This was to be followed in October 1957 -- as the

polemics subsequently revealed -- by a secret treaty dealinE with
"new technology for national defense."

3

ISee Harold Hinton, 'Communist Ch4 na's Military Posture,'
Current History, September 1962, p. 151.
2 See Alice Langley Hsieh, Communist China's Strategy in the
Nuclear Age, Prentico-Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey,
1962, pp. 72-75.
3 Statement
by the Spokesman of the Chinese Government.
September 1, 1963 -- A Co-nment on the Soviet Covern-nent's ;tate~cnt
of August 21, People's Daily, September 1, 1963, Pekinf, New China
News Agency broadcast, August 31, 7963.
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Nevertheless, despite Soviet co-operation with Peking from 1955
to 1960, a rather tight rein apparently was kept on Soviet military
commitments to the Chinese during this period.

1

This included the

somewhat ambiguous Soviet backing of Mao's Taiwan Straits venture
of 1958, which took the form of a warning from Khrushchev to President
Eisenhower on September 18,

1958, that the Soviets would retaliate

with nuclear weapons in the event of a U.S. nuclear attack against
2
China.
It also has since become known that during this period
Sino-Soviet relations became seriously starled over the question of
nuclear assistance to China, wit

ieking now charging that on June 20,

1959 the Soviet Union "unilaterally tore up" the new technology
agreement of October 15, 1957, and "refused to provide China with a
sample of an atomic bomb and technical data concerning its manufacture.'
In short, the strains which have since become evident in Sino-Soviet
military relations already were well advanced 'y the time they erupted
in the open rift of mid-1960.
The principal issues of a military stature exposed during the
Sino-Soviet polemics since 1960 tend to spill over well beyond the

k(arthoff, "Sino-Soviet Military Relations," pp. 82, 86ff.
2The extent of Soviet backing is still ambiguous, for the
Chinese have subsequently charged that Thrushchev claimed a false
victory because his warning came after the danger of nuclear
confrontation in the Taiwan crisis had passed.
See Chinese statement, September 1, 1963, and Soviet government statement, Settember
20, 1963, Pravda, September 21, 1963, "4hich reproaches Peking for
ingratitude,
3 Chinese Statement of September
1, 1963 and Statement by the
Spokesman of the Chinese Government, August 15, 1963 -- A Coumwnt
on the Soviet Covernment'g ltatenent of August 3, 1963,
Pe e's
Daily, August 15, 1963, Peking, .new China New, Agency broacast,
Augus 14, 1963. The Soviet Union haA taciLly acknowledged a breach
of faith with regard to tVe October 1957 agreement by criticizing the
Chinese for disclosing recent defense information In this connection,
Soviet govornmont stateme3nt, August 21, 1963, Prav.., August 21, 1963.
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certainly the case

This is

The Soviet

with regard to the central question of war and peace.
leadership,

sobered by its understanding of the consequences of nuclea

warfare and as y4t the sole custodian of nu.lear capabilities within
the communist camp, has perforce been saddled with the responsibility
of taking practical steps to avoid the risk of nuclear war.
Chinese,

The

long-inclined to expect groater political dividends from

Soviet military power than the Russians themselves,

and unencumbered

with practical responsibility for the control of weapons they do not
possess,

have been more assertive in urging pressure upon the West

under the umbrella of Soviet missile and space accomplishments.
some extent,

To

the Chinese view may be colored by their own experience

in the Korean Wax and in Southeast Asia, %)here rather heavy pressureupon the West did not bring a nuclear response.
These differences of attitude have come to a focus in Chinese
criticism of the way the Soviet Union has been conducting the policy
of peaceful coexistence -- what one observer has called Moscow's own
"theory of containment" directed against the West.
criticism is

Perhaps Chinese

seated in a concern th3t the tactical device of peace-

ful coexistence,

by which the Soviet leaders hope to regulate pressure

on the West so as not to risk a nuclear disaster, may become in the
course of time a way of life --

a mellowing of earlier militant

connunism, with gradual divergence between the long-range aims

1

See Donald S. Zagoria, The Sino-Soviet Conflict:
Princeton University Press, Princeton, N. J., 1962, pp.
Hsieh, op. cit., pp. 83-99, 169.

1956-1961,
154-172;
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of the world communist movement and the national interests of the
Soviet Union.
High on the list of specific issues over which the Soviet Union
and China have fallen out is
the "nuclear

the Chinese determination to break into

club," most graphically expressed by Chinese avowal of

willingness to go "with or without pants" for this purpose if
necessary.

1

While a good deal of obscurity still

of how far the Soviets had gone in

aLtends the question

assisting the Chinese in activities

related to acquisition of a nuclear capability before Moscow had second
thoughts on the subject,

it

now seems clear from the polemical exchanges

mentioned above that Sino-Soviet relations deteriorated rapidly nfter
the alleged abrogation In June 1959 of Soviet commitments to furnish
a sample bomb and weapons production data.

Soviet second thoughts on

the desir-oility of furnishing other advanced military items to the
Chinese also are evident.

In June 1959 Jhrushchev told Averell

Harriman that the Soviet Utnion already had sent some missiles to
China (he did not specify whether with or without nuclear warheads or
2
Soviet crews) to help defend it against Taiwan.
However, somewhere
along the line further Soviet largesse ceased,

and China has since

been denied een aircraft of up-to-date types furnished ;)y the
Soviet Union to such non-communist countries as Indonesia and Egypt.

1

Chen Yi Interview by Japanese Newsmen,
October 28, 1963.
2
11sieh, op. cit.,
p. 164.
3

Sue Carthoff,

Tokyo,

Kyodo broadcast.

"Sino-Soviet Military Relations,"

p.

92.

3
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Why the Soviet Union decide,; to withhold nuclear assistance to
China is open to speculation.

Concern over being drawn by the

Chinese into a nuclear confrontatior. with the United States,
particularly after the Taiwan ?pisode of 1958,
It

is one possible motive.

is giver some weight by rather frequent Soviet accusations,

beginning with Khrushchev's speech of December 12,

1962 on Cuba,

that the Chinese hope to provoke a U.S.-Soviet nuclear war, while
themselves "sitting it out" -- more or less in the role of tertius
gaudens, waiting to pick up the pieces.

1

A second possibility is

that the Soviet leaders may have calculated erroneously that nuclear
denial would force the Chinese to modify some other aspect of their
behavior not to Soviet liking.

Signs that there was internal

Chinese division over the question of jeopardizing Soviet military
aid or "going it alone" may have encouraged Moscow to believe that
this pressure tactic would work.

2

A third Soviet motive which has

been professed openly in connection with the test ban dialogue is
that, if the Soviet Union were to furnish nuclear weapons rt China,
Lhe United states would follow suit by giving them to countries like
West Germany and Japan, which, in the Soviet view, would oily
1 Khrushchev

speech to Supreme Soviet, Pravda, Decembec 13, 1962.
For other Soviet accusations along the same line, see: Marshal A.
Ycremenko, "A 'Paper' Tiger or a Thermonuclear Tiger?", article
written for the Bulgarian paper Pabotnichesko Velo, October 10, 1963;
Editorial, "For the General Line of the World Communist Movement
Against Opportunism, Nationalism, and A~venturizm," Kommu.nist,
No. 14, September 1963, pp. 19, 22.
2por discussion of internal Chinese schools of thought on
defense policy and the question of attitudes toward Soviet aid see:
Hsieh, op. cit., pp. 34-75; Zagoria, op. cit., pp. 190-194;
David A. Charles, "The Dismissal of Marshal P'eng Teh-huai," The
China Quarterly, No. 8, October-December 1961, pp. 63ff.
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"intensify the arms race" and "complicate the defense of the
socialist camp."I
Closely related to the issue of withholding nuclear veaipons
from China as a source of Sino-Soviet friction has been the question
of how firmly Soviet deterrent power is committed to the support of
Chinese interests.

Ultimately, this issue brings the very validity

of the Sino-Soviet Treaty itself into questi3n.

Soviet assurances

have been given in the course of the [olemics that the Soviet nuclearIndeed, this is part of the Soviet
2
rationale for withholding weapons.
At the same time, the Soviets
missile shield extends to China.

have left no doubt that there are limits to their commitment? and
that it can be considered good only so long as the Chinese take their
policy cues from k4oscow.

As Marshal Malinovskii put it in January

1962, Soviet military power always stands ready to defend "those
socialist states friendly to us."
Yeremeako,

4

Another Soviet Marshal,

put it more picturesquely in October 1963, when he quoted

•An old Russian rroverb to the Chinese:

"Do not spit into the well,

water." 5
because you may one day need drinking
ISoviet government statement, September 20, 1963, Pravda,
September 21, 1963; Trifonenkov, .Kommnist Vooruzhennykh Sil, No. 21,
November 1963, p. 28.
2 Soviet
government statement, September 20, 1963, Pravda,
September 21, 1963; Red Star editorial, "The Leninist Course of our
Foreign Policy," September 24, 1963; Korimunist Vooruzhennykh Sil,
No. 21, November 1963, p. 28.
"-Curiously, the Western world seems to have taken the strength
of this commitnent more seriously than the Chinese, ascribing a rather
high "credibility rating" to the SovieL deterrent in the service of China.
See discussion of this point in Thomes C. Schelling, "Deterrence:
Military Diplomacy in the Nuclear Age," The Virginia Quarterly Review,
Vol. 39, No. 4, 1963, pp. 545-547.
4 Pravda,
January 24, 1962. See also Zagoria, op. cit., pp. 335-336.
5 yeretsenko,

loc. cit.
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For their part, the Chinese have visibly chafed at being depe dent
on Moscow, and have made plain their determination to acquire nuclear
weapons by their own efforts, stressing that all of China's problems,
including those of "nationae defense," can be solved without Soviet
1

help.
The question of the policy to be pursued with regard to national
liberation struggles and local wars has been another vexed issue
between Moscow and Peking.

As our previous discussion in Chapter

Ten has suggested, the Soviets seem to be seeking a more flexible
position on the escalation pctential of local struggles, partly to
reduce their vulnerability to Chinese charges of "capitulationism,"
which grew more strident after the Cuban crisis of 1962.

The Soviet

Union has not remained wholly on the defensive, however,

with Legard

to Peking's pretensions to a superior doctrine for winning revolutiona.
wars.

They not only have counterattacked by reminding Peking tha

the socialist camp and national liberation movements live under the
protection of Soviet nuclear power.

They also have gone further to

charge that the Chinese are courting war on the basis of Maoist
military theories that would pit manpower against nuclear weapons.
This line of attack was pursued in October 1963 by Major-Ceneral
Kozlov, military correspondent of the Soviet news agency Novosti,
who baited Mao Tse-tung in the process.

Referring to the "strategy

and tactics for the victory of the weak over the strong," developed
by Mao in his work, On Protracted War, Kozlov said:

1Chen

"The tendency

Yi at '.cientists' Banquet, Peking, New China News Agency
broadcast, January 5, 1962; Chen Y1, Qed Flag, August 16, 1960;
See also Hsieh, op. cite, p. 112.

Dith

m

85

and idea that victory in a war can be won through 'weakness'

is

I

naive,

to say the least,

if not criminal."

Stating that "it

is

impossible to entertain any hope of success when modern techniques
of warfare are ignored," Kozlov charged that the Chinese idea of
"reduning everyth 4 ng solely to a numerical superior.t7 over the
enemy in the number of troops" would simply "doom small nations to
hopelessness."

Further, said Kozlov, in trying "to impose their

limited experiece and corresponding theories as a guide for all,
the Chinese leaders...distort the Marxist-Leninist theory of war
and do great harm to the communist cause."
On the other hand,

the Chinese also have made an issue of the

man-versus-technology question.

As noted earlier in Chapter Eight,

several Chinese statements on this subject have seemed to be
calculated to exacerbate 4internal Soviet political-military relations
by appealing to sentiment unsympathetic to Khrushchev's military
cheories within some circles of the Soviet military establishment.
In an interview with Japanese correspondents on October 28,

1963,

for example, Foreign Minister Chen Yi pointedly observed that in his
opinion "the CPSU, the Soviet people, and the Red Army will not readily
give up their friendship toward China." #2 A more specific stroke to
separate Khrushchev from the Soviet military was delivered in the
Chinese statement of November 18,

1963 which attacked Khrushche4

1Major-Ceneral S. Kozltv. "Against Dogmatism and the Discor'.io.
of Marxist-Leninist Teaching About War," Narodna Arpuiva (People's
Army) article, broadcast on Sofia radio, October 8, lq63.
"Tokyo, Kyodo broadcast, October 28, 1963.
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for "nuclear fetishisnm" and for lopsided emphasis on technology
over man.
forc,

Declaring vthat while the Soviet army remains "a great

safeguarding world peace," the Chinese also said that at the

same time!
Khrushchev's whole set of military theories
runs completely counter to Marxist-Leninist
teachings on war and the army.
To follow
his erroneous theories will necessarily
involve disintegrating the army....'
Besides the issues which have been publicly aired in the SinoSoviet polewics by the participants themselves,

signs of friction

over other matters of military co-operation have come to lighc from
time to time.

Edward Crankshaw,

the British writer,

article in February 1961 that one of the concrete

disclosed in an

issues which had

come up during the behind-the-scenes argumeats at the Conference of
81 Communist Parties in Moscow in Nvember-December 1960 concerned a
plan for a joint Sino-Soviet naval coimnand in the Pacific.

2

Pre-

sumably the Chinese charged that the Soviet Union wished to impose
an unacceptable subordinate status on China in this arrangement.
Raymond Carthoff,

in the Annals eeaay previously cited,

speculates

that Chinese sensitivity over eqjality of status may have similarly
prevented full intigration of air defense systema.

Newspaper reports

II"Two Different Lines on the Question of War and Peace," Comment
on the Open Letter Issued by the Central Committee of the CPSU,
People's Daily - Re' Flag, November 19, i963.
Peking, New China
News Agency broadcast, November 18, 1963.
2
Edward Crankshaw, "Sirao-So'Jiet Rift Held Vet- Decp," The
Washington Post, February 12, 1961.
Chinese charges in a joint Red
l
l
~e's
Daily article of SeFtember 6, 1963 that the Soviet Union
in 1958 had tried "r * ng China un&'r Soviet military control" were
apparently related t. the naval cc,,ivnand issue, as indicated by a peecr
made in lapan by a vioiting Chinese official Chao An-po, re.orte
in
the japan Times, February 23, 1964.

-287of border clashes in Sinkiang and of the strengthening of garrisons
by both sides along their frontiers in

Inner Asia,1 while ,ossibly

exaggeruted, may also reflect an aspect of Sino-Soviet military
relations that Is not quite according to Hoyle,
Communist states are supposed to go.

as relations among

In this connection,

without interest that recently-releasA.d

it

is

not

secret Chinese Communist

army documents of 1960 and 1961 contained a directive on the need
to preserve the security of the Sino-Soviet frontiers of China.

2

Although the deterxoration of bonds between Hoscow and Peking
has gone much farther than the shrewdest prophet might have foreseen
a decade ago, one may rightly hesitate to predict what the future
bolds for Sito-Soviet military relations.

At nne extreme,

it

is not

inconceivable that at some future date the two sides may find themselves shooting at each other,

although this does not seem likely

unless their politLcal relations decline even beyond the point they
have reached today.

Both sides certainly have great cause :o

maintain some semblance of unity vis-a-vis the Western alliance,
and if the choice presented to the Soviet Union were either to
assist China oi see the ,rai~and wrested from co-mn",,st control,
one might perhaps expect tha Soviot Union to lend a helping hand.
Likewise,

if the Soviet Union were to become Involved in a major war

originating outside of the Far East, China's fulfillment of her

ISee: "Peking Spars with Soviets 'nver Wilds of Central Asia,"
Christian Science Monitor, October 2, l¶fl; Farnsworth Fowle,
"Soviet Tightene flatch on China," The Neu York Times, 4ovember 17,
1963.
2
For further comment ot these documente, see Alice Hsieh,
Conmnunist China's Military Doctrioe and Strategy, TI-e PAM Corporation,
RH-3833-PR. Abridged, October 1963.

treaty obligations to the vUR migbt be expected,

altlouh ue-

certainty re to what form Chinese support mght take 1i

likely to

be a touchy problem of Soviet strategy.
Short of such extreme situations which make prediction haaawdous
the tendency of bott powters to define their policy in term of their
own interests seems likely to persist, with the prospect that thelý.
military relations will continue to be guarded and somewhat distant.
Soviet strategy will probably reach a major crossroads of decision.
h.ovever,

when China becomes a nuclear power in her own right.

At

ay have to choose between seeking an
that time, the Soviet. Union -accomsodation of some kind with her populous neighbor in

the Last,

or making otheT arr'angements for Soviet security which could greatly
alter the structure of East-West velacionships

as they exit

t •dv.
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XVIII,

TIHE UNFINIStVWD SEARIH FOR A WAR-WINNIN

STRATEGY

While the Soviet leadership may be increasingly assailed by
grave doubt that a nuclear war would serve any rational policy
purposes at all, this sentiment has noc yet seeped down into the
main body of Soviet military doctrine and -trategy.
literature provides nn room for the cT.- pt
war,

and in

this respect it

ideological position that in
political,

continu.

rf "no victor" in

.)ecý.r

the evmir (if ,,i,

victory for the communirt :amp.

However,

when it

comes to laying d:.,

a future

he doctrinaire
.,e true balanre of

economic and military forces" hett',*e.

"guarantees"

Soviet military

the opposing systems

I

the military path tot.nrd

attainment of the "decisive political and military goals" set for
the Soviet camp in any future general war with the Western coalition,
Soviet military theory seems still

uncertainty.

It

beset by conflicting viewr and

reflects a continuing ambivalence between the

concepts of a short, decisive war and a long one,

between the radical

notion that the shock effect of modern strategic weapons might bring
quick victory by paralyzing an enemy's will to resist and the nore
traditionai

view that victory Is

combined arms operations,

to be secured only by large-scale

ending with occupation of the enemy's

home lar.d.
The 1963 Sokolovskii edition seemed 'u be as much at crosspurposss

.'ith

itsclf on this question as it.

".211, ipt Military Strategy,

predecessor.

Key

313;
Voennaia .cate.rii;,
2nd v('.,
the
anC
Weapcn'
'tbsolute
"The
Talensky.
N.
also:
.
:,Ce
P.
Problem ',f ecurity," International Affair-q, qo. 4, April 19'52, p. "16.
T.;Jordratkov, "War and Politic% ,n th,
Ijor
,ajor-Get;.,ral N. Sushko5 ar
No. 2, Jwi.i"rv 1964, ). 2i0.
Nuclear Age," Kommunist Vooruzhcnnykh St,
.
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passages expressing both viewpoints were retained.
prospect was still

For example,

offered that "modern strategic weapons...make

the
it

possible to achieve d ciuive results in winning victory in war sometimes even without resort to tactical and field forces," 1 and that a
country subjected to "massive missile blows may find it

necessary to

have suffered decisive defeat."2
surrender even before its armed forces
On the other hand,

the more traditional view also was repeated,

with

the argument that for final victory:
... it will be absolutely necessary to smash the
enemy's armed forces completely, deprive him of
strategic areas of deployment, liquidate his
military bases, and occupy his strategically
important regions .3
In other recent Sovie-t military discourse,
traditionalist school's effort to hold its

perhaps as part of the

ground against the troop-

reduction implicatious of Khrushchev's December 1963 policy statenwnt,
there has been a notable tendency to place renewed emphasis on the
The Red Star series on the

combined-arms formula for final victory.
"@revolution in military affairs,'

which began in January 1964 with

GeCaral Lomov's two-part exposition on military doctrine, was
particularly weighted in

this direction.

4

Voennaia Stratepi.ia, 2nd ed., p. 20; Soviet Military Strategy,
24, Dec. 1963
p. 94, See also Konoplev, Kommusnist Voorushennvkh Sil, No.
2
Voennaie Streteriia, 2nd ed., p. 32; Soviet Military Strate-y,
Vooruzhennykh Sil, 1o. 1, Jan. 19
iunist
p. 105" SealsoDrevianko,
1

Soviet Military Stratelm,
•Voennala Stratedita, 2nd ed., p. 246;
An afterthought was added to this formula in th,•e revised
p. 302.
edition, to emphasize the combined-arms aspect of the z.,tuotion.
Where the original text observed that "all these and other tasks can
"...in
only be accomplished by ground forces," the new text added:
forces."
armed
combined operations with other branches of the
4
See Lomov, Red Star, January 7, 10, 1964; Colonel-General
S. M. Shtemenko, "The New Requireimnts Posed for the Combined-Arms
Major-Ceneral N. Sushko,
Commander," Red Star, January 16, 1964;
Red Star, February 7,

1964.

-291Continued Debate on Choice-of Strategy
Western comnentary on the first edition of Military Stratelty
had pointed out that in terms of an over-'l1

strategic design, the

work failed "to lay out a promising formula for winning a war against
1

the United States if

such a war should have to be fought."

The

alternative prospects for a Soviet military victory, given the
strategies expounded in thi book and the existing relationship of
.:orces,

appeared to rest either on the hope that U.S. morale would

collapse early in the war or that the Soviet Union could outlast
its adversary in a protracted struggle -- neither of which possibilities
offered a very convincing basis for a winning military strategy.
There was no effort at direct rebuttal of this assessment in
the revised Sokolovskii edition.

On the contrary, the authors

seemed to lend further strength to the impression that Soviet
military strategy is still
for victory.

There was,

internal debate still

at a loss to offer any promising design
in fact, a new suggestion that considerable

turns on questions of choice between a Europeý.n

land-war strategy and a strategy for a new kind of war involving a
powerful transoceanic enemy.

In a section of their book dealing

with "Methods for Conducting Modern Warfare,"

the Sokolovskii

authors included a new statement that:
A debate continues around all of these questions.
In
essence, the argument is over the basic ways in which
a future war will be conducted. Will it on the one
hand be a land war with the employment of nuclear
weapons as a means of supporting the operations of
ground forces, or will it oi, tht other hanu be a
fundamentally new kind of war in which the main nman-.
of solving strategic tasks will be missiles and nuc!.ear
weapons?
ISee U.S. Editors'
Stratc•, p. 75.

Analytical Introduction,

2Voennaia Strateglia,

:,nd ed.,

p.

367.

'*oviet Militury
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It strikes one ar somewhat strange to find the issue posed in
this fashio'•,

after the enormous outpouring of assertions from all

schools of Soviet military thought that a new war would be "fundamenta
different from any past war and that strategic nuclear-missile weapovq
would be the "decisive means" employed.

At the very least, the passat

attests to the stubborn vitality of the traditionalist outlook, agair
1

which some military leaders still find it necessary to inveigh.

He-

ever, the question at issue in this case may have been less a matter
of selecting one basic strategy versus the other, than of debate oQways in which theater campaigns on the Eurasian continent should be
related in scope, character and timing to g8obal strategic operationq
The latter are clearly a cardinal concern of Soviet military theorist
seeking a strategy for any general war with the United States, as
attested by the bulk of the material in the Sokolovskii book itse!"
At the same time, an undercurrent of rivalry for coamnand prestige
and pride of place between old line field generals and a new generati,
1 See,

for example, Marshal Malinovskii's exhortation to a group c
military editors in November 1963, where he said, acong other thilgF:
"We must boldly smash and throw out everything that interferes with Th
creative development of progressive military thinking and.. .be prepar
for active, decisive operations to the point of daring under conditt'.
of the employment of missiles anc nuclear weapons by both sides."
Kommunist Vooruzhennykh S(, No. 21, November 1963, pp. 9-10. See als
General of the Army, P. Batitskii, "The Main Thing Is Constant Combat
Readiness," Komunist Vooruzhennykh $11, No. 18, September 1963, p. 2L
Major-General I. Y. Krupchenko, "On Teaching History of Military Art
the Higher Service Schools," Voenno-Istortcheskii Zhurnal, No. 9,
Septembtr 1963, pp. 40-41; Konoplev, Komunist Vooruzhennykh :il,
Noi.
December 1963, p. 32; Marsbal Biriuzov, ibid., No. 4, February 1964,
pp. 19-20. The lattir, while criticizing officers who cling to outmoded views, said caustically (p. 19); "There is no place in the
missile forces for those who measure the new moans of warfare with an
old yardstick."
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of te:hnically-oriented,

engineer-trained Soviet officers also seems

to run through the debate over theater warfare versus strategic
operations.

This issue came to the surface in one of the January 1964

Red Star articles, authored by Colonel-General S. M. Shtemenko,
chief-of-staff of the ground forces.

The article dealt with the

question whether the combined-arms commnander could still

be considered

under modern conditions "the basic organizer of combat and operations."
Shtemenko argued in the affirmative,

but in the course of doing so,

he noted that the higher technical qualifications required in modern
warfare "gave a few comrades the opinion that a contemporary combined1

arms commander must necessarily be an

engineer."

While Shtemenko

spoke only in the context of ground forces personnel, an extension of
the field officer-versus-technical specialist issue to wider circles
within the Soviet military establishment is implied by the unusual
publtcity buildup of the special qualities of strategic missile
officers,

to which we have referred earlier.

Awareness of Shortcominas in Strateftic Doctrine
In the revised Sokolov Kii edition of 1963,

there were several

amendments which tended to show an awareness of logical shortcomings
in current strategic doctrine,

especially as regards the question

of how an essentially continental land power like the Soviet Union can
find a realistic strategy against en overseas adversary if
1 Red

it

is

Star, January 16, 1964.
See also Chapter Eight for discussion of another aspect of this question, that of the tension
lPLween the new "military specialists" and the Party apparatus in the
,irmed

f

tr•il.s.
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obliged to follow the doctrinal dictate of invasion and occupation
of the enemy's homneland. One such amendment occurred in a discussion
of requirements for gaining "complete victory over an enemy."

In

the original version, it was said that this could be accom~plished,
after strategic nuclear attack against the enemy state,
.only by completely defeating the enemy's armed
forces and capturing his territory, including the
regions where strategic weapons are reliably protected
/Underscoring added./
In the revised version, the words underscored above weze omltte
PIP

The inference to be drawn here is twofold.

First, that the auth%.

recognized a certain unrealism a*.ut suggesting that the deep interi
of a country like the United States could be readily invaded and
captured by Soviet troops.

Second, that -cLewhat greater weight ma,

nave been attached to the prospect of the enemy's corlapse after
nuclear bombardment,

in which case occupation of his territory vould

be a diflarent matter than fighting one's way in.
A second amendment in the 1963 Sokolovskii edition concerning
amphibious landing capabilities already has been discussed in
connection with naval forces in Chapter Fourteen.

This change,
2

recognizing the need "to make provision for amphibious operatiors,"
was paralleled by other Soviet commentary which appeared to concede
in a war against an overseas opponent,

that,

the ground forces canno

be expected to accomplish their misston of final destruction of the
eneiy and seizure of his territory without naval and amphibious
operations.
Strategiia, 2nd ed., p. 263;

SlVoennaia

11

p. 377.
2Voennaia

Strategiia,

2nd ed.,

p.

313.

Soviet Military Strat
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The diaplay of greater realism appears to take at least partial
cognizance of an important lacuna in the doctrine of combined
operations customarily expounded in Soviet military literature.

It may

be meant to suggest no more than that Soviet amphibious capabilities
should be improved for operations around the Soviet periphery or in
loccl conflict areas.

However,

if

it is meant to imply the buildup

of invasion capabilities on a more ambitious scale, it opens up
perhaps Lirger questions than it answers, particularly as regards
the matter of resources that would be required if the Soviet Union
were to embark upon development of naval and amphibious capabilities
on the scale required for invasion of an overseas opponent like the
United States.

in light of the pressure already exerted upon Soviet

resources bv other military and civilian requirements, an amoltious
new program of this sort would seem difficult to realize unlesi the
Soviet lead,!rs were prepared to boost their defense budget very
substantially -- a step for which they apparently have little
enthusiasm, as s4gpsted by the triw-tag of the Soviet military
budget for 194..
Thus, while the advocates of the combined-arms path to victory
say have worked some of the kinks out of their theory, they apparently
have not sold their case so far as cialms on the Soviet hudgeL are
concerned.

Unless the Soviet political leadership places more confidence

in the alternative strategy of a shock-e.fect,

first strike than

it has manifested to date, this would appear to leave the search for
a military path to victory in the category of an unfinished item
on the Soviet ogenda.
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XIX.

SOVIET MILITARY S`TRA."EGY AND DISARMAMENT

Soviet disarmament policy customarily has been part and parcel
of an over-all strategy designed to iinprove the Sovii.t Uni4,n's
military and political positiun, while strewing restraints in the
1
path of its major adversaries.
The prospect that the So .,it milit
search for a war-winning strateb,. may pr,>ve unrewarding, or that
victory in a nuclear war, even if
increasingly barren,

attainable, may come to look

dues not mnean,

leadership will find it

of course, that the Soviet

necessery or even possible to seek a disarme

worlo as the only .Iternative

answer to the problem of Soviet serc-,

The intermediate ground between armed peace and a disarmed world is
broad and unexplored.
car predict, but it

Huw long it

may take to cross it,

no one

seems sate to say that during whatever lengthN

po.ssage may lie ahead,

the Soviet leaders will continue to regzrd

Soviet military power as an Wndispensable safeguard of their se.1,rit
and a strong support for their political strategy.
At the same time, one must recognize that the character cof the
links between political and military power has been changing.

In a

'orle where nuclear war may seem no longer a rational course arO
where the possibilities of altering the political balance by i.ie

l5~ee Malcolm Mackintosh and Harry Willetts, "Arms Control and
the 'oviet National Interest," in Louis Pe-ikin, ed., Arms Control
Issuer for t'e Public, Prentice-Hall, Inc., 'nglewood Cliffs, New
J.,•rsey, 1961, pp. 141-17';
Iiclin.rd J. Barnett, "The Soviet Attitude
on D.asarmamenr.," Problkms of Co i.unism, May-June 1961, pp. 32-37.
See also, by .he present author, "'h'ushchev's Disarmament :;trategy,
Orbis, Vol. 14, No. 1, Spring 1960, pp. 13-27.
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or threat of military act-ion are otherwise fraught with great
danger,

Soviet attitudes toward the management of military power

in the service of politics may well undergo change.
this process could come also some shift in
approach to disarmament.

Along with

Zhe customary Sovtet

While the political-propaganda exploitation

of the disarmament issue has been a cetatral feature of Soviet
disarmament policy,

1e shall be primarily concerned in

this chapter

with the relationship of disarmament to Soviet military strategy and
with Soviet military attitudes toward disarmament.

Ties Between Military Strategy and Disarmament Policy
It

is

hardly surprising that Soviet disarmament proposals

frequently have been made with an eye to improving the Soviet
strategic position or altering the military balance to Soviet

ao'antage.

This pattern is familiar in the history of disarmament

negotiations generaliy, and in the Soviet case -- as in pre-Soviet
Russia --

disarmameat initiatives often have coincided rather closely

f1 n this connection, a recent major work on Soviet foreign
policy notes that althoigh no agreements resulted from the Soviet
Union's postwar disarmw%-nt campaign, the S. tat effort did serve
"to expose the enemies of disarmament and to mobilize world public
opinion for the struggle against the danger of war," M. Baturin,
and S. Tarov, Vneshnaia Politika Sovetskoto Soiuza Na Sovremennom
Etape, (The Foreign Policy of the Soviet Union at the Contcmporary
Stage), Izdatelstvo Instituta Mezhcdunaoodnykh Otneshenii, Moscow,
1962, p. 67.

-
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with strategic and military needs.1

Many of the various Soviet

disarmament proposals since World War II have had a rather close
connection with the evolving requirements

of Soviet military

strategy, although this is not to suggest that the timtzg and natu
of these proposals was wholly a maZte-

Iubordinat.ing other aspe

of Soviet disarmament policy to imdmiae military consideracions.
It may be useful to recall a few examples of Soviet disarmament
posicionh whicb hav- had a fairly obvious link with strategic
developments.

One of these occurred in the first years after the

war in response to the 1946 Baruch Plan for international "coy'-i
ownership of all atomic energy activity potentially dangerous to
world security."'2
early 1947,

After definitive rejection of the Baruch Plan

the Soviet Union countered with demands for a ban on
3

atomic weapons and destruction of all stocks.

This was followev

by successive Soviet proposals from 1947 to 1949 to redU.e all
conventional forces by one-third, concurrently with a ban on atoml
4

weapone.
1 vor

The effect of these proposals would have been to depriv

example, the Litvinov proposal to the League
Nations
Preparatory Commission at Geneva on November 30, 194''.
"Imnedia
Complete and Genpral Disarmament" came at a time when "he led Army
was undergoing major reform and reorganization and the first Fi'e
Year Plan for industrialization was about to begin, placing t.ae S
Unisn in a position which made a check upon the armament efforts
the other powers a strategic necesbity. An earlier pre-Soviet Rus
proposal which led to the Hague Conference of 1899 came similarly
a time whtn Russia needed to modernize her forces and was concer ie
Aistrian and Cerman military strength in the West and the grnwing
power of Japan in the East. See Count tWitte's confidences to his
advisor, Dr. C. J. Dillon, in E. J. Dillon, Th E-tlipse of Russia,
George H. D)ran Co., New York, 1918, pp. 44-45. See also
Michael I. Florinsky, .1ussia, Vol. IT, r;,e MacMýlian Company, 1958
pp. 1260-1261.
2 Docu-ents
in Disarnapent, 1945-1959, Vol. I, Department of
t
State, aslington, D. C., 1960, pp. 7-16.
3bid., p. 1.-19, 68-82.
4Lbid., pp. 84, 176, 187, 188, 191, 193.
'
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the United States of the new weapons in which it was superior to the
roviet Union and to leave the latter with far superior conventional
1

strength in Furope.

The fact that the proposals were unlikely to

be accepted would permit the Scviet Union in the meanti•m
its own program to acquire nuclear weapons,
constraints, which cf course

to pursue

unhindered by Cnternational

is what happened.

Another example of rather close correlation between Soviet
strateg 4 c intereats and disarmament policy is affordej by the major
set of proposals put forward by the Soviet Union in May 1955, not
long after Khrushchev forced Malenkov out of the leadership hierarchy.
By 1955, the strategic situation had greatly changed.

The Korean War

was followed by a vigorous buildup of U.S. strategic delivery for'tes
and the extension of a world-wide network of American bases, bringine
ho.. more forcefully than ever to the So-Aet leadership the potential
In Europe, the portent of a stronger

consequences of a nuclear war.

NATO was raised by the imninent re-arming of West Germany,
4 troublesome new problem fof-Soviet strategy.
power had not been neglected,

also posing

While Soviet military

and the U.S. nuclear monopoly had

by now been broken, the strategic situation from the Soviet viewpoint
was nevertheless deteriorating.

Precisely at this jut.cture the

Soviet Union put forward its new set of disarmament proposals iii
2
They called for a tuo-stage pr~gramn, beginning %!iti
May 1955.

'See

Mackintosh and IJi1ltts,

"-Docu-neitrs on Disrmc,.r•,n-rt,

op._cit.,
'Jolunw 1,

t,.

145.

pp. 456-466.
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an invnediate "freeze"

of all for:.et,

oo bt completed by thc end of

1957.

Conventional forces would be reduced to levels previously
1
suggested by an Anglo-French plan,
and elimination of nuclear
weapons would begin when 75 per cent of conventional reductions wer
completed.

Among other signiticant provisions,

military bases on foreign soil would b.-gin in

Liquidation of ali

the first

stage,

all countries %,ouldrenounce the use of nuclear weapons.

at.

As a

measure to orevint surprise attack, observers would be stationed at
coninunications Juntctions,

ports and airfields.

When completed,

th,

progratd wouild Liye the major powers with a fixed level of conventional forces,

and with no nuclear weapons or foreign baser.

Vro-i the Soviet viewpoint,

these proposals,

if

accepted,

wouý.

have ,-ieared the board of those aspects of Western military rnwer
which gave the Soviet leadets most concern.
superiority in
be nipped in

Soviet conventional

Europa would he retained, German rearmament would

the bud, NATO avýd other Western alliances would come

&part at the sewtas when U.S.

bases were dismaitled,

and the Soviet

U•iton would fInally.have laid at rest the threat of U.S.

nuclear

power.
Some of tbc subsequent Soviet disarmament proposals in

the nex

years after 1955 also showed a continuing link with the chnnting
strategic situation and Mhrushchev's emergent military Fol1.i,.
For example,

1

in

early 1956., as Soviet nuclear capabilities were

The force levels adopted from the Ang.lo-Frcnch plaii of Ja,.
1954 were 1.3 million men Cor the Soviet Union, , Pit ed :rat-..,
,,110
China respectively, ard 650,000 for Britain ano France.
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gro•,ingI end Khrushchev's
power" began to take shape,

ideas of substituting "firepower

for man-

the Soviet Union proposed that nuclear

disarmament be shelved for the tine being while making a fresh
.affoat In

the field of conventional red,.:'ion.

suggestions led to no disar-nament agreements,
that in

2

Although these

it is

interesting
3
1956 the Soviet Union began unilateral troop cuts,
suggesting

that Khrushchev hoped to obtain some disarmament "mileage"
measures

to be taken anyway in

from

connection with his military reforms.

Soitwhat simiiar efforts to turn unilateral troop reductions to
account in the disarmament market were to be observed in

Khrushchev's

troop-cut s.:atements in

Soviet

January 1960 and December 1963.

troop reductions also have been cited in the context of the strategic
dialogue,

as discussed earlier-in Chapter Three,

to support the

argument that the West cannot justify its arms programs on the grounds
that the Soviet armed forces are larger than those of the West.
Another argument hIns been that Soviet unilateral reductions have
removed the Western pretext for Insisting on inspection.

4

1

See Mackintosh and Willetts, op. cit., p. 152.
Documents on Disarmament, Volume I, pp. 503-607.
3
l•,isd,
Volume I, pp. 630-639; Volume II, p. 780.
2

'ror examples of these arguments, see V. A. Zorin, ed., Borb._
S'vetskogo Soiuza Za Razoruzhenie 1946-1960 Cody (The Soviet Union's
Struggle for Disarmament, 1946-1960), Izdatelstvo Instituta
Mezhdunarodnykh Otnoshenii, Moscow, 1961, pp. 83, 212, 302.
The
same work also argues, pp. 73fl that Western arms control proposals
are intended to serve the West's strategic objectives, to gather
intelligence, hIll public opinion, and so on, rather than to
,.top the arrni race.
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The revival of a Litvinov-style proposal for general and comp
disarmament, marked by lhrushchev's speech to the UN General Asse
1

in September 1959,

had quite different implications in a strategJ

sense than previous postwar Soviet proposals.
tenuousll linked with immediate military c
at bigger game.

It was much more

-iderations,

and aime(

Politically, the sweeping Mrushchev proposal v,.

doubtless meant to put the West on the defensive, with little
expectation that it woule lead to anything more concrete than pro
longed and incve-lusive negotiations from which the Soviet UnJ.,r
could hope to extract maximum political-propaganda advantages.

C

the outside chance that adoption of a plan somewhat along the li•.
of this and subsequent Soviet total disarmament proposals might
transpire,2 what opportunities might it seem to offer from the
Soviet viewpoint?
For one thing, the rather drastic change of relationships in
a world abruptly and totally disarmed might seem likely to the So%
leaders to create a favorable environment for well-organized
3

revolutionary movements to gain the upper hand.

During the proce

of dismantling formal military machinery, fur example, real
opportunities could arise to accelerate "national liberation movei
withe 't fear of effective Western intervention.
1The

This seems to ha,

New York Times, September 19, 1959.
copies of the original 1959 proposal and subsequent
versions offered by the Soviet Union up to 1962, see: The Soviet
Stand on Disarmament, Crosscurrents Press, Inc., New York, 1962,
pp. 9, 25, 53, 80.
3 See by the present author,
Some Factors Bearing on Soviet
Attitudes Toward Disarmament, The RAND Corporation, P-2766,
July 1963, p. 9.
2 For
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been the sense of Nikoyan's reproach in early 1962 to Chines6
critics of Soviet disarmament policy, when he said that disarmament
as proposed by the Soviet Union would not make the national liberation
struggle more difficult, but rather would strip the imperialists of
the means of "resisting the revolutionary actions of the proletariat
1
and the peasantry."
Even well short of a totally disarmed world, the Soviet leaders
might feel that partial implementatinn of such measures as the
scrapping of nuclear delivery systems and withdrawal from overseas
military bases would bring about the demoralization and collapse
of the Western alliance system -- a political and strategic prize
well worth seeking in itself.
Militarily, adoption of a Soviet-style plan would ultimately
leave only national militia forces, equipped with light arms,
the maintenance of internal order.

for

Units of national militia also

would be made available to the UN Security Council for international
peace-keeping purposes.

2

With the proportionately larger militia

which the Soviet Union and its East European auxiliaries would have
½Election Speech in Yerevan, Pravda, March 15,
2While

1962.

the Soviet position on an international police force for
peace-keeping purposes has softened slightly in the past year or two,
it is still inhospitable to the idea of a permanently-organized
international armed force independent of a Soviet vedto. The essential
Soviet attitude on this ouestion seems unchanged from the statenent
made in October 1959 by C. A. Zhukov, Chairman 'jf the State Committee
for Cultural Relations with Foreign Countries, who said the West looks
for "the establishment of an international police force armed to the
teeth, which would have the job of suppressing peoples determined
to change the social system iv their countries," Pravda, October 2,
1959. See also statement by Khrushchev on October 31, 1959, Pravda.

obverber 1, 1959.
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at the r 0'1spozal, and protected by the veto in the .;ecurity Counci
t;,' Soviet leaders might feel that opportunities would arise to
intervene in the event of civil uprisings in roncozraunist countries
1

of Western Europe.

The United States, of course, would have no

means to come to the rescue.

The main cloud in this somewhat rosy

picture might be China, which presumably would dispose of even

larger militia forces than the -oviet Union.
The possible advantages to be seen by the Soviet leaders in
adoption of a total disarmament plan would, of course,

include

end to the risk that a nuclear war might bring the destruction of
Soviet society, and the freeing of resources for nonmilitary purpo
Doubts about Soviet ability to stand the pace of a stepped-up arm.,
race also would be resolved by a total disarmament solution, althc
they might be replaced by problems of keeping up in a "peace Lice"

"a l'outrance.
While an interesting case could be pressed still further for
Soviet interest in a radical replacement of present military
arrangements by total disarmament,

there are also off-setting fact.

which doubtless work in the other direction.

One of these:

relu t

to trade off a powerful military machine and familiar security
arrangements for the unproven benefits of disarmamert.

Another:

a realistic view of the intimate dependence of .soviet political str
on the authority of military power.

Closely telated to these cor.si

in the minds of the Siviet leaders is the conviction that Soviet de
power is mainly responsible for preventing war and protecting the
political and territorial integrity of the Soviet bloc.
Isee Mackintosh and Willetts, op. cit., p. 156.
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Another factor in this category is the persistent belief that
communist superiority in the political, economic and militAry elements
of power must be attained before a new communist order can be
expected to replace capitalism in the world.

The possiole fuLure

threat posed by China also enters the picture.

And,

finally, there

is the unpalatable invasion of Soviet secrecy and the dilution of
the Party's internal iionopoly of power which would be implied by
acceptance of international authority over the disarmament and
peace-keeping processes.
This list, too, could be extended, but the point is evident
that the S.-:viet leadership is not likely to make up its mind to
embrace tctal disarmament at one fell swoop.

What might emerge

in the "soviet approach to disarmament could be somewhat less
concern for fashioning disarmament proposals so as to yield obviously
one-sided military and political advantages for the Soviet Union, and
somewhat more concern for measures promising to reduce the danger of
war,

to lighten the burden of armaments,

and to control the character

of the arms competition.
The possibility of employing arms control measures to reduce
the tempo of the arms race and to channel it

in directions which the

Soviet Union might find less burdensome would seem to have a
particular appeal to the Soviet leadership at a time when converginy
demands upon Soviet resources are great.

If no positive gains fur

the Soviekt military posture were forthcoming, an arms control
program .:hich prevented "weapons'

gaps" from widening mirht still

look attractive in terms.of the relative correlation of forces
.etween

the two sides.

-306This raises again an iportant but as yet unanswered question
bearing on the Soviet approach to disarmament.

Does the Soviet

leadership it'll consider that improvement of the Soviet Union's
relative power position ts an esscrt'll obiectIve to be sought in
disarmaimnt negotiations, or does it now recognize areas of mutual
interest in which both sides might give up something in order to
attain a common benefit?

The test-ban treaty signed on August 5

and ratified in September 1963, seem to have involved both of
these elements.

On the one hand, it probably contributed to soms

easing of international tension and may have marked a step toward
slowing down the proliferation of nuclear weapons which both sides
professed to find to their mutual interest.

On the other hand, the

Soviet Union was quick to observe that the treaty foreclosed testir
of the kinds of weapons "in which superiority is on the side of th
Soviet Union," while permitting the Soviet Union "to conduct underground tests of nuclear weapons if necessary for the security
interests of the Soviet Union and other socialist states.'"1

The

Soviet leaders themselves my be uncertain as to which of these
criteria is the more important.

The chances are, however, that even

when the criterion of mutual interest enters the picture, as in the
test-ban case, the Soviet leaders will continue to base their
decisions essentially on the pounds of self-interest.
1Editorial

"To Strengthen Our Country's Might," Red Star.
September 21, 1963. See also: Pravda, September 26, 1963; Red
Star, October 10, 1963.
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Soviet Military Attitudes Toward Disarmament
The role played by the Soviet military in
disarmanA,nt policy,

and military interest in

the formulation of

the technical aspects

of a jubject which obviously impinges closely upon military affairs,
are matters on which very little
discourse.
oi and,

light Is shed by public Soviet

Ritual advocacy of Soviet disarmament proposals is

as we shall note, obtained from military leaders,

public interest in

the subject seems to stop there.

literature itself is

expected

but their

Soviet military

distinguished by an almost total indifference to

disarmament and arms control as a technical problem of serious professional

interest to military theorists and planners.

One cannot find --

either in

Soviet military publications or

In the abundant output of political-propaganda organs on the
subject of disarmament 1

--

anything comparable to Western exploration

of arms control techniques to lower risks of accidental war,
tighten command and control arrangements,

and to help in

to

the

lIn addition to Soviet publications on disarmament already
cited, some of the more representative recent works on the subject
are:
V. M. Khaitsman, SSSR i Problema RAzoruzheniia (The USSR and
the Problem of Disarmament), Izdatelstvo Akademii Nauk SSSR, Moscow
1959, a monograph on the history of Soviet disarmament policy;
E. K. Fedorov, Prekrashchenie ladernykh Ispytanii (Cessation of
Nuclear Testing), Izdatelstvo Akademii Nauk SSSR, Moscow, 1961, an
account by a Soviet scientist of the test ban issue; 0. V. Bogdanov,
ladernoe Razoruzhenie (Nuclear Disarmament), Izdatelstvo Instituta
Mezhdunarodnykh Otneshenil, Moscow, 1961, a description of Soviet
policy on the subject and criticism of Western views;
I. S. Glagolev,
ed., Ekongmicheskie Voprosy Razoruzheniia (Economiic Problems of
Disarmament), lzdatelstvo Akademii Nauk SSSR, Moscow, 1961, a
collection of articles following the Marxist-Leninist view o'
this subject.
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M

management of crisis situations.

1

Neither does Soviet writing furni

any equivalent to the growing body of Western literature in which
various concepts of deterrence,

strategic posture and arms control

are viewed as interrelated aspects of the international security
problem.

At the same time,

it

book, that there has been so.=

is

true, as noted previously in this

tendency of late for Soviet writers,

especially in medi-a desig-ied main.y f0,

fGr1a, audiences,

to e =pio,

the technical idiom of this literature even though continuing to
attack its concepts.2

In part,

the relative absence of a technical

analytical literature of disarmament in the Soviet Union can be
explained by the fact that such literature does not carry the emot,
force and high moraL tone demanded by the general Soviet disarmamen

1For a convenient listing and critical
discussion of some of
the voluminous U.S. arms control and disarmament
literature, see
4James E. Dougherty, "The Disarmament Debate: A Review
of Current
Literature," in two parts, Orbs Volume V, Number 3, Fall 19b'
pp. 342-359 and Volume V, Number 4, Winter 1962, pp. 489-511.
2
Among examples of this trend in Soviet writing are:
V. Pecho
"About 'Acceptable' War," International Affairs, No. 3, March 1963,
pp. 22-25, an attack on strategic concepts of Herman Kahn and Raymo
Aron;
Boris Dimitriev, Pentagon i Vneshnaia Politika SShA (The
Pentagon and the Fireign Policy of the USA), Izdatelstvo Instituta
Mezhdunarodnykh Otnoshenii, Moscow, 1961, a somewhat dateu propagan
attack on military influence in the United States, with portions
devoted to concepts of "massive retaliation" and "mutual deterrence
N. Talenskii, "Sincere? -- Yes.
Realistic? -- No," International
Affais, No. 3, March 1963, pp. 98-100,
criticista of zonal
disarmament and inspection proposals advanced by Louis B. Sohn
(an accompanying "guest" article by Prof. Jay Orear of Columbia
University, defending the zonal concept, appeared in the same
issue);
A. A. Blagonravov, "Destruction of Means of Nuclear Delivei
Novoe Vremia (New Times), No. 52, 1960, p. 10, an earlier discussiol
by a Soviet scientist which went into problems of detecting missile
launchings.
In addition, this category includes the previously
mentioned articles by Ceneral Nevsky in the World Marxist Review,
March 1q63, the Glagolev-Larionov article in International Affairs,
November 1963, and portions of the 1963 revised Sokolovskii edition
of Voennaia Strateglia (Military Strategy). See also guest article
Yuri Sheinin, "A Soviet Scientist Looks at Disarmament," Bulletin o
Atomic Scientists, January 1964, pp. 19-22, in which the Soviet autt
argues that the American concept of "arms control" cannot provide a
adequate substitute for the "non-trivial" approach of "complete and
universal disarmament."
1
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line.

Secondly,

the treatment of sophisticated concepts on the irter-

relation of arnm control and strategy not only calls for spe'ling out
more details of Soviet military posture and strengths than normal Soviet
practice allows,

but such concepts tend to make poor propaganda for

Soviet advocacy of radical and high1l
solutions.

Finally,

oversimplified disarmament

the volumainous Soviet literature on war itself

nrouHdes the basic uiderpinning, for the Soviet disarmament position,
which takes the view that arms control Rchemes and concepts are
attempts to "legalize"

nuclear war and the arms race.

The Soviet military outlook on disarmament customarily finds
expression

in

the formula that "an

1-n-.

reached and no universal disarmament

a-- .-

r

implemented,

--.

*

the Soviet Union

and all other countries of the socialist camp are maintaining and
will continue to maintain their defense might at the necessary
1
level."
chest,

One gets the impression that, having got this off his
the average Soviet military man goes about his business

with little

further thought about disarmament as a practical

expectation to be reckoned with.
a bit further, however,

The formula is

to suggest that Soviet military men are more

willing to hang up their uniforms and call it
Western counterparts.

sometimes carried

Thus,

Marshal Yeremenko

a day than their
declared in January

1964 that:

I

Colonel A. M. Iovlev, "New Technology and Mass Armies, Red
Star, April 5, 1961.
See also: Editorial, "The Strength and
Pride of the People," ?ravda, February 23, 1964.
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Some people in the West may find it incongruous
that Soviet military circles should join in
advocating disarmament and the exclusion of
It
interstate wars from the life of society.
is well known that Western military men try hard
to prove...that a world nuclear war, or at least
one, is quite acceptable and
a restricted, local
1
even necessary.
It

I

interesting that Marshal Yeremenko's formula barring

"interstate wars" left room for what the Soviets define as
;nwtionai liberation struggles" to continue,
world.

A colleag-e,

even in a disarmed

the somewhat nebulous General Nevsky, offered

another point omitted by Yeremenko when he said earlier that "Soviet
military men are willing to change their ,iniforms

for civvies if

the Soviet proposala for general and complete disarmament are
carried out," becatuse,

said Nevsky:

"They have no private interests

running counter to the peace policy pu.srud by the Soviet government.,,2

This general picture of a Soviet military elite which stands
ready and eager to dissolve itself it a conventional Soviet myth

'M•oscow News, No. 2. January 1), 1964.
2
World Marxist Raview, March 1963, p. 30. The argument
that
Western milit'ry men are more opposed to hanging up their uniforms
than Soviet soldibrs is paralleled by the argument that "monopolydominated" Westerns economies have a vested interest in the arms
race, whereas the controlled qoviet ecc..omy is held to be free oi
See V. Onushkin, "Atotn.vL Biznes" Amerikanskykh
such interests.
ionopolil (The "Atomic Business" of American Monopolies), Izdatelstvo
Sotsialna Ekonomicheskot Literatury, Moscow 1960, pa.stm.
At the same time, the customary Soviet line that the U..:. economy
could not shift from arms production to disa.'mament has been altered
recently in some Soviet writirng to esacede that the transition
could be made without big problems. See Zorin, 02. cit., p. 293.
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which may have some basis in fact, but which hardly amounts to an
accurate description cithe complicated realities of Soviet life.
Disbandment of the armed forces and their absorption into civil
society would involve not only social and institutional problems
of considerable magnitude, but also a dif•Jicult shift of values
which the Soviet leadership has sought unremittingly to inculcate
in the Soviet fightirng man for the past four-and-a-half decades.
To make liSht of these problems would suggest that the possibility
of facing them on * large scale has not been taken very seriously.
At the sxe time, it should be recalled that the Soviet Union
has carried out substactial demobilization programs in the postwar
period.1

While not comparable to uprooting the whole military elite

and expunging its role in Soviet life, these programs are instructive
on at last

two counts.

First, they were carried out, despite the

dislocation of personal lives involved and over some opposition
coparently from military leaders.

Second, there was dissatisfaction

and lowering of morale, and in at least one case -- the January
1960 reduction program -- the troop cuts were halted before completion.
Military moralt was not the only issue involved in this case, however, as wd have pointed out earlier in Chapter Two.
Some of the "temporary" dislocations and problems experienced
in the 1954-1959 per fd of demobilizations ware rather frankly
1 In his
January 14, 1960 Supreme Soviet speech, Khrushchev
retroactively stated that Soviet forces stood at 2.8 million men
by the end of 1948, were brought back up to 5.7 million by 1955,
and subsequently reduced to 3.6 million by January 1960. There
ts Rome uncertainty aa to whether all of these figures can be taken
at face value, but nevertheless a sizeable reduction appears to
have taken place. See Pravda, January 15, 1960.
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described in a speech by larshal Malinovskii in January 196C, on the

eve of a new Yound of cuts.

Rumblings of discontent and adjustment

difficulties also found their way into print after the 1960 reduction
program began, particularly with regard to officers, of whom some
2
Even after suspension of
250,000 were to he prematurely retired.
toe program in 1961,. there were signs that re-employment of demobilized
2ffice.s had not been solved, such as an appeal to reserve officers
in Ree Star in March 1962 to migrate to the Far East where farm help
was needed.

3

A year later, partly as a response to continuing

problems of readjustment,

an extension of the January 20, 1960 decree

rrcoviding benefits for discharod military =an was announced ir Red
Star.4
Other scattered glimpses into the state of the Soviet military
mind suggest that the Soviet officer's feeling about his place in
Soviet life, and his dedication to mllitary values, are somewhat
more comwlicated phenomena than the myth of the compliant officer
would indicate.

?or exam.lo, staa disonchnntment over civilian

unconcern for the hardships of the officer's life has occasionally
found expression in the press.

Testimony on this point was f-urnished

by N. Hakeev, the editor of Red Star, writing for a civilian audience
1 Red

Star, January 20, 1960. Among other things, Malinovskii
noted that 40% of the officers discharged in previous demobilizations
had not yet found "responsible posts."
2 Ibid.
See also, ibid., July 9, 1960, December 14, 1960.
3

Ibid.,

March 16,

1962.

Ilbid., March 29, 1963. A certain amount of chronic readjustment
difficulty associated with the "normal" return of discharged draftees
to civilian life also is reflected in the Soviet press from time to
time. See Colonel k. Miltashin, "A Soldier Comes Horn," Izvestilia

January 30, 1964.
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in February 1963.

in Izvestiia,

concerned citizen," Makeev wrote:

"What does he care that while he

sleeps, thousands of officers tirelessly carry on their difficult
duties...what does the unconcerned citizen care if the ten-times
wounded colonel has changed his place of service twelve times since
Makeev concluded by reminding his civilian audience that

the war..."

the contribution of the officer to Soviet life is not less than
that of "the
the doctor."

farmer, the engineer, the agricultural specialist, or
1

Jther Soviet military writers similarly have commeated from time to time
time on civilian "misunderstanding!' of military personnel and their
contributions to Soviet society.
Soviet officer

2

Such comments suggest that the

corps nurses a wounded pride Lhat would tend, at

the least, to complicate its reassimilatlon irto civilian life.
Military sensitivity to undermining of the martial values aad
heroic deeds upon which ,he morale of the Soviet fighting man rests
also has been displayed by the Soviet military leadership.

Addressing

a group of Soviet writers and artists in February 1964, for example,
Marshal Malinovskii was critical of "incorrect tendencies" in
portrayal of the last war, charging that various artistic works
llzvestiia, February 2, 1963. The problem of the Soviet military's
place in the national life is one of long-standing.
In the middle
twenties, for examplc, this was one of the questions addressed by M. V.
Frunze, who played a central role in reform of the armed forces after
Trotsky's ouster. Frunze argued on the basis of Lenin's prediction
that the Soviet Union would one day be involved in "frightful bloody
clashes" with Western "Lmperialism," that the Soviet military must be
imbued with a sense of purpose and "should not be isolated from the
political life of the country." H. V. Frunze, Izbrannie Proizvedeniia
(Selected Works), Vol. II, Voenizdat Ministerstva Oborony SSSR, Moscow,
1957, pp. 219, 274, passim.
2 See

Colonel M. )akoveav,

"Our Officer," Red Star, February 18, 1964.
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"irresolute and patty people" to the center of the state.

Conceding

that war was cruel and devastating, lalinovskii said nevertheless:
"We reject such a une-sided appzoach to this important subject."
While pacifist values are not condoned ia the Soviet Union, and no
popular literatufe of the "FaiT Safe" genre is permitted to portra)
the Soviet soldier as a greacer threat co his country's security than
2

the enemy,

it is nevertheless interesting that Marshal Malinovskii

3hould display concern over the possible contamination of So4iet
youth by antimilitary art.
Such occasional glimpses into the military state of mind in the
Soviet Union do not, of course, furnish gr'ounds fcc concluding that
Soviet military men would be eitber more or less resistant to a
general disarmament program than their counterparts in other
countries.

What they do suggest ts that the exagserated simplicity

of the official Soviet myth covers a host oL problems that would have

to be dealt with by the Soviet leadership no less than by leaders
of rther societies.

ISpeech by Marshal R. I&.Malitiovskii, Februrary 7, 1964, Red Star.,
February 9, 1964. For similar military criticism oi artistic works
which failed to provide proper "heroic" inspiration, see Captain 2nd
Rank A. Chernomys and Lieutenant Colonel V. Fedorov, "Wherein Lies the
Beauty of an Heroic Deed," Red Star, January 29, 1964; Hirshal I.
Bagramian, "Mighty Means of Patriotic Education," SovetekIPatriot,
January 29, 1964. See also Marshal Krylov's comonts on pacifism,
Red Star, June 9, 1963.
2Saa Sidney .Hook, ft dlI-Safo Za1l•v Stain and Day, Now York,
1963, pp. 19-23.
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IX._ DIR (W THE AW=fRSARY
At a time when both the United States and the Soviet Union seem
to be seeking ways to clariZy the complexities of their strategic
relationship in the nuclear-missile age, greater importance than ever
before attaches to their perception of each other.

In this regard,

as noted earlier in this book, the picture of the West chat emerges
from Soviet discourse of the past year or two has begun in some
respects to take on more object've dimensions, notably in treating
th* United Siates an a strong but withal jomewhat more responsible
advrsaary mkan was formerly the case.

Both editions of the Sokolovskii

work were landmarks of a sort in this connection.
The first Sokolovskit volume conveyed an image of the West that
in some ,espents departed notably from familiar Soviet lore on the
"tmperitl1st enemy."

Though colored, to be sure, by serious dis-

tortions of Western motives and intentions, the work contained a
relatively straightforward and generally realistic account of U.S.NATO military strength cad strategy.

The revised volume largely

followed the pattern of the first in this respect, again picturing
the United States as a formidable and resourceful opponent.

However,

itsappraisal of Western military strength was tempered by somewhat
more stress on internal contradictions and instability of the NATO
alliance.
One should caution against assuming that greater realism in
looking at the Unitei States is universal among Soviet writers, or
that it necessarily connotes . softening of the basic hostility with
which the West Is viewed.

As much of the material which has come

36--

under examination in this book Lndicete.) the premises upon which

Soviet spokesmen base their interpretation of the adversary remain
unchanged. There is a further point to be borne in
: M
I a-,essentially
mind also.

Publicly-expressed Soviet views of the West more often

than not are meant to serve propaganda ends of one sort or another,
such as demonstrating aggressive intent in every
Western move.
The
private Soviet assessment, on thi other hand, may vary frot. one case
to another.

Thus, the image of the West reflected in Soviet public

statements does tot necessarily correspond in all respects with what
Soviet leaders may think privately about the strategies and intentions
of their opponents.
Soviet View of Strengths and Weaknesses of W;estern Military Posture
Until quite recently, it was the fashion for Soviet military
writers to picture the United States as the devotee of a one-weapan
strateay, paying only lip service to the concept of balanced forces.
This view has now shifted -- to the point that at least one Soviet

7mlitary
__,-

leader,

Marshal Chuikov, has intimated that Amer&can

rejection of "ou-siced'
Union should bc

theories is an exaple which the Soviet
1
in mind.
The general Soviet teadency today is

to credit the United States with havinr changed its strategy and
force structure in recgnition that victory in a global nuclear

war can only be attained bh he Joint effort of all arms, even
2
though strategic forces still have the central role.

This,

I1n IzvestLLa, De'ember 22, 1963. See discussion of Chuikov's
special pleading on this point in Chapter Twelve.
2 Soviet
Military Strate$w, pp. 168-170; Voennala Strateaila
2nd ed., pp. 83-86.

M
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interestingly enough, is a concept very cl..s
Soviet strategists have claimed as their own.

to Lhe one that most

At the same time that

Soviet co•emvtators speak of the general trend of U.S.
a certain amount of oblique approbation, however,
highly critical of a particular development in U.E.
thinking --

strategy with

they also have been
strategic

the "counterforce" or "city-sparing" k ctrine enunciated

by Secretary McNamara in 1962.

We shall

take up

his subject at

greater length presently.
The United States was obliged to shift from a once-rigid strategy
of "massive retaliation" to that of "flexible response," according
to the Soviet view, because of the growth of Soviet retaliatory power,
I
States.
which would make general war unprofitable for the United
There is an obvious inconsistency, which Soviet writers have conveniently
overlooked, between this description of a change in U.S. strategy and
the continued assertion that the United States also is preparing to
wage a "preventive" general war.

As our earlier discussion has

suggested, there is probably a certain amount of rote as well as
tendentious

purpose in the accusation of U.S. plans for prevenLive

war, a danger which the top Soviet leadership itself now appears to
regard as somewhat remote.
1Soviet

3

There is,

however, no such evident

Military Strategy, pp. 157-159; Voennala Strategiia,
2nd ed., pp. 75-77; Nevsky, World Marxist Review, March 1963, pp. 32-33;
B. Teplir&-kii, "U.S. 'Grand Strategy"', International Affairs, No. 2,
February 1964, pp. 24-25.
2
Soviet Military Strategy, p. 160.
3See
earlier discussion of Soviet views on likelihood of war
in Chapter Nine.

nl~lllI-

IN-anm,

--

•.

.

.
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*reservation

in Soviet views at all levels concerning U.S.

interest iu

and planning for local war operations as part of an effcrt to

strengthen the US. position in the underdeveloped world.'
Witi? regard to the Soviet assessment of Western military strength,
there is explicit recoinition in Joviet military writing of the
2
buildup of strategic delivery and conventional forces in the West.

The most fully elaborated account of Western forces and programa in
the open Soviet literature remains that given in Chapter Two of the
Sokolovskii work, as revised in the 1963 edition.

While no changes

of major import were made in the description of Western military
program- and capabilities in the revised edition, it up-dated
material previously presented.

The new material, reflecting data

in open Western sources since publication of the first volume,

dealt

with both numbers and in some cases qualitative changes in Western
weapons systems.

For comparison at a glance, some of the figures

given in the successive edition* for U.S. strategic force strength
are sunmed up below.

3

lRed Star, November 27, 1963, December 12, 1963; Soviet Military
Strategy, pp. 158-159. Teplinskii, International Affairs, February
1964, pp. 25-27, 29. See also our previous uiscussion in Chapter
Ten of the increased attention given to U.S. limited war theory in
the second Sokolovskii volume.
2 See,
for example, Grechko, Red Star, December 22, 1963; Chuikov,
Jzvestiia, December 22, 1963.
3 VoennaIa
Stratestila, 2nd ed., pp. 103,109; Soviet Military
Stratezy, pp. 173, 177.
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1966

1963
E.d..

lt

ICBM
Atlas

132

TITAN-I

--

T1TAN-2

......

Minuteman

--

132
Bombers

2d Ed.

st Ed,

2nd Ed.

126

132

132

54

108

554

20
200

800

950

1040

1190

(1962)

Heavy

600
1300

630
1100

900

Medium

6
96

9
144

41
656

41
656

34

34

900-1000

Missile .ubs
Subs
Missiles
Space Weapons

....

The figure given in the second Sokolovskii edition for over-all
manpower strength of the U.S. arried forces was increased from 2.5
1

million at the end of 1961 to 2.8 million in 1962.

As in .he

previous volume, no comparative figures for Soviet and Western forceq
were offered, preserving the discreet silence with which this subject
is i.nvariably treated in Soviet military literature,

With regard

to ground forces, the combtned strength of NATO, SEATO and CENTO
was given as approximately 5 mililon men, or about 180 divistons,
compared with 160 divisions in the previous edition.2
3
NATO was said to have 90 dI lsions, as before.
1Voennaia

Strategiia, 2nd ed., p. 257;
p. 311.
2 Voennaia Strategiia,
2nd ed., p. 114;
p. 182.
3Voennala Stratealia.
led ed., p. 114;
p. 183.

Of these,

Soviet Military Strategy,
Soviet Military Strategy,
Soviet Military Strategy,
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the absence in the 1962 edition

of any figures for the U.S. atockpile war rpmedled in the new edition,
which gave the figure of "about 40,000." a nimber cited by Khrushchev
1

on several occasions.

The Soviet stockpile was described cryptically

in the same passage as being "more than eno'tgh."

Amocng additions to

the description -ifU.S. missile capabilities were fLgure'.

for war-

head yield, given as 3 megatons for Atlas-E, 4 megatons for Titan-1,
and 600 kilotons for Minuteman.

2

In a book intended, among other things, to argue th. case for
Soviet military superiority, the rather candid appraisal mf American
military power in both editions doubtless presented certain problems
for the Sokolovskii authors.

If left to stand alone, the picture of

a militarfly formidable Western opponent would hardly help to enhance
balance.
the Soviet image as the dominant weight in the world power

3

Perhaps for this reason, the authors showed a somewhat greater
tendency in the revised volume to offset their description of
Western gL'itary strength by references to internal strains and
contradictions in the Western alliance system.

These comments, of

course, wete not without some basis in developments over the past
year or so.

In expending

1 Voennaia

21bid.,

on the theme of growing instability within

Strategiia, 2nd ad., p. 244.

p. 103.
Lhe same time, it should be recalled thav from the viewpoint of the Soviet military, the picture of a Western military
threat of great magnitude is not without certain self-serving
aspects, since it would tend to fortify the case of those urging
further strengthening of the Soviet .'litary posture. Sea discussion in Chapter Twelve.
3At
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NATO, the new volume ascribed this in part to increasing opposition
by the European partners to U.S.

leadership in the sphere of

"military policy and strategy."I
The tendency of the revised edition to discern chinks in the
opponent's political-morale position was matched by increased emphasis
2
elsewhere in the book, as in other recent Soviet military literature,
on the superior political-morale qualities which the Soviet system
is said to en!' .der, both among troops and the population.

It may

be recalled from our earlier discusrion of the short-versus-long
war issue in Chapter Eleven that one school of Soviet 1.hought has
particularly stressed this factor.

A representative statement of

this school put the matter as follows:
The imperialist states will not be able to beathe hardships of modern war...in case of war the
political-morale potential of the world so,.'alist
system will be vastly superior to the morate
capabilities of the imperialist aggressor. This
will determine to a considerable extent3 thi out-.me
of the struggle in favor of socialism.
Apart from the political-morale factor, Soviet conmentary
prcfesses to find several other weak points in the testern posture.
One of chese is the vulnerability of Europe, bcth with rebard to
the density of Its population and industry in the event of nuclear
4

war,

and with regard to its peacetime role as a "hostage," to which
1 Voennaia

Strep.j•_a, 2nd ed., p. 35; see also pp. 97, 206. For
I Soviet analysis of Internal NATO difficulties, in which an attempt
was made to demonqtrate that despite growing disunity the threat of NATO
"NAMO and :he Demand of
aggression has not diminished, see F. Fyodoro'
1964, pp. 38-41.
February
2,
No.
the Times," International Affairs,
2 Voennaia Strategii-aa, pp. 47, 50, 491, 495.
3 7rlfonenko., On the FundamentAl Laws of the Course and Outcome
of Modern War. p. 48.
4Soviet Military Strategy,
2nd ed., pp. 340-341.

pp. 409-410;

Voennla 3trateiia.
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Thrushchev is fond of alluding.

No less importAnt,

in Soviet eyes,

is the passing of the day when the Unl .ed States could consider
itself invulnerable ro attack.

As Khrushchev put it when talking

with a group of American businessmen in Moscow in November 1963:
y

"The time when the United States, being separated from Europe

the vast t panse of the Atlaatcic Ocear, could feel itself secure

and never involved in conflict and wax- that time has passed."

1

While f'illy aware that the Soviet U',iion itself enjoys no
invulnerability to nuclear attack, the Soviet leaders seem to feel
that the vulnerability of the U.S. homeland is the one factor more
than any other that represents the Achilles' heel of their major
adversary.

With respect to U.S. overseas bases, the Soviet view

On the. one hand, Sovieu ipokesmen have
2
missile age
argued that these bases are highly vulnerable in the

is somewhat inconsistent.

and therefore a liability, while at the same time these very bases
have been the target of an intense Soviet diplomatic and propaganda
campaign aimed at secur.ng their liquidation.
would appear that the Soviet Union regarOs U.S.

(. balance,

it

*c:seas bases more

as an element of Western 3trngsth than of weakness.
1Time-Life

News Service, Transcript of Interview with Chairman
flrushchev and American Businessmen in the Kremlin, November 6, 1963,
p. 8. See Pravda, February 6, 1959, for one of Khrushchev's earlier
comments on the same theme. See also Teplinskii, International
Affairs. February 1964, p. 24.
2 R. I&.
Malinovskii, "15th Ant.iversary of the Victory Over
Pravda May 10, 1960; Marshal A. Yeremenko, "The
Get-many,"
Fascist
Value of Military Bases," Internati-onal
Political
and
Strategic
Affairs, No. 11, 1960, pp. 59-60; Shrushchev interview, Pravda
September 10, 1961; N)reev, Fmdmunist Voorushennvkh SII. No. 3,
February 1964, p. 13.
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Criticism of U.S. Counterforce Strategy
In a speech at Anrt Arbor on June 16,

1962, Secretary of Defense

Robert McNamara gave a definitive outline of a new strategic
philosophy stressing that military targets rather than cities and
population should be the object of attack in the event of a nuclear
war.

Stating that the West was strong enough to survive a massive

surprise attack and still go on "to destroy an enemy society if
driven to it," McNamara also t phasized that "we are giving a
possible opponent the strongest imaginable incentive to refrain
1
from striking our own cities."
From the time of this speech, Soviet commentators have devoted
a great deal of attention to criticism of U.S. "counterforce" or
"city-sparing'

strategy, terms used more or less interchangeably

by Soviet sources with
by Y:Namara.

reference to the basic strategy enunciated

On several occasions in 1962 Ihrushchev and various

Soviet military leaders expressed flatly negative views of what
they called HcNamara's attempt to establish "rules" for nuclear
2
warfare, vhile some Soviet spokesman chose to interpret the
Ann Arbor speech as the enunciation of a first-strike doctrine and

'Vital Speeches of the Day, August 1, 1962, pp. 626-629.
2 Thrushchev
speech of July 10, 1962, Pravda July 11, 1962.
See also: Major-General M. Mil'shtein, "Certain Strategic Military
Concepts of the American Imperialists," Mirovaia Ekonomika i
Mezhdunarodnie Otnosheniia (World Economics and International Relations),
No. 8, August 1962; Major-General N. Talenskii, "Preventive WarNuclear Suicide," International Affairs, No. 9, September 1962,
pp. 10-16; Colonel-General A. Rytov, "USSR Air Force Day,"
Koumunist Vooruzhennvkh Sil, No. 15, August 1962, p. 14.

-324"concrete and practical evidence of preparation for a preventive
war.,, 1

Presumably with these Soviet allegations in mind, the U.S.

side in the strategic dialogue sought to make clear that the new
U.S. strategy was not oriented around a first-strike.
year, for example,

Later in the

Secretary McNamara pointed out that the implications

of the U.S. strategy were "exactly the opposite," since with "a sure
second-strike capability," there would be no pressure whatsoever on
first.
the gaited States to try to strike

2

Subsequent Soviet discussion of U.S. strategy has continued to
reflect a concerted effort to discredit the concepts advanced by
Mclamara at Ann Arbor.

However, there have been some interesting

shifts in Soviet treatment of the subject, suggesting awareness of
the weed to present a more persuasive Soviet case.
worth noting in this connection.

Four points are

First, while Soviet strategists have

retained unreceptive to the city-sparing aspects of the McHamara
doctrine, they theamelves have begun to emphasize the second-strike
assurance afforded by their own strategic posture.

Second, some

ensitivity has been displayed, as noted earlier, to the implication
that Soviet stratagic doctrine is less humane than the counterforce,
city-sparing approach.

4

Third, the argument has been introduced that

liershal Sokolovskii, Red Star, July 19, 1962.
21nterview with Stewart Alsop, "Our New Stratew," The Saturda!X
Ivariant Post, December 1, 1962, p. 18.
3See
discussion of this question in Chapter Five in connection
with Soviet efforts to enhance the credibility of the Soviet
deterrent posture.
4 Sea
discussion of the Soviet attitude toward strategic
targeting restraints in Chapter XIII.

..
. .-.. .
.- ----------.

.
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the counterforce doctrine is a further elaboration of the U.S.
"flexible response" strategy,

representing an attempt to escape

from "the crisis of military policy and stratei-/1 in which Western
leaders find themselves.1

And fourth, there has been more effort to

trace the development of the counterforce concept and to demonstrate
its untenability from a military standpoint.
These trends became apparent in several Soviet analyses which
appeared in 1963, the first of note being the work of General Nevsky,
spoken before. 2
the nebulous military comnentator of whom we have
The points laid out in Nevsky's article in the World Marxist Review
in March 1963 were taken up and amplified in the second Sokolovskii
editioti, which put forward the fullest critique of the U.S. counterforce strategy in Soviet writing to date.

This critique is worth

observing in some detail, not only as an example of the way the
Soviets perceive the process of U.S. strategy forunlation, but also
for the light it sheds on Soviet thinking with regard to the counterforce doctrine itself.
Tha first part of the critique covered the development of
U.S. counterforce theory, which was said by the Sokolovskii authors
to be "the result of prolonged study of the problem of waging
nuclear war," aimed at determining the target categories which must
1Nevsky,

World Marxist Review, March 1963, pp. 30-33; Voennaia
Strategiia, 2nd ed., p. 83.
2"modern
Armaments and Probl,;ms of Strategy," World Marxist
Review, March 1963, pp. 30-35.
See also article by Pechorkin,
International Affairs, March 1963, p. 24, in which the feasibility
of McNamara's concepts was challenged, though on less extended
grounds than by other Soviet authors.
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be destroyed in order "to bring quick defeat of the enemy."'

Initially,

according to the Sokolovskii authors, differing views were advanw.ed in
the United States as to whether it was better to concentrate on
destroying the
centers.

pemw's strategic forces or to attack lar6., population

The first alternative presented the greater difficulties,

because:
The delivery of nuclear strikes against the enemy's
strategic weapons is a more difficult task than
striking large cities. In the main, these difficulties
are due, first, to the fact that such weapons exist in
significant quantitiea, and second, the majority of
them, especially missiles -- which under today's
conditions are absolute weapons -- are emplaced in
nearly-invulnerable underground bases, on submarines,
this
etc. Further, the trend toward increasing
2
invulnerability is growing all the time.
Another factor also affected the choice of which target system
to strike, for according to the Sokolovskii authors:

"This depends

to a considerable extent on the delivery systenm available anu theit
If accuracy of the systems is poor, "they czartut be used

numbers."

against small targets like missile launch pads or airfields."

If

their numbers are inadequate, they "can only be used against large
targets,

3

like cities."'

Continuing their description of the process by which the
United States arrived at the strategy enunciated by McNamara in
June 1q62, the Soviet authors said that the U.S. command conducted
war games for several years, using computers "to test various kinds
of attacks against the Soviet Union."
IVoennaia Strateriia, 2nd ed.,
2 lbid.
3lbd

The resultant findings were

p. 84.
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that strikes against cities would not "remove the threat of powerful
retaliatory strikes," which could wipe out the United States.
other hand,

On the

strikes against the opponent's strategic delivery forces

could "significantly reduce his capability to destroy American cities
I
and pL,,1ltioa."

On the basis of these considerationi,

the United States "came to

the ultimate conclusion that it was necessary to destroy the enemy's
armed force, and first of all, his strategic delivery means."

2

Thus,

in the Soviet view, evolved the "counterforce" or "city-sparing"
strategy which the United States has now offered "as some sort of
suggestion to the Soviet Union on 'rules'
war."

for tne conduct of nuclear

3
The second part of the Sokolovskii critique dealt with problems

of carrying out a counterforce strategy.

Among obstacles to such a

strategy, the Soviet authors enumerated the folLowing:

First, how

"convince" others of the need to adhere to "new rules" of sparing
cities, when "most military targets ure located in or near cities."
Second,

if these "rules" are to be followed, the United States and

its European allies should start te remove all their military
installation3 from cities.

However, this is not only unrealistic,

1 Ib i._d.

2ibid., pp. 84-85.
3

bThid., p. 85. Elsewhere in the revised Sokolovokii edition,
the authors were skeptical that the Unit.d S ates would in fact try
to follow a set of rules in the event of war. They ;aid, p. 365,
that: "...the U.S. militarists do not intend to employ their nuclear
weapons solely against military targcis...they are planning to use
such weapons above all against targets in the deep interior, against
cities, against the peaceful population, against the economy, and
also naturally against...the armed forces."
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but as noted in the Western press, if such a move were caL ied out,
"...the USSR would draw the conclusion that the United States was
preparing to attack."

Finally, counterforce strategy presupposes the

need for a large system of population shelters, "whose role and
significance in a future war appears quite problematical."I
For a counterforce strategy to be "realistic and practical,"
act. rding to the authors, five basic requirements must be met.
2
were listed as:

Thee-

1.

Reliable and numerically-adequate reconnaissance means,
in order to assure necessary target information.

2.

Large numbers of missiles of great accuracy, reliability
and readiness, "since there are considerably more
military targets, than cities."

3.

Reliable systems of command and control, warning and
communications.

4.

Careful planning to co-ordinate missile strikes and
military operations of the whole coalition, "based on
extensive use of computers.."

5.

Surprise.

With respect to the first item, reconnaissance,

the Scholovskii

authors said the United States banks on the use of large numbers of
satellites, capable currently of taking photographs "with n resolution
of 2 meters."

By the 1965-1970 period, the) will be capable of

"60-centimeter resolution from an altitude of 500 kilometers."

Row-

ever, according to the Soviet authors, prospects for solution of the
reconnaissance problem are poor.
llbid.

See also:

Citing the American press and

Clagolev-Larionc- , International Affairs,
November 1963, pp. 31-32; Nevsky, World Marxist Review, March 1963,
p. 33; Pechorkin, International Affairs, March 1963, pp. 23-24.
2 Voennaia
Strateaia, 2nd ed., pp. 85-86.
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Henry Kissinger as authority, they pointed out that Soviet missiles
will be increasingly dispersed and hidden in underground silos, and
many will be mobile or based at sea, all oi which will make
reconnaissance more difficult.I
With respect to the second requirement,

the United States was

said to be staking its bets mainly on such solid-fuel missiles as
Minuteman and Polaris.

While conceding the advantages of Minute-

man, the authors pointed out that Polaris is nct accurate enough to
be employed against any targets other than large cities, which
counterforce strategy "is

supposed to avoid."

2

On the third point, the Soviet authors noted that the U.S.
plans to use satellites both to obtain '9-minute warning of missile
attacks on the United States,

and for invulnerable coimranication

and navigation systems on a global scale.

They also •ientioned the

use of airborne and sea-based command posts.
no comment on the efficacy of these measures.

However,

they offered

3

As to the co-ordinated planning problem, the Sokolovskii
authors again adverted to the opinion of anonymous U.S. military
specialists that the difficulty of obtaining target information on
a growing •oviet misqLle force increasingly complicates the planning
1

IbiJ., p.

2 'bid.

86.

See also: N. Talenskii, '. NATO Nuclear Force Is a
Dangerous V'enture,' 1-,ý,rnjtional .¶ffairs., N. 5, ,Mhay 1963, p. 26;
Nevsky, I!orld Marxist tevic', :arch 1'-63, p. 33.
3 Voennaia
Strau.esia, 2nO ed., p. 87.
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All these reasons, they

and organization of a U.S. missile attack.1

said, cast doubt on the effectiveness of a counterforce strategy,
which banks on full destruction of the opponent's strategic weapons.
Still citing anvnymous opinion, the authors then stated that the

uncertainty of accomplishing this task means that:
... the political value of a counterforce strategy
may be depreciating even more rapidly than its
military value, because it becomes increasingly
difficult for the representatives of the military
command to convince the political leader hip of the
absolute reliability of their plans and calculations
based on fragmentary iaitelligence data on enemy
targets.2
Militarily, the value of a counterforce strategy also will
continue to decline during the sixties, according to the Sokolovskit
authors, because:

"...even if the percentage of the Soviet strategic

forces which the United States can destroy remains constant (which
itself is a rather optimistic assumption),
surviving forces will increase."3

the absolute number of

Finally, turning to the question

of surprise attack in relation to counterforce strategy, the authors
asserted that such a strategy is in essence aggressive, beLause it
would offer nt expectation of victory without preventive war and a

surprise attack.
l1lbid.

"This strategy," they said:

See also:

Nevsky, World Marxist Review, March 1063, p. 33;

Pechorkin, International Affairs, March 1963, p. 24. The latter, in
addition to mentioning the difficulty of target location as a problem
for the United States, also implied that this would be a problem for
the Soviet Union, since the location of U.S. targets would not be
pinpointed for the adversary by "the U.S. Secretary of Defense."
The Pechot~in argument then went on to make the point that:
"Accordingly, large th.rmonuclear warheads would be used to blanket
great expanses, which means they would inevitably hit the cities as
well, especially in the densely-populated countries."
2 Voennaia
Strategiia, 2nd ed., p. 87.
3

bid.
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war. A strategy which expects to achieve victory
through the destruction of armed forces cannot be
based on the idea of a "retaliatory strike"; it
is based on •reventive action, on the attainment
of surprise.
While rounding out their critique of counterfor~.c atrategy with
the customary allegation that the United States is actively studying
ways to achieve "maximum surprise" by meaiis of a first strike, the
Sokolovskii authors also added a new note in their !963 discussion
by suggesting that changing conditions may now be reducing U.S.
confidence in the feasibility of conducting a surprise attack.

On

this point they said:
U.S. military experts consider that the possibility
of achieving strategic surpr.se will increasingly
decline in the future. This is due to the fact
that modern means of detection and warning make it
possible to spot ballistic missile launchings,
especi-ily strategic miss les, and to send warn'-g
information on such launch:ngs to the appropriate
command centers. 2
The above excursus on U.S. coun'erforce strategy by the
Sokolovskil authors, while still

po. mical in tone and disposed at

times to fall back on Marxist-Leninist platitudes about U.S.
behavior, nonetheless represents a somewhat more objectivelyargued analysis than has been customary in Soviet military literature.
In this and similar Soviet treatment of the counterforce question,
one may discern several factors whichl presumably help to account for
lrbid., p. 88.
2Ibid., pp. 90-91.

A similar view, it may be recalled, was

also expressed in the article in the November 1963 issue of International Affairs by Glagolev and Lurionov, p. 32.
See discussion
in Chapter Five.
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the strenuous Soviet effort to discredit I a counterforce,
sparing concept.

city-

First, assuming that Soviet strategic delivery

forces are considerably smaller than those of the West, there is
an obvious di advantrge in embracing a strategy which, by the Soviets'
own account,

requires large numbers of delivery vehicles.

Second,

there would appear to be an incompatibility between the Soviet
weapons program, with its recent stress on super-megaton yields,
and a strategy calling for precise delivery and measured megatonnage
against military targets.

To reverse direction of this program would

probably entail great practical difficulties, besides depriving the
Soviet arsenal of weapons upon which a high political premium evidentl1
is put for their intimidational and dete:rent value.

Third, the

important role played by Soviet secrecy is underscored by the Soviet
attitude toward the counterforce strategy.

VJhile in Soviet eyes an

advantage may lie with their side so far as obtaining tdrget data is
concerned, they also appear to fe...t that their position in this
regard my be somewhat shaky, hence the e.ip*asis put on the difficulty
of locating targets as a barrier to a counterforce strategy.
On the whole, in terms of the strategic dialogue, the lirne
pursued with regard to the counterforce strategy issue seems intended
to lend further support to the Soviet contention that zhe United
States can no longer count on carrying out a successful first-strike
against the Soviet Union, and that Soviet capability to deliver a
retaliatory second-strike is now in any event beyond question.
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Future Prospects fvr the Strategic Dialogue
It would be Fremature in the extreme to suggest that the Soviet
image of the West now mirrors reality with reason.ole fidelity.
Soviet percertion of the 'Wlesc is still filtered through ideological
and parochial suspicions that proeuce a woefully distorted picture,
particularly of 14,stern motives and intentions.

At the same time,

it ran be said that the successive Sokolovskii editions and some
other recent expressions of Soviet strategic thinking have come a
little way toward presenting a more objective image of the other
side.
This in itself may be a small start toward a more meaningful
and mutually instructive dialogue between East and West, particularly
between the two great nuclear powers on either side.

Some slight

change in the vode of discourse -- with the discussants talking past
each other loss and to each other more -- is another small start that
may be discerned in the present trend of affairs.

It generally has

qoemed that the, discussants in the strategic dialogue were speaking
fron

an entirely different conceptual framework,

arguing from

independent systerms of logic -- which in fact is not far from the

\s a result,

mark.
not.

A

they have talked past each other more often than

chans- in the mode and quaLlty of discourse -- if nothing

else, a b,.týer imtutuul gra,;p ot it technical idio-n, while unlikely
to )ride thf cjnceotual gap, might at least draw the two different
systc-is of l1gic

-loser together.

It coald I,, said that there i.

precious little evidence of

i:'pro enint ,n the quality of discuurse exhibited from the Soviet
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side in

such vehicles as the successive Sokolovskii volumes,

rebuttal of the Sokolovskii authors to the U.S.
work,

the

editors of their

the Clagolev-Larionov exigesis on Soviet peace policy and

military posture,

the Nevsky commentary on problems of strategy, and

other recent examples ofSoviet strategic thought,

not excluding the

frequent sallies into this field by policy and decision-makers
Khrushchev himself.

like

All have more or less In commoen a penchant for

painting the motives of the other side black, the policies of the
Soviet Union white, and its

superiority unquestionable --

a picture

which somewhat oversimplifies the situation, to say the least.
And yet, it

is

perhaps unwarranted to dismiss out of hand the

possibility of raising the level of discourse and moving the strateg.
The expanded discussicn cf

dialogue onto more productive ground.
U.S.

strategy in

the revised Sokolovskii volume is

a case in point.

One may feel that the treatment of counterforce strategy was prejudiced by being used to support Soviet charges of aggressive U.S.
planz and to fortify Soviet claims to an invulnerable retaliatory
posture.

Rowever,

the analysis demonstrated at least that the

authors had done some homework and had acquainted themselves with
the U.S.

literature'on the subject.

If

their rendering of the U.S.

process of strategy formulation was imprecise,

it

understanding of some of the factors involved,

and in

revealed some of their own concerns,

showed at least an
the process

including the strong dependence

of the Soviet military posture on a continuing high level of secrecy.
The Red Star commentary of the Sokolovskii authors,
forensic development of a rather unusual kind in
dialogue,

in

itself a

the strategic

showed several 3igns of Soviet desire to clarify foreign
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Affairs article by Glagolev and Larionov and son* of the other statements examined in this book.
The question may be raised that an improvement in the quality
and level of strategic discourse is not necessarily of any significant
moment in itself.

No matter how well informed by common appreciation.....

of the problems and concerns of the parties involved, strategic discourse Itself will never be a substitute for the substance of military
force in a world where the politics of power holds sway.
doubt true.

This is no

Still, the forms and character of the strategic dialogue

can influence the policies

governing military power.

In an age when

the destructive potential of military power is so great that its
use or misuse is

the common concern of all, this would seem to be a

sufficient excuse for improving the quality of the dialogue.
One of course should expect no miracles.

The strategic dialogue

is a form of co..unication between antagonists, not a vehicle for
healing hostility or for clearing up a deep-seated clash of purposes.
It may make sone conprLbution to avoiding mistaken impressions about
the posture of the opponent.

It may, of course,

have Just the

opposite effect, but that is & risk that exists in any event.
best, the strategic dialogue could lead to a useful end iU It
as Valter Lippmamnput it

serves,

recently when describing President Kennedy's

influence on the course of world events:
Union that it

At

"...to convince the Soviet

must perforce and that it can comforta1ly and honorably

live within a balance of power which is

mne washington Post,

December 3,

decidedly in our faivor."

1963.

1
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EPILOGUE:

SOVIET STRATEGY AT THE CROSSROADS

In the opening chapter of this book we noted that the Soviet
leaders seem to stand today at a crossroads of decision on many
Problems of various kinds,

issues of strategy and defense policy.

some unique to the Soviet situation and others basically similar to
problems with which West.r-. policy-makers and strategists must cope,
have converged upon the Soviet leadership at this stage of the
twentieth century.
One of the problems of first magnitude,

as we have seen, is

Difficilties withia the

related to the allocation of resources.

Soviet economy and competing demands upon it

evi(ýently have r.made

it more difficult than usual for the Soviet leaders to decide what
share of their resources shall be devoted to military purposes.
Another fundamental problem, growing out of the militaryage, centers upon Soviet

technological revolution of the present

awareness of the destructiveness of nuclear war.

This his given

rise to questions about the feasibility of war as an instrumlent of
policy and the limits of military power in the nuclear-missile era.
.

The unhealed Stno-Soviet estrangement represents anothcr
problem of great magnitude, which, among other things, miay hav,-

called into question the possibility of future Sino-Soviet military
co-operation and some of the basic strategic a-suiitions upon which
Soviet planning probably has been based.
In the immediate area of Soviet militi-y policý and stritegy,
it

%yould appear that well on to two years after the

deployment of Soviet t:,ssiles to Cuba,

i.jP.!-ccc;,,ful

the Soviet lead,,r.rhi,

is

.
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confronted with a number of unresolved issues in seeking a

military posture suitable to Soviet needs in the power contest with
the United States.

The ongoing military dialogue in the Soviet

Union, which we have examined at some length, bears witness to the
fact that there are still

differing schools of thought on many

matters which have been under debate for some time past.
a few,

these include:

be maintained;

(2)

(1)

To mention

the size of the armed forces which should

the kind of war --

short or protracted --

which Soviet forces and the country should be prepared;

(3)

for

the

prospects of survival under conditions of nuclear warfare; (4)

'

respective weight of strategic missile forces and combined arms
operations in any future war against a powerful overseas enemy;
(5)

the question whether the criteria for developing the Soviet armed

forces should stress mainly their deterrent and intimidational
functions or their war-fighting value, and finally,

(6)

the problem

of finding a winning military strategy for any war that might have
to be fought with the United States.
In addition to such questions bearing on practical decisions
with regard to defense policy, there also has been continued although inconclusive evidence of a certain amount of underlying
strain between Party-political autiorities on the one hand and
some elements of the professional officer corps on the other.

-,hile it
still

is important to remember that an essential consensus

binds the various elements of the Soviet leadership together,

and thiat the areas of agreement on purpose and policy aAre doubtless
giuch 1roadcr than the areas of contention,

neverthelest,

the abo•,•;
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brief catalogue of vexatious issues is enough to suggest that
1hrushchev and other Soviet leaders have their hands full today
in charting the course of Soviet defense policy.

Indeed, a

convergenue of such problems over the past year or two would seen
to account in large part for Soviet interest in cultivating a certain
measure of detente in U.S.-Soviet relations.

It is in this sense

that one might say that Soviet strategy is at a crossroads today,
as the Soviet leaders play for time, seeking ways to work theoselves out of their various difficulties.

